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ABSTRACT

\

Online searchesof bibliographic data bases were conducted for

scientists and technologists in one'academic and one industrial set-

ting. In order to determine the effect of this new technological

development on its users' information style, and to determine how,

how often, and with what satisfaction online search services are

use4, records of use were maintained and,users as well as nonusers
1 Alk.-

of the online search service in the two environments were surveyed

prior to the start and at the conclusion of the first phase of the

4

search service.

In the first phase of the Prolidt, free and medizated.(searched

by information specialists) search service Was provided- In the

second Phase' mediated search service'at half'the computer connect

and offlineprinting costs was provided. In the third phase, free,

non-mediated (searches conducted by final user' of information) search
R

service was provided.'

No striking change in information style that held true for bOCh

settings could be identified. Records of over00 uses of online

,

search service by almost 200 users- are characterized by factbr'ssuch

as information sources used prior to'reqbesting online search service,

amount of negotiation time requiref, number of non-retrieved relevant

documents, and user satisfaction with currency, size, and utility of'

search output.

F
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PREFACE
6

We would like to acknowledge the contribution of a number of.indi
. .
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tists and technologists at both the Chemistry Department ofthe Florida
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nairesand provided us witALfeedback on online. use. Dr. Carloi,Cuadra.

'_offered valuable suggestions prior to the start the study and also

served as a consultant during-the initial stage of the study. Mr. Paul
.

Gann coordinated the study at Monsanto and also' carried out online seArches

along with Mr. Frank Reynard. Searches at the Monsanto laboratories in

Durham, North Carolina were conducted by San Williams.' At the Florida

State University, a Project Advisory Committee consisting of Chemistry
.

Department faculty members Dr. Ronald Clark, Dr:.Richard Glick, and Dr.

eorge.Levy advised on various planning.aspects of the study.' Also assist-

ing in different aspecisfOrthe study were Dr. Gregory Choppin, ChemiSiry.

Department Chairman at.the beginning of the study, and Dr. Martin'Schwartzi

/'Chemistry Department Chairmin-during the second and third phases of the

study, as well as Mr. David Tranchand,_Business Manager.of the Chemistry

Department-who helped faith the .development of record-keeping for the study.
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putei programmer for the study. Mrs. Sheila Lutz-typed Some of the reports

and manuscripts. Miss Celia Hales typed part of the awl report.eMrS.

Julie Winchell, the Project secretary, was of greet'help on all phasesof

the study.



INTRODUCTION

Online* searching of bibliographic. data baseSconstitutes an im-

portant new tool of the scientist and technologist and of,the.librarian

Concerned with meeting their information needs. 'According to Martha

Williams in 1977,-therewere 50 million bibliographic records searchable

.onlinerabout 29 million were to portions of the literature of science and

technology. Also, in 1977, more than_two million online' searches were con-
, 4;

'duCted. This represents a 40 percent increase over 1.976, 1 Yet with'ali

this.activity in the field, relatively little is Icnow(about how and for

what purpose scientists and technologists use online searches, their

satisfaCtion with this,neW bibliographic'service and What changes, if any

occur in the information.style of scientists and technologiSts when'online
.s.

,

,

search service is introduced -info the environment..,

1976; a National Science Foundation.(NSF). studY was initiated at

. Florida State University (FSU) in'an attempt,, o answer some of these ques-
,

tions,' The study was done in three phases-. In Phase I,4online search ser-
P

vice was introduced in two environments: at the Chemistry Department Of

.41

FSU, the academic environment, and-at the Monsanto_ Textiles. Company,..the

industrial environment. ,During this first phase, fiee.seakch'serviceWas

offered in both environments. In the second phase, online, searches were

piovided in the academic erivironment at half-the cost of computer connect

ime and offline ptinting,, bases I and II, searches were performed by

inforiatioTspecialists. In,t 11ird phase, embedded iri the second

.
phase and again only performed -the atadetic environment; free online

:

self-service basis. ,The results of this work
-

searches were'offered on a

.

are given in this report..

-J. 'Martha Williaia, '4977 Data-Base and'On-Line Statistics,"
etih Of the ASIS 4(2) (December, 1977): 21172...

10
:Cr

v. p÷..
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06-6-atives and Hypotheses

The primary objeatiVe afthis'study was to determine the effect of

expostire to- online 'search services on the overall information style of

academic and industrial scientists and techndogists, Information style,

broadly defined, consists 9f the wais inwAich individuals go about obtain-(
ing information needed in their work. The. hange in the information enViron-

.

Kiimentwas'the introduction Of a conveniently located, easy to-use 'and
.
(at

.

4,---- .

.- k '
firatrno-cost online.search service. Other changes introduced were in

.terms of cost (free versus half-cost) and in.ways'of searching (mediated'

:_
versus non-mediated). Changes in'information style were monitored with the

.' aid of 'pre-,and.post7test questionnaires, user interviews,'records-Vd

online useand user evaluation- through feedback forms. A secondary objec-

tive was the gathering of'data on the ways in which_onlind systems are

used by scientists, as an -aid in the planning of "online Services.

, The main hypothesis of the studyias ."-that exposure fo Online'search

services whicti ere accessible; easy to use, and include ralevantdOCuments

will change the information style. of scientisis_endtechnologiSts.

e

looking for changes -in information style, three iridications of- change were
, -

examined:

1. The use-of online searches for different tyPeS'of informa-

tion needs, Thase,neads include)current awareness, ekhauS-
.

, tive bibliographiesp specific facts, and "a few references on*.

. . .

a Subject:"

:Z. The .decrease in ,uSe of other, previously used, information .

sources, such as personal scanning of journals, or depending

upon input from colleagues.

,3. tle uSer's*Willingness.and ability to perform:his own online

searches without going through an intermediary.



1

---IrT-ifddition to thehe indications, the characteristicRof t dustrial and

academic users were compared, including,early andcsubsequen use light,

mediumk,, and heavy use, and users in different age groups and with dif-

ferent jobs.
1

Experimental. Design

In Phase I, prior to the introduction of online services, pre-treat-

ment survey instrument was completed by all participants.,, This stru-
,

ment was designed to assess personal. background, work histories, thods
4

of information search and preference, and,. prior experience with onl ne

bibliographic searching. -Mediated online search service was, then intro-
a

duced.into the enviironment of the
. .

100 searches conducted on req st by trainedinformation specialists.

Following approximetely'one ar of such service ,another survey instru7
I . .

1;
merit. was administered,` to assess imPact'andchangee in information style.

participants and provided at no cost,

-In addition to the questionnaire, selected participants were interviewed,
l

Records of useand user evaluations were also obtained and. analyied.

In Phases II and III, the study was limited to the academic environ-

,went, the number. of potential users was increased, and two significan-changes--
.

.user charges and non-mediated searching--wereintrOduced at different

times.- Records.. of use, user evaluations; and user interviews were ob-

tainectduring this phase..

During xlie first phase, online searching service was.provided at.no

charge to.a selected sample of participants at FSU and at Monsanto. This

phase began at Monsanto in late March 1976'and lasted thirteen months,
P

while at FSU, this phase began.in late May 1976 and continued for eleven

months. At the end of this phase, the Monsanto technical library decided

to take over full support for thiS service and provide it as a regular

part of its library information. support.

12
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a

i During thesecondphase, the: search :servite was provided only at FSU
v..,,..p .

.
.._

.

'and offered to all m_ embeit Of-the Chemistry Department rath than, :a

1110selected. sample.. A1S-o4uring this phase," an indirect! fee the

cost of'connect'time and.offline Citations was charged to-users to deter-., :W
mine-the.ilmpact of fees on .thature and volume of pearch-,recii0Sts:, ,

4
... ,.. .

eil
J q: ''

In Phaiil III, no-cost self-searching was made available to' assess
....

"
'- , J':3 : , ,° ,, .

the attractiveness of "do-it-youtSelf" searching. Phase II began in'mid-.

,

f.
v. .

October 1977 and:Continued,Until late May 1978. Phase III listed from

February 1 to,.March 17, 1978.
.ce

Statistics for the phases arel4hown

leblOPI

Project Descriptive Statistics:

Phase I Free mediated searching,

FSU 28,,1976 - April 25, IW7).

Sample pOpUlation: 84.

Sample participants: 70 (respondents to pre-test)

(respondents to Post-test)
4 r

Table 1.

,,

Service users: 51

Non-users: 19

Total searc :
, 353-

Monsanto (March 2 , 1976 - June 30, 1977)

Sampld population:

Sample participants:

Sample u-Sers:

Non-users:

Searches:
V

311

282 (respondents to pre-test)

234 (coded post-tests)

109

153

345
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... Table 1 (continued)

-Phase,i1. Halfrcost mediated searching (Oct. 12, 1977 - May 31, 1978)
4

Users: 57

, Graduate: 29

Research Associate/ 1"

Post-doctoral: 10.

Faculty: 16

Other : 2

Searches 155
1

Phase III ?ree non-mediated searching (Feb. 1, 1978 - Mar. 17,'1978)

Users: 44

Graduate: , 32

Research Associate/
POWt-doctoral: 7

Faculty:

r, . .
Other: 4

Searches: 87

I

14'



PROJECT ENVIRONMENT

This study was conducted over a two-year period at

academic, the other industrial. The academic environment was

two locations, one

the Chemistry

(

Department of Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida. FSU has

an
d

enrollment of about 21,000 students, with about 3,500 graduate students.

Doctoral programs are offered in 58 fields including chemistry, and the

Chemistry Department is ranked nationally among

chemistry departments.

. .

industrial environment was

the top twenty-five academic

iM.

provided by-the Monsanto Textileskom-
/

pan (MTC) technical operations ar'Pensacola, Florida, about 200 miles from

4/
Tallahassee. Monsanto has over 300 professional employees in itsvResearch

-Anc&Development Department. The:Company's research. and develapMent at Pensacola,

is directed towards the study of melt spun fibers procgssesaild properties,
A

seeking ways to improve and modgy,nylon, polyester and related melt spun

polymers.

Florida State University

The setting for actual query'negotiations with users and for the online

terminal equipMeni differed between FSU and Monsanto. At FSU, the computer

terminal and the infOrmailon specialists were located in the Chemistry Re-
.0

search Building where most of the potential users worked. The search service

office was on the first floor near the main entrance, the elevators, the

reading room and the departmental office so the location was highly convenient

to all potential users. The reading roam across the hall contained the

printed volumes of Chemical Abstracts, the most frequently used reference

source.

The search service oftice was used exclusively

so there were no distractions by other activities.

of the experiment, the service operated twenty-five

13

for the project service

For incit'st of the period
1

hours a week, typically
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on a schedule of Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday from 9:30 a.m. to

3:00 p.m., and Thirsday from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. In the early months

of the service, an a Mort was made to respond to requests for service in

7the evenings and on Saturdays but because of. the-low volume of use, this

Was not cost-effective and wastiscondnued. During the firit phase of the

project, service waii maintained during the breaks between academic quarters.

During the second phase, the service was closed during ihe winter (Christmas)

ak,but_was kept open during the spring break.

The online terminal equipment used at FSU was, for. the first five weeks,,

a T-33 ten characters - per - second impact printer. This was an interim unit

as its slow speed and noisy operation made it unstettable foi anitinued,inter-

active searching. On July 9, 1976, the T-33 was replaced by an NCR )160

terminal, a thirty Characters per-second thermal printer. This unit worked .

well throughout the first phase and its speed and quiet operation as compared

With the T-33 emphasized the importance of these features in-interactive

searching. With the start of the second phase in OCtober 1977, the NCR was

replaced (becAgse of its higher rental) by a DECwriter thirty.charac-

ters-per-second, but With an impact printer. The impact noise was muffled'

an the noise level was not noticeably.higher than with the thermal printer.

There were no"downtimes" due, to terminal'malfunction with the faster units.

Downtime was either the result of telephone system problems or difficulties

at the host computek'y as will be noted later.

Monsanto Textiles Company

The online service at Monsanto was provided initially at the Pensacola,

Florida facility, using two of the members of the corporate library staff,

as searchers. In August 1976, the librarian from the Durham, North Carolina,

plant was also trained as a searcher. Users were located at these two

facilities plus a few users at a plant in Decatur, Alabama. All searches

from Decatur were sent by telephone or in writing to the Pensacola library
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for searching.

The instillation at'Pensacola used aTexas Instruments model 745 portable

'thermal terminal ('30- characters -per- second) located.in a Small room in the

.technical library. This room was-also used to store microfilm files-c,l(includ7

ing Chemical Abstracts on microfilm) and-a microfilm reader- printer'. Most

query negotiating was done in the individual offices of-the information

specialists; the specialist and the user Mould them go to the terminal fdi

the actual search.L Search service was available to users forty hours per

week during the hours of 17:30 a.m. re$4:00 p.m. Not all potential users

worked in the building that contained the library.

At the. Durham facility, a Texas Instrument's model 735 terminal was

used, with a thirty characters-per-second thermal printer. The terminal'

was located in a library work room 'adjacent_to the office of the librarian-

searcher. She negotiated queries in her office and then went with the user

to the terminal for the search. Search service was available o users forty

hours per week between 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Chemical Abstracts on micro-

film was also available at,phisslocation.

Differences in Test Environment

'It' can be seen that the primary differences between the test environments

were the longer hours that the service was available at Monsanto, the

availability of Chemical Abstracts on microfilm as well as print at Monsanto

while only inKprint at FSU, and the location of terminals within areas at

Monsanto ustd forother activities, i.e., the library, while the FSU offices

were used exclusively for the search service. The'academir calendar had some

influence on usage at FSU which, of course, was not the case at Monsanto.

The primary difference in terms of intermediaries was that at Monsanto the

searchers were company employees already engaged in providing information ser:-

vices to the potential users, whereas at FSU, the intermediaries came from



outside the department, and were seen as providing n y the'service of online

searching.

s

ti

4-

1.8
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A.revIew of thegiterature of 'information science and:librarianshfP,
.

priarlay since 1974,was made to determine what had been published

tgpics pertinent to the project: the etfect of online

forMational style and prodUctivity of users.; user evaluations of,,and. ,

searching -on the in-
T

satiapction with, online searching; the use of intermediaries (librarians,

information specialiite) for Online searching; .thee- training for ongne

searching otintermediaries

impact of user fees on the use of online sery

and of final lisers (self searching); and the

ces. The emphasis'of writings

about online searching has been on.various technical aspects of online

systems.' Much less has been published on the topics of interest-to tfiis

project.

Information Style

Rubenstein and his associates' described information "style", as the

tendency to behave in a certain pattern in relation to information seeking and

use,. and this is the meaning as_used,in this report. ,In their study, Rubenstein

et. al. conclud0 that information style appears to be relatively stable over

iOng.Periods of time but is definitely affected by change6 in the informs-
.

tion environment. '141e introduction and,avaikability. of online bibliographic
,

searchpg is just h's change but the response to this innovation may

af users differently: Herner reports, that basic scientists tend to

heir own literature searching, whi le applied scientists tend to have

literature' searches done, for them. He explains these findingg by pointing

out that the basic scientist, unlike the applied scientist, needs to. interact

H. Rubenstein, et.
Style of Research s," in C. E.
Among Scientists
pp. 209-31.

al., "Explofations on the In
Nelson and °D. K. Oollock, e
(Lexington., MA: Heath and

19

ormation Seeking
s., Communication
COmpany, 1970),
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with the literatureand that such interaction cannot be delegatecti.

Such attitudes toward' the literature will- clearly, affect attitude's toward

online searching. .

Information style is also related to a perSon s.dvaluation'of thvalue

_of information in'a given situation. Hall, in his study,of-the Values

placed on information by scientific and techniCal 'Workers, observes:

different types of users have different criteria.fOrievaluatinelnformatiOn

and information systems, anttan individual's criteria may :change as his role

changes, i.e., from researcher o planne ,to administrator. This variability

'inevitably influences a person's 'information style at any particular time.'

Hall notes that researchers; .for'examffie,'appear to place the highestValue.,

'upon the qualitative spects of_information systems; such-as co eni
...-,

Viligibility and responsiveness. The reSeatCh'scientist also tends fb.Wan

comprehensiveness in locati information, and frequently wants to obtain

original documentS:" ConVeniencelof. infOrmationiSanother.important
A

.criterion for scientists. In a.study:of, industriaLand academic chemists'

Use of both offline'and online computer-srched systems, 4rnett concluded

rZliat,chemists-procUre information from the sources which are closeet at

: The availability of online systems affects all of these values.
.

A study by Alien and Gerstberger implies Lat AnPormation style is also

influenced by:the amount of experience a person has with' a given information

channel:. *Or study 'of electronics engineers showed that there-was a

strong pobitive relationship between the degree of experience with'a-.given

2. Saul Herner, Information Gathering Habits of Wotkers in Pure and
Applied Sciencei,P Industrial and Engineering Chemistry 46 (1954): 228-36.:

'3. Homer J. Hall, Userllalues in the,Selection of Information Services.
(Linden, NJ: Exxon Research & Engineering Company, 1977). EXXON/GRU.1
DK.77 (final report).

-

4. E. M. ArnpttComputer-Based Chemical Information Services," Science
170 (1970): 1370-76.
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information 'channel and the perception of that channel's accessibility

and ease of use .5 In other words, the more often achannel was used

to gather informationthe lower the perceiyed cost of using that channel.

The effect of experience among users in this study is reflected in'the

contrasts between heavy,-medium and light usage, discussed elsewhere

,in this report.

The effects .of the introduction offomputee-based bibliographic

--'ervices in various environments has'been reported by several investigators,.

although little;-Edmparative study. among'environ4ents-(a4 attempted in'this
4c

''present study) h been reported. Online services were madeavailable

to researchers at the Exxon AesearCh and 'Engineering CompanY,!with the

conclusion that the researchers -both accepted and became accustomed to

raw information system
."

the

Ablihurst and Shilling studied the introduction of online searching-(
., Ad--Ainto An industrial research centerin chemical and biological sciedips

.

Since SDI servicebad'existed for some years and was well accepted, it was
. ,.

4, '-,

-expected that online searching would also be accepted and thiS/Wakthe

Case.' User reaction was favorable, with four primary uses: for new ideas

/,or topih in the start-up or long-term prqjects; to search for new topics.with-

in an existing field o( research '(the majority of search requests); to

compliment SDI service; and to search topics where library materials were

inadequate. The availability of the online system appears to have encouraged

more queries of the types reported?

\
5. Thomas J. Allen and Peter G. Geratberge, "Criteria for Selection

of an Information" (Working Taper 284-67, A. P. Sloan School of Management,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, SePtimber, 1967).

6.. Barbara Lawrence, Ben H. Weil and Margaret H. Graham, "Making On-
Line Search Services Available in an Industrial Research Environment,"

.

Journal of the American Society for Information Science 25 (1974):. 364-369.
J. P. Colthurst and M. E. Shilling, "On-Line Searching in a Research

. Environment," On-Line Review I (1977): 311-317.
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Changes in information Style of scientists caused by computer retrieval

systems have been snggeseed'^by seVeral studiee 1975 study by Blase of
4

. ,

health science library Users at the University Of Washington contrasted

reactions to the use of a printed current awareness service with reac ions

to the use of an offline computerized retrieval system (SDILINE). S ILINE '

31pts seen by users as being of major value in alerting to new publications

in fields of in4rest but, in general, the computer-based system did not
' n4

change. the literature scanning habits of most of the users .I Martin

and. Parsons, in their study of'academic SDIuserg at the University of

Texas found that while one-third of the respondents felt that a computerized

SDI service had 'altered their method of keeping current with research,

almost two-thirda felt that their information style had not been affected.

The primary change-reported was in decreased review of the literature in

fields of intere8t.19

It is important to note that the studies, by Blase and by Martin refer

to SDI service, that is, computer-based but in an offline mode. Even with

,the inherent delay,of Such a system, some impact on information style is

discernible but not definitive. Of concern this atudy is the impact of

an online, interactive and immediate response stem. In the context of this

project, SDI service was.a minor aspect. Most users wanted help in
*

Searching specific, non-recurri4%requests: Before online searching was

introduced, the- ihfoimation style of most of the acadlosic users could be

generally described as personal scanning. of selected journals in fields

of interest:maintenance of clipping or-card files on articles of interest,

and manual literature. searches, based usually upon the printed version of

8. NancY G. Blase, SDILINE Evaluation (Seattle, WA: University of
Washington; 1975). ERIC ED 122775.

9. J. K. Martin and R. G. Parsons, "Evaluation of Current Awareness
Service for Physics and Astronomy Literature," Journal of the American
Society for Information Science 25 (1974): 156-161.
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Chemical Abstracts or upon printed abstract and Index journals.

This literature searching Was supplemented by information contacts with

colleagues, use of perSonal files,' and attendance at professional meetings.

In assessing the impact of interactive online systems on scientists,

Curtis queried a small sample of scientists in the biological fields and

4 concluded that "the use of on-line search systeMs by active bench bio,

scientists employed largely in acadeMic institutions will increase only

gradually in the immediate future, that it will be most heavily used by

junior scientists, and that it will be considered a secondary information

source of moderate' Value."10

Finally, a survey which indirectly suggests the impact of online

systems was done by the System Development Corporation. This survey

reported on comments from over 500 organizations of all types which pro-

vided online searching services. The. information system managers reported

favorable reactions from users to the new system and, in'over half of

the organiZAions,there had been an incree in the number of users.of the

online system and in the number of search.requests received.11

These citations are indicative of other writings as well which show

that online searching can become an accepted part of an organization's informs-

tion environment and resources, and that users will make online searching-,

.
part of their information seeking pattern, either as a major aspect of,

or as a supplement to, existing methods. What is needed is more definitive.

study on how online systems influence information style in a variety of

environments and what the effect means to institution managers, system

vendors, and to the users themselves: It is to this concern that the\present'...
..)

10. Dade T. Curtis, "On-Line Retrieval as an Information Source for
BenCh Bioscientists," On-Line Review 1 (1977): 279-288. .

11. Judith Wanger, Mary Fishburn and Carlos A. Cuadra, On-Line Impact
Study; Survey Report of On-Line Users, 1974-1975 (Santa Monica, CA:
System Development Corporation, 1975).
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study is addressed.

Use of Intermediaries.

The way a' potential, online system user dartand buSt.interface with the
4

-. system has bey a subjedt of much interest and some study., An.aspect of

,particular concern is the role of the intermediary,
,the\specialiSt who does

the "handstoe-,seirching. Marron and Fife highlight the reason for interest
*

in this aspadt: '"The assumption that online systems, with\their capability
.0. SI

for directrand immediate access to information by all users would Auto-
.

matically tmpr6e search performanCe and satisfy user needs, has not been

borne out in many cases. It is ironic that Online searching i's most often

15

9

done by'the intermediary - the very person the online capability was.supposed

it, replace. Recognition that the. user community' iaheterogeneous, that'

not all users need
. or want to be online, and that the cost. of training all

users is high in both time and money,,are factors in this.trend"1
4- - .

,
Lehigh University's LEADERMART:online search system was designed from. 1....%..

the start to be user-oriented, However, Christian points out that there

were problems "because researchers4were so Seldom ,permitted to refine their
t:44

searches 'hands orl,' i.e.,, interacting directly with the' data base itself."
;

He goes on to say that Itlmost 'uniformly, experience with machine-readable
. .

data bases shows that a trained intermedlarr is definitely needed between

the individual searcher and the system."13

A study of the use'of,online searching at a.NASA research center observed

that scientists and engineers were not.using the search system directly and,

further, "they prefer, forfthe most part, to entrust their needs to that of

12. Beatrice Marron and Dennis Fife, "Online Systems - Techniques and
Services; the Role of the Intermediary," Annual Review of Information Science
and Technology (1976):165-210.

13. Roger Christian, The Electronic Library: Bibligraphic Data'
Bases 1975-76 (White Plains New York: Knowledge Industry Publications,
1975), pp. 55-56.
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aan emissary ...Han intermediary - if4ndeed,theyuse it at ill." The study
".. '

/ ,

concluded that the center's new.Operating philbsophy would bone of "open

recognition that an intermediary will be'the principal interface with the

system" and that nfore formal training would be given to these information .

assistants. 14

The use of an intermediary-was studied at the research center of a

.major petroleUM company where most of the users of an,online.systemhwere

chemists and engineers, and'where the intermediary had a chemistry back-

ground. The interaction between the user and the intermediary was one, ,

of the factors.- in producing useful searches. As search results appeared_

the requester often revealed more details and thOtrne'purpose of the

search. Further, -the combination,of.the intermediary - specialist and the.,

requester improved search quality because "this combinatfon-softens the

psychological impact of dealingWith ecomputer." It was also found that

7although,people are not too eager to learn how. to do on-line searching'

for themselves - - this did not dim their enthusiasm fot this type of

searching.. They seem quite happy to work as a team with an information

cheMist."5

Not evetirdme-feels positively about the involvement of an intermediary

in the state' of online bibliographic,searching; some'contend that users

are denied direct access to search.systems because these systems are so'

co plex that they -require a trained intermediary to.- do- the-a-ct-tral-search

ing. "This fundamental limitation on the systems increases the total

cost of searche by requiring a'trained intermediary." This can also reduCe

14, Adelaide A. Del Frate.and JaneT. Riddle, Computer-user interaction:
does it exist? Paper presented at the Forum on Interactive Bibliographic
Systems, National Bureau of Standards; October 1971, piinted in the
ASIS Proceedings 36th annual meeting, Washington, D. C. 1973,-v. 10, p: 45.

. 15.. :Lawrence; Weil, and Graham, op... cit.
o
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the effectiveness of searches.14

:Hock, from his revi w of the. use of bibliographic,data bases in academic

.

.libraries,

notes
.

the 1imi ationSstated by Gardrier and Wax but polhts.out
--

.

that the advantAges,of using an interthediiiy.tre less time and cogLcOnsumed

by searches.- Disadvantages of a user doing self searching include the need

for userr..ttaining and the likelihood that occasional users would be unable

to take full adv4ntaie of the system's capabtlieies.17-
-

Finally in a Study focUsed on the user interface with searching systems

Zippeter points outthatthe human intermediary allows the search proCess

be adapted to each'uSer's needs and situation. Inexperienced or unsure

sers can be given psychological and social support, while experienced users

re helped to make their. searches as'effeCtive as posSible.- He conclUdeS that

the results of the study support the -position.that "human' intermediaries

must be retained asanintegrAI component of a network,model." He sees the
....

-human element as critical for probleM solving and he thinks that programmed

instructional assistance for users might eventually become more.effective
3.

."but, at least at this point it is not conceivable -that wide and successful

usage ofA search System:can exist without the human intermediary." If users

are to interact directly, "then extensive diagnostic or error detecting mechan-

.ismsare,needed to-protect'both , the user and the system . . . Itis doubtful,

however,.'that any automated system can'ever approximate the human intermediaries'

--faellity-Of--knowing the User-means 'no maybe'. when he Says. 'yes' ,n18:

Given.the opportunity, will end use o their own searching? In the

present study:, all Phase.I And Phase II searches were done with the aid

16. Jeffrey Gardner-and David Wax, "On-line Bibliographic'Searching,"
Library JOurna1,101 (1976):1827-1832.

. 17. .Randolph Hock, "Providing Access to Externally Available Biblitl-

graphic.Data. Bases in. an Academic Library," College. and Research.Libraries
36 (1975):208415.

.

18. W. C. Zipperer, "User. Interface Models for Multidisciplinary
Bibliographic, Information Dissemination Centers." ERIC ED 122846, August, 1975.

,..
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"of an intermediary, while during Phase ITI,:selfsparthing was permitted

18

-and-a-insmber7of-users----resprondedYmany of-them new -online_searching.

Relatively little has.been published on self searching experiences, but

Egeland reports on the online searching of biomedical literature for

physicians, researchers and students, where self'searghing was allowed.

4
Egeland points out that, after the initial novelty had worn off, even the.

users who at first

and 1

expressed willingness to do their own searches became

interested in spending the time required. Users continued to

express interest in and satisfaction with the online. system but they

requested that someone perforuLtheaeardhes forfthem.19

The Washington Area On-Line Users Group reports similar experiences

among its members. Although end users were trained, after some time

elapses, few of them continued to do their own searching, and "the con-

sensus seemed to be that after an-,initial period of enthusiasm and

excitement about 'going on-line,' -the searching usually begins to devolve

.back onto libraries and information centers." The training-for self

'searching that does seem to take hold was done slowly over a period of

months in a controlled situation. This was time consuming and expensive

but apparently effective in creating a trained self se9Cher4g0

less

It would appear that, at the present state of technolOgy and systems,

hopes for extensiveaself searching are unfounded and that, in most situations,

users will prefer to have intermediaries do the actual Searching. Financial

19. Janet Egeland, "User-Interaction in the State University Of New
York (SUNY) Biomedical Communication Network," in Donald E. Walker, ed.,
Interactive Bibliographic Search: the User/Computer Interface. (Montvale,
JCJ: AFIPS Press, 1971), pp, 105-120. See also her article, The Importance
of User Education and Training in a Multi-Data Base 'Online Information
-Network in Proceedings of the American Society for Infoilmation Science

(1974):137-140. .

20. Thomas M.'llaggerty, "Education of On-Line Users," (Bulletin of
the American Society for Information Science 3 (191):0-21:'

27
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incentives are a definite fattor, however, and can overcome reluctance to

o-personal-searches-.

Training of Searchers

An important concern with online systems is the.amount of time and effort .

required to bring,,searchers up to.a level of optimum efficiency in interactive

searching. Aspects pf training include proficiency in using the terminal,

knowledge of the da ases to be searched, and understanding of the searching

s3istem-fn4e used Knowledge of the data base includes content of the data

record, vocabulary, indexing principles used, and availability and use of subject

vocabularies and other search aids. Some questions to consider regarding

training are: how.easy or difficult is t to train searchers? Is informal

training as useful'as foral training?."What approaches: Co training are

'effective? Can a casual or infrequentnser be trained adequately enough

to use ,onlinesearching efficiently?

;',47'Marron and Fife, in their summary of recent writings on user training,

point out that there are two types of online users, the intermediary and the

end user, and that the training provided one may not necessarily be appropriate

for the other. They also cite Egeland as reporting that the emphasis in

online user training has shifted from education of end users to the education

and training of Intermediaries. Intensive training in vocabulary usage and

preparation of search strategies; provigipn,s, newsletters to users; periodic

workshops; "hands-on" orientation to the terminal; online and telephone access

for consultation and resolution of problems; computer-assisted instruct1on

simulations in conjunction with the online retrieval system; and multimedia-
.,c

presentations which couple new online techniques with known manual retrieval

techniques are some training approaches which* have.been described.
21

21. Marron

ea ..

and Fife, E. cit. Section on User Training.
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Gardner, Wax and Morrison state that regardlesa of whether -,the actual

A

searcher is a subject specialist or a librarian, a moreor lesa-formal

. (
training program is essential. This training may last from one to six

months and include classroom teachitg, practical experience, and follow-up

sessions. They also note thai in situations where multiple data bases

are accessed and several searchers are usedVit is typical for one person

to "specialize'; in the use of one or two data- bases. This specialization

allows each searcher to become thoroughly familiar with one data base
,

and presumably_permits more efficient searches.
22

Gardner and Wax say elsewhere that online searching, as presently

done, requires. libraries to make an "on-going commitment" to the training

of professional librarians in the mechanics of searching. The result, they

say, is-that end users bec e ninvolved bystanders 23 .

Chalmers reports on a study of five training methods for the novice,

occasional'usersof online bibliographic.system. These methods were: system

instruction only (providing a set of instructions plus online responses);

system instruction with the addition of reading a systems reference pamphlet;

systems instruction with the reading of a manual on interactive searching;

system instruction plus a training lecture; and systems instruction plus all

of the others.' One conclusion of this study was that the amount of human

assistance needed by searchers for their first session was statistically

equal, regardless of the kind of preliminary training.
24

.

Training takes time and time is money. In his study of ah'acaldemic

library setting, Hock found that an average of 3.3 hours of computer connect

22. Jeffrey Gardner, David Wax, and R. D. MorrisOn; Jr, "The Delivery of
Computer-Based Bibliographic Search Services.by Acade4c and Research
'Libraries," ARL Management Supplement 2 (September, 1974), no. 2.

23. Gardner and Wax, sift. cit.

24. Mary E. Chalmers, "A Study of Trailing Methodology for Information
Retrieval Systems." Ph.D. dissertation, University- of Pittsburgh, 1975.
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time was needed per searcher in preparation for his_first search. The--

--initial-searches-by a-new_searcher_maturally tend_to_take_longer but -the

average search time dropped 11 minutes from the first month to the second

month of actual searching. CharOngthis differe to training costs gives

A cost of $140-$280 of connect time per person, depending on the data

base used. 25.

A study of user training on an interactive system in a Briti!h hospital

was reported by Kennedy. He found that the user's atriee toward computer

systems is important when considering the acceptability of the system and

the user's preparedness to cooperate with. it. "For this reason it is

,.
.

essential that the training method does riot antagonize the subject and eon-

vySely it should produce a more favourable attitude at the end of the

training progi*." Since most of the subjects being trained were under

great tension at the stareof the training, theluse ofreading.materials, such

as a manual,helped ease this tension. Theusers were given a choice of

learning froM the machine or using a manual, but almost universally, the

machine provided self-teaching which proved most effective. The concept

of learning by trial and errox-withfeedback from the machine gives better

performance than just demonstration. "Overall, the results of the trial

indicate thatself-teaching is a most effective method of training on the

interactive system." 26

A study of users at an industrial research center suggested a similar

conclusion, finding that the biggest barrier to users has been broken if

people can sit down and begin to search after only brief instruction. The

quality of related training and materials is also important. "The ease

25.0Hook,
26. it. C. S. Kennedy, "Some Behavioural Factors Affecting the Training

of Naive Users of an Interactive Computer System," International Journal
of Man - Machine Studies 7 (1975):817 -834.
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of learning .a system is also definitely-related to quality of tralciT Avail-

able. . In learning a system's full capabilities. y .the qualfAt ofitfie

system's users' manual and its index prove to be the moscimpOrtine.ke0o_

continued success." 27 1

In the present study training of intermediaries was done by theAhliCe

system vendor and-:by in-house tutorin(,Iraining of end users for*Of

searching was done by the.,.online servicestaff; using lecture, specially

prepared materials, and hands-on exposure to the' system. The effeCtiveness

of these training methods is described elsewhere in this report..
- -.

User Evaluation

The satisfaction felt by the ultimate user, of an online system is t

primary criterion for the value of this method of information seeking.

, There is, however, no simple definition nor single measure of that satis-
*

faction. Tessier and colleagues point out'that, to a large degree,

satisfaction is a state of mind - --an intellectual and emotional response

experienced by the online system user. Satisfaction with system output is

usually the measure emphasized in most studies but other considerations are

,:also important, they believe, inclUding user feelings toward the particular

service and toward interaction with the intermediaries. ,The degree of

.satisfaction may be influenced-both by the user's expectations and by the

perceived costs of using the service."

Most studies of user reactions and evaluations report a favorable

response and positive attitude toward online searching. Unfortunately, many

of the published studies of user reactions are based upon small samples,

often no more than two dozen or so responses. Hoover's study of end users

27. Lawrence, Weil, and _graham, 22.
28. Judith A. Tessier, Wayne W. Crouch, and?Pauline Athqrton, 'New

Measure cif User Satisfaction with Computer-BasedAitereture Searches,"
.

Special libraries 68 (1977):383-389.

3/
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at the University of Utah library was based upon 26 responses,
29

while'

Fosdick's similar survey at a small engineering library likewe reflected

26 responses.30

upon 57' replies..?'

Curtis' questionnaire survey of bioscientists-was based

In all cases, most users' expressed satisfaction

-with online searching.

The more extensive survey by System Defelopment Corporation reported on

ove01200 replies but these respondents were primarily intermediaries

rather than end users. The intermediaries were asked about end user reactions

to online searching compared to previously'available literature searching

services,,and of those respondents able...to make comparisons, about two-

thirds reported a favorable end user. reaction; only three percent reported

unfavorable reactions. 32 In the. Lockheed study of online services

in several California public libraries, Summit and Firschein reported

that about 70 percent of the patrons found online searches to be "of

considerable or major value." 33

Marshall's survey on science departments of U.S. academic libraries

found, that online searched met user needs "most of the time" in 83 percent

of the cases, and "all of the time" in about five percent of ttlie cases.
34

Online users at an industrial research center found even negative searches

useful; the requester had definitive results which he could accept because

he knew that several search strategies had been tried. 35
-

29. Ryan. E.-,Hoover, "Patron Appraisal of Computer-Aided On-Line
Bibliographic Retrieval SeA0ces" Journal of Library Automation 9 (1976):335-350.

30. Howard Fosdick, ''At:OpC-Based On-Line Search Service" Special
Libraries 68 (1977):305-312.,l'OV

31. Curtis, 22. cit.
32. Wanger, 22. cit.
33. Roger K. Summit 'ao4;9atar Firschein, "Public Library Use of

Online Bibliographic Retrievii:(Eervices: Experiences in Four Public
Libraries in Northern Califo4ta" Online 1 (1977):48-64.

34. Doris B. Marshallf'WSurvey of the Use of On-Line Computer-Based
Scientific Search Services by

6 b.;csgemiLibraries" Chemical Information
Bulletin 27 (fall, 1975):17.

35. Lawrence, 22.. cit.
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User satisfaction alsd appears to be related to-mbether or not the
,ar

user.Was present for the search. 'Hock says, "Th .imfaession has been

gained that requesters who were actually present for the searches seem

frequently more satAfied than those who opted to delegate the search."

He believes this is due to the increased relevance of what was retrieved

and the ability' of the user to better understand the capacilities and

liiitations (of the' search' system. 36:

supported by findings of this project, pirticulafly when comparing

This impression seems to be

the academic with the industrial users.

The benefit ofonline searching most often mentioned by users is

the time saved in checking published maeerials, compared with manual

searches. Anyone who has had to do an extensive manual search through

printed documents can readily appreciate the value of a,system.thae can

reveal more references in ten minutes than a manual search could reveal

.

in an'hour. Elchesen documents that approximately five.online searches

may be conducted in the time required to perform a single manual search,

and with generally better results.37 In the Blase study already cited,

one-third of the users reported that onl(fie searching saved a significant

amount of their time.

In the present study, most users 'in both the academic and industrial

environments expressedssatisfaction with onlinesearching, both with the

results obtained and with the process of interacting with)the system. The

statistical analysis of user reactions is reported elsewhere but some

typical user comments suggest the feelings of many. One industrial bench
.

hemist said of the online system that he was,"so doggone happy with it"

ck, 22.. cit. ,
.

nnis R. Elchesen, "Cost-EffeCtiveness Comparison of Manual and
:On-Line Retrospective Bibliographic Searching," Journal of the American
Society for Information Science 29 (1978):56-66.

. 4.
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after having to do manual searching for so long that he didn't'see how

the system could be improved. An academic research associate wrote, -

"The results of these.Aearches were of great help and saved me time."

Another academic searcher said, "The amount of time saved by this on7line

search is phenomenal, and if we were being charged for this service,

the actual cost of the search would be well justified." Several academic

users emphatically agreed that their work productivity htl been notice-
, t

ably. increased because online searching was available.

Effect of. User Fees

Since Phase II of the project involveirLsome form of search fee

charged to the user, the impact of instituting such a fee after a period:-

of,free.searching Was a matter of interest. Most academic and research

ibraries.recover at least some of their costs-for providing online

searching because they are financially ble to do the searches other-

wise, The methods of charging include: arging.for actual terminal

.connect time and printed offline citations; charging for all related costs

including staff time; or having a standard (flat) fee for all searches.

In some -cases, there maybeApecial student rates and; in academic settings,

chargesmay be applied against departmental-budgets or research grants,

. as well as being paid for personally:

The imposition of fees clearly affects patron use. 'Gardner obserVes

that in those instances where user fees have been initiated after a start

up period of free services; use has invariably dropped dramatically; where

user.fees have existed from the beginning, use has expanded slowly."'

Hoover's study at the University gf.Utaltshowed that about 80 percent of

.

the users said that they would,&ontinue using the search service at an

increased price ($5 instead of $3), and after the price was actually

36. Gardner, 92. cit. <a
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increasoed, "use byall classes of patrons has consistently increased. . .

there was no noticeable drop in use of the-sexvice when the new higher
4

prices went into eilect. . ".39 Summit reviewer online
. A. ,

Use at four Californlif public. libraries overthree phases.: a no- charge

t

period, a charge of-OAF-half-the normal cost, and a phase in which- the

patron was charged th full cost of.the online search. With the intro-_

duction- of.the-jialf -ct fee in the second year of theproject, there was

."A large droO'zi demitid" for online searches, but going to a full cost

;fee made little:Ai _ence in the volume of searches or patron attitudes.49"k14

In the sent qdyf a period of free searching was followed by

a period of half-cost'tholagh indirect) charges. The, effect of this fee.

can be seen in 'ehe co egOf searches done and, graphiCally, in the plot

of weighted average Searches.

1V71!!'
6

t
- 4

0.

39. Hoover, 92. cit.
40. Summit, o2. cit.



PHASE I: 'FREE, MEDIATED SEARCHING

---PhaSe 1, consis -tang of rielCost-Weardhihg-throUgh intermediaries, was

conducted at FSU for eleven months (late May 1976 to_late April 1977) and

at Monsanto for thirteen months (late March 1976 to late June 1977). This

phase of .the project was characterized by free searches for users,

services provided in two contrasting environments, and the use of inter7

mediarfes who helped ers refine queries and'perfOrmed the actual online

'searching.

,Sample Participants

At FSU, the project participants were 70 academic chemists, research

associates and graduate" students who completed detailed questionnaires on

their information habits, prior to the introduction of online searching.

Of the academic participants, 57 percent heldthe'dodtorate degree; about,

one. third36%) were faculty Memberi, while 37 percent were advanced

-"doctoral students, and the remainder were research associates or post-

doctoral fellows.-: Of the academic sample, 71 percent were.born in 1940

or later, and 87 percent_weremale-

At Monsanto, 262 scientists and technologists completed similar ques-

tionnaires. Of the industrial participants, aboUt one-ihird. (32%)-held

'doctoral -level degrees. Three-fifths were trained in a field of chemistry,

while one-fifth were trained in engineering... One- fourth (26%) of the

respondents -were identified as supervisorypersonnel, while the remaining

*three-fourths worked in non-supervisory positions,.such'as bench chemist

or research associate. About one-third were bornin 1940 or later, and

90 percent were male.

During this phase of the project 345 searches were conducted fot 108

out of the 262 eligible industrial participants, while 353 searches were

performed for 51 out of the 70 eligible academic chemists.

0
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Questionnaire Survey .';.
- ,Sit.

Prior-to the introduction. of online. searching, Monsanto participants

respOndedto a questionnaire of_108_1tems,___while__ESU participants_replied_

to a. similar questidnnaire. There were some variations.between the two

questionnaires in the number and wording ofquestions due to differences
/:

in applicable categories between an academic and an industrial environment

(see Appendix). These questionnaires were designed to assess personal

backgrounds, recent and present job requirements. and related methods

. of .information seeking, and prior, experience with online bibliographic

search services. Questionnaires were distributed through inter-office'

mails at both locItions with telephone and mail followups to non-respondents.

A cut-off date was established and.only those queStionnaires received
\-

iby"that point were considered for data analysis. A useidentifidation

number was assigned to eachlduestionnaire.

Bach question on the returned questionnaires was coded for computer

anilysiSusing optical character recognition input. Statistical analysis

&the data was done using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences
ti

(SPSS) computer program; an example.of this output'is found in the Appendix

Outputs were prepared for each test site individually and also with cm-
,'

parative data between the sites.

Following the conclusion of Phase I, a post-treatment questionnaire

(see Appendix). was distributed to participants. Because of losses due to

job transfers or departures from campus, the number of respondents to this

second survey were les4'than at the beginning of the project; post-test

respondents at Monsanto totalled 234, compared with 262 who completed

the pre-test, w1104e 50 persons at FSU completed post-tests, compared

with 70 pre-tests.

- Information. Specialists.

The intermediaries, or information specialists, at FSU during the
e,,
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project included. three library science doctoral candidates, one library

science masters' student, and one person with a masters' and course work in

biology and chemistry. Four_were_lemale,-one-was male: The two-specialists

who worked on the project,at its start, along with one Monsanto specialist,

received two days of on-site training from the vendor, System Development

Corporation. The two FSU specialists in turn trained the others who'came

later (although'one of the later specialists had prior experience. with the

1 SDC system).

The initial concern of the library science searchers was over their

lack of knowledge of chemistry terminology' and concepts, while the searcher

wit the chemistry background expressed hesitancy about the query negotia-
.

tion process and techniques. The subjective assessment of all of the

specialists was that subject knowledge, while helpful, was not a necessity.

for effective searches'in perhaps 90 percent of the interactive situations.

More important was an understanding. of the data base, the.indexing princi-

ples used, and the design of efficient search strategies.

The two searchers (both male) at the Monsanto facility in Pensacola

__Were professional_Staff members of.the company library, with knowledge of

chemistry research and some prior experience with online systems. The

,searcher (female) at the Durham site was a company librarian, also familiar

with chemistry research queries.

Test Instruments

instrUmehtduse duringthe course of the project were for data-

gathering. , In a to. the pre- and post-treatment questionnaires
.. !E ,it, .

already described, there ere the Information Specialist's Record of Online.

Use, the User Reaction Form (see Appendix) and, at FSU, a logbook for

informal observations.

The Information Specialist's Record was preps* for each search.

Part was completed with the user, while the rest was completed by the

8
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4nformation.specialist alone. This record described the type of-search,
/

the user's needfor the information, expeCtationanf results, prior informa-

.
tion_seeking__on_this_topic_, and_the_user's_intended_purpose__for the__

results. To this information the specialist added the database used,

online time, offline citations printed, system problems, and other objec-

' tive aspects'of the 'interaction.

The User's Reaction Form was designed to get the.user's assessment

of the pertinence and value of the output produced. This was a simple

,

, form, with four short-answer or multiple-choice question's plug-a ques

tion for general comments.

t

With.the online results, the user was given d-User Reaction'Form to
.

complete and return to-the project office (or, at Monsanto, the library).

When offline citations were being printed, the reaction form was held

until the offline citations were received, then,attachedAo the offline
.

and sent .to the user..

"A completed User ReaCtion Form was attached.to the corresponding

Information Specialist's Form to create a search,"feedback fOrm," This

feedback form was then transcribed, item by item, onto optical-character

recognition. sheets for entry into computer file.- Records from Monsanto

were received periodically at FSU during the project and transcribed inrthe

same tanner.

The logbook .of observations (FSU only) was-essentially a diary in which

the information specialists noted unusual search queries, significant

user comments or reactions, and technical notes on, system operation or

searchstrategy development. This logbook provided. continuity among the

different specialists and provided a resource for illustratiVe.material

to supplement the statistical analysis and reporting.

The reporting and analysis instruments were primarily the monthly

search reports prepared by the specialists, an -the variety of computer

° -3 9
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outpuWfrom ;he SPSS program. The monthly repdrts summarized Use e by
d

type of user, showed totalsearches and unique searchers, and recorded

pertinent_aversies.___This_report_provided a-basis-for monitoring-u age-and
. - ...,- A ..,-

for,decisionS,CN-Ae operations Of the.serVide.

The computer outputs

statistical calculations,

Were ckseveral types and included all' 'appropriate

as weIl;,,,a6 tabular preSentations of.key-variables

against all questionnaire items and against usage' variations.

Philosophy and Publicity-

The philosophy of the search service was to4rovidis maximum of online
. .

searching within the capabilities of the system. This meant that no real

limitations were placed on such thinga'as,citations printed (although

quantities, above about twenty were usually printed offline) or. on'amount

of time spent incondudting a search. As much time was taken in query

negotiation as seemed necessary and users were made to feel welcome and

encouraged to use the service often.'

During the course of Phase -I, publicity about the service and encourage-

:ments.for-its use were made periodically. At Monsanto, the library director

:presented a series of lectures with demonstration to various technical gro4s,

as well as prOMotingtheservice through memos to sample participantS.

At FSU, presentations were made to faculty groups, reminder memos were sent

on several' occasions to sample participants, and some faculty members described
.

the service to their classes.. As has: been found in other situations Word-
,

of-Mouth publicity is also an effective channel. -

Query Negotiation

-In most cases a1both FSU and Monsanto, users came to the search service

office or library'to present. and discuss search. requests. Insome cases at

Monsanto, search requests were received-by telephone or .by mail, Discussions

of.the request (negotiation)' took place to clarify the reqUest by determining

intended'use,..possible synonyms for'terms limitations on the search,

*0)
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by date, language'or authOr, and correct search logic.

Initial'users were given an explanation of the purpose of the project,

the content of the primary data bases, and the method of interactive search-

ing. The more experienced users often appeared with their searches written

in Boolean logic form but even infrequent users seemed to gully grasp the

basics of 'the search" process.

Tile negotiation process In interactive searching has been the subject

of some reSearch.. On study in an academic setting reported by Zippererl

identifies seven "events" in the user interface with an online system, and

these events provide a-framework for describing the interaction in this

project. The events are as follows:

1.* Question negotiation - presentatioh add clarification of the

user's question.

2. Profile development -.vocabulary related events subhas selection,

deletion, and truncation of terms.

3. Tutorial activities - detailed explanation of data base indexing.

policies, retrospective holdings, and data base coverage.

4. Search type selection - choice of retrospective/current aware-

ness or both.

5: Strategy formulation - events'concerned with analysis of the

questions, identification of the concepts and specification of

the relationships between concepts.

6. System description - descriptions of general system characteris-

tics such as search schedules and procedures.

7. Data base_selection.

Zipperer emphasizes that the process in not linear; it has no distinct event

'1. .W. C. Zipperer, "User Interfade Models for Multidisciplinary
Bibliographic Information Dissemination Centers," ERIC ED 122846, August, 1975.

4I
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patterns and this was true with the negotiations carried out by the project

staff.

The typical user would arrive with the major concepts of his search

written down and would offer.4 short explanation of his search topic. Some

users explained their needs from memory. During this time of, explanation,

the information specialist noted whether the user had provided synOnyms oro

logic and what initial constraints, authortime period, etc., were

mentioned. Thii phase of the interview varied from new users who provided

little elaboration to more experienced users who sometimes arrived with their

search strategy.carefully mapped out, completed with indicated truncations,
4

and logical combinations of search terms. The results of consultations with

colleagues was sometimes evident, with some users building upon the results

of other searchers' strategies, 'knowledge or experiences with the system.

Question negotiation, profile development, and strategy formulation, as

noted by Zipperer and confirmed by the specialists in this project, are close-

ly interrelated, and it is not always possible to distinguish among them.

Clarification of the query generally revolved around identifying the separate

concepts of the query and their relationship(s) with each other. The user

was also asked about alternative ways of expressing his search problem through

synonyms, acronyms, abbreviations, and related terms.

The query negotiation process took varied amounts of time depending

upon the user's experience and the subject being searched. Questions in the

"hard" sciences appear to be more quicklydefinable because of the more pre-

cise vocabulary used, in contrast to social sciences and humanities where

queries often must be di cussed and refined at length to achieve enough

precision for effective searching. Somerville; describing query negotiations

for computer searches in an academic setting, rept-ted that "the length of

reference interviews may require between five and sixty minutes, with the

42
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,2 .

majority ranging from twenty to forty minutes.' This is supported by

comments of the onithg searcher/librarian at the Science and Technology

Department of FSU's Strozier Library. She estimated that the average

negotiation, particularly in' 'a social science data base, took forty minutes,

while negotiations for searches in chemical or medical data bases usually.

took less than ten minutes.

The statistics on average query negotiation for the searches in this

project are discussed elsewhere but most did,not exceed five minutes. There

was relatively little time spent explaining details of the data base record'

or indexing or search procedures; partitularly to experienced users'. (IO

the secorerhape of the project, a handout for users (see Appendix) was

prepared which explained search logic and how to prepare a search strategy

but most users seemed content to work out a strategy with the specialist,)

Search .Strategy Development

Most searches were performed only in the chemical data bases (CREMCON

and CHEM7071) although after BIOSTS and BI06973'heCame available, they were
4'1 .

also used to some extent. During. thOreliminary'diaCdesions, the informa-

tion specialist would note the possible need to explore other data bases.

Users were Made-aware of the variety of data bases available but most did

not wish to explore data bases outside the chemical and biologtcal fields.

Since both chemistry and biology data bases had two separate files,

divided by date, the discussion oftbdata bases to use provided an opportune

4

time to select the type of search - current, retrospective or both. Most

. users appeared to make this decision,tased on the time period during which

most of the work had been done on the subject of their interest." The num-

ber of references was also a factor, particularly if the first data

2. A. N. Somerville, "The Place of the Reference Interview in Com-
puter Searching: the Academic Setting," Online 1 (1977)44-23.

4a
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base searched yielded fewer or more citations than desired.

During search strategy development, vocabulary aids were consulted

as appropriate. The Merck. Index and The Enc clo edia of emist (Hempel

and Hawley) were available but infrequently used. The SDC CHEMCON Index

(April 1976) on microfiche was used extensively, while CA microfiche

indexes of word frequencies, phrases and key letters were used to.a

much lesser degree. These aids proved useful in identifying variant

spellings, de iding on truncations,4and indicating the approximate number

of citations' might be getierated.

. .-,

Prior to actual searching, the search statements with appropriate

Boolean oper

Y
tors were written out. The strategy was spelled out as

allcarefully possible, not to preclude interaction.but,to,anticipate

potential problems and to. develop possible alternatives in advance. The

user, when present, was encouraged to participate by "thinking ahead"

about ways his search could be narrowed or broadened.

Most academic users were patient with the negotiation and interaction

process. A few did not seem to become involved with it and would leave

a search request with the specialist but not stay for negotiation. One

user often ought a written request to the service office at closing

time, thus el minating the possibility of much negotiation. Another

user preferred to get online .immediately without much written down and

without any negotiation. A few users, after initial searches were per-

formed for them, appeared with search strategies completely formulated and

wanted little or no deviation from them. Some of these proved hard to

convince about matters such as the need for truncating or entering all

possible synonyms and forms of s term to retrieve the most citations.' (The

4 system proved a better teacher on these points than the information specialist.)

Comparatively little time wag spent in either tutorial activities or

system description. Users were told of the project purpose, the information

44/
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contained in the various data bases, and the amount and kind of information

that could be printed for citations. Users were also cautioned that

-although the online search took much less time than a manual searCh, its

results were no more current than the information in the printed indexes

because of the lag time before a publication is ipdexed or abstracted. A

common misconception which had to be dispelled was that the subject index

of Chemical Abstracts rather than titles and selected key words were being

searched by the system. Information about the system itself was interspersed

throughout the query negotiation aveither the user made inquiries about

specific capabilities or the intermediary identified a need for various

features.

Informat Observations

Informal observations by the information specialists at FSU will give

some "flavor" to the way the search service was used and perceived. The

very first search request was a difficult one because it was an exhaustive and

complex search which required the linking of sevetal concepts, each with

possible synonyms (e.g., abbreviations, acronyms, different ways of naming

the same chemical compound) that had to be thought of and searched in the

.microfiche for spelling variations. The user, a fourth-year doctoral student

in physical chemistry, stayed during the entire search; in fact,-midway

during the negotiation period, he called his wife (also a student) to come

see the search procedure and results. Both of them were interested in

how the system worked and in how to formulate a good strategy, asking

numerous questions during the course of negotiation. Although 40 minutes

computer connect time was spent, the search was delayed by a Tymshare dis-

connect problem. Eventually 10 citations were printed online and 54

requested offline. On his User $eaction form, the user°indicated he only

intended to pursue four citations for his oral presentation at a conference

meeting. While the citations retrieved were "just about the right number,"
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10 known citations relevant to the search topic were not retrieved. The

user felt that although the "nice and friendly personnel" and the accepta-

bility of the terminal were positive aspects, the search itself was "too

time consuming (in terms of.output/inpbt ratio)." This, however, did not

disc urage the user from returning to use the service; he requested a

second search two months later.

Another search request was from a graduate student approximately

three weeks prior to. fier comprehensive examinations, after which her

dissertation work would be started. The request,. delivered in person and

,.,1

Ja*ting, was to cover seven data bases coordinating three separate

f'.

Co a. In this case the search was broad aql.sperospective, looking

, .. ,. ..,a. ,41.;

,for something that was not theee': jakinglYi-the information specialist

was told, "if you find anything on and and , burn the

terminal!" While key concepts and some synonymi were supplied, others had

to be elicited after a trial search on CHEMCON. The search was run over

a two-week period and eventually 503 citations were retrieved. The user

felt the search results for her intended purpose were "very useful." She

commented that "while there were too many citations, the nature of the

search required a certaill vagueness in order to insure that all'potential

developments in the area. . .were retrieved. Thus, the excessive number

of citations was necessary." This user returned several months later when

she needed more background information on her dissertation topic for

oral examinations.

Previous experience with online searching may have had little influence

on initial interest in the service. Of the eleven origidal sample members

inquiring about the service on the firse'day of operation, seven had never

used an online search system before, although they felt it would signifi-

.

cantly improve their cur;ent method of doing an information search. Four

4
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had used an online search system before;,. three. of these feltsuch a
,....-,

service would significantly improve their current Method:of doing an
,.

information search; while the fourth was uncertain.

The most frequept questions from early users observed by the informa-

tion spetialists were ;'how much will it cost me?", "how 'long will you be

here?" In fact, most of the early users seemed so pleased to haVe

' the convenient service that this probably resulted ,,in a halo effect on the
t

User Reaction forms.

Search delays fall into two main categories: delays due to equip7

meat and delays due to intervening users. In general, 4PPrivseemed to under-
.

stand the host down, terminal malfunction type' f delays, They returned

when the search service was'expected to be operational or Waited for

notification that the search could be or was executed. When offline printouts
,

were lost, users sympathetical returned with their initial online printout.

t

so the search could be repeated.

There seemed to be no true pattern to inteiening user type delays.

Each user

stances.

with one

returned

reacted differently at different times,' depending upon the circum-

When the information specialist was already online at-the terminal,'

user, some chemists needing a search went off fdr,coffee and

later the same day; some, busy with classes, "boiling" mixtures

and other things, did not return until later in the same week; some

watched the search in progress; some waited their turn at the terminal in

an adjoining room; one user came back several times, in one day waiting for

the terminal to be free; one user offered to get off the terminal so that

others could have their search run; others, reierred to make appointments;
,;,

and still others interrupted the information specialist at the terminal,

handed her a scrap of paper with sbine key words written on it, and rushed

out of the room.

Some users were very surprised with their search results. Durini one

47
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j
.search a post-doctoral fellow was startled to retrieve his own dissertation.

In an author-search on a faculty member'S own name, citations to documents

by another'author with the same name were retrieved. That faculty member

Was pleased to discover why he had been getting strange reprint requests.

The biochemists are often pleased to discover there is so much of potential

interest to them in CHEMCON.

Users have commented on the time saved by using the online search

service. One faculty member remarked thdt a particular search had saved

him about a week's work. He later commented that he used the computer-

retrieved citations from another search to supplement. his use of Current

Contents, searching his collection of reprints, and browsing in the library

in order to get an article ready for publication. Some users depend upon

the online searches more completely. One doctoral student remarked that

"if the computer can't find it, then I certainly can't."

Depending upon the particular topic, the number of citations retrieved

may or may not influence satisfaction with results. One doctoral student

was very satisfied with only three citations retrieved on eight compounds;'

except for commenting "too many citations;" this same doctoral student was

just as satisfied with 147 citations retrieved on another compound. Another

doctoral student was pleased to.retrieve no citations on a particular

chemical he was synthesizing.

Most of the online searches were performed for research applications.

These ranged from seeing what existed on a specific compound to exhaustive

literature reviews for grant proposals. Online searches were also used to

study.for oral comprehensive exams, to learn about a seminar topic, to

review recent writings of_FSU faculty members and conference-or colloquium

_speakers, to browse for new ideas, to search for vaguely remembered articles

written by other authors or written by themselves. Sometimes a user would

bring in the title of a particular article and ask for further bibliographic

48
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information on it. Other times the author and'his field were/known and

th information specialiSt was asked to retrieve his most recent article.

Some student users readily admitted they were gathering data for their

major professor.whileothers were. More reluctant
J;to

admit the search was
)

t,o

not for themselves, thus making proxy searches sinetimes difficult to unravel.

,

One post-rdoctoral fellow-requeNd a search to see if enough information

4

existed for. het research professor, chairman of k1p Ofeesional program
V ,.

,

committee, to arrange a symposium. On another c ion a search was

negotiated and further narrowed online with one d Iral student; however.,

when the offline printout was requested he_revealed the fact that the

search was actually
. for another doctoral student who was "too busy" to come

himself.

Search referrals were also difficult to unravel. No doubt the search

service was a topic of conversation in the cotfeeroom. Sometimes a new

user would volunteer that he/she.was sent dawniiy "X" or would mention having

seen a printout. One one occasion a faculty umber who had used the

service the week befory actually brought downtone of his graduate students,

introduced him and left him to do a search. Sometimes a returning user

would bring in someone new to observe a search being negotiated and sub-

sequently this observer would return on another ocbasion'to tse the service

himself. One chain referral case was particularly interesting and was

perhaps a measure of the initial user's satisfaction with his search. A

faculty member, who had not at that time completed his pre-test question-

naire, stopped by to see what the search service was allabout. The informa-

tion specialist suggested performing a search on his major area of interest.

Apparently this demonstration impressed him for he completed and returned
3

the questionnaire the next day. Several days later he sent a new user

down, a post-doctoral fellow who was working with another faculty member.

In fact; duiing this second search, he checked in to see how things were

49
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going. A day later another faculty member came in to gee the search service

:Set-up. He, in-turn, mentioned that his "post-doe-wasin the previous

day.
E'Sb

Training of Intermediaries,

If intermediaries are used in.online searching, they must be train d.

the following methods can be used singly or in combination: introductory

workshops or seminars, adequate practice time, training on specific data

bases, or refresher training and updating. All of these methods were'used

at one time or another by members of the project staff.

Initially, at FSU, ipo infOrmation speciAliats were hired to be inter-
.,.,

medlar/ea betwabn the online systeM and the themists,: One person was

a doctoral student in library science, had served: as a 1;eference librarian in

an academic institution; and had experience interviewing patrons with

reference requests. The other person had a gradu4te degreein biology and

4P
some training in chemistry; thus she was.familiar with the subject terminology.

Neither was familiar with online search. systems.

'Prior to beginning the search service, a formal training session. was

planned and subsequently conducted by the vendor, System Development Corpora-
.

tion (SDC). Training manuals were provided to the staff for t4ir study

prior to the instructor's arrival. Some search requests were also obtained

from Chemistry Department faculty members so the project staff would have-

practice with real searches.

Two months before the beginning of service the SDC instructor arrived

for a two-day training session. Those participating were the two researchers;

the two information specialists from FSU; one information specialist from

Monsanto; and the librarian-online searcher from the FSU library.

Initial training consisted of an introduction for new users, including

log-on and log-off procedures and the use of various commands: Two terminals,

an Execuport and a Scope Data, were available for hands-on experience by the
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. six participants. Latee, the requests which had been submitted by the

cheMistry faculty were run as actual searches. Resultt were printed both on-.

line,ind off-line as a training measure and also in order to enhance the

relationship between the project and the Chemistry Department

More advanced training was then given with more intricate search
)

strategies and commands being discussed. One faCulty member. brought in

:a. well- thought -out request forjin online search, and partiCipants observed

as 'the SDC instructor conducted a lengthy pre- search interview WW4Aocluded

using-the SDC CHEMCON microfiche index, the CA list of.;:a06108

actions with the user. Following the interview the requist*44eiCh011'

on the Scope. Dotal terminal. This gave the trainees an opportunity to observe

thktype-ofInteiaCtion which takes place between the intermediary and
a.

,..

the requeSioi:as well asthe interaction at the terminal.

When the remaining. information specialists were hired no vendor-provided

training programs were utilized. Of the three persons hired' subsequently,

two were doctoral students in librarysCience with experience.in reference

departments of academic librariesand one was a master's level student with

some computer experience., Instructions for these three people consisted of

their reading the ORBIT and- EMCON manuals and informal over-the-shoulder

or personal instruction given by the more experienced members. This was

followed by additional on-the-job training, the use of the NTIS demonstration

data base, and the study of previously run searches.

After some. initial practice typing on the terminal and helping construct

and revise search strategies, the information specialists were given the

opportunity to construct some searches on any subject des ed and then to

perform the searches in the data base most related to at subject. This

served to acquaint the searcher even more with the construction of strategies,

the capabilities of the system as well as with the differences between data

.0
bases; e.g., some have free-text searching while others have controlled
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.

fases;.,.others ailow:single word

search service4wasoavailable to

vocabUlaries; sOme'allow multiwordlterms

terms to be entered and searched'. S

persons connected with the Ohemis rtment, emphasis waSplaced upon

Search formulations and strategies Aplicablf to the:ChemistOy dEita bases,

A
CHEMCON and CHEM7071.

The information specialists felt competent to perform searches
-

e.

for the patrons akter[the[Practice,with'the NTIS "demo," repeating the. previously.

.done searches, and(deViSing.originarsearches. The first few searches were
,e

done with an experienced'seaicher as a back -up person:in case,of difficulty.

After one or two searches, the'1new information specialists began to actively

perform searches for chemists.

Advantages vaniagga may be seen in the various methods used for

training. The SDC-sponsored training session had the advantage of being

formally organized and conducted by the vendor who supplied the data bases.

It served as an,introduction to the ORBIT system and also introduced the

basic concepts of searching to the search staff.. A formally conducted train-

ing session usually is fairly expensive and some of the-,participants in the

training commented that an equal amount of money might be spent foonline

practice sessions on an unsupervised basis with eluda or better results.

One problem associated with over-the-shoulder

is the aspect of. human bias which may enter intorthe training.

personal instruction

The instructor

mad give his/her own interpretation of the-"proper" use, strategies, or

commands Of the system. Examples of this may be seen in the emphasis which

one person may place upon string searching as opposed to the lack of.use of

that particicular command by another person. Persons trained by Other informa-
1

tion specialists may tend to use thessme methods and commands which were

emphasized to them. A positive aspect of this method was the insights provided

about the service clientele and their approach to the service.

In both formal training and personal training the mechanics of: searching
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i.e., terminal 'operation and use, formulation of search strategy and con,-,

cepts, were emphasized. Less emphasis was placed upon the intricacies

'of the individual data bases, i.e., their content,. indexing principles employed,

and available search aids. Perhaps this was true because most of the informa-

tion specialists had experience working with printed indeXes and abstracts

in the chemical field as well as in other subject areas.

52



PHASE I - .ANALYSIS OF UARS

Users and Non-Users

Computer- readable biblio aphic:data beses'ere information retrieval

innovations gener

ing'hes a longer

available for the past decade. While batch process-

history,. widespread adOption of online searching has only

.taken place since mid-deCade.1
Consequently,.little dolid empirical research

is available on the characteristics of users and nonusers of:these computer-

readable bibliographic data bases. Rather, much. of the research has been

conducted' only on users,2 with generally small semplea,3. and/or often with
.

.

- :relatively low response rates. to assessment instruments.4 -Because of the

relatiVe recency of general adoption of'interactive-systems, these generalize-,

tions are-even more applicable to' online bibliographic search services.

In-Comparison, the present study, based on a relatively large sample,

collected. comprehensive data on virtaully all potential users and subseqrient

nonusers of online bibliographic search services, prior to the introduction

of such capability into the working environment. Standard demographic back-

ground data, measures of "information style" and inforietion needs, and data

on prior online search service use and/or-evaluatioriyas part. of this

prehensive instrument.

In this section these data are linked to the prediction osubsequent
1'.

use or nonuse of online search services. However, some prior research would
, .

,-

1. J. J. Gardner, and D. M. Wax, "Online Bibliographic Services,"
Library Journal 101,(1976):1827-1832.

2. B. Lawrence, B. H. Weil, and M. H. Graham, "Making On-Line Search
Available in an Industrial Research Environment," Journal of the American
Society for Information Scientists 25 (1974):364-369.

3. D. T. Curtis, "On-line Retrieval as an. Information Source for
Bench Bioscientists," On-line Review 1 (1974)4279-288..

4. J. L. Carmon, and M. R. Park, "User Assessment of Computer -Based
Bibliographic Retrieval Services," Journal of Chemical Documentation 13
(1973):24-9.
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- .
. .

'suggest that we might expect little relationship between these types of

factors and subsequent use. In a recent tudy-of science and engineering

"-faculty members in ten university departments, for example, demographic

--and professional background characteristldst-value orientations, and-past

scholarly productivity were found to be unrelated to use of a newly

. introducedOeStch-processed current;aWareness service.5 Similarly, a

recent study of searchers and nonseaichers with an online system found
o

. iittle.or no correlation with knowledge that searches can be made, avail-

ability of ,search services; areas of research, age of individuals, and

money needed to pay for searches.6 -However, these particular studies were.,

based on relatively hoiogeneous samples (doctorate holders); in contrast,;

the present study employs a broad range of persons, with, substantial variation

in profeasional training and experience, different work assignments and job

__task expectations, and variation' in the need for technical information

and literature review.

Study Sample and Methodology

$

The preseRt study saMple includes scientists and tedhnologists in two

.distinctly different work settings: industrial and academic. These two

settings typically require, or result in, distinctly diffeient "styles" of

information gathering. 7,8
In practically any respect--use of information

-71
,channels,.reliance on informal communication, source's or references, and

library usage--scientists and technologists in these two environments operate

differently. 9

5. L. W. Stern, C. S. Craig, A. J. LaGreca, and R. G. Salem, "The
Effect of Sociometric Location on the Adoption of an Innovation within a
University Faculty," Sociology of Education 49 (1976):90-96.

6. Lawrence, 22. cit.
7. J. S. Gilmore, W. S. Gould, Th D. Browne, C. von E. Bickert, and

C. Coddington, "The Channels of Tech ...logy Acquisition in Commercial
Firms and the NASA Dissemination Program," NASA Report CR-790 (1967).

8. D. N. Wood and D. R. L. Hamilton, "The Information Requirements of
Mechanical Engineers--Report on a Recent 'Survey," Library Association (1967).

9. D. N. Wood, "User Studies: A Reviewof Literature from 1966 to
1970," ASLIB Proceedings 23 (1971):11-23.
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In the industrial setting, a large facility of an international chemistry-
46.

oriented firm, 262 scientists and technologi were identified as potential

users of an online search service and completed questionnaires prior to the

introduction of such-a7search.service;- Of Lire participants, 98 percent

had completed a college education and approximately one-third (32 percent)

held a doctorate. Three-fifths were trained in a field of chemistry, and

one-fifth in engineering. One-fourth (26 percent) were identified'as super-

visory personnel, and the remainder as non-supervisory.

A total of 70 academic chemists were.faentified as potential users

of an online search service and completed questionnaires prior to the introduc-.

tion of such a search service. Of the participants, 57 percent held the

doctorate. More than one-third (36 percent) were fecultz members, 37 percent

were advanced doctoral students, and theremainder were research associates
Y-

or postdoctoral fellows.

APrior to the introduction of online services, a pretreatment survey

instrument was completed by all participants. This instrument was designed

to assess personal background and work histories,; and present job

requirements and related methods of informatidn search and preference, and

priOr experience with online bibliographic searCh.services; if any. Mediated

online'search service capability was then introduced in a location conveniently

accessible to members of both samples.. Searches were conducted on request

and free of charge by trained information specialists for approximately one

year in each location. During this phase 345 searches were conducted for

108 out of the 262 eligyte industrial scientists and technologists; 353

%

searches were conducted for 50 out of the 70 eligible academic chemists.
o

9

Given the above research base, the present analyses focus on two

questions, First, are there some demographic and background variables,
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measures of information "styles" and needs, and data on prior online search

service or evaluayon which are clearly related, to subsequent use of online

. .search services when a relatively heferogeneouS cross- section of scientists and

.

___technologists4re-glventhe-oppOrtunity-for generally !nil-United, assisted,

and fr4; access to such a capability?

Our second question is whether these relationships are relatively stable

within different environments. Desp

of these two settings, are there rep

to the distinctly different "character"

icable similarities in traits of

scientists -and technologists which alilaw,us to predict, regardless of work

setting, who will most likely seek, to( use online search services if they

are made available?

To address these questions, we used two distinct research strategies.

The Ti4t was basically a descriptive bivariate analysis of common items
1

of information collected from sample subjects in both.the academic and s.

the industrial settings. Included are three sets of data: (1).demographic

(age, sex), professional training (degree level and 'field of formal t
4

ing), and present professional position; (2) established informat "styles"

and appraisal of adequacy of informational resources; and (3) p for online

search service use and evaluation.

The second ipalysis employed a multivariate procedure which allows

all statistically significant predictor variables, to enter a regression

equatiOn where the criterion (dichotomous dummy variable) is subsequent use

or nonuse of the online bibliographic search service. This procedure enters

the primary predictors, in atepwise fashion, from the full array of variables

considered in the first analysis. Hence, these variables are independent

predictors, taking into account the colinearity between variables (e.g., the

relationship bltween age,-degree level, and present position or rank).

Results

4041-ge number of common items, assessed for both the industrial and

57
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' academic personnel.prior to introduction of online search services, was

collected. Analysiaof these items is presented below, and, as noted

above, one objective is to ascertain whether the observed relationship, if

alaY_tbetweep_these-items-and-subsequent;use-7oonline-search-serVices

is paralleled in both the industrial and the'academic setting.

Background Characteristics

Selected demographiC and professional background characteristics

of the sample, as these factors relate to subsequent use or nonuse of

online search services, is shown in Table 2. (See Page 50.)

.

While the sample includes relatively few women in either t industrial

or the academic setting, it would' appear that this factor is lgenerally,

.unrelated to subsequent use of online services. On the other hand, consistent

with the speculation by Curtisl° that online search systems would be most

heavily used by junior scientists, age is highly related to use, with older

persons in either setting least likely to become msers.

Not surprisingly, degree level is likewise found to be highly related

o subsequent use of online search services. Fully two-thirds of theifoctorate-

holders, but less than one-third ofuthose holding a degree below this level,

used the service in the industriaLsetting. The reptionship in the academic

setting is less pronounced, but the doctorate holders and those with less
At

than a Master's (most'of whom are advanced level doctoral studes who by-pass

.

the Master's degree) are more likely than-others to be users.

Of course, some of, these foregoing variables, particularly the age and

degree level, are related to one's present position. ,Hence, it is consistent

to note . that supervisory personnel in the industrial setting are less likely

than others to be users. In the academic setting -the most senior faculty

10. Curtis, p. cit..

Ct



Background Characteristics of First Year Users
of .Online Search Services,bTJob Setting

Industrial Academies
Total Perdent Total Percent

atil=262 Users 241.!.70 Users

Year of Birth*

4

Before 1930 80 33.7% 12 50.0%
1930-39 92 40.2 8 87.5
1940 or later. 84 50.0 49 75.6'

Sex*

256 41.0 , 61 72.1. Male
Female 5 60.0 9 77.8

Degree Level*
Doctorate 84 66.6 42 72.8
Master's 58 31.0 7 57.2
Less than-Master's 120 28.3 21 76.2

Field of Highest Degree
Engineering

. 66 24.3-

Chemistry (All) 156 45.5 .67 71.7
Organic Chemistry 20 80.0 8 62.5
Chemical Engineers 61 31.1 --
Other Chemistry 75 48.0 59 72.9

All Other Fields 29 51.8 3 100.0

Present Position*

68 33.8 - -Supervisory
Non-superyisory 194 43.8
Full Professor 15 66.7
Other faculty 10 80.0
Fellow 4 75.0
Doctoral student

e. Other

_ -
- _

26

15
81.8
60.0

*Excludes no response.

69

4
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- (fall professors) and those. designated as "other" (primarily research

associates) are less likely to be, users than are faculty of other ranks,

eocto al stufleilts, and post-doctoral fellows.

1vasthat--th-eota-ineWitITITat-tritp Ito search service was primarily

focused on chemical literature, it is not surprising that those trained

as engineers (and chemicalengineers) were somewhat less likely than others
,

to be users. However, in both settings those trained outside of the areas

of chemistry and engineering were somewhat more likely to be users, althbugh

their numbers were small. Within subspecialties-of the chemistry fiel5d,

.

there would appear to be no consistent patterns.between thOP,t0o nettings 1:1r4

of greater or lesser usage by some-specialintsthin by oibti,, .

Information Style

A number.of

47 -, ...1 jp
. , . 7....

.Ae'.. .

/4 4

common items. on. informatioir needs-, toabitja and appraisal -,,; k.

-.c -_;*
of their utility were asked qi all *Akers Of botiiipe:141d strial and acadle

samples. The relationships beikieeti,theierAcpuTei'and,sut4equ .-tuse or
. .: , 4,,1,! ..41.

, .,.

.,p.
iionuse of the online searCti servicesUr et made,svail

...... are isHown'.
?

in Table 2. (See Page 52-51.>: ;

ivaiN
,

J.

"1.,*:"...
- f ;

Our general working hypothesis~ for these 'data was, diat4lefr-rela6Onsbi4,

0
4' r .i<1 P,

47' .

r ii. ...0 ;
would emerge between these variaples and ubsequer5E use of online search.

.,'

, : --

services5, and that these ielationshiTs woaele to sistent between-work
-el

environments.. However, far mosi- of these.relatAinshivye.did not pothesize

the direction of t4e relatiobstn,/consisteitt with otgenerally exgOeitory=
.- . . e; -. '.*4. '

-- : _....1.V':objectives of the project 46t iammit was assumeeibat the*indoufi6Sei;,

one spent in nformation-qeeking, amil,the i iids employed. -would'oleaily.
l'.:111ti'' Th; IP 4, 'i

6 .

relate to subsequent use of onlige.bibliograph c,seaiph services'. If the,.

need for informAt n was high, thbri OM 1044 4cp4t; the person
.

4"- r( rt
generally employ/ online search' servlic,d4; eve jibing else 'being rual .

;

..
. "

7 i6

the other haiid, if present,%ta0010.041"-merna often' employed.
41

there is general strong satisfaction with theseolOns, there may be leis
7
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TABLE 3

Prior. Information Styles of First
Year Users of Online Search Services, by Job Setting.

Industrial Academic
Total Percent Total Percent
N Users N Users

f .

'Time per week locating information*
'Four hours or less 138 42.8%
More than four:hours '10 107 40.2

/
..;Time per week in reading

-,-:.prOfetOtsional literature*,

Fot.ir hours or less - 120 32.5
141 Mpre than four hours 1'133 49.6

-
'.Time per week in discussion

!
Wth colleagues*

' Four hoUrs 'or less .

Morihan'four hours

:Uie otowd (collection of
information

40ccasionally or less 28
.

-.frequeprrly, 46
Rbutintli 1884:

101. 47.5
151 38.4

35.7 -
45.7
41.0

..,( .4

Use of .literature indexes*
Never' 4 . 45 24.4

.

Seldom otoccasionally 138 39.9
, ,. : Frque.104, or routinely 78 52.6

if

Use.'of standard abstracts/
contents*
Seldom or never 131 32.1
Occasionally 63 41.3
FreqUently or routinely 65 58.5

S.

-
Use bf sanning primary
sources*"

Occasionally or less 111 14 24.3
.Fr4quently 63 42.9
Routinely 88 61.4

Ust of library browsing*
_,Sell or never 54' 20.4

..-

/Occa ionally 79
., ', 1 Fzsq erttly or routinely 129 At;

. ,

Y

fi

44
23

27 ilit

68.2%
82.5

74.1
42 73.8

34 76.5
75.8

10 70.0
11 73.6
48 75.0

7 71.4
17 47:1
34 76.5

13 77.0
14 64.3
41 ,/ 73.2

3.$
61.6

18 61.2
38 81.6

18 72.3
' 17 82.4

34 67.7
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TABLE 3 (continued),

Industrial Academic
Total
N

_Percent

Users
-Total

N
Percent--

-% Users

Use of citations in other
works*

Occasionally or less 166 31.3 17 47.1
Frequently 51 52.9 24 75.0 1

Routinely 44 63.6 27 89.9 4

Present means of locating
information is adequate*

Agree strongly or somewhat 164 39.6 42 66.7
Disagree strongly or somewhat 93 44.1 28 82:2

Present sources are adequate*
Agree strongly or somewhat 210 43.3 54 68.
Disagree strongly or somewhat 49 34.7 16 87.5

Present sources too time-
consuming to locate *

. Agree strongly or somewhat 85 41.2 35 82.9
Disagree strongly or somewhat 164 42.1 31 64.6

Present sources are up-to-datO
Agree strongly or somewhat 213 43.2 53 69.9
Disagree strongly or somewhat 38 34.2 16 81.3

*Excludes no response
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likelihood to turn to the new.innovative means of online search services.
I:

The descriptive data shown in Table 3 generally contribute to a coritinua-

'

tion of this ambiguity on, the relationship between information style and

subsequent use or nonuse of-o-riline search services. One series of.4uestions,

for example, required the'respondents to report On.the average. number of

hours per week spent in information- seeking activities, including reading

or professional literature and discussions withicolleagues or comforkera-

Only.small relationships between these time measures and subsequent use of

online search services were observed, and patterns' were not repli'cable between

. the industrial and the academic settings.

For industrial scientists and technologists,,those\who more frequently

or routinely employed their own collection of information, literature indexes,

standard abstracts or current contents, and library browsing were more

likely to be users of online search services. However, parallel. relationships

for those in academic Settings were not observed for these variables.. On

the other hand, in both settings, those who most often used citations in

,other rks and who scanned primary sources routinely were suhstantially.

more 1 kely than others to also use online search services.

Wide, disCrepancies between the academic -and industrial personnel were

likewitie observed with regard to their perceptions of the adequacy of

current means ana sources for information as these related to using online

search services. While those in both groups who felt their current means

of locating information were inadequate were more likely to-be users of

online:search services, in academic settings -those. who felt present sources._

were inadequate, that they were too time-consuming to locate, or that they

were not sufficiently up-to-date were more likely tocome users, while

the reverse was true for these items for those in industrial settings.

Prior Online Experience

In Table 4,. we present data on boph,priOr-experience and appraisaf of

ar.
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online services with subsequent use of.the service when it. was introduced

in the industrial and the academic settings. Not surprisingly, those in

the industrial setting who had used online services in tfie past, or were

familiar with the service, were more likely to continue to use or to begin

to use the service. However, for those in the academic setting, there was

no clear relationship between prior use or familiarity and subsequent use.

For academics, therefore, this may reflect prior negative (or neutral.) impact

of earlier use, or it may merely reflect that those who were former users of

online services continued using their.former vendor rather than taking'

advantage of the project service instituted for this study. Subsequent

reports will more directly address questions of these alternative explana-

tions. 0

The data in Table 4 (see Page 56) clearly show that a more positive

attitude toward the potential utility of online services results in more

frequently taking advantage of the availability of online search services

when such search services, are' .introduced into the work setting. -Substantially

larger proportions.of those who expressed a clear belief that the online'.

service would improve 1 current information-seeking methods, on the

basis of what-they had learned prior to the actual introduction of Ohline
*..

search services in their work location, were likely to become usereOVerithe
.46

next year. Similarly, those'who expresSed generally pasitive comments to

an open-ended question regarding their comments In the potential utility of,

an online search system to their work were, substantially more likely than

others to consequently become users of the system.

Multivariate Analysis

Given the high interrelAtiobehip between. a number of these correlates of

use of online search services, the next step was to.employ a procedure which

would select those factors which have an independent significant relationship

with use or nonuse of online services. For each predictor variable listed in
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TABLE 4

Prior Online Search Service Use and Evaluation
As Related to Current Use of.Onlihe

Search-Servites, by Job Setting

Industrial Academic..
Total
N

Percent
Users

Total.

N
Percent
Users

Ever previously use online 1

services*
Yes 32 56.2% 17 64.7%
No, but familiar w/service 75 44.0 26 80.8
No, aa not familiar w/

service 152 . 37.5 . 27 70.4

.-

Frequency of use of online
services in prior yiar*

Never 242 39.7 . 57 73:7
Seldom . 16 50.0 3 .66.7
Occasionally or more 4 100.0 8 75.0

1

,

Use of online service thought
tonAmprove current method*

,, .. yes - : 104 54.8 , 41_ 80.5

,-

... No/don't know 154 33.2 28 64.3

Other comments re online \
services*

Generally positive 117 48.7 31 83.9
Generally negative 15 13.3 2 50.0
Other 56 42.9 16 68.8

*Excludes no response

Tables 2 through 4, the detailed (uncategorized) data (or a aeries:of dummy

variables) were employed for regression purposes. All statistically signifi7

cant variables were allowed to enter freely, in stepwise fashion, as predictors

of the criterion measure (use or nonuse). Analyses were conducted separately

by work setting, and the*re'sults are summarized in Table 5. (See Page 57.)

In neither the academic, nor the industrial setting were there many variables

that entered the regression equation as significAht independent predictors. of
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Significant Iiildependent PrediCtorill.of1Jse or Nonuse
of OnlineiSearch Services -Based on Stepwise.

Multiple Regression Procedures
by Sob Setting

57

TABLES

Job Setting/Variable
zero.---1::-

order
r

.

-Apep
at

,.....

.renrry

increase
.,,,,...iti

R2

.

F value
in final
equation

.

Industrial
Frequency of scanning

primary sources .35 1 .35 .13 24.1
Highest degree: doctorate .35 2 .44 .07 20.1
Online thought to improve .22 3 .46 .02 15.1

current method / .

Academic

Frequency of use of
citations in other
works ' .40 1 .40 .16 6.8

Present sources thought
to be inadequate .2-7 2. .49 .07 5.4

use of online search services. Moreover, different variables entered the

regression equation for each of the two settings.' In the industrial setting,

the first predictor was a measure of prior information style (frequency of

Scanning primary sources), followed by degree level (doctoiate or not) and

favorable attitude to .online services prior to project introduction of the

service. The resulting multiple R is .46. For the-academic setting,. only

two variables entered the equation, yielding a multiple R of .49. The first

was another measure of prior informatioT style (frequency of use of citations

in others works), followed by a measurelof dissatisfactiOn in available

information resources prior:to the introduction of Online services.

4onclusion

Despite a broad array of data on personal and professional baCkground,

established information styles and:appraisal:of adequacy of information
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and measures of prior attitudes- and experience with online search

services the analysis of correlates of who would and who would not use

online search services yielded relatively_low predictive power. Moreover,

there or replicability, between the correlatesin

One setting,Xindustrial or academic) and the correlates in the other

setting., In neither setting; bas&I.on a multiple:regression model, could

as much aS 25 percent of the variance (R
2
) be explained in subsequent use

or nonuse of the online bibliographic.search service. Hence, these results

tend to confirm the earlier findings of both Curtisll and Stern, et. al.12'100

regarding' generally negligible differences between users and nonusers of

computer-readable bibliographic data bases, either online or batch.

.Nevertheless, in broad terms, these results do suggest that prior

-information "style," satisfaction with more traditional information resources,
-0

and attitudinal predisposition to the Possible utility of online search

services, have some small effect. on subsequent usage of online services.

In later sections, we evaluite these same factors as they might impact on

the frequency and type of use.of online search services.

Early Versus Late Users

We now look at a.subsamOle of early and late users to address the.same

policy.considerations as for users versus non-users. That is, can we

identify distinguishing characteristics of late users in order to develop

targeted programs of education to bring these late users In to use a

search service sooner if it is appropriate to their needs?

Sample and Methodology

Of the 1Q8 industrial users, 62 (57.4%) used the online search services

within the first three months that the system was made available. These.

11. Curtis, 92.
12. Stern, 22. cit.

4
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. .

are.identified as early users. Of the academic chetists, 29 of the

users (56.9%) were likewise early users.

51

Thefirst-set,of analyses relates selected items of questionnaire data

to whether the user was an.early user (conducted a search within. the first
f . 1three months after the online services were introduced) or came in for

his/her first search requetit at,some later; time -(late user). Basic'des

criptive statistics, by user type (early and late) are presented fOl- all

factors eq5Aloyed-inthe earlier analyses' on -users and nonuser; viz., selected

demographic and background variables, measures of'information "style's" and

information needs, and data on prior online search service use and evaluation.

The second aet of analyses is based on a. multivariate prOcedureiwhich

alloWs allprimary predictor variablea'to enter a regression equation where-

the criterion variable is a continuous measure based on the project month of

first use of the online searchservices. This procedure enters` the Primary
'A*

predictors, in stepwise fashion, from the: -full array of variables considered

in the first analysis, and shows the amount of increase in explained

on the criterion measure '(1ionth'of first use) for each step.

Results
.1

variance

A large, number Of common items, assessed for both the industrial and

acadetic personnel prior.to introduction of a year of free online search

services, was collected. Analyses of. these items are-presented below and,

emphasis is placed on determining those items which may be the best

dictors of early use and to assess whether these same predictors.are onsis

'tent across settings.

Background Characteristics

Selected. demographic and background characteristics of users of the

online service, as these factors relateto whether the user was early (first

three months) or late (after the firSt three months) in availing themselves'

of the services, are shown in 'fable '6. (See Page ,60.).

. '68
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TABLE 6

.41pBackground Characteristics of Early ** Users of
Online Search Services, by Job Setting

Industrial Academic
Total 'Percent Total Percent
Number Early Number Early
of Users of Users
Users Users

Year of Birth*
Before 1930
1930-39
1940 or later

27
37
42

55.5V
56.7
61.9'

7

7

37

71.4%
71.4
78.4

Sex*

105 57.1 44 77.3Male
Female, .

3 66.7 7 71.4

Degree Level*
Doctoratm 56 62.5 31 71.0
Master's 18 61.1 4 75.0
Less than Master's 34 47.1 16 87.5

Field of Highest Degree*
Engineering ,

Chemistry (All)
16 .

71
373
60.6 48' 77.1

Organic Chemistry 16 62.5 5 60.0
Chemical Engineers 19 73.7 -- --
Other Chemistry 36 52:8 . 43 79.1

All Other Fields 15 66.7 3 66.7

Present Position* ,,,
,

Supervisory 23 56.5 -- -
Non- supervisory. 85 57.6 -
Full Professor -- 10 80.0
Other faculty r- u

...L 8 -37.5
Fellow. . 3 100.0
;Doctoral student " -7 21 85.7N,Other .

0 9

.7!

77.8

*Excludea\no response.
,

**Early users are defined as those.6sing the service in the first three months.

6 to'
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Inasmuch as the sample includes relatively few women, it is not

possible to draw any cOnclusion regarding sex differeOces between early

and late users. Regarding.age,however, the data st:gest that not only are

older faculty not aslikely to use online services (as described 'elsewhere

in this report), but they also are less likely to attempt to employ online

services when first introduced even when they do eventually beco users.

In the industrial setting, those with post4aCC4laureatedegrees are

more likely than others to be early users. Among the academic users, however,

those without yet having a graduate degree are more likely to be early

users, indicating that Atudents in particular are likely to be'experimen

in attempting new search techniques. Indeed, the results show

that facult elow the full professor rank are substantially slower to adopt

useof the online search services than are those in any other category, despAte
a

the fact that these faculty persons are generally more likely than others to

be eventual users. In contrast, among the industrial users there is a

'negligible difference between s4ervisory and nonsupervisory personnel in

their likelihood of being early users. Nor are there clearcut(differences,

betwee subspecialties in chemistry, replicable across both work settings,

whic* '; "`:ld suggest that scientists and technolog sts in some-aspects of

chemist6 were more likely than others to be early

Information Style

A number of common items on information needs, habits, and appraisal of

their utility were asked of. all industrial and academticonline
searchgaeryice

users prior to the introduction of the servides. The relationships between
. Athese data and subsequent early or late use of the service are shown'in

Table 7. (See Pages 62-63.)

Surprisingly, for approximately two-thirds of the items shownin Table 2,

the general relationship with early vs. late use is not in a cistent direction'
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TABLE 7

Prior InformatiOn Styles of Early**
Users' of Online. Search Seryices,!by Job Setting

. Industrial
Total Percent
Number Early
of Users Users

. Academic
Total Perdent
NuMber 'Early
of Users Usets.

'Time per week boasting
information*
Four hours or less
More than four hours

Time per week in reading
professional literature*

Four hours or less
More_than four hours

Time per week in discussion
with colleagues*

Four hours or less
More than four hours

Use of own collection of.
information*

Occasionally or less
Frequently
Routinely

Use of literature,indexes*
Never
Seldom or occasionally

',Frequently or routinely

Use-"aLandard' abflitracts/
0

ldom pr never''
Occasionally

equently or routine

Use ,o1 scanning ririma

so/rces
Occasionally
Frequently
Routinely.

59 62.7% 30 70.0%
43 51.2 19 84.2

39 59.0 20 75.0
66 56.1 31 77.4

7,

48 60.4 26 73.1
58 53.4 25 80.0

10 60.0 7 100.0
21 61.9 7 85.7
77 55.8 36 69.4

11 81.8 5 60.0
55 54.5 18 66.7
41 53.7 26 88.5

42 59.5 10 50.0
26 53.8 9 88.9
38 55.3 30 83.3

27 48.1- 8 75.0
27 51.8 11 81.8
54 64.8 31 74.2

7 1
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TABLE 7 (continued)

Industrial Academic
.Total Percent Total Percent
Number
of Users

Early
Users

Number
of Users

Early
Users

tr2

. 4i

Use of library browsing*
Seldom or never 11 45.4% 13 84.6%Occasionally 31 54.8 14 71.4Frequently or routinely 66 60.6 23 73.9

Use of citations in other
works*

Occas,-,ionally or less 52 53.8' 8 75.0Frequently 27 63.0 18 88.9Routinely.. 28 60.7 24 66.7

Present means of locating
information is adequate*

Agree strongly or somewh t 65 53.8 28 75.0
Disagree strongly or somewhat 41 61.0 23 78.3

Present sources are adequate*

91 56.0 37 78.4
Agree strongly or somewhat
Disagree, strongly or somewhat 16 62.5 14 71.4

Present sources too time-
consuming to locate*

Agree strongly or somewhat 35 54.3 29 86.2Disagree strongly or somewhat 69 59.4 20 65.0

Present sources are up- to- date*
Agree strongly or somewhat 92 59.8- 37 81.1Disagree strongly' or somewhat 13 38.5 13 61.5

1

*Excludes no response.

**Early users are defined as those using the service in the first three months.
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.

across the industrial and academic settings. To the extent we are

seeking generalizations regarding the characteristicsoof early and late

users, these reversals in relationshipsacross settings suggest null results

as, pertains most items on prior information styles. For example, in the

industri 4tting, those users who devote somewhat less time per-week to

locating information, reading professional literature, and engaging in pro-

fessional discussion with colleagues are somewhat more likely to be early

users of online search services% In comps is n, among academic users, those

more frequently engaged in these activities are also somewhat more likely to

be earlY users.

For both academic and industrial technologists, those users who most

frequently employ their own collection of information are less likely to be

early users of online search services. However, unlike the academic chemists,

the most probable early users in the industrial setting are those who do not

use literature indexes, rarely use Standard abstracts, and more frequently

scan primary sources, engage in general library browsing, and frequently employ

citations in other works.

In both settings, those who indicate that their present means of locating

information is less than adequate arg.slightly more likely to be early users

of the online system. However, both the academic and industrial users who

believe that their present resources are up-to-date are more likely than others

to be early users. AMMO the industrial scientists and technologists, those

who report that present sources are inadequate, but are nevertheless not too

time-consuming to locate are slightly more likely to be early users. For the

academic chemists,-the reverse is true, with those believing that the present

sources are *dequate but too time-consuming to locate being more frequently

early 'users of online services.

Prior Online Experience

/1 In contragt to the foregoing, there is substantial consistency between

7
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i Os t rial and academic users regarding' pri4 familirarity and .41ipriti -7-
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o ine search services and subseqUent earlyuseof such a?erOcolkyl;en,:cintto-.

duced on a free basis in the respective 'WOrk .tietting . 1'f4SeLLn;p
../- a'
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are shown in Table 8. (See Page 67.)

Clearly, those users who had,at some earlier' oint in:.their.cafeerused

online services were moreitkely to be early users when they again had an

opportunity to access online searching. Of the 18 first-year users of the

project services in'the industrial setting who had previously used online

services, two-thirds were early users; of the 11 experienced academic users

who used the project services, 90 percent were early users. Not surprisingly,

for, both experienced and non-experienced online users, those who thought online

searching would be an imOrovement over their current methods of literature

searching, and wbo-Otherwise were not negative about-online searching

capability, were also somewhat more' likely to be early users of the project

services.

Multivariate, ANftlyses

In the second analytical phase,Peach predictor variable (uncategorized)

,listed in Tables 6 through 8 wasltegressed on the dependent variable, recoded

as a continuous variable based on the project month of first use of the

online search service. All analyses were conducted separately by work setting,

and the results are summarized inTable 9. (See Page 68.),x'

In the industrial setting, nor of the predictors reach tatistical

significance. Nevertheless, the first three variables to enter the multivariqe

equation are reported in the Table and, in combination, are shown to predict

only 'a trivial six':pe4Prcent of the variance in the-criterion variable

(project month of first use).

For the users in the academic setting, only slightly better predictive

res ts are obtained. The first three predictors to enter the stepwise
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TABLE 8

Prior Online Search Service Use and Evaluation
As Related to Early** Use of Online.'

SearCh Services, by Job Setting

,Isoo

Lndustrial Academic
Total
Number
of Users

Percent
Early
Users

Total Percent
Number Early
of Users Users

Ever previously use online

18

33'

57/

96
8

$

4

57
51

57
2

2

66.7%
63.6
50.9

-56.2

50.0
100.0

63.2
51.0

59.6
50.0
70.8

4

11

21

19

42

2

6

33

18

26

1

11

90.0%
71.4
73.7

73.8
100.0
83.3

81.8
66.7 '

73.'1

0.0

72:7,
...,,.

services*
Yes .

.

No, but familiar w/service
No, and not familiar w/service

Frequency4of use of online
ervices in prior year*
Never i

Seldom
Occasionally or more

Use of line service thought
oto impre current method*

C7-Yes
No/d t know.

Other comments re online
services*

Generally positive
GenerSllYjiegative
Other -'''''-'4

* Excludes no response.
** Early users are defined as thos: sing the service in the first three months.

multivariate regression are again shown, although only the first reaches sta-

tist 1 significance. That is, the only statistically significant predicir

of M6nth of furst use among project users-is academic rank, with assistant and

associate professors least likely to be early users.

Conclusion,

A broad array of factors; including personal and professional background,

established information style, appraitial of adequacy of information
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TABLE 9

Primary Predictors of Month of First Use
of Online Search Services, Based on

Stepwise Multiple Regression
Procedures, by Job Setting

Job Setting/Variable
zero-
order-

r

step

at
'entry

d

'R2
level of
signifi-

cance

a.

Industrial
Frequency.of use of
literature indexes .16 At,

44.

.16 .02 . ."7fill.S. 4W;

Frequency of use of
citations

Present sources thought'`.
to be up-to+datie

Academic ..:Sz,1

'4

-.10

4

.13

.42

.19,

dr

3

0

.26

.42

.48

16.4
Th5

.06'

.18.
. a

ti

.23
0

z';;

.20
1ff

N A . eNr

001

N.
11

Present position faculty,
not fuji. professor

Frequency of use of
literature indexes

Frequency of use of
citations

resources, and

4 6.
were

.

generally

services early

if" a
.measures of prior attitudes anthexperience with online services,

found to be inconsequential predictors of w6o would use onlifte

And who would use-themlater. *deed, even minor, StariStical4
44C.

0
insignificant, relationships were frequently found to not be replicable

between industFial'and academic setting, further confirming the lack of
f m

predictability as t when user& might,seek online search services.

types o

sto-

. populatio

course,,these null results cannot be'generalized beyond the particular

.background questions analyzed here,onor to different types

s thanthe two types of settings (industrial

5

7 1.3

of

and academic departments)

qiit4t146110A
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we analyze here. Other variables, such as type of job task responsibilities

and stage of work in one's research project(s), mightl%ell be expected to

determine when one might seek the capabilities of an online search service.

Nevertheless, in broad terms, these results Suggest that we cannot

adequately predict whillusers are wire hesitant and which are early adaptors

of online search services. In gener the same predictors employed here

are likewise weak predictors of who will, and who will riot, seek any use what-

soever of online search services.

In conclusion, these results provide little encouragement to the der-

;,.pigning of targeted programs, based on the factors reported here, to bring .

90-users and late users.into early exposure and adoption of general use of

online search services. These results do, however, demonstrate high pro-,

Portionate use, and general early use, of pnline search services by the

general community of academic and industrial scientists and technologists when

such services are free, well staffed and located in direct proximity to the

work environment. As noted later, this general'endorsement of the service

as reflected'through usage rates is sustained after cost factors a tro.,

duced and information specialist assistance is curtailed, as
lett

the fact that both the industrial and academic" units continued to offer on

line search services after this research project was terminated.

Frequency of" Use

This *ection, employing the same.Common setbf predictor variables,

analyzes the relationships between these variables and frequency of use of

the online search services during the first year of the project (i.e., Phase I).

The objective of this anlysis is to ascertain, these factors, determined

prior to the introduction of online search services, can aid in planning

the estimated demand for such search services when they are made readily

available to scientists a d technologists in both industrial and in academic

O
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environments. Indeed, in setting up the project services for this Study,

there was little empirical research avaiMble to guide decisions on the
.

.-establishing of the length of time each day,Ouring which the services should
-. .

be offered, the nymber of information.specialists needed, the numbei of

40 t.. ...1
, -

terminals requited to service all requests on demand, or how much demand

...!,

would varyrfrom day -to -day or as a'function of the academic calendar in
, .:1.

Oli
1.W.74

the case of the academic chemists participating ii? the projeft (see the

average daily. usage. charts in the appendixregarding the latter).1000

following analyses attempt to ascert n the correlates of. the freque cy

with which users of online search services will call-upon such services,
at,

in order that future efforts to establish online search services in similar

environments' might better predict, a priori, the demand for such services

as related to ascertainable information about potential users prior to.

introduction of the service.

Sample and Methodology ;44'

For the 51 academic chemists who used the project search services.,.

353 bibliographic searches were conductedin the first year:, an average of
,/

6.9 search" per user. Only 5 of the: 51 (9.8%) ere single-time" users

.during the year. On the other hand, 9 (17:.6%) were'exrremely hear users

of the system, conducting 10 or more searches during theyyelt. ..4 3

46*
A total of 345 searches were conducted for the 108 industrial users

during the first year, for an average of 3.2 searches per user. Fully two-
1:.

fifths (41.9%) of the 108 users were single time users only. A, small

proportion (5.5%), 6 out of the 108 scientists and technologists, were heavy

users with 10 or more searches during the first year of the project.

Consistent with previous analyses, two distinct research strategies were

employed. Th%first analysis presents basic de#,Criptive data on frequency

of use by. each of the three sets of common background dAtejor the academic



and industrial users: (1) demographic (age, sex), professional training

(degree level.and field of formal training), and present professional

position; (2) established information "styles" and appraisal of adequacy

of informational resources; and (3) prior online search service use and

evaluation.

The second analysis employed a multivariate procedure which allows.

all statistically significant background variables to enter a predictive

equatipn where the criterion (dependent) variable is the nUMber of

searches the ,user requested'ind liad executed during the first year of the

project. This pricedure was conducted separately for the academic chemists

and for the industrial sCientist and technologists. In both cases, the

procedure selected the primary p edictors of frequency of use and entered

them in stepwise fashion until n additional factors from the.full array

of background variables could sig ificantly add to the amount of explained

variance in the kpendent variable.

Results

0
Analyses of the relationship'betwen each of the common pool of items,

ascertained prior to the introduction of online bibli&graphic search services,
A

and subsequent frequency of use of the search service, are shown below, All

analyses are reported separately by work setting (industrial or 4cadetic),

and one objective is to ascertain the degree to which the correlates of:nsage
.t

rates are generalizable across work settings.

Background. Characteristics

...v.. 2,

The set of demographi.-:,,:nd pkofessional.background characteristics of

ar

users of the online search services, as these characteristics relate to
P

,

the frequency of usage, are shown4for thcfcademic 'chemists in Viable 10 and

.

.-for the industrial scientists and technologists In intle 11. .($ee Pages-,72 and

the-

73.))
s.

4.4 :A.. st;"
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TABLE 10

Background Characteristics ofFirst Year Users of, Online.
Search Services, by Frequency of 'Me: Academic Setting

Frequency of Use (Percentages),
Total Single Light Medium Heavy
Number Time User User User
of Users User (2-4

times)
(5-9,

times)
(10-Or

more times)

Year of birth*
Before 1930
1930-39
1940 or later

Sex*
Male
Female

Degree level*
Doctorate
Masterks'
Less than Master's

Field of highest degree*
Chemistry (All)

Organic chemistry
Other chemistry

All other fields

Present position*
Full Professor
Other faculty
Fellow
Doctoral student
Other

( 0.0% 57.1% 42.9%
7 28.6 42.9 0.0

37 8.1 37.8 35.1
1.9

44 11.4 40.9 31.8
7 0.0, 28.6 42.9

31 12.9 38.7' 29.0
4 0.0, 25.0 75.0

16 6.2 43.8 31.3

48 10.4 35.4 35.4
5 0.0 20.0 40.0

43 11.6 37.2 34.9
3 0.0 100.0 0.0

10 10.0 40.0 40.0
8 25.0 25.0 25.0
3 0.0 66.7 0.0

21 9.5' 47.6 38.1
9 0,0 44.4" 33.3%

0.0%
28.6
18.9

15.9
28.6

19.4
0.0

18.7

18.7
40.

16.

O.

10.

25.

33.3
14.3
22.

*Excludes no response.

1
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TABLE 11

Background Characteristics of First Year Users of Online
Search Services, by Frequency of. Use: .Industrial Setting

Total
Number
of Users

Frequency of Use
Single Light
Time 'User
User ' (2-4

times)

(Percentages) '

Medium Heavy
User User.
(5-9 (10: or

'times) more
times)

Year.of birth*
Before 1930 27 51.8 %'. 22.2% 25.9%
,I930-39 37 37.8. 48.6' 5.4
1940 or later 42 35.7 4qc7 26.2

Sex*
Male 105 41.9 36.2 17.1
Female 3. 0.0 0.0 66.7

Degree level*
Doctorate 56 30.4 35.7 25.0
Master's 18 27.8 55.6 . lb.7
Less than Master's. 34 64.7 23.5 8.8

Field of highest degree* f

Engineering 16 56.3 37.6 6.2
Chemistry (all) 71 36.6 33.8 22.5

Organic chemistry 16 31.3 50:0 18.7
Chemical. engineers 19 42.1 21.0 36.8
Other chemistry 36 36.1 33.3 16.7

All otherlfields 15 46.7 .3 13.3

Present position*
Supervisory
Non-supervisory

23
85

34.8
42.3

43.5
32.9

21.7
17.6

*Excludes no response.

0.0
2.9

0.0
7.0
0.0
0.0

13.9
6.7

0.0
7.1

While the samples include relatively few women (7 users in the academic

setting and 3 users in the industrial setting), they were substantially more

likely than theft male counterparts to be frequent users. None of the users who

were women used the services only once, and about three-fourths of the women

.in the academic department and all of the women in the industrial setting
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: A
conducted five or more searches during the year.'

With regard to age, and consistence with earlier findings which show

-that'older scientists and technologists' are less likelyAo use online search

services.and to use theM later rather than1sooner after-introduction if

they do become users, older persons are also less. ikely to become heavy

users of the online computer readable bibliographic search services.

obvious explanation of these consistent findings regarding age is that older

scientists and.technOlogists are more resistant than younger persons to new

innovative echniques for"literagure searching. HOwever, an alternative explana-
v

tion, discussed

persons have add

which allows thtm

associates.

However,.

Ater section of this report, may be that the more senior

/nal, resources and technical assistance Availablt to them

to delegate literature searqhing to their more junior

,.470,4--""1
the-data in Tables 1 and 2 as pertains to degree level run

counter to the latter explanation. That is,.the dotor holders in the

industrial"setting are not only more likely. than others

searching but they are also significantly more likely to be frequent` users.

kerilsers of online

In the academic setting,.there are less clearcut differences in frequency of use

by, degree level, with no, statistically .significant difference among the 51

users. Similarly, in both settings there are no clear discernible differences

in the frequency of use as kfbnction of one's present position.

Not autriaing, given the data bases available in the project's online

searching stem, those, users whose formal training was outside of chemistry

tended to be somewhat less frequent users of the system. Among the chemists,

.however, there yas no consistent pattern of frequency differences between'the

::-And4strtaiand the academic-users.ae related to their area pf specialization

In the field f chemisiry.

9
Cy
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,,

InformAion

.

Data on the frequency of online'search pse'as related to th-einfortation.
ti

needs, habits, and appraisal of the utility of traditilinal information resources
AS

4
en- the academic and.indaSttial scientists and technologists are showeln.'
. a

Tables'12-and.13 relpaCtively, (See Pages 76-790
y .

Na clearcUt pattein;replicable across work settings,. were found
..

,

between frequency of use.S nd the average amount of time the 'scientists -and -,

JEAhndlogiSts devoted tO.16Cating information; to readinglkbfesaional
.

.A.iteratUre,'Andsto. discussiOn withinolleagdes..

In both settings,- the data suggeat that those who more frequentlilese

literature indereai.st'andard abstracts and current contents, and who-more
. 7

routinely. scare primary sources and use li1rbrowsing for informational

purposesare also more likely to b quentusers of,online bibliographic
..

search caPabilities: In contrast,'however, among the academics, those who

most'frequently-ust citations `in otherWorks and routinely use their own
. .

.4.
colleibion otinformAtion Sre substantiAly less likely babecomelrequint..

-users of onlinesearch services, while the, opposite tends, to be true for
.

-the .industrial scientist and technOlogiSts.

The 'last four items shown in Tables 412 and 13 pertain to the evaluation
.

of the adeqUacy-of 4exiStinginfOrmation resources as related to subsequent
. a

. 4-0
.-

frequenCy of,Use. of online:search services. Again, no consistent4atterns"?

..aMerge, 'generalizatile,acrossboth the academid.sAd industrial settings, which

would suggentIlli?ullt relationship between the amount:. of usage of online

search saxvices and the-individualfs appraiskr.of the adequacy,of'existing
416

.AikA .:d

, .

,' .
.

,

idditionial!laeratureSearch capabilities in their work environment.
,

Prior Online'Experiende '' ' '

Prior tothe'intrOduction.of pect online search services in the

,academia and, Tiliurial settinge4.ya'nuMber of the eventual ',users had prior
. . 4.. .- ,

..i<'' '
1'

k
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TABLE 12 : 4,

Prior Information Styles nflFirst.Year-Users:of
-Search'Services, by.FrequedcY o U e 461deMdc-SettfIng.

Time perVeek,locating
-.information* fo'

Four. hours or 3.ess't le 30 'qr 16-72
.'", $...e. 'Y

,
7%;!, --1-! 10.0% 26.7%

k Moi. than four hots 19 0:0 5.3',4N.- ,, 3i .6 ,

Frequency46kUse..(Percen ;ages)
Totat%.:: Single !Ida Heavy

of Users User.
Number- User

(10 or
more
times)

Time per week in reading
profession literature*
..' 'Fogur hours T or less. --.. .

,i.
Moii4446 four hours al ..

,

... Time per Week .,in 'discussion.. :-..,..

with 'colleagues* : - .:

'.... _...r..

Four hourH.:dr:letie
''"--46i

More thanJOUr hors ''-'.-:: 4754'

-..1.1te; of own collection of

7information *` Ar
Occasiodhlly or less

.. 7

.

20 10,. 0

97-

Frequently- '-,- 7.

.. Routinely y 4 36
. ,

.

: t.- .

Use of liteiatUreAlidexes*
Never , :.;. ' .- 5

.SeldoM Or-s'Occaiiiirlally 18.

...Frequently or routinely '26

Use of standard sHiltracts/.. ,.

contents*
$eldOm ex never, p;L

,

Occasionally 'Off
, Frequently or routinely

Use of scanning primaryl
sources*. .

4 , 7444

42.9
0.0

13.9 33.3

20.0,, 40.0
11.1 ;43.3
3.8 46.1.

10. 20:0
9

30 6.7

20.0
16.1

34.6 15.4
32.0 20.0

28.6
57.1
27.8

40.0
27.8
34.6

28.6

28.6
13:9

0.0
27.8'

15.4

A

30.0 50.0 .. 0.0,
33.3. 33.3 33.3.
46.7 26.7. 20.0

I
OcCasionally. or less 8 12.5 '25.0 50.0 12.5
FrequOntly" 11 . 0.0 54.5' 36.4 , 9.1

lRoutiney 31. 12.9 38.7 . 25.8 22.6

0

en



,_TABLE 12 (continued)

-"Frequency of'Use (Percentages)
Total 'Single .__Light Medium Heavy
Number. Time User User User
ofiJseri User (24 (10 or

times) times) more
times)

Use of library browsing*
Seldom or never

6
.Occasionally ..

Frequentlliot routinely

Use of citations in other
woiks* r

Ocdasiona-ly or less
Frequently
Routinely

Ell 15.4
14 ' 7.1
23 8.7

-
.

8 4.5
le 5.
24 12.5

Present means of locating
information is adequate*

Agreesabngly or some-,
vhat

Disagree strongly or
somewhat :

." . .

Present sources are
adequate *'

Agree strongly or some-.
what

Dihagree strongly or

iok

somewhat
.

. .

Present sources t o time

1
consumingtoiloca e*.

44ree, strongly or some-
.- What
..Disagree"strongly or

somewhat

Present sources are-up -k.
too.date*

* -7-47;e stronglyanr some-
what

''Disagree strongly or
somewhat 8

.

.:37.5 12.5
44.4 38.9
.3745 33;3

53:8 $ 15.4
35.7 35.7
34.8 39.1

yam: 0
-

28 ei7.1 32.1 39.3 21.4

23 13.0 47.8 26.1 13:0

15.4
21.4 V
17.4

37.5
11.1
16.7

37

14

29

`120

37

13

3.4 44.e

/20.0 30.0

8.1

14.3

37.8

42.9

8.1 37.8
,

23.1

21.6

.34.5 17.2

30.0 20.0

35.7 7.1

32.4 24.3

30.8 0.0

*Excludes no response.,.

4

4
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TABLE 13

Prior Information Styles of First 'ear Users on Online
Search Services, by Frequency of Tee: Industrial Setting)

d.

Frequency of Use
Total Single light"

_Number Time
of Users User

. 40?

User
(2-4

times)

(Percentages)
Medium Heavy
User
(5-9
times)

User
(10 or
more
times)

Time per week locating
information*
-77170711rE;Tits or

More than four hours.

Time per week in Nealing
professional .

Fourhoura-or less
More than four hours

Time per week in disCussIiin
witteolleagues*

P3Ur.hours or less
More than jourAours

id

Use-of-awn-callettion of
information*

.Occadionally or,less
irequently
Routinely

Use.of'literetUre in exes*
. Never

.

Seldom or occ
Alt Frequently or4i0Cineii

/.

Use of.standard abetra00/'
contents*

Seldom ox never
Occasionally
Frequently or`r utinely

Ube of scanning Almary
sources*

Occasionally orless
Frequently
Routinely.

59 39-.0%

43 44.2

39 50.4
66 33.3

48 43.8
5 37.9

10 -" 50.0
21. 38.1
77

"f
1. 40,2

11

5-5

41

02
26

38

9.1

49.1
59.0

52.4
'46.2
26.3

32.2%
34.9

28.2
36.4

29.2
39.6

50.0
28.6
35.1

54.5
34.5
29.3 '

23.7% 5.1%6
13.9 7.0

12.8 2.6
22.7 6.1

25 0 241
13%1 8.6

6.0.
33.3
16.1

0.0
0.0
7.8

30.9
23.1
44.7

48.1 33.3
37.0 37.0

,;'.38-9 . 35.2

14.3r
230.'
21.0

0
14.B
25.9-
16.7

J-an )

2.4
7.7'-
7.9-

3.7v
0.0
9.2 '



Total
14umber
of -Users

Use of :library browsing *.
Seldom orneyer

s. trTubritly or routinely.
A,,

se .o c -a
.workelf

F.requensy of Use (Percentages)
Single "right Medium _. ...':I : Heavy
Time User. User i '-'.- ...User
User (2-4' (5-9 l (10 or

times). times) , more
,1/4 ..._. . t s)

...... i

i11 36.4 18.245:4 0.0 .

31 .38..7 38.7 . 22.6 0.0
66 42.4 it 31.8 16.7. 9.1

i.,,,..3 l...
1

29.6
32.1

36.5
33.3
32.1

;Agre91 stion'
t .

r ,40
=

aPresent so
ads" u a t,t,

ree

43.1 32.3

39:0 ,39.0 14.6

9.6
29.6
25.0

20 J0 fr

tip what
4: A Disagree ..;.`"

4o4wha

12.4.5" ou
17:MP2MS!

18.7

1.9
7.4

10.7 s°

18.8 12.5

43.3

4
If/ 11.4

.6 m,;t: 2. 9
.:.! . .

e slt
; ' whaP ' 92'
, ,Ditistiee; s .

-"="---- ' Somewh % 13
,

,''f . `-
- ) r

. = .

*ExcludeS riii*eslionse ,. .

,:,;

40.2

53.8 .$

87.

38.0

° 7.7

=4.,..

u.

3.3

21.1



experienCeandJor.opinionoiwith
4

The relat4OnshiOs betyeenthese facto 's and subsequent frequency. of use

online bibliographic searching.

e-project onfTne search services. ire. ILOWn in. Tables 14 'and 15 for the

c and-the industrial scientists and technologists respectively.
-

14 (See below and Page 81.) ,

lie
TABLE 14

z

0
.,,,' -1? ior Online Search Service Use and Evakuation as Related to Current., r
Al

,
Use Of Online Search Services, by Frequency of,Use: Academic Setting

4

Se

.Frequency of Use (Percentage*
.

Total Single Light.: :Medium, .- Heavy
Number Time 1.1k: Userser User
of Users' User g.Z4 .- , (5-9 (10 Or

,tithes) times)mes more
...

times)

iver previously use Online
services*
1 Yes

No, but familiar w/service 21 4.8 47.6 28%6
No, and no lamiliar

.1:

9.1% 54.5;f

9

0.02

..'.0

21.0 47.4 26.3

t
w/servitcre' e 'r\

41

Frequency of use-" online
services in P

Never
iog

42 11.9 45.: :816

re ear*

Seldom . Y2
0.0 50.0 50.0

Occasiona10, or More 6 ' 0.0 0.0 n '50.0
' 40 t,

ItUse of online service thought A '.M' s
,

10to improve currept method*
..

l'Yes 33 6.1 36.4 33.3
no/don'tlknow 18 16.7 * 44.4 33.3

..414

Other=comments re online
services*

Generally, positive
Generally,negatiVe
Other

.26 15.41
0.0'

0.0

30.8'
0.0

45.5

4. 9
100.0
36.4

36.4%
19.0

5.3

Jf

14.3

0'4
lb .0

413,

24:2
5.5

ro

404
'26.9

0.0
18.2

*Excludes no response



* Prior'Online,Search Service Use and.EvaluatiOn as Related to Curgent
Use of Online!Search Services, by Frequency of Use: jnduStrial'Setting

r

.

r Frgquency o Use (Percentages)
JrCtal Single Ligh Medium: Heavy
*Number Time . use User,. User
of Users User (2-4 (10 or

times) A>times), more
times)

Ever previously use online
___vices* 4

18 27.8%
No, but familiar w/service 33 21.2
No,and not familiar

w/service 57 '56.1

Frequency of use of online
services in prior year* I=

. Never :
.,

96 '-'

Seldom
ir 8 4,4

Occasionally. Or more
4P40;5

Use of online servi a thou ht.

'27.8% 33.3%
51.5 21.2

28.1 12.3 3.5

17.7
25.0
25.0

4.2
12.5'
25.0

33>31 10.5 -
35.3 g

-0,ther comments 1.4ti

services*.

Generally 'posj

Geserillly.negStive
. 04her-

35.1 28.1 26.3
50:0 50.0 0.0

-- 24 20.8 Ak 66.7 12.5

(10.5
0.0
0.0

a

AP

*Excludes np response
*

4 -aIn bott settings4hose4kho had ever previousl

or were familiar with such services, were mor ikely than others to be heavy

d online searChcevices,

users of the'prolect services. Amon the 10 sers in the academic setting

and 4 lin tke in#dstrial Acting) who repbrted that they were-at least occ lona].

Users of:online search services in the year pr ceding introduction of the

project OnlAili sevices all ot the acad c users 41 halof the industrial

. ,

Usevo utted-t least 5,4maichett duringAy*.first Year of the project
-L41
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for both the academic and the industrial,sampIesthose who were

generally positive toward thpAntroduction of online search capabilities

and who thought that such rices mig definitely be an improvement

over their traditional methods of literature searching were not only4 0

more likely to be. users and to use the system eariy;...as reported yreviously,
.

.,
.

. . .c
but they Were also more likely to be heavy Users, conducting 10

,
or tore

. separate searches during the first year after introduction of.the project

.
, Qr ,z0.-. :,

services-.-

.Multivariate Analyses

As a second step in the analyses, each predictor variable (uncqegorized

which was assessed I've was. egressed against a continuous variable.-
;*.

. 44-reflecting the actual ninnber of online ,bibliographic searches which each

. ..

user.conduO'red dUring4t first year afaiintrOlidCrien,of the

service. Each predictor iieriab-S which. attaing, staristi44. significance

.was' allowed t6-freelyiptpr t
-7:

The analyses- were Condtictese:s

are summarized in Table 16.

'diction eqU'aiitn, in stepwise fashion

e setting,r'by or se ing, and the 'results.
' .

41 WILE 16
441^

w
SiglOificant: Independent Predictors Of-Number& Online Searches by

,

Users; Hasid on Stepwise Mati4e'Regressionby Job 84ring

°
.*

K.

zero- step r i t<:ea'se` F*alue
order

r igttry/

,Job'Setting/Variable

Industrial
Frequency of use of

Online services in.
prior year -4=28

Highest degreedoctorate .26

Academic.
'Frequency of use of

own collection of
'-information

. :equatioft

1 .08
2 . 4.1

6.7

.32 .10
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)

n neither the academic nor the the industrial setting were there
.,..4h:

.e I
'many variables that entered'the regression equation els significantindepen: .

q" /5 .

dent predictors offrequenby of'useof online bibliogr is searching. .0

. If

Moreover, different, variables entered the regression tion for each
1'.L

of the two settings, suggesting a lack of pab lityie:teneralize

, .

&
,

)

/
findings across the two types of work environs nts.

the

Ih the industrial setting,thejArgaignificant predictor of frequency
, % 9;., P I

24 ?-';14.
of use was the frequency of use o sr capabilities.in the year

,

prior to introduction of the project-servIces:'...lbe only other variable which
4

alik"' ,
entered the equation was the academic gegree level of thIF user, with doctorate-

.. 4 '4 '4.

'holders significantly. more likely than othersp be irequent users of,the

service in the industrial setting. The;resulting multiple R with these

two variables. is .35, which explains 12 percent of the variance in the

frequency oust among users who,:are induAtikal scientists and'technolOgists,

'for'the academic chemists, only one statistically signifiCant predict r.
.

.

variable:enters the equation, explaining 10 percent of.the.variance.° This
.

variable is a measure of.the degree to which the user formerly ftlied on

:hiaown C4rectinn of information for literature'searghing. The
.

kitt4iCaiy.significant relatiOnSiPwas found to be'negstive, withlthose

leastAkelk,,to :employ their own collection of .information being most likely

to frequently use bibliovaphic'4hline sears services.

resulting

The Common set of predictor variables. assessing personal And prqfes-

signal backgroudd, established information styles and appraisaT of adequacy

,_,

of informatilm'resourced, and measures of prior attitudes And experience with

online search service.

of who would use onne services and who would us them eraly, were also
1 ..,

.

found,tO be rela7a, tivel7.pbor predictors

1°:

:eh were previously found to 'be weak p're'dictors

of the Oequency with which users
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Agould7ca-11upon online search services for their literature search-needs.'

Indeed, only one statistically significant correlate of the frequency of

use of online services was foale.for the academic chemists, and only

Wo'significant correlates egerged for the industrial scientists' and

nologists.
y.

These resulting weak relationships based on the types'of variables
s

I .
.

.

analyzed.hve, suggest that knOwledge-of"Ach factors cannot aid sufficiently
) . t

.

ineplaving the likely level of demand for online search services when su-.,

c. .
/0

,:. capability is newly introduced. into a work setting. However, the sub=

differences in'rates"of Use and frequency of use between an'--

40k duStrial setting and an academic setting.sugg that demand expectancies

OAnn9:be generalized across settings, Thpt is, in the, industrial setting,,
, . , 4-

Sisqwall*tifeatiional personnel--includin scientists and technologists

,and b oth VuperVidory and 'nonsupervisory pe onnel"Well under Calf will s '

fibt use the system at all during the first year; and many who do become

_
iusers. will only do so well -alterthe-service iS.f irst introduced, and-on

. average will use the se vice relatively infrequently (102 searches per year

per ?user;;. In comparisoih,464 academic chemists--inclusive of faculty,
t4,., .

*_ -_.

adyancad doctoral students, research aieiC tes and felloOaabOut three-

toUrhi-Willuse.the service in the first year; and will tendjlt use,it more
0...

.

quickly an more than twice as frequently. as Industrial scientists and techno7
;,.

;..ogists.

t.
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and-345 -uses by industrial'Users were

84

PHASE I.- ANALYSIS OF-USE-RECORDS--

I ffree, mediated Searches) the 353 uses bywacademic users

anal y.0* For eie use an Information

. Specialist's Record (pages 261-2) and a User Reaction Form (paget263.4).

were completed.

Anoverview is first presented of the academic and industrial uses

followed by S .comparison of academic and indudtrial uses. Then academic
1

.1

and industrial uses are analyzed in terms of the following se. characteristics:
40ts

-;,!-,Liime:.60--use: 'Early - first three months

.Late - subsequent
I

Frequency of use
by individual
user: Ligh 7).-4 uses

Medium - 5-9 uses

er.

Heavy - 10 or more uses.
.4:,--;:_

6i4ndsrage (date
-1--cif birth) ofi' ,t-'7----7.----

Ikisev
.. Before 1930-

y
1930 - 1939

1940 1949

1950 or later4.

,:TrofesSional age of
user (date reetiVed.'
'highest degreS).: 4 Before 1960

1971'- 1917

user: For faculf,y., upprs:

'

.
Post-doctoral fellow Or research

associate
1

Graduate student



Type of approacht

85

For

Supervisor__

Non-supervisbr

°Current awdre4
p

EXhaustive

Aelew_referehdes-'dk:browsing
. ^-

Facts or procedure

Statistically Siaificant differences of 0.05 or. higher, based

..:
- ..i. ., --' 1.cf,:::?,'

i .4 . : .
4 , .4 , .--...... 4, ..

2 4i 4; J,--4. ,I; 4.,,k4.1!;
4 ...,k

...ii,..-....... ''..,.... . ,

......,....: .. .

4chi squjre tests, are discussed.when they appear to have a bearing on use

characteristids. This is followed by a table of significant differences

for the actors compared. The discussion are of uses by specific groupings

rather than of users. For example; the heavy uses categoryc_reArieents'101.

liuses by ude s who made 10 or more uses of the system. For ease of reading

"fewer or iOrdalfie "'refers to statistically significant higher or lower

percentage.of use..

Overviesuof Academic Uses

N-353.

... Over nine out of ten search request41111WecOlved inA3erson J4ith ebdut
. .

., .

..

six ottt of-tell-requests being redeffea-in writing, either instead of dit'in
_ 4

,...

, . . .4 ...P 24" .. ...;: 0 41 .' c:P.."

.

. . ; .;
addition to being received' in persoh. N.*:.requeSts were received by phone.

About 8 percent were requests received frpm.other than. the final Use About
2;

seven out of ten requests we for new searches, with the remeining'requests
°

*about equally divided between clifinuatfon and modification of prelltpus
.

1

peardheit. In :about four out of ten' Uses, the users'of the information

.supplied'synonyms. In about two out of eyery.ten'sfordhes the user of the

7information supplied search logic.. Spatp con*traint0vMrg. requested for
.,

4English language publicationsionly.fdrAbO
'searches, for

-

; A" . , o

-authorsJeithemwdtb or withoutduble t'terMsY'-t 'f ,five uses,
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while -only about-two ToUt-Of-100-USed-sOectfied amaXimum number of .publica-

4
Lions

2

wanted'and about one out of ten uses.specified a date constraint.

Fewer than fivellut of 100 uses specified a journal title, the nameOf,an--
. -

nrganizatiOn, the title,of a journal.article, or review articles as conr

strainW About nine out of ten sea&hes 11 40 as primary purp se t1he sOppc

f a research project._ _remaining searches were..pitlgarily `teaching,

either directly or indirectly related tn;specific courses. In terms of

types of approaches, about half of the searches- used an exhatistive-awroseh

. and abbut a fifth of the. searches were for a few referenceS on a topic.'

About one out of seven was forturrene4iareness; andabout one out'of seven:
- . . .

was for specific' facts or proceduies.

The4urpose of the searches was toistay current An.the user's area of

research in over halfOf the searChes; to
. , stay current in related areas in'

about one out of six uses; for,hrushing up on a topic in about one out.of

ten uses; for learning new specialty .in about one Outfive uses; and for

.,
supporting on-going work with theory7(one,out of five uses)03pecific factso

(one, o t. of three usp,$),.' prOcedures, and approaches or methodology '(one out

of four-uses).
) .

Other burposes.mentioneA were:preparation for an interAitieeting

(onout of twenty.
4

uses), ion

e:

preparation of-

irantjliropos

ere"-not:niutu

instances
.

er

uses).. ,.
--4.1'....,-.',;':!.:,'

, aration for anAnternal report:vini4nut of 100'

for a.paRer Or publication (one "out of three uses);

action (one out of fAreuses), and' preparation of

,out of twenty usfs): Purloses of use choicea
Jo

and more than one was'checked in' a number of

Prior tn'using the online search service about one out of four users
111, Ps 7

ucted aipsearch of printed indexes, one out'of 100 made use of Arne
... .

-*Mich sidrislichowlists ora5yword4, one out of thre
, ,

arched_ hid personal



document-collection-and-aboutLorie-outof-EO,:.

tion with colleagues. AS to data bases sear814., EMCON was used 9-8 times

o

ed-his-need-for'informa=

outfof 100,sCHEM7071 was'UseeOne time out of four. The remaining data

bases Were. used less thin one tithe out of ten. The totals add up to. more

than 100% because of. multiple data base use..

The number pf search statements p use feel into approxiMat.
,

:
equal groups 41 3, 842, and 13:Or-More SeabystatOiiient r 110%.

.

The`huMber of online printed citations also fell into four a

- equal groups liom.0-3, 11-7.20, snd 21'or moreditetiA",,

per use. Somewhat more than one out of three. uses h4 off

1y

tions. Connect time per search also fell into approximat

ne,

fc4-t-SL

time ranges of from..tone to seven minutes, 8-13 minutes, minutes, and

1

.24 or more minutes. About One out of ten uses. required no negotiation

time and one out of every three uses required four.ormpre minute4_6f nego-

'dation time. The remainpig uses,required between one and three .minutes of
. .

The user Was.present and interacted with The system in seven -out of eve
;

ten searches.- One Out of every-three. searches,'required post-search staM

One out of four searches had. technical probleMS which caused delays.
,

iii*ii, were:unfaMiliar with every relevint and retrieVeiteti*in about
..,.

.: - ' :itsi
. -?.:' - >:-

.,3 -, 17

_ three out of ten searches but knew of relevintland nonl-retrieVe.0 citStioda
.

.,
.

. , -lc- -,;;.,

in about four out of t(in Uses.
wil

.In ierms.of.users' opinions ofLsearchoutput, about two = out.

commented-fhae
4

the'llpe'ofAhe outputwas just about right, OVereight out

coned . .;

ry
.of ten cons114441ed the:Currencyof.the output, eithersatisfactO or;:i4seY ,

.. ;'' j °

satisfactory and over seven out of ten considered the ut*lity. of the search
- - '-

-

Output either satisfactory or "very eNatisfactory.
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Overview of Industrial Uses

Nm, 345

About two out of three search requests were received in person, with

about one out of four being received in writing or in writing a's well as

in person. About once out of'six requests were received by phone. Only about

two out of 100 uses were received by other than the final user of the search

results. .About two out of every three searches were new searches; with the

remainder being continuations or modificktione of pre ous searches.' Synonyms

were supplied by.the,user in over half of the search and search logic in

abOut one out of six searches.

As to search constraints, about two out of 100 search constraints

had...an English only consttaint, 'about seven out of 100 searches had an author
4

constraint (either an author search or a subject search with author(s) specified).

About six out of 100 searches had a type of publication .coietraint. Abdut

three out of 100 searches specified a maximum number of citations wanted.

Only one out of 100 searches had a date of publication constraint.,

For types of searches, one out of three was exhaustive, one out of six

was for a few references On a subject, one out of three was for specific facts

and'procedures4 and.about one out of ten was for current awareness.

The purpose of the'search, 4 nonrmuivally_exclusive choice as was,already

indicated, was to stay urrentin the User's area of interest (about four

out of ten uses, as has already been indicated in the discussion of academic

uses), stay.cuitent'in a re area (about one ,out of ten uses), brush-

ing up (about one out of eleven uses), learning a new specialty (one out of

,five uses), support of ongoing project with theory (one out of eight uses),

nth facts (oneout'of five uses), support of ongoing project. with theory-

(one out of eight uses), with facts (one out of four uses), with procedures,

apparatus or methodology (one out.of two uses), the preparation for, internal
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meetings- (three-out -of- 100};- the preparation of internafreports (five

out of 100), the preparation of patent applications (one out of 100), the

preparation of publications or papers (five out of 100).

About. one out of four online search requests was precedid by searches
\. ,

of printed indexes. About- four out of 100 searches were preceded by use of
. 2

.

online system search aids, about four out
\
of ten by users searching their

r
#

own rollection,of documents, and in about four out of ten uses by dis-

cussionscussions with colleagues. Data bases searched were CHEMCON (over eight out

of ten uses) CHEM707 ( about three out of ten uses), COMPENDEX (one out-
,.

often uses), NTIS (fobr out of 100) with all others being used five ti s

out of 100.

About one out of three uses required 13 or more search statements, one

out of eig4'required one to three search statements with the remaining
-...

searches requiring four to twelve search statements. Only six out ofv1DO_____

1

searches had moremore than 20 online printed citations, and about a third of the

searches ha zero to three online printed citations With the remaining

searches having, four to twenty online printed citations. About two out of

.three sedrches'had offline printed citations.
,-'

About one out of five searSh

1

s required more than 23 minutes of computer

connect time- and one out of five searches required one to. seven minutes of

connect time with the remaining searches requiring eight t o t aenty-three

minutes:of connect time.

The user was, prevent and interacted in somewhat less than half of the
1

time. .Technical difficulties delaying seaiehes occurred about one time out

of-'six. As to userg' reactions, about four, out of ten were unfamiliar with

any of the relevant and retrieved citations but over half noticed the absence
/
of relevant documents in the output. About two out of three considered the

search output of just about the right size. About eight, out of ten consid red

r?,
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he- of-the-outputsatisfactory or very satisfactory, and about

three out of four considered the utility of the search output satisfactory

or very satisfactory.

Comparison.of Academitnd Industrial Uses

Academic uses -4 N.,,353

Industrial uses N = 345

More academic searches were received in person and more academic users

interacted with the system during:the search than was true for industrial

.searches. This may have been due, in part, to the more convenient location

of the academic search office (locttedcentrally in the one building where

mast of the users have their offices ana laboratories) and, in part,, to the

academic users' grOpter need to interactkwith the literature during the

search. This probably explains why no 'academic search requests were received

by phone. However, more academic,searches were requested by someone other

than the final user of the search results.' This may .have been so bepause

of graduate Students requesting searches for their professors and for other

students not in the sample.

Industrial users,supplied synonyms more of the time. This cannot be

explained on the basis of daeh base searched since both.groups miade greatest

use.of''CHEMCON and CHEM7071, a data base without vogbulary control. Academic

users had more author and time constrtinis-but fewer constraints by type of .

publication. The greater use of search Constraints may be anspdication of
'N

either greater need for more specific earchgs and/or greater skill in the
f

us of the system. Since data on this point are not consistent, no conclusion

may.be drawn.

In terms of types of approaches, more academic uses were for exhaustive

searches, explainable in part by the greater number of Searches for disserta-

tions and grant proposals. There were alsO more academic uses for a few
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references qn a topic or_browsingperhaps_due-to_theconvenienr--location

of the search office but there ere fewer academic uses for specific facts

or procedures. This may be-explained by the avaiaility of other informa-
/

./

5
tion aiirces in an academic environment- -the colleagues or the professors

who -have the information. More academic users had as their.purpose staying

oe current in either, the user's area of interest or inrelated-ereas, to- prepare

publications or papers, and to support work on a project with facts or

theory. - Fewer academic uses were for procedures, apparatus, or methodology,

for, internal reports, and forlpatent applications. The latter two cane.

explained by a lesser need for internal repotting and patent applications in
A

an academic environment-

Fewer academic users Used search aids such as lists of terms prior to

!requesting a search. This may either be explained by their greater familiarity

with the vocabulary far their search or on greater reliance on the information
. -

specialist to do this task. The fact that fewer academic users discussed

their search with ck-leagues prior to requesting an online search may be due

to the graduatelitudent users who have not had a chance to establish col-.-
,leagues. Academic users made greater use of CMCON either singly orin

combination with other data lbases and made lesser use. of CAPENDEX and NTIS..
-

This is not Surprising since all academic users were chemists while industrial
i;,- 4.

. users inaluddCsAientisis,inother'discipl .:e, and engineera.. Academic users
4..

used fewer search statements on theaverage, retrieved more citations online

and had more searches without offl'ine citations. These search characteristics6
may be attributed to the more frequent presence of'the'final user during the

search knd his interaction during the search. Academic users had more tech-

nical problems in terms of log on and delay during the search, explained in part

to the-use of a T33 teletypewriter duringtha,early, months of

search.

Academic users retrieved more 4ocuments with whichrherwerevlamiliar.

I-
_trin
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S-incethere was podifference- in -freqliencypf- use oftprinted indexes prior
. :

to the .search, -t is difference may be attributed tb.the4cademic users'

\

greater familiarity with the lite ture. ThitconclUsion is strengthened
1

by the fact that more searches for academic users did not retrieve-jocuments

With which the users were familiar and'that shquld have been reirived.

Academic users were more satisfied with the clrency of the search output but

equally satisfied with its size #nd utility.

o

10

1

.90
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TABLE 17 ,

.

/Academic., verpus Iniusirial Uses

411

0'
Item f, Academic

4

Search tequlest received
In w ting 60.6
In p rson 91.2
By P ne 0.01
By oth r than final user 7.9

User assistance

t43.5,Synonyms supOlied

Search constraints
-Author
Publications
Time period
Other
. Other, patents

Other, excluding patents

PriMaryapplication
Disservtion
Grant roposal:-.

System teat
Technical report
Other.

Type of approach
Exhaletive
A few references,

browsing
Specific facts,

0 procedutis'

19.9
0.0

11.3
5.7
0.0

,0.0

20.1
5.7
0.3

12.7

49.6::

'22.1

13.5

Purpose of use
Stay current, own area / 52.7
Stay current, related

area 16.8
Supporting project--themm 6 18.7
Supporting project--facts '- 36.3
Supporting proje5t--

Orocedures - 24.6

Preparation for
Internfl report

. Patent application
Publication

Sources used rior to
Onlind system aids
piscuss with colle

0.8
0.0

32.6

//- 0.8
gues 22.7

11)2

Industrial Siinificance.

23.2
67.8
15.9
2.3

56.8

'V.. 6.7
5.8

1.2
. 1.2

3.5
1.4

0.6

0
o
9

,0:3
8.1

. 001

.001

.001

.002

-.003

.001

.001

. 003.

. 001

.001

.001
' .001

.001

.903.

33.3 I NI' .001

13.6 .001

39.1 .001

40.6 .002

10.4- .03
12.5 .04

25.1. - .002

53.0 . .091

4.6 -.005

1.7 .04
(5.2 ;601

3.5 .04
38.3 .001
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TABLE 7 (cOntinued)

Item Academic, Industrial Significance

Number of search statements
1-3 ' 28.0 12.5 .001
4-7 , 26.6 - 29.0 .001
8-12 24.4 24.6 , .001
'13+ 21.0 31.6 .001

4

'Files Searched
CHEMCON .94.6. 83.5 .001
COMPENDEX 0.3 ''10.1 .001
NTIS 0.3 4.3 .001

Citations printed
-

Online
0-3
4-10

26.1
23.8

4b
36.8

, 37.1
.001

'.001
11-20 24.9 20.0 .001
21+

Offline
0 63.7 36.8 .001
1+; 36.3 63.2 .001

User present for search'
In person 70.0 44.6 .001

-By phone 0.0 1.7 .001

User triteractiOn with search . 71.1 43.2 .001

Technical problems-delay 23.8 17.4 .003

problems--log-on 10.8 1.i .001

Citations
. Number already familiar

1-2 19.5 12.2 .003
"3 -7 19.5 14.8 .003

N' 7+ 30.3 31..6 .003
Number not retrieved

0 58.1 43.5 .001
1+ 41.9 56.5 .001

Opinion on citation currenity
Very satisfactory 43.9 34.8 .02
Satisfactory

.
Unsatisfactory

43.1
1.1

49.3
3.2

.9#
..02

Highly unsatisfactory 0.3 1.7 .02.

.y
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Time of Use by Academic Users

Early Use First three months of 'use; N101

Late Use - Subsequent month's of use; 4-11 months of use;
ti252

f

The later uses tend to be repeat uses) with-only 14'out of 51 later

uses being requested by initial users of the system. Most search requests

Mere received ilpersonOut there were fewer search requests received in

person for later, uses. Few searches, were received by other than the final

user of the information but the number'of such requests by other than the
.

1

final uW6was higher for the later uses: Both of these differences in
1

later uses may be due to one or a combination of the following factors,. N

e novelty effect of watching a search being performed might have

worn. off. Also, the later user might consider himself sufficiently familiar

with the system to use it without being present. This, hoyever, may not 'r

be a permanent attitude since somewhat more knowledge of the system might

persuade the user that interaction with the system is highly desirable.

The later user who did not come to the system in person may be a user

who has graduate assistants to delegate searches to. For the analysis of

uses by position, it was found that fewer faculty were present and interacting

during the search.

Later searches showed greater use of search constraints, such as author

or time period constraints, and this may have been due to increased familiarity

with. the system's options. Most searches - 'listed research as the primary

application of search results but later uses listed more searches for other

than research appliCations. This may also be an indication that when users

become familiar with what the system can do, they use it for a greater variety

of tasks. The wider application of search results is also reflected by an

increased number of later uses for different purposes related.to research

projects-such as keeping-current in related areas, learning a new specialty,
V

-.
1v4
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looking for ref eiences on theoretical aspects of a project,_obtaining_informa----

tiqn procedures, apparatus or methodology, and assistance in preparing for

internal meetings and.in writing grant proposal's. lk

A higher number of later users used.CHEMCON either in addition to or

instead of other -bibliographic data bases. The amount of me spent on

search negotiation went down for later uses, probably an indication of more.

efficient negotiation (less time spent on explaivg the system) with experi-'

ence.

The amount of computer connect time anal post-pearch staff time per

search also went down for later-uses, again a probably indication of more

efficient searching with experience on the part of both the user and the

information specialist. There was no significant difference between-eaily'

and late usilts' user feedback on output size, currency, or utility.

Conclusions that may be drawn for a comparieon of early and late uses
.

are that with exper.ence more efficient use is made.of the system, that the

system is used more extensively for different types of purposes, and that

more of the system options are used.

TABLE 18 -

Time of Use by Academic Users

Item Early Late Significance
. Nn252 (less than or

is to .05)

Search request received

.97.0% 88.9% .03In person
By other than final user 3.0 .05

Search constraints:
Author 11.0 .23.5* .02
Time period 3.0 14.7 .004
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. TABLE 18. (continued)

/Item, t. Early
1.11.101

Primary applications
ResearCh 95.0

`,Other4-course related 10.0
,.Other -=not course related 13.3 '

Purpobe,of use
Keep-current, related areas 6.0
Learn new specialty 5.9
Supporting project work-:-

theory 8.9.
Supporting project work--

procedure
Prepariti for internal

meetings ;
,Dissertation
Grant proposal
Testing system
Other

-File searched
CHEMCON

Vegotiation time (minutes)
;0-1 . 18.8 32.9 - .042-3 24.8 25.8 .044+ .42.6 30.2 .04

Terminal connect time (mlnutes)
1-7 N115.8 24.6. .001
8-13 20.8 31%3. .00114-23 22.8 25.4 .00124+ 40.6 18.7

, .001
,.

fs

10.9

\

Late Significance
N..252 (less than or

= to .05)

81.0
90.0
86.7

21.0
25.4.-

22.6

:002
.

o.

.001

,.005

30.2 .001

0.0 6.7. .02
19.8 20.2 .0011

2.0 7.1 .doi,
1.0 0.0 .00l,

.1.0 17.5 -,.001

87.1 97.6 .001

Post-search staff time with us
utes

0-1
2+

O

31.7 23.0 .001
22.8

t
9 1 . .001

106
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s'84./
.

Time of, uselyf.industrial users

t

Early use (first three months; N,1,52, uses)

Late use -(subsequent use; N -293 uses),

'Later 'searches included fewereearch.modifications but more new searches

.

' and more continuations of prior searches. \The smaller number of search modifi-7,4,

cations may be attributible to greater skill on
a

Part of the' informationth

1specialist in'coriducting the search is well as g eater ak411 on the part of,
..- .

.

the _user 41're-questing the needed searches, Fewer of the later. searches were

exhaustive searches, perhaps because of the user's realization of the utility

of the online system for other types of approaches. More of the later searches 4'

were done for staying current in 'the user's area Of specialization and for" .

supporting ongoing projects with theoretical findings. Fewer manual.; earches

of printed indegel were made prioi to requesting later searches, an indication

of greater confidence in the online system. More later, searcheSmade use of

CHEM7071, an indication that over a third 'of these later searches went farther

back-in time. Fewer later searChea'had-offline citations printed. This,

however, was a result of changes in procedure on the part of the information

specialists rather than a change in user demands.

TABLE 19

Time of Use by Industrial Users

Item . .Early
N452

Late
N7293

Significance
(less 'than Or-
. to .05)

Relation to previous searches
.New search 63.8% 67.5% .000'-
Continuation 13.3 17.6, .000
Modification 22.-9 5.9 ,000

Type of approach .

) Exhaustive 51.3 24.3 .000

1.0 7
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zc

I

0
4

Early
N=52

Late
N=293',

.Purpose of use
.

Keep current, own area 65.2 28.3
Supporting project -- theory 19.1 9.1

Sources used prior to'seareh'

37.4 15.2Manual searched indexes .

Pilesaearched
7.0 39.6001/071.

8ignificante.
(lessthan or
= to .05)

.000

.01,

Aftequency of Ode, byAcademic Users

Light - 1-4 uses'per u3ser (111

vliedinM - 5-9 uies per user (N.= 113)

Beavr-210 or more uses per user (8 = 169)

\,
This analysis of the data is in some respects siorLar to the t.tae:\Of:use

analysis in that it com-par!s users with different amounts of trstem'experience:

The frequency of use comparison groups. users into three categories by number of

iIarches requested. This again is not a comparison Without flaws since th4 heavy

usies.include records of such userEllhen they were early (inexperienced) users

and since sole of the light users-might have had experience with another online-

sealrched index. Despite these contaminating fac both later uses'and heavy

uses, exhibited xhaniles that are.probablcdue to the effect of experience on the

par.of-the heavy and/or late users./

Feuer of the searches.by heavy users were received in person and moreof

these search requests were received by other than the final user of the starch,

rests. This parallels the findings for the late uses and can probably be

..expl ned in the same way. 'There is one additional point that should be

ri ak

A r.
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A
.mentioned. Heavy users have:more current Awareness searches. In fact, such

searchesi'When updated periodically, account to some extent for the category
3

of heavy user. When current awareness searches are not modified, ehere is?no

need for the user eieg present. As,withilate.uses, heavy uses included

'more tinge- period constraints. Urilike later uses, heavy uses had more
4

searches with: search logic supplied than did the light and medium uses. Thetlk

increased use of search logic may be explained by greater familiarity with the

syslp on :the part of the heavy user.'
11.

Both later and heavy users had fewer searches marked as being primarily

for research, an indication of gidevAise f'the system for other than supporting

. ,

work on research projects.. -Ad with laterlysers, use; by heavy users had more

searches for s ying current in related areas, for procedures, apparatus and

methodology, and for writing grant proposals. Fewer searches 'by heavy users

were preceded by manual searches of indexes, partly an indtgation of greater

confid n the online senrched index, and partly the influence of the

-current awareness searches which cannot be searched in the printed indexes.

The fewer searches by heavy users being preceded with searches of the user's
wevt,.

f r
personal collection can be explained in the same way. However, fewer discussions

with colleagues prior to online searches fir searches by heavy users can be
z.

explained by either increased confid nce the system Dr fewer knowledgeable

colleagues to talk things over with, he latter most likely in the case of

graduate students. There was less negotiation time and postsearch staff time

for searches by heavy users just as- was the case for J.ate users and probably,

for the same reasons as given above.7

Searches by heavy users included a larger number of new (to the-user)

references in more of the sealer. The use records of heavy users indicated

that more of the retrieved references were to Se investigated than references

retrieved in searches by other than -heavy users.
or

There was no significant difference in user feedback on currency, size,
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-; ,

or utility of search output on the.part of light, medlum-and heavy
..

users. As

with the data fOr early. versus late use, data for frequency of use suggests

that, 'width ekperitnde, use. the system -for aireater variety of

. ,

information-needs, make greater use of the system's options but will change
-

their opinion ofrheoutput of the system.

TABLE 20

Frequency of Use by Academic Users

Item Ligh
(1-4)

MedlUm ;

(5-I)
Heavy
(10+)

Significance

Search request received -
In person ;; 88.7% 10D.0% 86.4% .001
Other than final user

----,-
8.5 0.0 13.0 .001

Relation-to previous searches
New search .

84.5 77.9 58.0 .001
Continuation 7.0 6.2 \% 17:2 ., .001
Modification 5.6 14.2 20.1 .001

Airier assistance
Logic supplied 9.9 22.1 27.8 .01

Search contraints
Time period 0,0 8.0 18.3 .001

Primary applications
Research 95.8 84.1 81.1 .02

Type of approach
Current awareness 4.2 10.6 17.8 .02
Browsing 7.(s) 7.1 1.2 .03N. .

Purpose of use
Stay current, related breas 8.6 14.2 21.9 .03
Supporting project--

-

procedures 31.0 15.0 28.4 '.02
Preparing internal report 0.0 2.7 0.0 .05
Preparing publication 45.1 32.7 27.2 .03
Dissertation 22.5 23.9 / 16.6
Grant 2.8 3.5 _ 8.3

1 I n
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TABLE 20 (continued)

Item Light
(P4)

Medium
(5-9)

Heavy
(10+-5

Significance

.Sourdes used prior to search
.

Manual search of indexes 45.1 74.8 22.5 .002
Online system aids 0.0 2.7 0.0 .05
Personal collection 46.5 37.2 28.4 .03
Discuss with colleague 38.0 21.4 17.2 .002

.

Negotiation time
0-1 22.5 24.8 34.3 .005J
2-3 16.9 32.7 4 24.3 .005.'

50.7 33.6 26.6 .0051

Citations printed online

18.3 20.4 33.1 02'0 -3

4-10 31.0 21.2 22.5 :1.02
11-20 31:0 31.0 18.3 / .02
21+ 19.7 27.4 26.0 .02

*
Post-search staff time with user

31.0 33.6

,

17.8' .001
(mint--.1ites
1

2+ 19.7
-7

14.2 9.5 .001

Citations--new references

35.2 30.1 21.3 .030-2
3-8 26.8 22.1 24.9 , .03
9-18

4.° 18.3 .12.4 25.4 .03
19+ 19.7 35.4 28.4 .03

Citations to investigate r
0-2 38.0 32.7 21.9 .008
3-5

6-12
21.1
21.1

20.4'
11.5

, 23.1

27.2
.008
.008

13+ 19.7 35.4 27.8 .008

Frequency of Use by Industrial Users

Light use - 1-4 times per user (N 143)

Medium use - 5-9 times per user (N .101)

Heavy use - 10 or more times per user (N = 101)

Somewhat more searches by heavy users were receivefin wriring and/or in

person, an indication that the experiericed (heavy) user has a preference for

4'

1
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these appidaches. A smaller number of searches by heavy users are received

by phonev that is the other side of the coin. No cdriiiistent pat ern exists

in supplying search lo ers.in the medium'groupS s ed search logid

more 41tequently than users in the other two groups. -Heavier'uiers have

more'continuingsearches and modifiedsearches.bet fewer new searches than

do

to

other.users. Heavy users did not specify a maximum number of citations
_ . .

.

be retrieved. This was only done in a small number of uses for the other

may be a reflection of the absence of a.
..

charge for the searches.

np oeof use,. mote of:the heavy uses were for current.awareness
7'11/which, as as.pointedout in -the academic usage discuasion, is in part what

/ makes a user a heavvuser. Heavy users also made the largegt nUmbetwof uses

of the system for searches on theoretical wotk and preparation of internal)

meeting. Heavy usersvere neithe igh nor low in, terms of using the syStem

for exh ustive searches, for staying urrent in related areas, or for deimloping

new specialties. Fewer heavy users searched internal company reports prior

to online search requests. Heavier users made more searches of CHEMCON but.

r searches, of COMPENDEX, perhaps an indication that the scientists made

er use of the system than engineers. The heavy user was likely to make,

more o ine printing requests. Heavy users were more satisfied with the

utility of search output than users in the o

/
her two groups.

J

1J9

J-
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-TABLE 21

Frequency of Use by Indy:Atrial Users

Item Light
(1-4)

N=143

- Medium
(5-9)

- N=101

f

Heavy
clot+y-

N=101

.e
Signifieance

,L

Search request received
In writing 26.6% 13.9% 27.7% .03
In person 58.0 73.3 76.2 .005By 'phone 20.3 18.8 619 .02

User assistance
Logic supplied

.:%, ' 13.3 26.7 11.9 .007-,
t

Relation to previous searches
New search 81.8 62.4 .55.4

= Continuation 7.7 19.8 21.8 .001
Modification 4.9 12.9 16.8

0
Search constraints

Maximup nuAber of citations 5.6 1.0 0.0- .02

Type of approach
Current awareness .5.6 .5.9.-'- 16.8 00Y
Exhapstive 25.9 40.6 36.6, .04.
Stay current, related areas 15.4 5. 7.9 .04

.

Purpose of use
Learn new specialty 26.6 11.9 13.9 .006
Support project. theory 12.6 4.0 20.8 .002
Support project facts

.i.

rnPrepare for internal meeting
26.2
2.1

16.0
0.0

32.7
5.9,

.03

.03

Sources ntked prior to searc
Internal company re 14.7 10.9 1.0 .002

Files searched
CHEMCON 83.2 77.2 90.1 .05
COMPENDEX 12.6 13.9 3.0. .02

Citations printed off-line

62.9 54.5 72.3 .04
1+

User opinion of utility of results
Very satisfactory 41.3 60.4 53.5
Satisfactory 28.0 14.9 30.7 -Aik

Unsatisfactory 14.0 5.9 6.9 .02
Highly unsatisfactory 5.6 7.9 3.0

113 .
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Calendar Age Academiq.Users.

Born before 1930

1930,- 1939
1

1940 - 1949

105

N = 39 (uses)

N

N 155

:41,...

A A L

19,50 or later ,P.,,.-, N - 115 .
...----

.A;-' .

antlyied to determine whether younger deers, those=

27 yeard or younger; used the system differently than other users. User .

t ,
. ,

`studies suggest tilt, younger users are less set in their inkotmation hab-
c

.its since they haVe had less time to develop and live with them. Fewer
,

, \....., -
search, by younger users were presented in writine; perhaps be-

cause more younger users brouighein'their requests not fully thought out
.,o.

an ready to put in writ ng.. Fewer younger user requests had author con-.

s raints (except for req eats by users 47 years or older). %This may be
i

explained by lesser use of the systegt foi authgx-searches or lack of f a-
riws

.,.,t, .
.

miliarity with authors in a given subje and thus lesser use of authors

as a means for, reducing search output Fewer requests by younger users

were directly related to research4ro ects with a larger number related
. 4

to teaching. This may be explained by the 'younger.users' greater need

ce_

for initial course material preparation. Fewer searches by younger users

exhaustiVe searches and searches for staying current in one's area

of interest. The latter might be due to youggei'users' narrower subject

interests and, perhaps, ability to keePOi reading a relatively small
- .

number of primary journals. Younger-users may also be doctoral students

who may be helped in their current awareness efforts by their faculty

advigor. There appears to be no special pattern for younger users in

terms of purpose, of use, i.e., for specific facts of procedures, and/or

theory. In view of the number of doctoral students included in the young-

er users group, it is not surprising that more of-their uses were for



,dissertations and that fewer uses were for publications and grant pro-.

posals. Fewer requests by younger users, were preceded by a search of

.a pereopal 'dOcument collection (fewer younger users probably have such

a collettion) of discussion with colleagues (those also take time to acv

quire). Fewer uses-by younger users were in the Smithsonian Science In-

formation.( IE) data bade and in other than the Chemical Abstracts and

Engineeririg In ex,data.bases. More of the 27 -37 age group'users were

present and interacted during the search, another indication that searches

.requested by these age groups aie brought in.a mo e negotiable form than
)1

searches brought in by older users. 1.

Uses by, older users (47 years or older). were ranked lower in utility

by the risers than searches 'for younger users, perhaps an, indication of

.

a more critical attitude and /or familiarity with'the literature.

- TABLE 22

. Cadendar Age of Academic _Users-

gefore
1930

Search request receivea,
. ,

In ',writing ° 76.9%

Search conotraints _

Auth '. I -- '7:7

Prio",4 -plication
Research 94.9
Other, course related' 2.6
Other, not course related 0.0

Type of approach
Exhaustive 48.7
Specific facts, procedures 12.8

Purpose of use
Stay current, own mess 51.3
Support project - fheory, 30.8
Support project - facts 28.2
Support project - procedures 15.4
Prepare publication 53.8

Grant , . 1 15 .,-.13.3

Dissertation 50.0

v
(

1930-
1939

giith Date
._

.

1940-
1949 1950+

Signifi-
cance

e
68.2%.

34.1

60.6%

21:3

52.2%

16.5'

. ,

.04

.04

848 91.0 74.8 .001
, 2:3 1.3 5.2
11.4 3.2 17.4 -).001

68.2 52.3 39.1 .009
0.0 18.1 13.9 X03

59.1 60.0 40.9 .02
-9.1 22.6 13.0 .02

, 3,8.6 44.5 :27.0,^
-\\

.02
4.5 29.0 29.6 .003

38.6 45.8 5.2 .005-

0.0 68.3 54.8

94.1 2.4 1.4 .001
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TABLE 22 - continued.

BefOre 1930-
1930 1939

Sources used prior to search
,Personal collection 35.9 45.5
Discuss with,colleague 30.8 27.3

',Files searched

Other than.CA and
.'i Engineering .' 12.8 18.2
SSIE 7.7 9.1'

' .

. User'present 'during search . ,
'In,person 46.2' 65.9 . 77,1 2,2.6 .002_

e.
.

Birth.Date

1940- Signifi-
1949 1950+ cance.

41.3 21:7 .004
27.1 12.2 .004

3.9 2.6 .001
T.9 1.7 .04

V
User interaction 50.0 ,68.2 76.6 73.7 .02

Utility of results. % 1

,

Very satisfactory 56.3 72.7 66.2 .46.7
Satisfactory 21.9 18.2 20.6, 39..3
Uns factory -- 12.5, 4.5 7.4 10.3 . .03
Hi unsatisfactory 9.4 4.5 5.9 3.7

Industrial Users

...-

Calendar Age of

Born before 1930

1930 - 1939

194Q - 1949

1950 or later

71.

N 125

N - 176

N
.

The nUmber of usWby users 27 years or youngt was tOo lbw (10 use)

to be able to say much, if anything, about -this group of users. Looking

at the uses by 'the oldest group of users (47 years old or older), one.

might suggest the following. Olderusers who are likely to have more job

responsibility that keep4 them It their desks mae more uses via the tele-
/

phone and were present during fewer searches_and interacted in'fewer Search-
/

es. Older users made-no current awareness searches (either*because they

might have assistantscto help with this work or bebause their job might

not require keeping up with the published literature). Older users made

less use of'the system for learning a new specialty and this might be

J1f
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explained.by a lesser need for auCh a
i
task by the more established'em,

. _

ployee. Searches by older users went farther back.in time than that of

other users as suggested by the heavier use of CHEM7071. Older users

made less use of COMPENDEX and PPLLUTION.

TABLE 23

Calendar Age of Industrial Users

Search request received
By phone

Type'of search

Before 1930-
1930 1939

26.8% _ 12.8%

Current awareness

InteAt of-use

0.0- 9.6

Learn new specialty 8.5 16.8

File used
CHEM7071 46.5 28.0 \

COMPENDEX 7.0 8.8 )

POLLUTION

User present for search

0.0 2.4

In person 31.9- 42.7
By phone 4.3. 0.8

. 10 /

User interaction with search 30.9 38.7

(
Professional Age of Academic Users

Highest degree received:

Before 1960 N =
4

1961 - N-=

1971 - 1977 N =
a S6.40.0

The 353 uses were divided by professional age of the user, the num-'

ber of years since the user obtSined his highest degree. This was done

in part to determine whether users with relatively few years of profes-

Birth Date

1940-..
1949 1950+

Signifi-
cance

13.2% 10.0% .05

13.2 10.0

23.5 50.0' .004

20.6 0.0 .001
11.0 40.0 02
0.0 20.0 .001

55.8
1.6

50.0
0.0

.04

,

58.1 40.0, .001

sional experience (younger users) made different use of the syStem than

1J7
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other; older users. The other reason for this analysis was to com-
.

pare young.users in terms of calendar years with young users in terms of

years of professional experience.

Fewer of the searches by you
,

nger professional age were submitted

'_writing. This parallels the finding for the younger (calendar age) us rs
"'

b

,
...-

...

°'' 1.
'probably for the reasons already given. For requests received by::. ,

.

0

other than the final user of search results and search constraints by
-',:-.-

4

time period, uhes by the younger users were between those of the other

two groups of older users. Only the older users requested English-only

search constraints and that only in a small number of cases. \The-fewest

requests for current awareness searches were maths by the younger users,

15 again probably 4br the reasons given under calendar age. As with the

younger calendar age group,the professionally younger-aged made,more

use of the system for dissertations and for fewer publications of papers

and grant propoials:. Younger scientists made little use of the system

for internal meetings and no use for internal reports. This may be attri-

butable to tie younger.users' lack of involvement in such activities.
,

Younger users made highest use of the system for a few, references on a

topic and procedures, methodology and apparatus d-the lowest use for

facts. Younger users used manual searches of indexes more times than

other groups, either because of leker confidence in online searched in-

dexes, and/or because of lesser availability of personal document collec-

tions and discussion with colleagues. Uses by younger users required

more negotiation time, another indication that the searches by younger

users were less ready to be run., Search connect time for younger users

falls between the other two groups. Younger calendar and professional-

aged users were both present and interacted more frequently than the

other groups during the search. More of the searches for younger users

were considered satisfactory or very satisfactory.in,terms of currency

and utility of output. 1 jg
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TABLE 24
..-

. Professional Age of Academic Users

IteM

Search request received
In writing
In person
By other than final user

Search. constraints
English only
Time period

Type of approach
Current awareness
A. few references

Purpose of use

Supporting project - facts
Supporting project -
procedures

Preparation. for:
Internal meeting
Internal report
Publication
DisSertation
Grant proposal

Source used prior to search
Manual search of indexes 14.3 26.0

Before
1960

77.6%
98.0
2.0

4.1
4.1

18.4
12.2

36.7

6.1

0.0
0.0

38.8
6.1

22.4

Highest Degree Received

1961- 1971- Signifi-
1970 1977 .cance

49.3% 60.8%
B0.8 93.1
19.2 6.0.

401)8

. 002

.001

0.0 0.0 .003
23.3 9.2 .001

23.3

9.6

47.9

26.0

17.8
4.1

46.6
6.8
9.6

Negotiation time (min.)
1

2 -3

4+

Terminal connect time (min.)
1-7
8-13
14 -23

24+

'User presjnt for search

User interaction with search

User opinion of results
Currency:
Very satisfactory
Satisfactory
Unsatisfactory
Highly unsatisfactory

34.7
16.3
32.7

18.4
24.5
28.6
28.6

49.0

49.0,

16.4
39.7

21.9
43.8
15 1
19 2

63.0

64.4

30.6 60.3
49.0
0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0
l

8.8 .004.
23.0 .02

31.3

28.6

1.8,

0.0
26.3
25.8
0.9

32.3

28.6
30.9
31.3

23.0
24.4
26.3
26.3

76.0

76.5

41.5
47.9
1.8

0.5

.04

. 065

. 001

. 004

.004.

.001

.04

.04

.05

.002

.003

.002
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TABLE 24 - continued

Highest Degree Receiyed

Wore 1961- 1971- Sigoiff7
1960 1970 1977 : canoe

User opinion of results
Utility:

Very satisfactory 46.9 63.0 51.6
Satisfactory
Unsatisfactory

22.4
10.2

,9.6

4.1
30.0
7.8

.01

Highly unsatisfactory 6.1 6.8 3.7

Professional Age of Industrial'Users

Highest degree received:

Before 1960

1961 - 1970

1971 - 1977

= 128 uses

70 uses

N = 144. uses

More searches by users in,the'higheat professional age group requested

searchesly:phope. Thia is similar to the findings by calendar age and

I
probably for the same reason. More searches by the older group of users

were. for facts or procedures and more searches by the older group of-users

went back further in time as reflected by heavier use.of CHEM7071. The

oldest: user group retrieved the fewest references potentially relevant

and new to theM. Th might be attributed to a more critical relevance

judgment,"more spec fic search statement, or'perhaps fewer potentially

relevant citations n their searches. Older users knew of fewer poten-
0:

-7tially relevant-and-not retrieved documents whioh.mkght e ither by exp laine

Iby lesser familiarity withthe-literature or bettet,searCh results. The

youngest'group of users planned to further investigate a larger number of

the citations retrieved, probably because on the average, a,largernumber

of citations were new and potentially relevant to this group of users.

1

a
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TABLE 25

'4

ProfessiOnal Age of Industrial Users.

Item Highest Degree. Received

Before 1961- 1971 Signifi-
1960 1970. 1977 . cance ,

Search request received
By phone 22.7% 7.1% 14.6% .02

_ .

User assistance
Logic supplied 18.8 ,7:1:' 20.1 .05

Search constraints
Author 4.7 14.3 4.9 .02,

Type of approach

Specific facts or procedures 50.8 37.1 30.6 .003

'Files searched

39.41 .28.6 19.4 .002gym 7071

Citations
New references

0-2 33.6 34.3 19.4
3=.8 28.9 24.3 14.6 .0019-18 15.6 17.1 21:5
19+ 21.,9 24.3 44.4

Not retrieved
0 ,s 53.1 37.1 37.5 .021+ '46.9 62.9 .62.5

Investigate further
0-2.
3-5
6-12

36.7
24.2
14.8

, 42,9
20.0
14.3

26.4
13.9
20.1 .02.

13+ 22.9 39.6



Positions of Academic Users

Paculty
ti

Postdoctoral Fellows,
or research assopiates

r.

4

108 -).s.

= 77

Graduate Students N =168

The graduate student (doctoral candidate) uses should be similar to uses

by younger (calendar and.profeasiOnal age) users; and. in several respects

this is true. Fewer of the graduate students' uses-were submitted in writing..

More of the graduate students than faculty (but not post-docs) were present

during searches and more graduate students interacted during searches.

Also, searches by graduatestudents required more negotiation time. Fewer

graduate students searched personal document collections or had discussions

with their colleagues prior to requesting online searches. More graduate

Students thSn faculty but: not poSt-docs searched printed indexes prior to

requesting online searches.

.Faculty are older in terms of both calendar and profeasional age and

havea broader rangeof responsibilities than either post-docs or graduate

. students. This is reflected in higher'facultY use of the system for teaching,

preparation for internal meetings, and preparing grant proPosals, as well

as higher .use of the system for current awareness. Thelitter may explain

the -higher number of searches by the faculty. with time constraints. More

of the faculty searches had synonyms supplie and more of the faculty

uses were for specific facts.

Post-docs and research associates are professionally older than grad-
.

uate students but yOunger than *ulty. Post-dOcs and research associates

also typically repregent an intermediate group in terms of job responsibility.

This. is reflected in some but not all of the findings, for instance, in

use of the system for teaching, and grant proposals and preparation for

129
.4

"4
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internal meetings.. HOWever, post-does made the largest: er of system

uses for publication. More post -doc uses were preced-ia by manual searches

of indexes,` possibly an indication of lower confidence in the online searched

system. Post-doc users also had more discussions with colleagues, and

about the same number of searches of personal collections as the faculty

prior to-the use of the system. The lowest use by post -dots of the system

for irent awareness might be an indication of this group being ahead

of the lattitefheir specialty.

12.3

4/
cr,
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TABLE 26'

Positions of-Academic Users

Item Faculty Post-doc/RA Doct. Candid: Significance

Search requeSt,ieceived
In writing 63.9% 74.0% 52:4% :004

User assistance
41.6 36.5 .02Synonyms supplied

Search constraints
0.0 13.1 .002Time period /(.7

Primary application
Teaching 5.6 1.3 0.0 .02
Research 87.0 93.5- 79.8 .02

Type of approach
1.3 - 13.7 .002Current awareness 19.4,

Purpose of use
27.3 34.5 .04Supporting project-facts 45.4

Preparation for A
Internal meeting 9.3 3.9 2.4 .04
Publication 45.4 62.3 10.7. .001
Dissertation 2.8 2.6 39.3
Grant proposal 16.7 1.3 0.6

Sources used prior to search
Manual search of indexes 13.0 35.1 33.9 .001

P'

Personal collection 44.4 44.2 24.4 .001
Discuss with colleague 26.2 33.8 15.5 .004

Files searched
93.5 97.6' .05CHEMCON' 90.7

Negotiation time (mins.) 4F I\
0 19.4 7.8 8.9
1 29.6
2-3 13.9

32.5
28.6

26.8
31.5

.0.1

4+ 37.0 31.2. 32.7

User present for search 52.8 79.2 76.8 .001

User interactions with search 55.6 77.9 78.0 .001

AL
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Supervisors N =,60 users
x.

1 Non-supervisory N = 285 ubers.

When a supervisor used the system he was more likely'tO request searches

40pby phone than non-supervisors. He was not likely, use it.for current aware-

ness and less'for information on ptocedures,, apparatus, or methodology. More

frequent use of CHEM7071, the older Chemical Abstracts data base, was made by

supervisors. This, perhaps, was because more searches for the remembered

literature were made. If we can assume that supervisors are older both in

terms of calendar and professional age than non- supervisors, then there is

consistency in the greater Use of the telephone and higher use by these groups

of the older literature as represented by CHEM7071,.

TABLE 27

Positionsof Industriai"Users

Item Supervisory Non-supervisory ,Significance

Search request received
By phone 31.7 12.6 .001

Type of approach

0.,0 10.9 .02Current awareness

Purpose of use

38.3 56.1 .02'Supporting project-procedure

Files searched

46.7 24.9 .002CHEM7071

125-
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PHASE I USER INTERVIEWS

-

Following the first-phase of the prOject at FSU and MP, interviews were

conducted with selected users. These interviews were designed to probe

specific aspects of user reactions to online searching and to seek evaluative'

comments and information that might not appear on the survey questionnaires..

These interviews were conducted during October, and November 1940Wand a list

of the questions asked is- included in the appendix.

Methodology

The methodology of the interviews,was to select potential interviewees

from the several categories of users: frequent users, early use-dropout

and non-use. In the,ease of Monsanto, some members of the original test

sample later began to do searching,on their own, so thSt these self-searchers

were a small sub-group:that was of interest and several of these persons

were also interviewed. Because of the physical distance to the various

Monsanto facilities, all interviews with Monsanto users were by telephone.

Most of the interviews with FSU users, were also by telephone although it

proved convenient. to do three interviews in person.

FSU interviewees were selected by first grouping the fifty available
ti

sample members by extent of use. Potential interviewees from each category

were selected to represent the three types of users by status, that. is,

faculty member, postdoctoral/research associate, and graduate student.

A minimum of three persons per category was-chosen., with the total

approximating twenty percent of the full sample.

For Monsanto, all 109 sample users' search records were reviewed for

the number of searches performed, the date of first search and date of last
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search. histogram of number of searc to determine ecut-,Off.;
f-
r ,

level for frequent users. This was determined to be eight' searches,!Le.,/
--,,.

! ::, J---
approximately ten percent of all Monsanto users had eight or mOre'searches.

a

Participant identification numbers were arranged3sequentiellyWittiin,use
.

categories Since the desired number of interviewees in each category was,',5--
. --1ri 1

five, the total number of users per category was divided by iiveto deterMipe
. . `':1

the n-th number to be selected.. -That is, the:nlimber bf early users was

29; divided .by five gave 6-(rounded); every sixth user number, starting

with the sixth, was selected for interviewing.'

In addition, for frequent use, the two most frequent users were also

included, no matter what their identification number. For the non-users,

a further distinction was made before selection between persons who might

reasonably not have been expected to use the service by virtue of their work

(administrators, equipment technicians) and those who mtght--hevebeen

40,

expected'ro use the service but did not do (chemists-, researchers).
---1

Sample

At FSU, thirteen persons were se ted as potential inieiviewees and

ten wore actually interviewed (about 20 percent of the participants). The

others were not available for various reasons. At Monsanto, twenty-twa,

-
persons (not counting self-searchers) were selected, and 16 were actually

interviewed (plus two self-searchers.) Care was taken to insure that all,:

user categories were represented by the completed interviews so that the

type of person not contacted did not bias the'result.

Because of the evalilative and subjective nature of the responses, the

results of the interviews were not coded for computer analysis. However,

some manual analysis of the interviews was done under several categories.

Most Helpful Results '1

When asked what had been the most helpful results of online searching,

127
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a majority of the respondents at both FSU and Monsanto said that keeping

current in the literature of'a field, rapidity of access, and time saved

were primary benefits. One industrial user said he did not concern himself

with keeping current in certain topics_vhecauseAne knew he could always get

updated quiCkly from the,online search service. This same user also commented

that when he:got a new project; his "first stop" was to do online searching.'-
7

*.
fAs one bench chemist put it, "manual searching can't even compare with online

searching." One FSU graduate student, a frequent user, said that the rapid

access and fast interaction were helpful in chebking out even half-formed

ideas. He described the system as like having a ':smart pal" who could

respond on any topic asked.

When asked about the effect of online searching on their other work

activities and on their productivity, most of the users referred to being

able to work on other tasks because of the time saved by online searches.

Of those at FSU who commentk on the effect on their productivity, one

faculty member said that his productivity in writing had increased ten to

twenty percent as a result'of doing online searches. Another person felt

his productiVitY had .increased but could not be more specific, while a third

user felt that there had been no effect on his productivity. At Monsanto,

one bench chemist estimated hidlproductivity had increased twenty percent

due to online searching, while others felt that online searches had helped

or increased their productivity though to anunspecified degree.

One FSU professor said that there was "no doubt about it,"that online

searching let him make better use of his time. In one instance he was able

to complete the preliminary literature search within several weeks after

moving into a new subject area and was able to have a research proposal

written shortly thereafter. A research specialist at Monsanto said that

1
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Wen getting into a new research:; area, "a couple.of hours 'of.online searching

would save acouple of weeks library work." Another industrial chemist

reratect.that7he had to quitkIy- repeeteh a serous industrial hygiene Trotaiia

that could have-required Federal government intervention.. Because:of the

rapid response and scope of the online search, the government office told

Monsanto to handle the problem because the company appeared to know more

about the matter than did the government agency. Still another Monsanto

user recalled a case where online searches brought him to a point where

he was conversant on a topic much more rapidly than if he had had to de-

pend upon manual searching: "With online it took a month or so; a manual

larch might have taken six months to a year.V

System Improvements

Users were asked about improvements they felt could have helped their

own searches or the basic search process. At FSU, the comments were varied

and included such thingivas giving written information to users to help

them work out search strategies in advance, being able to.search by compound

registry number of chemical formula, having more retrospective files, and

getting help selecting the right keywords (search terms). Comments froi

Monsanto users were focused on having more retrospective data In the files

andon finding"it difficult to select suitable keywords. Perhaps the most

frequently mentioned problem area from both groups was the inability to

select keywords to produce a precise search.

4

Expectations

When asked about their expectations regarding online searching, most

users at both Monsanto and FSU seemed to have had no preconceptions and

generally felt that there were no "surprises" to the system. A few found
0

the system easier to use or more effective than expected. At FSU only one

respondent (a frequent user) had expected the system to be easier to use
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than .it p oved to be. (Her expectations may have been somewhat unrealistic

in that she expected to walk in and "push a button" to get her answers.)

''AtMonaanto one person (a frequent user) was "somewhat disappointed" in

-thesystem'primarily from not getting enough relevant citations during

Precise searches. But most of the industrial respondents reported no

surprises or found that it wqp ed much better than expected.

.

S

Most useful periods

One aspect of litera re searching generally anci.of online searching

in particular, is. when, du,r g the course of a project, it is most likely

to be done. Itwouldbelogical to assume that literature searching'i

needed and)seful at the beginning of an activity, as the researcher is

seek::tringo learn about the topic. A clear majority of users at both FSU

andjdonsanto stated that this was the case - online searching is very useful

in the early phase of work. Some others also consented that they used

online searches toward the end of work when writing up results and double-

checking to insure that no per nent references had been overlooked. A

few respondents. noted that they used online searching at different times

throughout the life of a.project.for updating and for searching for

specific materials. One FSU graduate student said he liked to explore

sudden interests via online "to keep ideas rolling."

Proxy searching

It-was recognized that the immediate user of an online search may not

be the only beneficiary of the results; other users and some non-users may

benefit at second hand. At FSii and Monsanto about half of the interviewees-
,

Said they had shared their searches with sthers or had used searches done by

others. The remainder either had not shared their searches or had not used

searches done for others or could not recall. This simply Allustrates that
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.

the value of aleonline search system extends beyond the circle of immediate

users. One FSU user reported that he did a-search which was shared by
4

all the other persons in his laboratory. A faculty *ember commented that

he had sent copies of his seqkch_results to a collaborator at a university

in a Western state.

End user-dropout

A fairly distinciAroupOf users, According
.kez

those who used .the serTipe intthe earlylmonths of

1Vstopped using it. In kfe sates, this early use was relatively frequent. .

to search records, were

is availability and then

For those who used th rvic And-then stopped, the primary reasons men-

tioned were: 'the personhad unewhat hewas looking for and had no. further

need for literature sedi.ching.110had been. disappointed and not found what
74-

he wantedand therefore concluded the system could .not help lam; Or, mainly_

for Monsanto users, he tad MO4into a different type of work which did

not require literature searctg. 1

6 %'''.

L.Non-users
.

;,

.

.r?

4i,

Not everyone Art thevacademic and industrial user samples made use of.

the online search serviced Individuals simply felt no neeerto do extensive

literature searching at the time the service was available:. . Inertia and

the pressure of work were the main reasons for non -use by others. A few

\
were skeptical of the value of online searching and seemed content with

their existing information styles and search habits.

1-

At FSU the four non-users interviewed reported variously that they
y

were doing other work and had no time for literature s arching, had no need

for literature searchig, or depend& upon their own manual search methods

and filing systems. Monsantb nonAiiers most often spoke of being transferred

to other typesof work not requiring literature searches, or depending upon

co-workers to do the needed searching.
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These comments (at reast,by"the academic pafticipante) are paralleled

in a survey of academic nonusers of a computer retrieval system atthe

University of Texas. When_asked_why__they_did_ncitiuse-the-system-they

reported 'a variety of reasons: no need for it; did not know about it;

relied on a small core of journals. HdWever, in the view of the authors,

"the postulated reason [for non-use] - 'ingrained research habits' - can

still be considered as a key reason:" (J.K.. Martin and R.G. Parsbns,

"Evaluation of Current Awareness Service for Phybics and Astronomy Literature,"

Journal of the American Society-for Information Science 25:156-161 (1974)').

Self searching

After the interviewing had be underway for some time, it was felt

that it would be revealing to obtain comments on the value of being able

to do self-searching at the terminal. This relates to the question of

the role of the intermediary in the search process. While not all inter-

viewees were asked this question,,enough responded to provide some comments

of interest.

Two of six FSU user respondents volunteered their interest in self

searching. At Monsanto about half of the users said they would like or

prefer to do self searching, while the other half said they would prefer

not to. Orthose who preferred to have an information specialist do the

the actual searching, thereasons most often mentioned were that it would

otherwise take too much of the researcher's time, and the specialist could

do the search more efficiently because he worked with the system all the

times, whereas an infrequent user would not use it enough to be able to do

efficient searches.

Of those interested in doing their-own searching, reasons mentioned

included the belief that it was difficult to explain search terms to anothef

person (the intermediary), or that the researcher would probably spend more

13
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time searching a topiC than 'Would the,Intermed1410,

Tani .Gann, manager of the Monsanto technical library at Pensacola,

commented on self-searching at Monsanto.- It was initiated by a department

director who believed_; that effective research.and development is greatly

enhanced by gopd use of the technical literature. Gann said that some

chemists were, comfortable -at the terminal and, easily comprehended inter-
.

acting with the computer, while others would "freeze." The training of
#,

these self searchers was limited to e or.two data bases for any one user,

and, noteA°Ganri, "differences in search procedures and data base formats

becothe major obstacles to these people." (P.W. Gann, "On-Line Searching
4

at Monsanto Textiles Company," paper presented at Technical Information

Users Council meeting, Raleigh, NC, April 28, 1977.)

Mr. Gann said that he trained approximately a dozen chew sts and

chemical engineers to do their own-bibliographic searching. Of that number,

about six had actively-used/the system on their own and three of those

were fairly frequent. However, self-searchings were done a couple of times

a month at mpst.

#
'The self-searching resulted from a meeting,of Gann and the heads of

chemical research at Monsanto, in which Gann described the system and his

belief that self-searching would not be too difficult and that the library

would train anyone who was interested. The directors then encouraged their

chemists to take the training.

The first group of self:rearchers was trained in May 1976 and several

other groups were trained later. Training consisted of lectures and "hands-

on" experience in small groups of two or three persons. Some of the chemists

began searching right 1Kay; others were very interested but did not follow

through. Gann periodically sent out followup memos to remind and encourage
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those he had trained, and held followup training for both new and experienced

users.

-0%

All of the Searchers were from the chemical research and development

laboratories of the Monsanto plant. These people were located in their own

building and had heir own terminal (a Texas Instruments. 745) and microfiche

index files of Chemical Abstracts and Engineering Index. Chemical Abstracts

on microfilm was located adjacent to the online terminal.

Of three self searchers who made the most use of the system, two were

Interviewed. One said that he actually preferred to have an information

specialist do searching when possible. This user estimated that he himself

did about tyllive percent of his searches, mainly because he thought

he could do faster and he,enjoyed the interactive process. He found

that the system was "very simple to use" once you learn it. He did say

that for self - searching, one must do it frequently to become adept, and

he thought the inherent complexities of the system meant that it would

always be preferable to have an information specialist-around.

Another searcher made the point that he liked to do his own searches

if he could do them often enough but that infrequent searching meant that

N
the

forgot how to use the system effectively. He thought it would be helpful.

to have available a brief summary of the mechanics of searching as a way

ofrefreshing his memory. For occasional searching, he preferred to let
0

a specialist do it.

In both of thee' ca de1f-searching.was done no more often than

once every threeto f ks. The experience of, academic self-searchers

during Phase III ofthis project is given elsewhere in this report.

134
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PHASE II: HALF COST, MEDIATED SEARCHING

Phase II.of.this project was conducted only at_FSU and lasted from

amid- October 1977 to late May 1978. This phase concentrated on the effect

of user fees on interactive searching: About one-half of the cost of the,

searches was charged indirectly to the users. During this phase the poten-

,tial user poPulation was extended beyond the original sample. .to encompass

,all faculty and gtaduate students cf the Chemistry Dephrtment - about 140

in number. Embedded within this phase was a 33-day period Of non-mediated,

;in.-cost searching, described liter.

Indirect User Charges

An agreement with the FSU Chemistry Department permitted departmental

funds to be used to pay for one-half of the computer connect time and for

;

the offline citations prini4. Users could make charges to various project

grants within the department'or, in certain cases, to departmental, general

funds. Direct payment by users was not accepted. When they came for searches,

users were.told of the arrangement, asked how the searches.shOuld be charged,

and the resulting records were provided to the depattmental business office

for charging to appropriate accounts. The actual searches were still nego-

',,,,tiated and performed by the information specialists.

Sample -

.

The potential.user popular on, as already mentioned, consisted of all

Chemistry Department faculty, post-doctoral and research. associates, and

gradUate.students. This potential user population included 33 faculty mem-

,b ,,24 post-doctoral and research associates, and 84 graduate students.

Of that number, 55, or 39 percent, used the service during phase II.-

1 35e,
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It is interesting ':to contrast those phase:-II users who had also uaed

the service_duting.:phase I, with those users who.were now attracted o"the

service for the first t'Ame.-., The- se Ilusets include those who were parii-:

cipants in the study sample and those non-sample users who:received service .

-
when it did not conflict with searepefor sample users.

phase I users must be recognized because their'exposure to the

Thethe-non =saMple

I

service may

have influenced their use or non-use of.it during phase,II.

Phase II Search Service Unique Users

Original Non-sample. New
Sample Prior Users Users

I

jr

7

;Total

Jnique
Users.

Faculty 12 1 3 16

Research Assoc/
Post-Doctoral 2 6 10

Graduates 12 10 29

Other 1 1 2

Totals 21 16 , 20 57

''Of the total unique users during phase II, 37 percent were

original phase I sample whjle 28 percent' were non- sample people

search experience. Thus, almost two-thirdri-of the unique

II had prior experienceC,with the service.

Test Instruments

To gather

from the

with phase I

users during phase

research data for phase II, the information specialist's Record

ofOnlIne Use was modifii by the addition of a question which asked how the

requested search was to be charged. Four response options were given: user's

own grant,.major professor's grant, departmental funds, and other.

Since the.potential user population had been expanded, demographic data

had to be collected on first-time users of the service.

1 36
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This was done by
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interview during the initial visit and this data, along with a record of

all searches, was maintained for each user.

Procedure

The manner in which search service was provided remained essentially

unchanged from phasi I. The location of the terminal and the hours /of op-

"eration remained the same. A different type of-terminal was installed but

ith the sate speed-as the prior unit. Announcement memos were sent to all

:potential users and a special presentation was given ata department seminar

early in phase II to explain the service and answer questions about. t.

Infotmation on individual sear,ches 4nd on user reactions was gathered in

the same manner.as in phase I:
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Comparison of Half-Cost and Free Mediated Searches by Academic "Users

Half-cost mediated searches N 155

Free mediated searches. N .,. 353

For each of the 155 half-cost uses, records were kept of use and of

user feedback. Comparing these data with those of free mediated searches,

fewer half-cost use requests were submitted in person and fewer were sub-

initted in writing, while more half-cost search requesiOtere submitted by

other than the final pser of the information.

It seems that the person in a position to pay for the searches is less

likely to have time either to come to the search office or to submit his
4

question in writing. More half-cost users either did not negotiate or took

more time (4 or more minutes) to negotiate. There were fewer modifications

but more continuations of half-cost searches, possibly because of the greater

experience of the half-cost users. More half-cost users supplied synonyms

and search logic, probably because of greater interest in search efficiency.

Fewer half-cost searches had author constraints, more date constraints.

Again the cost factor may have been responsible for the difference. Author

searches which are done efficiently in printed indeXes were probably done with

such indexes instead of paying for them in online searched systems.. Data

constraints as a method of reducing size of output and therefore cost were

used more extensively.

More half-cost current awareness searches were made. Also, more half-

~ cost searches were made to learn a new specialty, to support ongoing projects

withkheory, facts, procedures, apparatulior methodology, and to prepare

,internal reports. Half-cost searches required less computer connect time

(a charge assessed to the user), but more st-search staff time. More

half-cost users indicated that not enough citations were retrieved but more

13.8
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half-cost users were satisfied or very satisfied with the currency and utility

of the search output, an internal inconsistency.

Perhaps equally interesting is the absence of significant difference

between hilf-cost users and free users for the other aspects.of the search,

such as purpose of use of system and information sources used prior to re-

queseng online search.

A
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-TABLE 28

Comparison of Half -Coat and Free Mediated Search

by Academic Users

Free
Item Mediated:

Half-Cost
Mediated Significance .05

Search request received
In writing 60.6% 41.7% .0001
In person 91.2 4 80.1 .0007
By phone 0.0 0.6
By other than final user

Relation to prior searches

7.9 - 14-1 .05

t
New search 69.7 70.5
Continuation 11.6 19.2 } .002Modification 15.3 5.1

User assistance
Synonyms suppli 43.3 57.7 .02
Logic supplied 22.4 31.4 .04

Search constraints
English only 0.8 1.3
Author 19.8 9.6 .01
Publication type. 0.0 0.0
Maximum number 1.7 .6
Time period 11.3 20.5 .009

Primary application
Teaching 2.0 2.6
Research 85.0 . 85.3
Other, course relat 2.8 2.6
Other, not course related 8.5 ' 3.8

Type of search
Current awareness 12.7 26.9 .0002
Exhaustive 49.6 42.9
A few references, browsing 22.1 14.7
Specific facts, procedures 13.9 14.7
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TABLE 28 - continued

Half-Cost
Mediated Significance

Purpose of use
Stay current, own areas 52.7 58.3
Stay current, related areas 16.7 18.6
Brushing up 8.8 12.2
Learn new specialty 19.8 36.5 .0001
Support project-theory 18.7 43.6
Support project-facts 36.3 59.0
Support project-procedures 24.6 44.9

Preparation for
Internal meeting 4.8 7.1
Internal 0.8 4.5 -
Publication , 32.6 37.2
Dissertation 20.1 19.2

-Grant proposal 5.7 5.1
Testing system 0.3 0.0
Other 12.7 5.8

Sources used prior.to search
' Malt_l search of indexes 27./3 36.5

Online system aids 0.8 0.6
Personal collec4ion 34.8 42.9
Discliss with colleague 22.7 27.6

Negotiation time (min.)
11.9- 25.00

1-2 28.9 8.3
2-3 25.5 26.3
4+ , 33.7 40.4

Files used
CHEMCON 94.6 98.1
CHEM7071 24.9 17.9
COMPENDEX 0.3 0.6
Others 6.2 11.5

Citations printed offline 36.3 26.9 .05

Terminal connect time (min.)
22.1 39.11-7

8-13 28.3 28,.2
.000214-23 24.6

24+ 24.9
_17.9}
14.1

Cr'

1.41

.05
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TABLE 28 - continued

Post-search staff time with user (min.)

Free
Mediated

Half7Cost
Mediated Significance

25.5
13.0

44/

10.9
17.3"

.00091-2
2+

User opinion of Atations
Number retrieved

About right 68.3 68.6
Too many 7.1. 7.7 .007
Not enough 13.0 19.9}

CUrrency
Very satisfactory 43.9 44.9
Satisfactory 43.1 46.8 .003
Unsatisfactory 1.1 1.9
Highly Unsatisfactory 0. 1.3 ...

Utility
Very 53.8 53.2ligactory
Satiaf 7 24.1 33.3.

}P
.001

Unsatisfactory,. 7.6 5.8
Highly Unsatisfactory-- 7.1

142
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PHASE III: FREE NON-MEDIATED SEARCHING

For a 33-day period within phase -II (February 1 through the, end of the

acadetic quarter on March 17,,1978), TSU users were offered the option of

doing their own interactive searching at no charge. Use)s desirinKto do
A

this self-searching were given an orientation to the system and shown the

basics of searching. All other features of the service remained.the.same,
.

and users could still request mediated half-cost searches if they, wished.

'During this period two aspects of online searcing were in contrast:

.

'the no-cost aspect would presumably attract users, while the need to learn
4

about the system and to become directly involved with the terminal might;

be-a deterrent. What would be the response?

Response

11( would be accurate to say that the response wasiyerypositiye. In

the prior three and a half months of service, 44 unique users had requested

119 searches. In only a month and a half of self-searching, 44 unique users

took advantage ofthis option and performed 87 searches. Of these 44 users,

24 of them were new to the search service. In other words, more than. half of

the users were apparently attracted to do online searching by the:combination

of free use and direct involvement. Only three persons requested mediated

searches during this period.

User Population

Of the 44 persons who elected to do their Own online. searching, 32

(7170 were graduate students. Seven research associates, two faculty members,

and three other persons also did their own searching. Compared to the half-

cost mediated phase, more graduate stndents and fewer faculty members chose to
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do their own searching. While two faculty members did self-searching,

three otherlaculty members during that same period requested mediated

sear

Comparison of Free Non-Mediated with Free Mediated Use

In this section, a profile of the 87 non-mediated uses in the academic

environment is given. For each of the 87 uses, a.record of use and a feed-

back.fOrm,.the same records as for the mediated (conducted by information

specialist6) searches, were filled out. The records for the 87 non-mediated

searches were then compared with 353 mediated searches conducted in the

-
aaademic environment.

Less than a fifth of the searches were submitted in written form, a

significantly smaller proportion than that submitted for searches.to be

done by the information specialists (the mediated searches). This maybe.

'because such searches are less well thought out than mediated searches'.

All but a small number of searches were made by the final user of the search

results. Three-fourths of the searches were new searches; the remainder

were equally divided between search modifications and continuation of pre-

vious searches..

The user supplied synonyms for over a third of the searches. Search

logic was supplied for over a third of the searches, a higher number than

for mediated searches. The searches for which users did not supply search

logic were either sigole concept searches or searches for which the infor-

mation specialist, present during each search, supplied the search logic.

Only about one out of 20 searches had an "English language references

only" constraint. This was higher than for mediated

out of five searches had author constraints with the

the only access point or an additional access point.

1 4 4-

searches. About one

author being either

About one out of 20
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. se rches had a time period constraint. Other specified constraints were

by Chemipal Abstracts sections or for review articles.
7?"

The primary application of search, results was for research in about

nine out of ten uses. The remaining uses were either greedy or indirectly

related to teaching or course work. More course - related use was recorded

for non-mediated than mediated uses perhaps because this , type,lof use is
.-

_ 0 _
better done on a self-search basis. The instructor mad dot know exactly

. ,

What he is looking for, and may thus prefer to interac

, 1; (,),
.

output, The. purpose of about a fourth of the searches was for current

th the search

.

awareness. This is more than twice the number of uses,recorded for mediated

searches. About half of the searches used the exhaustive approach, about

one fifth used the "few references on a topid" or browsing approach, with

the remainder of the uses being for specific facts or procedures. About

two-thirds of the uses were to stay current in user's'' areas of interest

while about a fourth of the searches were to stay d'prrent with related

areas. Compared to the corresponding records of miaiated searches, more
. .

non-Mediated searches were for brushing up (about one-fifth)-, for learning

about a new specialty (close to one-half), to look for 'theoretical work

(about one-third), for facts (about half), and for procedures, apparatus,

or methods (about a third). More than one application of search.i&sults

was checked in a number of instalces.

The more extensive use of the system for the purposes listed in the

nonmediated uses may be accounted for by the experience the self-user had

as the recipient of mediated searches. It may also be due to different

needs within the user's research project time frame. About one out of 15

uses was for preparation for internal meetings, about one out of 20 for

preparation of internal reports (a larger number than.for mediated searches)

and about one out of five for the preparation of a palier:or a publication
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(lower than for mediated searches). Fewer non-Mediated.thim mediated uses

were for work on dissertations (one out of ten) and for work on grant pro-

posals (only one such use)56 One use was made for preparing a technical

report. The difference betweeneon-mediated and mediated used may be du,

to a lesser need for that type of use during the period of non-mediated

searches and to a different mix of faculty/student users during the two

phases. There were more students than faculty in Phase. III than in Phase I.

Manually searched indexes were used prior to online searches in almost

half of the non-mediated This is a larger number'of uses of

printed indexes than preceded mediated searches....41MoSt:half of the non-

mediated searches were also preceded by searchesin'personal collections of

documents and by discuSSions with Colleagues, a higher use o these infor-

mation resources than for mediated searches. These differences may be ex-

plained by the lowerconfidence of the user in his ability to retrieve

potentially'reievant documents.

Online system searching aids, such as lists of keywords, were used

for about one out of five searches by the final user of the information,

again_a higher number of uses than for mediated searches. Non-mediated .

searches, with one exception, made similar frequency of use of different

"data bases. CHEMCON was used in more than nine out of ten searches, fol-

lowed by CHEM7071 which was used in about one out of four searches. The

next data baSe in terms of frequency of use was BIOSIS, used in about one

out of six searches. The BIOSIS data base was probably used less for mediated.

searches because it was not availablironline at the beginning of the study.

While the number of citations printed online and the number of times

offline printing was used did not differ significantly for non-mediated

and mediated searches, theie was significant difference in both number of
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1 J

'search statements and connect time per search. More search statements and

connect time per search were used for non-mediated than mediated searches.

This may be explained by greater /omplexity of self-searches. Amore likely

explanation is the lesser skill of the self -user as compared to the in-
.

formation specialist. Significantly less post-search staff time was required

for non-mediated searches. Whether or not this saving in personnel:time
_ .

is offset by the increased computer connect time is hard to say,' even assuming

that all other things are equal - which they are not.

About one out of'six non-mediated searches had technidiEprObieM
_ .

This is not significantly different from mediated searches conducted earlier:

(The top*medated searches-Were dOne.in.1978 while the mediated searches

were done" in 106.-477 During' he non-mediated phase the system.had been

in operation longer than during the mediated phase, so that some of the

"bugs" might have been eliminated. Fewer non-mediated searches had log7on

and TYMSRAIM problems, the latter being explained by more frequent use of

direct dialing to SDC in lieu of using TiMSHARE,

Non-mediated searches retrieved a'larger number of citations than

mediated searches but were not different in terms of number of new or pre-,

viously familiar citations, knowILLyelevant and not retrieved citations, and
--

.

citations to be investigated further.

Self-searchers were about equally satisfied with currency of search

output as recipients of mediated searches (about 86% searches were satis-

factory or very satisfactory). There wag' no statistically significant

difference in perceived utility of search results between the two groups

(about 78% of mediated searches were considered satisfactory or very

satisfactory and about9 out of 10 non-mediated searchestfell in these two

categories). Significantly more mediated than non-mediated searches (about
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, - .!.")7' ...
'a° 4

68% versus. 56%) had the "right amount" of output mildicated'IYthe.U04s
.

, .i.g"" .; (
.

of the search results. This may be a refl hoof greater ski11)4ofihe

information specialists in coming up,wit `sired search results..
.

P
Inexperienced Self-searchers '4

It should be pointed out thatthe records of self-seirthing covered

a shorter time period than .the records of information' specialists' con-

:dUtted searches. Differences maythus be a refleCtion'ofboth the inex-
, .

perience of the7self-seacpers and the shorter time span observed. Never-.

theless, we have not collectedconvincing evidence that the final user of the

information cannot do his own online searching if he swdesirea. Whether
1

/-

or not this is the most efficient mode of Operation is another matter, and!, .

one that can be argu

14Q
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TABLE 29

Free, Mediated and Free, Non-MediatedSearches

in the Academic EAVironment

% Of Searches
Item Mediated Non-Mediated Significande. .05

(Sign ificant data only)
N= 353 N

1,
Search request received.

In writing 60.6 17.2
By non-final user 7.9 6.9

Relation to previous searches
New search 69.7 74.7
Continuation 11.6 11.5

' Modification 15.3 11.5

User assistance
Synonyms 43.3 41.4
Log4zsupplied 22.4 40.2

Constraints
English only 4 0.8 4.6 .002
Author 19.8 19.5 .05
Time period 11.3 4:6
Other restrictions

CA section -41.1
Rev. art. 2.3
All other, 1.1

Primary application
Research "

Other applications
Not course related
Course related

8.5 4.61,
2.8 12.6

.001

Type of search
Current awareness 12.7 28.7 .001
Exhaustive 49.6 50.6
Few references on topic

or browsing 22.1 21.8
Specific facts or proc. 13.9 12.6
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Purpose 'of search
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TABLE 29 - continued

% of Searches
Mediated

'Stay current, in own areas
Stay current in related areas
Briishing up .

Learning new speciblty
Theory
Facts

Procedures,' apparatus, methods

52.7
16.7
8.8

19.8
18.7
36.3
24.6

Preparation for
Internal meeting 4.8
Internal report 0.8
Publicition or paper 32.6
Other apprbaChes/purposes

Disbertation 20.1
Grants 5.7
Testing system 0.3
Other 12.7

Sources used prior to search
Manua], search of indexes 27./3

Online system aids 0.8
Personal collection 34.8
Discuss with colleague

1

22.7

Files used
CHEMCON
CHEM7O71
SSIE
All others

AGRICOLA 0.3
BIOSIS 1.1
GRANTS 0.8
CDI 0.3
More than one 0.0

Search statements
No. of search statements

.1-3
4-7 .

28.0
26.6

8-12 24.4
13+ 21.0

Citations printed online ,

26.10-3
4-10 i 23.8
11-20 24.9
21+ 25.2

150

on-Mediated Significance

62.1
24.1
19.4- .008.

43.7 .001

36.8 .001

56.3 .001

41.4 .003

6.9
5.7.

20.7
--:0419
.05

Yo

1.1
.002

0.0
11.5

42.5 .02
18.4 .001

47.1 . .05

43.7 .001

95.4
23.0

. 1.1

0.0
16.1 .001
0.0
1.1
4.6

14.9
28.7
24.1

.02

31.0

14.9
28.7

26.4'

29.9

:05
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./ .

Citations printed off-line

1+
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TABLE 29 - continued

% ofSearches
Mediated Non-Meditated Significance .05

Terminal connect time (min.)

58.6
41.4

1-7
8-13
14-23,
24+

Post-Terminal staff time (min.)

22.1
28.3
24.6
24.9

1-2 25.5
2+ 13.0

/

'Problems'

Technical problems
Log-bn 16.8
TYMSHARE 9.6

Citations
Number'retrieved

0-8 A,

9-23
24.4
25.5

24-65 31.4
66+ 18.7

Familiar prior.to search
1-2 19.5
*3-6 19.5
7+. ,

d 30.3
New "references

0-2- 26.9
3-8 24.4
9-18 19.8
19+ 28 ..9

Ndt.retrieved
.

11.5
19.5
24.1
44.8.

2.3 .001

16.1
2.3

0.0

18.4
25.3
23.0
33.3

18.4
17.2
31.0

27.6
23.0
17:2
32.2

,Investigate further
0-2 28.6 32.2
3-5 21.8 25.3
6-12 21.0 10.3
13+ 28.6 322

41.9 48.3

111

User (Tin

1
Number .ationsretrieved

Jus ght
' Too many

Not enough

68.3 533
7.1 8.0

13.0 31.0

1 5 1
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TABLE 29.- continued

Item
% of Searches

Mediated- Non Mediated Significance- . .05

User opinion (cont.)

43.9
43.1
1.1 '
0.3

53.8
24.1
7.6 ,.

4.8

33.3.

52.9
5.7
0.0

54.40

33.3
10.3
1.1

ACurrency
Very satisfactory
Satisfactory

Nnsatisfactory
Highly .unsatisfactory

Utility
Very satisfactory
Satisfactory
Unsatisfactory
Highly unsatisfactory

9

f
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EFFECTS ON INFORMATION STYLE

In preceding sections of this report, we have reported detailed

analyses of the characteristics of users and nonusers (and early and

late users, and high and low frequency users), and of the characteristics

and applications of searches, for an online bibliOgraphic search system

introduced in both an-industrial and an academic environment. These

analyses build upon .a parallel, relatively 'substantial- -body of literature

and in many respects. 5onfirm earlier 'results based'on other .samples

from other work settings.

The ybjectives of study and the mode of analyses repx!Ad in this

section, on the other hand, are substantially new analytidalresults

not generally heretofore reported in the literature. That is, this

section focuses on the impact of use of online bibliographic searching

on changing the "information style" of scientists and technicians in

both an industrial and an academic setting. Such study requires a

longitudinal analysis, with test-retest assessment, and with quasi-

experimental design (i.e., experimental "treatment" and control groups).

Hence, as regards research design, this study largely. parallels, the

analysis reported a.decade and a half agO by Resnick and Hensley
1

on

the effects of a manual Selective Dissemination of Information (SDI)

system for researchers in a business research center, as well as the

stud, with a traditional experimental design now underway by

1
A. Resnick and C. B. Hensley, "The Use of Diary and Interview

Techniques in Evaluating a System for Disseminating Technical Information,"
American Documenption,.14 (1963), pp. 109-116.
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Gerstenfeld and Berger.
2

The present study, however, entails .a signifi-
.

canily larger sample, a longer time period prior to reassessment

(approximately.one year), a more comprehensive set of variables for test

and retest, a less structured.experimental design entailing a self-

selected "control" group, and, of course, a different "treatment,"

viz., the introduction of the rapidly spreading utilization of online

bibliographic searching services.
3

In this section, our general working hypothesis is that the ex-
.

posure to and use of online bibliographic searching, with the assistance

of information specialists, will significantly alter selected aspects

of scientists' activities pertaining to their information style and

information habits. Rowever,-inasmuch as there is not a substantial amount

of prior empirical research on this topic--nor much significant theory

beyond conjecture, anecdotal accounts, and P. R. by vendors of online

bibliographic sys6ms and bibliographic data bases--we did not propose

di ectional hypotheses. That is, the research is conceived as largely

`'exploratory, with changes assessed for a large number on measures

of.information style, some of which were adapted trout' earlier studies and

some of which were newly developed for the current study.

Study Design

The study samplejincludes scientists and technologists in two

distinctly different work settings (industrial and academic),

A. Gerstenfeld, and P. D. Berger, "An Experimental Design-for Im-
proving the Transfer of Information to Scientists and.Engineers," paper
presented at the American Institute for Decision Sciences, San Diego,
March, 1978.

J.'Gardner, and D. M. Wax, "Online Bibliographic Services,"
IlLibrary Journal, 101 (1976), pp. 1827-1832.
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as previously described in an earlier section. of this report. As also

noted elsewhere,
4
-262 industrial scientists and technologists, and 70

academic chemists, completed both the study pretest and post -test survey

instruments. They compose the samplefor the present analyses based on

'a comparison of pretest And Toactest responses.to selected items identi-.

Ically repeated on both survey instruments. Of the 262 industrial sample

members, 108 (41 percent). conducted online bibliographic searches during

the first 13 months of the'-study, with an average of 3.19 searches per
d.

searcher (a.total of 345 searches for the,108). Of the 70 academic

'chemists, 50 (71 percent) conducted online bibliographic searches during

approximately the first year after introduction of the system, with an

average of 7.06 searches per searcher (a total of 351 searches for the 50).

MeaSures,sof Information Style

A large array of items, identically worded for both pre-,and post-

test, were included in the survey instruments completed at two time periods.

by the 262 industrial and 70 academic scientists and technologists. In

major degree, these measures of "inforMation style" parallel and expand

upon the description of information style provided by Rubenstein and

associates.
5

These criterion variables include measures of (a) change

in average time spent in information dissemination and gathering activities;

(b)kehange in frequency of use of traditional information sources; (c)

4A.. E. Bayer and G. Jahoda, "Background Characteristics of In-
dustrial and Academic Users and Nonusers of Online Bibliographic Seatch
Services," OnLine Review, 3 (1979), forthcoming.

5A. H. Rubenstein, et. al. "Explorations on the Information Seeking
Style of Researchers," in C. E. Nelson and D. K. Pollock (eds.),
Communication Among Scientists and. Engineers (Lexington, MA: Heath,
1970), pp. 209-231.
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change in assessment of the utility of these information sources; (d)
, .

changes n opinion on selected.aspects of information searching; and (

change in assessment of the importance oselected characteristics of

various information sources: Most items were worded identically for re-

spondents in both the industrial and academic setting. However, a few3

items were_added (or deleted) from oneor the other survey instruments

because of some intrinsic differences between the two work settings.

.

'it few other items were slightly modified and improved for the *vadeialc
....* ;-

t
, .

.. ,--

pretest survey, which was
aadministered'somewhat later than ehe' inUmetrial

survey and hence offered an, opportunity foi,some ifilupor improietnenisA

questionnaire Wording. Where particular questionnaire.:items wer omitted
,.

or modified, the data in the forOwing itabulai pre4ntatidgrare noted
. .

, r
by 'N.A." (not applicable) for one of the two samplaroUpa. .The actual

quesiion wording, and response. alteyrf 1;°pe-!.?

to this report which includes: a complete

test instruments.' .-

f.)
....\

Methodology ,

own itt. thefrApp

he.pretegt a

f;

r

# :4-;

In an idear'controlled/expevimental rgiea"611-414ign,'study subject's
2 r

are randomly assigned to anllexPerime ial' (trearmenk) group Or a cOnro

'such -'' g(non-treatment) group; proc u/es eoentially.., ran omize ate eifeliirtriie. ;;;

.- .' . , 4 ,,,-,-,.
. --- ,.. p .7.1:. -

° 4of extraneous variables independent. Alpe treatment :Air Ole.° licewdverlm''
1 col ., -1 -0 _

...'S.

in the present etudy,. useJ)f9;theArerea ent (e figment of,online search
. ,

..1services) was necessarily.leftvOlvt ry,ana'it as.al'go deemed.pnsaiis-..

-7t, : ..elc
.10

.factory to attempt to arbitrarily (ta domly) witbhol4 access' to the

search services by a subset of the s entasts. 4;..techn logists )in: the
.

.4

two work settings. Consequently, atudy iirc°/ Ohicierized as a,qqasi
. . v
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experimental design, with self-selection of subjects to.the treatment or

non-treatment stimulus.

Thislimitation'to a quaIirexperimental design affec he metho-

dology of the-study, and also introduces some problems regarding inter-

pretation of. results. Indeed, earlier research6'7'8 has shown that there

are some.significant differences among adopters and non-adopters of new

innovative litKature search capabilities. Indeed, our own study 9

of users and nonusers of the present online bibliographic search services,;.

,,bas lhown that some aspects of prior information style and attitudes are

17correlates of ,subsequent use of the online search services. Hence, in
.., ,1" .;,:. u.

. the following analysis, where information style and change in information
,,

.gi,e are the dependent variables, we are aware of the confounding of ect

.of thisvat4,a .the voluntary self- selection to be a user or nonu er
f-, - .

of the online entices in the quasi-experimental design. Consequently,

'.,-twce.distinct methodological strategies for analysis are employed.
,

. Q.
NThe-firat analysis compares the

r

).nkorma.tian style-for

changes on the sets

those whowere online users against

==It users,cv4 the period of the study. The data

of measures of

those who were

are also analyzed separately

.1). T. Curtis, "On-Line Retrieval as an Information Source for Bench
OnLine Review, 1 (1974), pp. 279-288.. .

:/8:-Lawrence, B. H. Weil, and
Available yin an Industrial Research
NcletY foi Information Scientists,

M. H. Graham, "MakingThn-Line Search

Environment," Journal.of the American
25 (1974), pp. 364-369.

I.,. W. Stern, C. S. Craig, A. J. LaGreca, 'land R. C. Salem, "The
Effect of Sociometric Location on the Adoption of an Innovation within a

ixiersity Faculty," Sociology of Education, 49 (1976), pp. 90-96.

".,'Bayer and Jahoda, op. cit .
?"'
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for those in the industrial setting and the in the academic setting,

with special attention being given to the results which were consistent

and replicable across work environments. The statistical methodology in

this case is simple Chi-square analysis, where the before-measure is

cross-tabulated against the after-measure on each information style

variable, separately for users and for nonusers, and by work setting.

However, we have earlier established that there is some self-
.

selection to the user or to the nonuser group) a function of prior infor-

mation style and preferences.. memberS of the two groupsups

do not necessarily begin participation in the study project with equivalent,

or randomized, status on the pre -test of the dependent variable for

the present analysis. That is, a change, as might be detected by the

cross-tabular analysif, could be more a function of the differences in the

initial (pre-test) measurement level of each group (user or nonuser)

rather than attributable to the4direct effects of use of online search

services.

The second methodological strategy, based on linear regression

techniques, partially overcomes,these interpretative difficulties.

For the regression analyses we have calculated a change score, derived

by subtracting the pretest value from the post-test value. However, the

possible range of this change measure for'any given subject is a function

of the, pretest level on the initial pretest assessment. That is, on a

five -point scale, for example, a person who responded "3" in the pretest

would have an upper limit of + 2 on the change measure, whereas a person
>

who responded "1" or "5" could have an upper limit of + 4 on this change

measure. Consistent with s methodological difficulties with

1 58
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measurement-of change,10 we have employed the general technique of

control for initial level of "measurement through partial correlation.

That is, we have tabulated the partial correlation between use of online

services and our change measure, controlling for the pretest value on

the change. measure. This technique also partially overcomes the

differences. in pretest values between self-selected subsequent users and

non-users of the search services as described above with regard to cross-

it

tabular analysis.

Unlike cross-tabular analysis, the correlational analysis also

'assumes a linear relationship between the independent variable and the

measure of the degree of change in the criterion measures. However,

inspection of the cross-tabulations would suggest that such an assumption

generally holds for the present data. Moreover, the correlational

analysis also incorporates a somewhat different measure of the independent

variab10. That is, in the cross - tabular- analysis only a dichotomous

comparison is made -- between nonusers and all users of the:Online services

in the approximately first year after introduction of the search services.

In the correlational analysis, the independent variable is continuous,

a function of the frequency of use of the online services over the period

of the study. Nonusers take on a value of "0". However, among users,

the number of searches conducted is highly skewed, with a small number

of persons being extremely heavy users. To prohibit these few cases

from contributing a disproportionate weight in the regression equations,

all high frequency- users (5 or more searches over the piod) are given

the same highest code value on the independent variable (amount of online use).

10F.
M. Lord, "Elementary MOdels for Measuring Change," in C. W.

Harris (ed.), Problems in Measuring Change (Madison: University of
Wisconsin Press, 1963), pp. 21-38.

e
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Results

The analysis of results combines assessment of both methodologies

in drawing conclusions On the impact of use ofronlinebibliograOhic search

services on information style. First, we compare the extent of change,

and the direction of change, between. theusers and the nonusers as reflected

in the cross-tabular analyses. We thenturn to the partial correlation

analysis, which controls for possible levels of dIfferences in the pretest

measure for change, to detect parallel substantiating result's -based on a

linear model and a more detailed (continuous) measurementof the independent

variable (useage rate of online searching.ovet the period). Finally, for
. .

both methodologies, we analyze the data separately for those in the

industrial setting and those in the academic setting. Consistent with-H

our research objectives in preceding sections of this report, we will be

particularly looking forfindings'of,impacts

are generalizable across both work settings.

however, we do not expeo, to uncover

in fact replf6able across settings.,

Time Spent in Selected
Activities

For both. the pretest and the post-test survew study participants

were asked to report the amount of time spent in an average week on

of use of online systems which

Given the earlier findings,

a large number of factors which are

4
selected information dissemination and gathering activities. Analyses of

changes in these activities over the period of the study were made for

the amount of time spent in writing or preparing research reports or

professional papers,.locating information, reading professional literature,

and in information discussions with colleagues.

-a" 160
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In-the industrial setting, bothusers and nonusers repotted spending-

more time in loci tin giinformatijand in writing reports and papers

at the end of the study project than at, the beginning.: However, parallel

changes over time were not reflected among the academic chemists, suggesting

that Some significant changes in the industrial work setting, beyond

merely the introduction of online search capabilitieslikegy were taking

place. The cross-tabular analyses (Table 30) do refleCt some other sig-
w

nificant changesin the use of the scientists' and technologists' time

in the industrial setting which might be related to experience with online

searching. That is, users. reported spending less time in reading pro-s

fessional literature and in discussion with colleagues, while nonusers

repotted spending significantly more time in each of these activities.

No parallel significant and oppogite direCtional".changes were, however,

deriVed'for the two groups (users and nonusers) in the academic setting.

The correlational analyses (Table 31) further specify these

suggestive relationships. For the academic chemists, no statistically

significant impact of online use on time spent in information dissemination

and gathering activities was detected. For the industrial group, two

significant findings were established. First, the more frequent users of

online searching decreased their amount of,discussion with colleagues.

We would explain this_by suggestinglat- users-now had less need to seek

out other colleagues for information pertaining to their work. The

alternative hVpothasis, which these data would suggest be rejected,

would have been that use's of-online searching would be "information rich"

and be sought out more by their colleagues for their current knowledge of

the. literature.

1 6 I



.Table 30. Change in Averag Time per week
Spent in Selected Information and

Gathering ACtivities: Users and Nonusers of Online
,Searching, by Type of Work.Setting

Industrial Setting. Academic Setting
Direction of Change Sig. Test of Amount : Direction of Change Sig. Test of. Amount

vity in_T
lk

ime of Change -(p- value)- -in-Time --7--of-Change-(pVaite).

Users

,r preparing

:h reports increase

)r preparing

annal , )0

increase

1r preparing

or pro- .

al papers N.A.

.tion increase

rofessional de-

ure crease

discussions de-

agues crease

Nonusers Users .Nonusers Users Nonusers Users
,

"a.

increase .03,..d .01 N.A. N.A. N.A.

increase N.S. .01 N.A. N.A. N.A.

N.A. / N.A. incrgase

de-

no change

no

.001*

increase.

D

.01 .001 crease

no

change

no

.001

increase' .001 .001 change change

no

N.S.

increase .01 .001 increase change .09

Nonusers

N.A.

N.A.

N.S..

N.S.

. N.S.

f.
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Table 3 . Relationship of Amount of Online Use

and Change in Time Spent in Selected Information

Dissemination and Gathering Activities, Controlling for

Initial Avuntiof Time Spent, by Work Setting
.1

Activity

Industrial Setting

Partial Correlation Test of

(controlling for pretest
, Significance

level on change measure) (p-value)

Academic Setting

'Partial Correlation

(controlling for pretest,

level, on change measure)

Test of

Significance

(p-value)

Writing or. preparing

research, reports

Writing or preparing'

professional papers

.245 .001

.064 n.s.

Writing or preparing

reports gr professional

papers
n.a.

Locating

information

Reading professional

literature

Informal discussions

with colleagues
t.

n.a.

.095 n.s.

-.008, n,s.

-.118 ..05

n.a,

n.a.

-.028

.021

.183

-.062.

n.a.

u.n.

a.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s,

Note.. On the criterion And control variables, the greater ,the time,

spent the higher the score value. Change equals posttest
value minus pre-test value;
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The other significant correlation forthe industrial sample

is that users spent substantially more time than formerly on writing

and preparing research reports. At least two explanations are possible.

First, it is possible that the use of online searching allows more avail-

able time for writing as opposed to literature searching. Alternatively,

perhaps those with 'the most need to engage in theyriting and preparing'

of reports are most likely to. employ online/searching as an adjunct to

their efforts. .Further research will be needed to ascertain which of

_these explanations, is salient, or whether both might apply in some joint

.. way. 'Finally, the lack of replication of this result in the academic.

setting likewise requires further exploration.

Use of Other Information Tools

The study design assessed pre- and post-use of a large array of

othek traditional sources of information by users and non7users. For

the industrial sample, 13 means of gathering or locating information,

other than through onliNsearching, were listed; for the academic scien-.

tists, 11 Other means were assessed. As expected, on 'prad'tically all

type'Sof information sources there was either no change or a decrease

in t by those who elected to use online bibliographic search

also expected, in the academic seitting nonusers

t thillohline services did ne(pAYgnificant/y alter the extent of their
; .!.

use of, inY oftbeseHmore,tradikonal sources of scientific information.
:

.

.

Howe'er, in the indnstrierseteing, even nonusers of online searching
et A

,significantly decreased'their information-seeking activities with practically
1

allinfbrmation tools; again suggesting that the work objectives throughout

4



Table 2 . Change in Frequency of Use of

Selected Information Sources; Users and

Nonusers of Online Searching) by type

of Work Setting

Type

of

Information

Source

. Industrial Setting

Direction of Change
, Sig. Test of Amount

in Use Frequency of Change (p-value)

Udbrs

. Personal collec.tion

of information decrease

Manual search of indexes

to literature decrease

Scanning of abstract

bulletins decrease

Scanning in-house,

abstracts decrease

Scanning of abstract

bulletins or tables

of contents

Scanning primary sources so change

Library browsing decrease

Use of citations

from other workdP decrease

From business colleague decrease

From Faculty colleague N.A.

From student N.A.

From,frid outside decrease

From immediate supervisor decrease

.From other supervisor ,decrease

From technician/

assistant N.A.

oi librarian decrease

technician decrease

Academic Setting

Direction of Change (-,Sig. Test of Amount

in Use Frequency of Change (p -value)

Nonusers Users Nonusers Users Nonusers Users Nonusers

decrease

decrease

decrease

decrease

N.A.

.001

.001

.001

.001

N.A.

.01

.001

.001

.001

N.A.

no ,

decrease change .04

no no

change change N.S.

N.A. N.A. N.A.

N.A. N.A. N.A.

decrease no .01

change

N.S.

N.S.

,N.A.

,N.A.

N.S.'

ecrease

crease

N.S,

.01

.001

.001

no change no change N.S.

no change no change 'N.S.

N.S.

N,S.

decrease .001 .001 ' decrease no change ,01 N.S.
decrease, .001 .001 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
N.A. N.A. N.A. no change no change N.S. N.S.
N.A. N.A. N.A;! no change no change N.S. N.S.

decrease .001 .001 decrease no change .04 N.S.
decrease .02 .001 N.A. N.A. N.A. N,A.
decrease .001 .001 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

N.A. N.A. N.A. increase no change .01 N.S.
decreaie .01 . .001 no change no change N.S. N.S.
increafe .01 .001 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
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Table 3.3 . le tionsilip,of AillOunt,Of 901ineUae,ind4haugel.

Co trollin Frequency oflhwtt,§elted Infq1005.qn

for Initial .I/r,''queutir 'tin Use of SOVrieil, by*rkleiiing

, '4,,°;,c
T° I . 4

Tile

Infollation

Source

I

Partial Co

(ciptrollin

level on c

Personal collection

of information

Manual search of indexes

to literature

Scanning of abstract

bulletins ,

Scanning in-house abstracts

Scanning of abstract

bulletins or tables ot

contents

Scanning primary sources

Library)rowsing

Use of.citations from

other works

Fcom business colleague

,From faculty 'colleague

..04

,.

1, I ,
Asademi:§ettin

relation .; Itst torreltition , Teat ,of

etes t iSisnificaFe.

asUre) (p-value)

for pretest .K Significant 1.(1,9t40,1gitig

measure) level ,on change

4

01
4

e.0\, :
4

.173 Ices. A;
4 '4

'

195
. n.

.083 ms.

.207
j .001 ma.

n.a.

From student'

From friend 'outside

From immediate supervAsor

From other supervisor

From technician/assistant

From librarian

From technician

.094

.073

r.082

-.079

n.a.

Ilia,

.101

-.108

-.047

n.a.

.193

-.056

n. s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.a.

n.a.

.05

.05

n.s.

n.a.

.001

n.a.

.082

.178

.031

.180

tn.a.

.005

.104

.118

n:a.

n.a.

.128

.202

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n0SI,

ms.

n.s.,

.n.a.

ms.

n.s.

n.s.

ma.

ma.

n.s.1

.05

n.a.

1 I
Note: On the criterion and control variables, the,greater the

frequency the higher the score value.. Change equals

post-test value minus pre-test value.

I 6 9

a.



the industrial setting may have changed dramaticallyduiing the course of

the research study.

A 'cle er and more concise summary of the passible impact of

.

online use on subsequent use of more traditions formation tools
V;

i provided by the correlational analyses (Table 33 . For both the.

industrial and the academic groups, the frequency of use of online searching

was significantly correlated with an increasing call on services of .4: cif

librarian. Apparently, online searching uncovered a substantial amount

of literature, and probpbly literature not generallxdirectly accessible

by without assistance, which,required greater interaction

and interventioniby_librariang. No other significant correlates of

Online use were deri*Sd forthe academic chemists. °However, for the

industrial scientists and technologists, the more frequent users of online

searching significantly increased their contacts with persons outside of

their' employment setting for information, they increased the amount of

time they spent scanning in-house abstracts, and they substantially

decreased the amount of time they spent seeking literature information

from their immedifte, supervisor.

. 4

Assessment of Value of Other
Information Tools

.A second similar listed array of traditional informPtion tools

as described above was also presented to the study subjects, but in

this case they were asked to assess the relative usefulness of those

sources: Not surpiingly, those who took the opportunity to use online

searching services either then deprecated the utility of the other more

'traditional information tools, or did'not chinge in their attitude and

assessment of these other tools (Table 14).
. 4

171

As expected, in the academic



Table 34. Change in Assessment of

Utilityjef Selected Information Sources:

Users and Nonusers of Online

Searching, by Type of Work Setting

Type
. Industrial Setting

of Direction of Change Sig. Test of Amount Direction of Change Sig. Test of Amount
Information in Utility Assess- of Change (p-value) in Utility Assess- of Change (p-value)
Source ment ment

;.
1

Academic Setting

Users Nonusers Users Nonusers Users Nonusers Users Nonusers

Personal collectioh

Of information no change less N.S.
Manual search of

no change no change N.S.

indexes to lit. less less .001 .001 no change, no ,change N.S.
Scanning of abstract

,

bulletins less more .001 .01 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.Scanning of in-house

abstracts less less .001 .001 N.A. N.A. N.A.- ir.A
Scarining of abstract

,bulletins or

tables of contents ',N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. less no change .05 N.S,
Scanning of primary

sources , : no change less N.S. .001 no change no change N.S. N.S.
Libraryribrowsing 66, less less .01 .001 no change no change N.S. N.S.
Use of citations a

from other works' .i' less less .01 .001 no change no change N.S. N.S..
From business

colleague less less .01 .01 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
From faculty

colleague N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. no change no change N.S. N.S.
From student ,N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. less no change .01 N.S.
From friend outside less less .01 .01 no change no change N.S. N.Sat.
From immediate

supervise; less no change .01 N.S. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A,
Fro, other supervisor )ess less .02 .001 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
From teclon/assist. N.A.' N.A, N.A. N.A. no change no change N.S. N.S.
From librarian less less .01 .001 no change no change N.S. . N.S.
From technician no change less N.S. .001 N.A. N.A. N. N.Online bibliggraphic

data base more less .01 .001 no change no change
Computerized current'

awareness service ' N.A. N.A. N.A. NRO no change no change N.S.

N.S.

N.S.



Table 35 . Relationship of Amount of Online Use and Chaige

in Assessment of Utility of Selected Information Sources, Controlling

,for Initial Assessment of Utility, by Work Set Ong

Type

'of

t..,114ormation

"' Urce

Perso :1 collection

of nformation

Manual search of indexes

to literature

Scanning of abstract

bulletins ! /

Scanning of in -douse

abstracts

Scanning of abaiFact bulletins

or tables of contents

Scanning of primary sources

Library browsing.

Use of citations from

other works

From business colleague

From faculty colleague

From student

From friend outside

From immediate supervisor

. From other
, supervisor

From technician/assistant

From librarian

From technician

Online bibliographic

data base

Computerized current

awareness service

. Industrial Setting
Academic Setting

Partial Correlation Test of Partial Correlation Test of
(controlling for pretest Significance (controlling for pretest Significance
level on change measure) (p-value) level on chnge measure) (p-value)_ ,

almml

.060

.059

.083

.190

n.a.

.123

.063

.141

-.001

n.a.

n.a.

-.012

-.073

-.071

n.a.

.143

-.078

)
11,S,

n.s.

.217

.055

n.s. n.a.

.001' n.a.

n.a.

.05

n.s.

.176

.196

.132

.05

n.s.

n.a.

n.s:

'.05

n.s.

0
.01 .241 .05

n.s. n.a. n.a.

n.a. -.003 D.S.
n.a. .057 n.s.

n.s. .231 .05

n.s. n.a. n.a.

n.s. n.a. n.a.

n.a. .205 .05

.01 .158 n.s.

n.s. n.a. '11.a.1

.574
Q

.001 .555 .001

n.a. n.a. .087 n.s.

Note: On the crite;ion and control variables, the greater the assessment

of utility the higher the score value. Change equals post-test

values minus pre-test values, ,

ti
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setting nonusers did not significantly change in their:assessment of. the,

utility of any of the other more traditional resources. Again, inexplicably,

in the inchiStrial setting, even nonusers of the online search service

often significantly reduced their assessment of utility of the more

traditional means of information seeking (except for the scanning of

abstract bulletins, which nonusers thought were significantly more useful

at the end of the-study period than they had formerly thought).

Of the initial array of traditional information tools, the

*-N corrslatiOnal analyses indicate that-there are only twOighiCh are

statistically significant and in the same directionin both environments

(Table 35). That-,is, the frequent users of-online searching in both

the academic and the industrial settings significantly indreased'their

assessment,of the utility'of_scanning primary sources and the use of

citations from other works. The academics who were frequent users also

increased their assessments, relative to infrequent users and nonusers,

of t4'valueof their personal collection of information; friends outside

of their work setting, and the utility of their technicians or assistants

as information sources. In the industrial setting, more frequent users

increased their assessment of the value of in-house abstracts and the

company librarians.,as sources of information.

Finally, in both settings the most frequent

services could be characterized as enthusiastic onverts (most of whom

were initially skeptics) in their assessment_ the utility of online

users of the online

6

bibliographic data bases for their work; In both settings, the partial

correlation-between the frequency of use of online search and the pre-
416.

to post-change in the appraisal of the utility of qnlin6 searcifing was
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more than .55 (Table 35). .This is the highest correlation coefficient

derived by these analyses, and is statistically significant beyond the

.0011evel. This substantial change and apparent enthusiasm for the

'services offered through this study project clearly explains why both
s.

organizations, upon completion of the presen study, have opted to install

online search capipility as a perManent feature in the work setting.

Assessed Importance of Information
Source Characteristics

In.both the pre- and the post-assessment, the study participants

were asked to rank the importance of various characteristics of infor-

mation sources on a four-point scale (essential, very important, so e

efimportance, not important). Seven characteristics were evaluated: local

availability, up7to-dateness, response time in obtaining a citation or

abstract, response time in.obtaining a full copy of an original document,

accuracy /authoritativeness, comprehensiveness/completeness, and direct

useability without librarian. assistance. In the cross-tabular analyses,

industrial scientists andNiechnologists, both users. d nonusers,

generally tended to decrease their ass sment of importance of practically

I)Aall of these characteristics (Table 3 . However., the correlational

analysis for the industrial sample (Table 37) indicates a greater amount

of 'decrease in ratings of importance for most of these traits by the

control (nonuser) group. That is, the less frequent the use of online

searching; the greater the degree of change toward assessed non-importance

of information sources being up -to- date, accurate and authoritative,

comprehensive and complete, and either the citation,' abstract, or full

document being promptly available.

176



Characteristics

'I',,

Tab106.',.91ange-in_AsSessment.

of :Importance4o6Characteristics of

Inforbatipn Sources: Users and Nonusers

0f,prane,Oirchingl
by Type.'

. Work.Setting

.Ind1.------..-
Academic Setting

.

7Directiot Of Oange ,Sig. Test of Amount' Direction of ChA ge . Sig, Test of Amount

in,,Importage, of Change (ralue) inipportance. of 'Change (p-value)

Users Non_Users User's': Nonusers Users' Nonusers isers Nonusers

4k,

Ig Idocal Availability ',°4no changd less N. S,

Up7tO;dateness . if less po change, .01 N.S.

Respoilie time

.(citafion/abstract). :lets less .001, .02

ReSponse,,time.

,(fuil documentr' lss less. '.001 .001

.01 no. change no,change N S.

Accuracy/
r

AUthoritativentss , less less .001 no change less.

N.S.

less no change .02 N.S.

to *change N,S,

no change no change N, S, N, S,,

''Comprehensiveness /,

' Completeness

Direct Useability',

o assistan4

less less .001 .001 45 no change no change N, S. N.S.

less ldss 0001 .001 no change Ito thange N,S, N.S

.4

a

1'78



37, Relationshivof Amount of Online Use

and Change
in-Assessment-of-Importanct-ofikaracterittitt,,,

of InfOrmatiOn Sources, Controlling for Initial' Assessment

, 'of Importance, by WOrk,Setting.

1'0

Characteristics

Industrial Setting
AcadeniC,'$Etting

Partial Correlation Te6'of

(controlling fOi, pretest Significance
level on change measure), (p- value)

Partial Correlation'

(controlling for pretest

level on change measure)

f ,

Test of

Significance

(p7value)

Local Availability

Ilp-to-dateness

Response time

(citatron/abstract)

Response time

' (full document)

Accuracy/Authoritativeness

ComprehensivenessA

Completene4

Direct Useability

w/o/assistance

o0803

.097

ti

n.s.

.i34 01

-1070

.0Note: On the criterion and control variaNts:, the greater the'

deree of assessed importance ,the higher the score value.
.

Change equals post -test value minus pre-test value.

!Ls.

.199

.089

.250

ii

.239

,116 jr

.05

s.

.01

.05

44,

11.S.

4

ISM}
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C
Inxontrast.to011e industrial Sample,..the cross-tabular

,

for the, academic Saipie' produced few statistically significant

analyses

'.;"

changes

wen the user groom nonuser group were each analyzed separately,

(Table 36). "HoweVer,.0e sample size for ealCh subgroup is
2.

small

relatively

and; lence the correlational analyses which combine both groups.

provide morerobusts-eatiatics are more insteUctiva7 Theresults of

th`4reia
'G.

fp.aWtskTable 37) foi.te. academics largely parallel

AItrial- sC... ieniiip a_lan,,O..tdnologis ts., That is,
/ i

.

.prcngneS4rVices *ire'sDre likely to downgrade.the

and

cIS being up -to -date, accurate and authori-

,

Complem,.,.'. The more frequent online users in

more 1

.

es' and m7g li
"be ab

-to value the local availiibitity

depireduicker response time,

andi'd-the less frequent users'..
,

\r ,

Pori:Litt

t

ges on- three Toth

ed .to

partteiirri.

..Fthe a aC.
.

(21 b,s ess.7gA

searbh

tICIthe _pre: and'post-

arcly.ng

b (1)"as4.*gs

Ot ating- rmation'in'Vle setting,.
.;

ibrarian and informatiOn sPedlalist, and (3)

Yg e
geOuafiesg of.performIngarqs own informationSess ".-the ge,

search. 4gAin, the cross - tabular results (Table ,38) are generally unclear:

large sample .size

two work settings.

1 s

the statistUgl: stilts are-based Orisubstantially
1.-01g

'
differencesAietween users and nonusers and betweensthe

.t A

ISM



of Agreement with Selectentems-

-ttlidliiiiteranf Online' Starching,

.e.) of Work Sett Jig

4 9
,

' Industrial Setting
,

. Academic Setting_

.

',-

Direction of Change Sigh' Teat d' Amount
. Direction of Change ' Sig. Zest of Amount

':imAgreement of Change Sp-value) in Agreement '4 of Chfige (p-value)

Nonusers Users : Nonusers Users' Nonusers Users Nonusers

'Present means of

locating scientific /

infOtintion are.

adequate no change higher N.S. .001 no change lower N.S. .03

Libratinnlinformation

ss.specialist serves,

;.q.eful function 1

r.

Advantageous to

;',perforeone's

r own information

. search-,

' r

higher higher

a,

lower, lower ,e1,,

.02 .01 no change no change. N S, N.S.

:01 no change lower N.S. .05
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410-',

Item

4

Table 39 . Relationship of. Amount of,OnlIfie

And Change in Level of Agreement with Selected Items

'oa Information-Searchingi-Controlling7for-Initial-Level---

of Agreement, by Work Setting

4

r

Industrial Setting
Academic Setting

Partial Corielitpn Level of Partial CorrelatiOn Leverlf
(controlling for pretOst Significance (controlling for pretest Signifiance
level on. change measure) (p-value) ,Ispevelnn change measure) (p-value)

Present meant. of

locating scieqtific

information are

adequate

Librarian/information

.specialist serves

useful,function

Advantageous to

,perform one's

Own inforijation.

search

.171 cb 4),, .01 0 , .05

.188 .001,

t

.v') ".4' ..' ,;;-Note: On, the criterioaind contro4va
,:the greater the

degree of agreement the higher :thy s tiValui.'Change
.

equals post-test yalue minus pre -test value
ii

.'..1

184

4

65



Moreover, the self-'-selective'nature of the experimental (user) and control

AIL
(nonuser) groups resulted in dike substantial differences between the

as regards the pretest responses on these items.
o

Incontrast, the correlational analyses (Table 39) are instructive.

Inaall cases, positive correlation coefftEientS *re obtained, indicating

that frequent online users were more likely to.dhange positively in their

assessmen; of the value of all these measured aspects: The more frequent,
*),

online neers,in both work settings, were signifidantly more likely to be

more satisfied with the adequacy of means of lo ting information after

Ointroduqpidn and use of .the online searching cap ilities. In the industrial

tettfkg, statistically significant positive changes were elchib.ited with
)

reraidWthe frequent online users' assessments of the services of

. .

librarians and information specialists; a paral 1 relationship emerged.,

fOr the,acadefic chemists, but did not reach statistical significance.
.. ,

.

,Similarly, for both the industrial and the academic groups, small positive,

m/ but .not statistically.significant

Ili *
results are shown between freqdency

Of onIine.useand-aireeMent that it is advantageous to perform one's

,
.own-information search.

Summary an Conclusion

The foregoing analyses focus on the impact of use oonline biblio-

graphic searching on subsequent information style and information pre-

ferences inwo distinct, environments. The methodol

4ba*icallythat df a' quasi-experimental. design, with pre- ancl-pos-

approach is

assessmenti supplemented by dbrrel tional analysise adjust f-

differences in the self - selection the'experimntal (userS'Ofo

.r
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services) and the control (nonusers) groups. In this summary, we focus

on those- findings. which are.statistically,s4ficant, based on the

correlational analyses, And which are mirrored across both settings

(industrial and academic), In the cases where the-findings arOduplicated.

across organizational settingsi we presuMe relatively broad generalizability

of results.
%

.. ,
. j.- >

.

$

Acrois both settings,.there was generally no of

..-:,:, ....#Iins,...10,*rChineiln.Ithe time spent in other.information dissemination and
--, , pl.

..

1wr......,
,,,t14,..._.._,..,. ,,...,-....5....,..:-....... ;.

:1).1,w,...,..- . - - . .. ,,,,- .

..,

gathering:,aOtivities.,Por both indusprial and atademic users, however,

there was significantly greater reliance on librarians than formerly.

Apparently,. online searching uncovered more literature rOSiences
?4,.... ,0,,ile; ,.

s

did the means employed prior to tile introduction .of online searching,and

likely the additional bibliographic references were not generally
,4;',.. :

directly acegaifbleto the users without librarian assistance. Consequently,

organkationditwhigh plan to-adOpt Online 'bibliographic searching
7 7' v

capability s 1Derhapa-also simultaneously plan to enhance libraraan'- .
. ;. , . : ....k. .,

And information specialist,assistance.

., 4e-- 4441- Al
. . ... - , ,,,

As compared to nonuser-a and infrequent users, frequent users in
.:-- _

both settings also increased their assessment-of.the utility of citations,
, , --. ....

I
-..1.7 7: -e.,

fram-othet'works and the aCanning of primary sources as importadt sources
. . .

.....`-- ' .4,,,..-- --,..... , ,
.

of information. Not-shrprAaing,-L,the most frequent Users. of online search
. . *

. .

.serVI..cea41SOmost incr
+

'thlr. appraisal of the utility of online
fr-

.,3
t,

SYSteitt.W.th. ork, Clearly, a substantialAegree of edthusiasm for

online Searching was,gengritedAn both setf-in through the inFroduct4on

of the opporfnnity to use tkaseservices.

.:11n.bgth_settings, users inCreltedtheir aPP4iial of the adequacy
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-

4.

170 )11

1.-

'. . . &
of information services available to them. -They_ a lsp Increased : their ; : K. ..

value on using information searching tools which :2gre'.'ici rto-%datteii:0514$10t., 'Aikf4r;

.

--',_ ... -4 -, _.--:, ,.. 4;3.,,,,,,.:-

quick turnaround in reporting citations or abstrac s 040,CCUrate and'

suthorita4ye, and that are relatively comprehenaive andcamplete.
, ,.... _ , , - --_

All of these. tral.are.Oiteg,-7donsideied as Prfthary,,benefisoffered by
, .

. J',,..,t,_-44-

online bibliographic searching. In conclusion, giVeii.the high value now
Aip

placed on 'some of the primary attributes of online bibliographic searching,
4

and the overall change in increased enthusiasm for online services by

users ovAkthe study period, it is not surprising that upon completion of

this study project both organizations have elected to install online

search capability as a permanent'feature in the work setting.-

The resLia from this study are by no means definitive, however.

, . Atior
Pirst, there is need' for further longitudinal study of the effect d of

online searching and other recent technological. innovations for

-,r
literature searching whiCh is ba n true experimental designs. That

is,.studiee based on random assig subjects to, treatment

and non-treatment groups,orithe:aSaignment. o matched paits, to respective.t

,

different treatments; is recommended for:-future research.
. c).:

'Finally, our attention in this section of the report has been on

4
attempting to assess the imp#t of the-availability and use of online

search services on Scientists' subsequat information styles and attitudes.'
.., ,

Ultithgtely, hor,4ver, new tools.f.scientific information searching'A"re

largely introduced in 'Order to enhance the work of scientists andihe
.-.

advancement of science !ereore', fututl redearsh ,Upuldlocus oni Th f
.

.

. ?

4,..
..

reltedlonger,range criteria-Lmeaser;S:ryntif" p 4rtiqtivity'and the
.

X.P::, ,
,. ,.

Impact of the enterprise,,aa it m ymnew -..,,
. . A A. .

.410'' ..... -a',* ''-:,

A

S
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:`

,'''information diaaeMination tools:, on the development and progress

in science and knOliledge.

a
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SUMMARY -AND7CONCLUSIONS'

Online searches were conductedAnan academiC Setting,' the Chemistry

DepartMent of the Florida St4e. University, and in an industrial settiagi

the Monsanto Textile Company. The study was conducted in three phases.

In Phase I, conducted 'in both the academic and industrial settings, Eie0*

to the'users, media d (searthed by information speciallsearche re

provided. . Records of 153'searches.tonducted for 50 academic'users

an eleven month period are anilyzed. Records of 345 seattheato'.

for 109 industrial users-over a period of 13 months are analyzed4r,:

to-the start of online search service, scientists.and"technolog
1

asked to complete a queafionnaire deali mostly withdquestion

their information style.:. A similar questionnaire was distributed to the

gCientists and technologists in.both settings after the completion' of

Phase I. A number of users and non- users, of online search service were

alaeinterviewed prior to the start of Phase II. In Phase IIof the study,

coin .only in the acade environment, 155 searches for 57 users were '

collet ed during a seven and a half month period. The Phase II searChes
. (9,

were conducted by information aPecialists and the users were,charged half.

.

cOst of 13mThitexconnect and off line printing charges InThiOle

11
conducted,only in the. academic setting, recordi of 87 searches_foralso

44 users were cojlected.d'utirtg a one and one -half nionth Per/od,. Phase III'

Searches were .conducted by the firiaImsers' of the infori6tIon (non- mediated

searches).and were free tp4he users. Selected results will noWbe.sUM-.
. ..

.. .. ,

mar/zed.
, .

try'''.
.,,Prediction of UsersOf Online Search. Service

Despite a broad arrayofAata on personal,andPraessidnal background,
'

)

eStablistd iSfomation.stle 'andj p rire-'

sources,` artd measurervof prior, attitudes, aitd. experiente with online'Wearch,
A

1-4
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-collect , and discussion with colleagues rior to requesting an online

search and less negotiation time per search. .Searches by heady--iduserial

users (10 or more searches per user). did not have these differentiating

characteristics.

Calendar Age of Users

IhN,the analysis by calendar age of users, younger academic -users (27_

years or Younger) haddwer requests in written form, fewer author con-

straints, feWer exhaustive and current awareness searches, and lewer

searches of data bases other than CUEMCON. The number of searches for

younger industrial users was too small for statistical analysis.

Professional Age,Of Users

' In the analysis by professional age (the number of years since the.
4'

highest degree was received) the younger academic professional users (6

or fewer years since highest degree was received) submitted fewer re-

quests in writing, had, the fewest requests -for current awareness searches,

and searches for facts, and the highest number -of uses for a few references

on a topic andjor procedures, methodology, and apparatusounger aca-

demic users made more searches of the printedandexes priorto requesting

online searoheso'required the highest amount'of negotiation time, and were

more satisfied with the currency and utility of search results. Profes

sionally lounger indusial users planned to lOok up a larger nubber.of

Potentially relevant citations 'rieved than other age groups of Indus-

trial 4s.

Position of Users

644.4In the analysis of user by p tion of academic users, fewer student

requests were submitted in writing, more of the student uses entailed user

interaction dulling searches, student uses required more negotiation, time,

and fewer student uses were preceded by searches of personal document
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services, the analysis of correlates of 'oho would and who would not. use

online services yielded relatively low predictive power. Moreover, there

was little similarity, or replicability, between the.correl tesin one

setting (industrial oratademic) and the Corrglatis in the other setting.

In neither'setting, based on a multiple regression 'model, could as niuch,as

25 percent of the variance (R
2
) be explained in subsequent use or nonuse

of the online bibliographic search service. Hence these results tend to

confirm the earlier findings of both Curtis and Stern et al regarding

generally negligible diffe ences between usergand nonusers of computer-

readable bibliographic data bases, eith online or batch. s.

Nevertheless, in broad terms, these results do suggest that prior

informatiok "style," satisfaction with more traditional rinformation

sources, and attitudinal predisposition to the possible utility of on-
4

,-

line search ,ervices, have some small effect on subsequent usage of on- -:
.0

line servic s: , :

Effect of Online `System Use on Users' Information Style

. The methodO,logicalapproach is basically that of a quasi-experimental

design with pre- and poit-assessment supplemented by correlational analy-
,

sis to adjust for, differences in he self - selection to,the experimental

(users off-online services) and the control (non-users). groaps. .Findings.

based on correlational analysis that are statistically significant for

the academic and industrial settings are 'summarized. Across both set-

tings, there was generally no consistent etfectof online searching On.

time spent.in other information-disseminati4 and gathering activities.

FOr both industrial and academic users, however, there was significant-

//ly greater'reliance on librarians than formerly. As compared t ,non-
,

. users and infrequent users of online search services, frequent users in

both settings increased their assessment of the utiK.ty of citati s from

192
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other works and the scanning of primary sources as important sources

of information, not surprising, the most frequent users of online search

services also most increased their favorable appraisal of the utility of_

online search services to their work. In both settings, online search-

service users increased their favorable appraisal of the adequacy of in-

formation services available to them: They also increased their value

of using information searching tools that are up-to-date, provide quick

turn around. time'in reporting citations or abstracts, are accurate and

authoritative, and are relatively comptehetbive and complete.
\ .

Phase I Results

1

In comparing academic with industrial userso-it was found that, among
t ,

other things, academic users had more author and time constraints There

. ;
_mere more exhaustive'aearches and more searches"for,a few references on a

4
a

topic,. but fewer searcheelor specific facts or procedures by-adademic,
.

users. More academic than industrial use were present and Interacted

during searches.

Time of Use.

Later academic uses.(uses thade after thiee months of scarch!lervice).

Consisted of a larger'number of delegated searcheq4mbre searchta with

constraints and a time period to search. and greater utilization of search

results for other. than research purposeS. Later industrial_ uses d ot

resemble later academic searches in these ways. In comparison with
,---

eo/nly industrial uses, later industriI uses we preceded byfeWer'mab-L

al searches.
:

Frequency of Use
. 1.

In the analysis by frequency of use, seatphes by heavy, academic ,(10

or more searches per-User) userahad more time constraints, more uses for
..----

other than research, fewer searches of manual indexes, personal document

1:j3

.0%



collections or discussions wi4,h c011eagu7 In the industrial setting,

supervisors were more likely to call in requests by phone than.non-super-
.

vis rs less likely to use the system for either current awareness or

dures, methods; and methodolOP% and more lik.gly to use the older

literature.

Phase II Results
4.

?hase II uses (half cost, mediated) in comparison with PhasO 1 uses

(free, mediated) had more search requests submitted with synonyms and\
7search logic, more date constraintS,.grexter use for current awareness'

and for learning abont'a-nesi specialty, for theory, and for Eip0Cific facts.

Phase .11 uses alao entlled more negotiation
time,-.less connect time and

fewer off,7-line citations. Phase It users were

size'but more satisfied with both the, currency
A

output of Phase II than Phase I search results.

Phase

. (free

Results \\,

comparison with Phase I uses (free, mediated), Phase III usas)

on-meiated) werelonducted more extensively for current

less satisfied with the

and the utility of the

,Afiiits or b;ushing up on
. 4._

for-theory,falk , and procedures..
I

a subject,

aware-
.

.for learning a new speCialty, and

Greater ,.;se was made of manual in-.

dexes, including personalf.clocument collections,

1F
leagues pr4or to conducting Phase III searches. Phase III searches used

more search statements and computer connect time and were judged less

and discussion with Col-

. .

satisfactory in terms of size but more satisfactory in terms of utility

of search output than Phase I search results. Two other findings that

could be observed from the use records and that held for both acadellii

,and industrial settings and for allh e phaes of the study.aikalso

highlighted _in this section. They eir6 the percentagsof searches,.that

194
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were delaye8.because of technical problems'. and the percentage ofsearches

t...that, according to the usex, had r levant but not retrieved document ci-

tations. In Phase I, conducted in 1976 and 1977, 24% of the academic

searches and 1/% of the industrial,searches were delayed because oftech4

nical problems while the.figure'for PhasesIII, searchesconducted. in 1978;

wis.16%; Delays were caused by telephoneteleCommunication, and computer

40
'problems.

k .

In both settings and all three.phases of,the study a high percentage

Ofthe search results failed to.include relevant documents known to the

('

users', Based..on the analysis of userfeedback.forms, 42% of the Phase I-
ect"

'academic uses, 57% of the Phase I inauptrial searches, 41% of the Phase II

searcheA,'and 52% of the Phase III searches failed to retrieve kfloWn rele-

vant KJ:lents.

Despite these problems, Amer satisfactionWith search results was

high. Size of search output was about right in approximately two-thirds

Nr.
of,the Phase I and II .searches and in over half'of the Phase III searches.

Eighty-four to ninety-two percent of all the searches were considered very

4t;

satisfactory or satisfactory in terms pf currency, of search output and.'

seventy-six to seventy -eight percent of all the searches ere Considered

i

very satisfactory. or satisfactory in terms of utility of search output,
...--- .

. 6 'N,

Online search service was taken over hy the Company.library in th4.4,

industrial setting and is nowone of the information services offered to

Company employees. The Chemistry Depariment voted to take over (and pay

for) the online service in the academic setting. At the time of this writ-

1.4 (.larch 1979) the Chemistry Department' is providing online services on

a self-search basis, with a charge to users to recover some costs
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. 1 .

5

Summary of Data fromInfOrMation Specialist's'Record

of ..Online Use

1`,

4\
Half.-Coat Free

Free Mediated,,Phase.I Mediated Non-MediatedItem Industrial .Academic Phase II - Phase III
N=.345 uses .N=353 uses N=155 uses N=87 uses

Search request received
In writingf 23.2% 60.6% 41.7% 17.2
In person 67.8 91.2 80.1 100.0By phone 15.9 0.0 0.6 Q.0y other than final user 2.3 7.9 14.1 6.9

Relation to prior searches
.

New'iearch 72.4 69.7 70.5 74.7
Continuation' 16.3 11;6 19.2 11.5
Modification 11.3 15.3 _ 5.1 11.5

User assistance
Synonyms supplied 56.8 43.3 57.7
Logic supplied 16.8 22.4 31.4 46.2

Search constraints
English only 2.3 0.8' 1.3 .4.6
Author 6.7 19.8 9.6 19.5
Publication type 5.8. 0.0 0.0 0.0
Maximuknumber 2.6 1.7 0:6 0.0
Time period 1.2 11.3 20.5' 4.6°
Other 1.2 5.7 5.1

Purpose of search
Teaching 0.0 2.0 2.6
Research 100.0 85.0 85-3 85.1
:Other, course related

'. 0.0 2.8 2.6
.other, noit course related 0.0' 8.5 3.8

Type Sf search
Current awareness . 9.0 12.7 26.9 _28.7
Exhaustive . 33.j 49.6 42.9 50.6,

A few references, browsing 13.6 22.1 14.7 21.8
Specific facts,. procedures ' 39.1 - 13.9 14.7 12.6

Purpose of use
Stay current, own area 40.6 52.7 58.3
Stay current,'relaeed area 10.4 16.7 18.6 24.1
Brushing up 8.4 8.8, 12.2 19.5
Learn new specialty_ 18.6 --19.8 36.5 43.7
Support, ongoing work-theory 12.5 18.7 43.6 36.8
Support ongoing work- facts' 25.1 36.3 59.0 56.3
Support ongoing work-

procedures 53.0 ,24.6 44.9 41.4

157
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InformationSpecialisee Red)rd

_Item

Preparation for
Iikernal meeting
Interrihl report

Potential application
Publication
Disseitation
Grant Proposal
Testing system
Other.

Sources used prior to online search
Manual;gearch of indexes
Online system aids ti

'ersonal collection
iscuss with colleagUe

internal.,:company.report

Search negotiation
- None

1 -2

2-3

Free diatedb Phase I
/ndu rial Academic

. .

Half-Cost
Mediated
Phase II'

2.6
4.6
1.7

4.13

0.8
0.0.

7.1
4:5
0.0

5.2 32.6 37.2
0.6. 20.1 19.2
'0.0 5.7 5.1
0.9 0.3 0.0
8.1 12.7 5.8

22.6 27.8 36.5.
3.5 0.8 0.6,

40.6 34-.;8 42.9
38.3. 22.7. 27.6. ,.

9.6

11A
28..9

25.57
33.7

Files used
CHEMCON 83.5 94.-6
CHEM7071 28.7 24.9
COMPENDEX- 10.1 0.3
AGRICOLA- 0.0 0.3
BIOSIS 0.0 1.1
CDI "'\ 0.0 0.3GRANTS 0.0 0.8
.NTIS 4.3 0.3
POLLUTION 1.4 0.6
SSIE 1.2 3.4

:Search statements used
`.1 -3 12.5 28.0

4-7 . 29.0 26.6
,8-12 24.6 24.4
13+ 31.6 21.0

25.0.
". 8.3,

26.3
40.4

Free
NOn4Mediated.
Phase III

6.9
5.7
0.0

20.7
10.3'
1.1
0.0

11.5

42.5
18.4
47.1
43.7

98.1 95.4
17.9' 23.0
0,6 0.0
0.0 0,0
9.6 16.1
0:0 1.1
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
1.9 0.0
0 40 1.1 1,'.'

28.8 14.9
31.4 . 28..7

17.3 24.1
21.8 31.0
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Inf-ormation- Speclaki r's Record (cont.

Item

.

User present for search
In.persOn.
By phone

'User interaction during search

44.6
1.7

43.2. 71.1.

Free. Mediated,.Phase I
Industrial Academic

Citations printed
1

Online
..

0-3 36.8
.

26.1
4-10 .

. 37.1 23.8
11-20 20.0 24.9
21+ 6.1 25.2

Offline 63.2. 36.3

Terminal connect time (min.)
1-7 20.9 22.1
8-13 28.4 .28.3
14-23' 29.6 24.6
24+-. 19.7 24.9

Post-search staff time with user (min.)
1-2 0.3 25.5
2+ . 0.6 13.0

70.0
0.0

Search delay due to technical problems 17.4

Dslay dueto:

.23.8

1.7. 10.8
Tymshare 6.4 9.6
Disconnect 2.9 4.2'
Terminal malfunction 0.0 0.8
Host down 1.7 2.5
Data-base not available 0.6 0.3
Telephone problems

2.0''Other 0.9 2.5

Number of citations retrieved
0-8

. 22.3 24.4
9-23 27.8 25.5

. 24-65 25.2 31.4'
66+ 24.6 18.7

19

34f-Cost Free
Mediated Non-Mediated
Phase II Phase III

1.;

34.6 14.9
23.1' 28.7
17.9 26.4
24.4 29.9
26.9 41.4

4

39.1
'28.2

17.9
14.1

11.5
19.5

, 24.1
44.8

10.9
17.3

66.7 100.0
1.3 0.0

65.4 '. 100.0

24.4 16.1

7.7 2.3
"0.6 0.0
8.3 8.0
0.0 0.0
7.1 3.4
0.6 0.0
2.6 1.1
2.6 3.4

35.9 18.4
25.6 25.3
17.3 23.0
21.2 33.3



Summary of Data from User's' Reaction Form

Item

Citations familiar prior to search

. 'Half-Cost Free
Free Mediated., Phase Z.. Mediated Non-Mediated

Industrial ° Academic .'Phase II Phase-III.

0.

'...

41.4 30.6
1-2 12.2 49.5
3-6 14.8 19.5
7+ 31.6 30.3

New citations (

0-2 28.4 26.9
3 -8. . 21.7 24.4
9-18 18.3 . 19.8
19+ * 31.6 28.9

(

Known citations not retrieved. 56.5 41.9

Citations to investfgat further
0-2 34.2 28.6
3-5 18.0 21.8

'6-12 16.8
13+ 28.6

Opinion on number retrieved
About right 64,.3 68.3
Too ,many .2 -5.5. 7.1
Not enough 19.4 13.0

Opinion on currency
Very satisfactory.

/ 3'4.8 43.9'
Satisfactory 49.1 43.1
Unsatisfactory . 3.2 1.1
Highly` unsatisfactory 1.7 0.3

Opinion on utility of results
:Very satisfactory.
Satisfactory
nvatisfactory

unsdtisfactory.

`50.4

24.9
9%6
5.5

20 0

41.0 NR
19.2 . 18,.4

15.4 'I7.2
24.4 31".0

35.9 27.6
25.0 ,23.0 -

14.7 17.2 -

24.4 32.2

-41.0

.'36.5 -

20.5
14.1

..28.8.

68.6
7.7

19.9

48.3

32.2
25.3
10.3
32.2

56.3
8.0

31.0

44.9
46.8

. 1*.9 -,

1.3

53.8 53.2
'24.1 %, 33.3
76, -° 5:8

7.1

fr.

33.3
52.9
5.7
0.0

54.0
)33.3.

10.3
1.1
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RESPONSES TO PRE- AND POST-TREATMENT QUESTIONNAIRES

Industrial, Sample Academic Sample--------

°

(Not all, questions Pre-test Post -tesj Pre-test Post=test
were asked on both N = 262 N = 233 N-= 70 , N = 50
pre- and post-tests)

Sex ..

0

Male '. ( NA 6-1 NA

NR
Female ,, ,I

Response Cat gory

255

5

2

Highest Degree
- Less than col.

Bachelors
Masters
Doct. w/o Dis.
Ph.D.,

Other doct.

NR
Field of highest-degree
Organic chem.
Inorganic chem.
Biochemistry
Chem. engineering
Physical chemistry
Chem./other chem.
Meth. engineering
Other engineering
,Physics

Other phys. sci.
Business/admin.
All other
NR.

Year of highest degree
1901-1940 '

1941-50
1951 -60

1961-65
1965-'70

19.71+

Year since contjnuous
service at MTC/FSU

1901-40,

'1941-50

1951-60
1961-65
1965-70
1971+ .

Cr'

II

21

2

39
1

11

vi

11

tt

II

11 11

5

44:
11

.11 11

11 11

11
1

11

11 11

11

NA

11

20

=

N

I
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'Response Category Industrial Sample Academic Sample

Pre- test

N = 262

Present job designatiOn
R - Supervisory technician-tr---

(Foreman Lab. Supei-,

visor)
Swervisory C/E Group

Leader (Supervisor
Nylon Develbpment)

Supervisory C/E Senior.
Group Leader, Senior
'Research Group Leader 15

Supervisory C/E Manager
(ResearchNanager)

Non-supervisory techni7
cian,(research tecshni
cian,..Senior engineer-

. ins, Processing tech -
n cian)

.

Non - supervisory WE k.

-(Bench chem. engineer,,
Engineer I, II;

Chemist II). 28
Non-8upervisory C/E

Senior (senior,mechani-
cal engineer, polymer
physicist, senior re-
search chemist) '83

Non-supervisory spe-
cialist 51

Non-supervisory senior.
specialist 22.

Non-supervisory scientist/
science or engineering
fellow

45

8

Time spent on Administration,
None
1-4 hrs.
5 -8 hrs.

'9-12 hrs._
13 -16 hrs.

17 -20 hrs.V

21-24 hrs.
25 28 his. 0

29 -32 hrs.

33 + hrs.
NR .

8

Post-test
N = 133

Present position
Full Prof. 15

ASSOC. Prof. 6

.NA _Asst. Prof. 4
Postdoc..

Fellow 4

Doct. Caod./
Student 26

Res. Assoc: 12
Other 3

Pre-test Post-test
N = 70 N =.50

10

-5

3

1

12

8

1

It

It

It

It

It

It

a

of

60

81

41
25

12

12

,. 3

3.

34

87

39'

23

16

10

4

3

4
1

24 13

42
15

3

1

1

3

31

11-

, 5

1

11)

2 u
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Response Cate&ory

'

Industrial Sample Academic Sample

:

4 i;.'`

Work in 'Laborator*
None ;;,:"

1-4 hrs, ;,;'

5-8 hrs.'

912 hrs.

:
4-, -. Pre-teqt k .Post -test,

N - 262\ IN = 233'

61 52
35 41
25' 72

28 30

Pre -test

N = 70

NA

Post -test

N =. 50

NA

13-16 hrs. / i 25 '18

01-'20 hrs. 14 16 u

21-24 hrs. 20 13
u

.

II

25-28 fhrs. 9 '6'
II il

232' hrs. 8 10 u

33 + hrs. 8 6
1, u

194 29 19
Research Reports

None.

1-4 hrs.
30

89
37
74

Il
u

II

5-8 hrs. /)
SP

...74 61
u t1

9-12 his'. 28 30 u
'

u

13-16 hrs. , 7 10 II II

17-20 hrs. 3 4
u

Ea
II

21 -24 hrse 1 1
u u

25-28 hrs. 1
11 II

29-32 hrs.

33 + hrs.

. II

u

II
u

NR 29 16 II II

Professional Papers
0

None 125 119
40 1-4 his. -

5-8 hrs.
--56

11

t, 56
tt

9-12 hrs. 6

13-16 hrs. 2
11

17-20 hrS.
21 -24 hrs. a.
25 -28 hrs. 11 11

29-32 hrs. 11

33 + hri.
NR 62' 39

Locating 1,i 0imat ion
None 4' -3 4 1

1-4 hrs. 4
,.

126 43 .34

5-8 hrs. 69- 68 19 11
9-12 hrs. 30 22 4 3

13-16 hrs. 7 6

17-20 hrs. --
21-24 hrs.
25-28 hrs. 1
29-32 hrs.
33 + hrs: 01 --
NR -

17 \-J 7 3 2

203



Response Category

Reading Professional

1 186

Industrial Sample' Academic Sample
Pre -test Post-test Pre -test Post-test
N = 2621 N = 233 N = 70 N = 50

literature ,

None 1 --

,... 1-4 hts. _. 119 ' 116 27
5-8 hrs. 89 80 18
9-12 hrs. 30 25 17
13-1k hrs 11 8 5

17-20 hrs. 2 1 1
21-24 hrs. 1,
.25-28hrs. 7- 1

'29-32 hrs. til 1 --
33 + hrs. ,

NR' 9

--
2 1

,

Dept./Project
meetings

' .

4 ,

None 12 9 NA
1-4 hrs. 146 121 tl

,....5-8 hrs. 61 58
9-12 hrs.

,

19 ' 28
13-16 hrs. ,

6

17-20 hrs. .'-7- 3 3

21-24 hrs. -- 1-

25-28 hrs. 1 1

29-32 hrs.
& 33 + hrs. --

NR 17 7

Lab research/Arialysis.
None' NA 4

1-4 hrs. 6
5-8 hrs. 7.

9-12 hrs. ?I
6

13-16 hri.
17-20 his. 7

21-24 hrs. 4

25728 hrs. tl
5

29-32 hrs. 4
33 + hrs. tl

20
NR 4

Writing
None
.1-4 hrs.

5-8 hrs.
9-12 hrs.
13-16 hrs.
NR

Meetings
None

1-4 hrs.
5-8 hrs.
NR

-t

2

- -
20

13

10

4

1

1

2

4

5'

.4

3

5

4

5

2

13
3

11 9

29 20

14 9'
7 5
5 4

4

23 18
40 , 27

4 3

3 2



187

Response Category Industrial. Sample Academic Sample
Pre-test. Post-test Pre-test Post -test.

Informal Discussions
N = 262 N = 233

. None 3 2

1-4 hrs 98 87

5'-8 hrs. 102 90
9-12"'hrs. 36 34 .

' 13-16 hit. J 7 14

17-20 hrs'. 4 2

21-24 hrs. 1

25-28 hrs. 1 ` 1

NR 10. 3

J
Teaching

None NA NA
1-4 hrs.
5-8 hrs.
.9-12.hrs,
13-16 hrt.

117-20 hrs.
21-24 his..
25-28 hrS.
NR

Advising Students
None
1-4 hrs.
5-,8 hrs..

9-12 hrs.
13-16 hrs.
17-20 hrs.
NR

Attend Class
None

1-4 hrs.
5-8 hrs.
9-12 firs.

13-16 hrs.
NR

Other
None
1-4 hrs.
5-8 hrs..

9-12 hrs.
13-16 hrs.
17-20 hrs.
21-24 hrs.
25-28 hrs.
29-32 hri.
33 + hrs.
NR

13 12

7 2

14 10

16# 9

8 7

8 6

2 1

8 2

3 5

5 --

178 179

205

s.

N = 70

--

N = 50

--
34 25

27 20
.. 5 1

-- --
1 . 1

--

3.

*

3,

35 .22

2 2

4 3

10 7

8 6

.5 4

2 2

1 1

'3 3 /

38 26

11 7

12 12

5 2

6

3 3

41 25

9 7

4 3

3 3

1 1

12 11

6 4

2 2

2 1

1 .1

1 1

2 (1
56 40



Response Category

r-

ulipr- of job titles
njirrevious 5 years

One .,

Two
Three.
Four

r-<... Eivel,
Six .,

even
ght

e'
NR .

Types of work since
highest degree

College teaching - yes
Otherwise ,1/4

College Research - yes
Otherwise
College Teaching/Research
Otherwise .,

R&D Business
Otherwise
R&D government
Otherwise
Executive/Administrator
Otherwise
Other Professional
Otherwise
Student u
Otherwise
Other work
therwise

Primary former work'
Secondary
College Teaching
College Research
College Teaching/Research
R&D in Business,
R&D in Government
Executive
Other Professional
Student
Other
NR

cl

188

--o4,J=m110.
.m

Industrial Sample Academic Sample
Pre-test Post-tept Pre-test Post-test
N = 262 N = 233 N = 70 N = 50

44

s 43
41
32

25:
y5
4

t.43
16

10

252

11
251
16

246
191
71-

14

248
28

234
44

218
23

239
24
238

2

9

13
11
58

5

5

24

102

19

14

NA

11

11

11

11

11

11

2 06

NA

10

60

27
43
30

40
5

65

5

65

70

3

67
28
47
6

64

40!-1

12

14
2

2

1

1

*28
3

3

7

`I



Response CaLegory

How often used own
'-'collection

Used seldom
.

Used occasionally :
, .Used frequently

Used routinely

ir
NR' t--

How often used Search
Indexes
Never use

i

?

Used seldom
Used dcdasioni'lly
Used frequently
Used routinely
NR

t

Standard Abstracts
Never use
Us'ed seldom
Used Occasionally
Used frequently.
Used 'routinely
IR

- %

. .In-house Abstracts
Never use
Used seldom
Used occasionally
Used frequently
Used routinely
NR`

How Often Used Abstracts
and Contents

Never use
Used seldom
Used occasionally
Used frequently
Used routinely
NR

HowOften Scanned
Primary. Sources

Never use
Used seldom
mUsed occasionally

l- Used frequently
Used routinely
NR

189,,

.4

Indus:CT-Jai Sample Academic Sample
Pre.-test Post-test re-tesi'Post-test
N = 262 N = 233 N = 7p N = 50

,

.

7
r

3
,

2
.

-- A\.:

T1 18 8 5'
46 58 11* 8

188 4 153 .48 36
-- 1 1 ..-

,

45 40 7 6
72 83 9 5
66, .73 18 16
51 " 16 15 .8
27 21 19 13
1 __ 2 2

53 43. NA NA
78 89
63 55
31 26
34 20
3 --

36 27 NA NA
34 46'

5V 57,
47 41\ '

93 61
1 II

NA NA 3 2
II .11

10 6.n.
14 12
22 15
19 13
2 2

13 13 --
32 47 2 1
66 63 11 9
63 46 18 11
88 63 38 28

1 1 1

207.
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190

Response Cate&ory Inoustrial
Pre.--rest
N =

Sample

How often browsed
Monsanto -MU) library

262
Post-test
N = 233' k

AT
Never use - ' 1/. 18'

.

Used .seldom 42 47.
Used occasionally 79 7'8

,14,

Used frequently
6 45

Used routinely 69 44
NR A

,:How often used.
Citations ;-

Never use 25 26
Used seldom, 63 56
Used occasionally 71 76
Used frequently. 51 42
Used routinely 44 30
NR

. 3

How often used Monsanto
colleague

Never use '

Used
Used
Used
Used
.NR

seldom
occasionally
frequently
routinely

facultyHow often used
member

Never .use
Used seldom
Used occasionally
Used frequently
Uied,routinely

IN

How often used student
Never use
Used _seldom
Used occasiOnally.
Used frequently
Used routinely
NR

How often
outside
NAer

used friend.
Monsanto(FSU)

use
Used. seldom
Used occasibnally,
Used frequently
Used routinely
NR

O

Academicc- Sample
Pre"-test, Post-test
N 70 = 50

,

17
.20

14

3
13
24:

27
2

NA8 6

46, 57
103 84
65
40 32

1

2

10
13
15

9

1

3

7

19
19
2

NA,

II

II

NA

"

'"

4

21
25
11
8

1

4

15
18
5

7

1

NA ,14 7

26 .20

19 15
7 4

3 3'
1.1

1 1

127 109' 22 15
86 87 26 19
34 28 16 11
6 4 5 4

5 2

4 3 1 1



i

Response Category

How often Wised imme-
diateupervior

Ne*er-,.Use.

Used seldom
Used occasionally
Used frequently
Used utinely
NR 5!

How 'often used another
supervisor
Neveruse
Used seldom,
Used occasionally
Used frequently
Use'd routinely
'NR-

How often used .non-
student ass is t ant

Never use
-Used seldiam.
Used occasionally
Used frequently
Used routinely
NR >0`

191

Industrraple Academic Sample
Pre -test Posttest Pre -test Post-test
N = 262 N = 233 N = 70 N = 50

12N4 14
59' %

. 56
104 87
56 ' -47
30 29
1 2

35
99
80
)3
13 1'

2 231

f.

ff

3.i.often used
Librarian I

Never use -38
.Usa seldomeldom 109
U&Od.oecasionally, 62
USad.frequently =7- 3,4

Usse'd routinely 13
NR ' 1

et

How used ,

Tet h
N use 96
Used seldom 92 4
Used occasionally 40
Used frequently 13 14
Used routinely. 20
NR 1

How often used On-line
data base (NSF service)

Never" use 202
Used seldom' lt 44
Used occasionally 9

Used frequently , 2-

Used routinely 2

NR
.- 3

a

NA

ff

If

.

36 .

69
87
27 .

13 .

71
86
45

15
'2

109',
59
50
12
2

1

209.

NA NA
If
ff ft

II
ft if

.

NA

n

ff

52

NA

if
ff
ft
if

10 8

2 1

2 1 Q,6
1 1

3, 2

39 , 27
22 17
5 3

1

1

2 2

NA NA
ft

ff

f.!) If

ff

52 I 41
7 2

6 4

2'''N 1

1.-

3 .2



0.

Response Category

How 6ften used current
Awareness Service,-
Never use
Used. seldom.
Used occasionally
Used routineIP:
NR /

HOW often used other
on-line services.

Never use
Used seldom
Used occasionally
Used frequently
Used routinely
NR

192

Industrial Sample Academic Sample.,
Pre-test Post-test Pre-restPost-test
N = 262 N = 23"3 N = 70 N = 50

NA

I,

NA

56 167.

1 45
1

3

192

How useful own col-
lection -%%.3

Not used 2

'Little help :1 El 8

Some help 76 56
ortant resource. 175 165

2.--

60 44
. 4 2

1

2

3 2'

14

How useful search..
indexes .J.

Not used 59 59 10' 7

Little help 81 69 11.: 9

'Some help, '88 77. 20 17
Important resource 31

5
x'28 16

NR ,
, 3

3 1 1

3

16
51

12
370

How useful standard
abstiaet:s
Not used 67
Little help 89

Same help 65
Important resource 37
N7 4

useful In -house
'abstracts,

Not used 42
Little help 60
Some_help 103 77
Important resource 54 46

114f(
3 2

HoW useful abstract-
services,.

Not used NA NA
Little help
Some help:

62
72
73
23
3

0

Ileportant resource

!NA NA

u , u
. .

u u

NA NA

6 4

9 8

20 14

34 23
1 1 ,



Response Category

193

t

Industrial Sample Academic'SamPle
Pre-test Post-test Bre-test Post -test

N = 233
useful scanning

primary sources
Not used
Little help
Some help
Important resource
NR

N =.262

27
62

115
57
1

How

How useful b4wsing
Moriln to. (FSU) library '

No used 33
Little help 63
Some help 127
Important resoLce 36.
-0R. 3

How useful citations
Not used ' 45
Little help 76 ,

Sope 'help . 76'

Lmportant resource .,62
NR 3

Haw useful Monsanto
colleague
Not used
Little. help
Some help
Important resource
NR

How usefu' faculty
members.-

Not used
Little help
Some help
Important resource
NR

How useful4FSU student
Not used

- Little help,
Some help
Important resource

How useful friend
outside

Not used
Little help
Some help
Important resource
NR

21
55

108 1

46
3

26
76
92-
34
5

N = 70 N = 50

2 '.:. 1

10 9

16 10
42 30

9 7

23 18
28 20'
10

38 __-1
58 '7

88' 27
44' 735
5

18
62 62

116 108
64 50
2 2

"NA NA
11 tt

tt II

NA NA
I I ,I

I I I I

,I I I

NA
tt

tt

II

I I

6

18
25

NA

77.

tt

9 , 7'

17 1. 14.

30 I 19
N14 10

23 16
22 15
19 14
6 5

)

146. 139 3.6 26
63 56 16 11
42 28 14 10
7 5 3 2 _

4 5 1 1

211



Response Category Industrial Sample

How useful immediate
supery or

P,re7test Post-test
N-= 262 N = 233

..."

Not ed
Littl help.

.17;- 22
55

Some elp 13.0 99
Important resource 61 54
Ng 3 .3

. .

010-`geful another
supervisor,

Nnt. used 63 49
Little help 67 77
Some.help .

,
97 75

Important :resource 32 27
NR. 3 5

How useful non-student
assistant (FSU) _,..-

TNot used. NA NA
Little help
Some help
,Important resource
NR

'''How useful Librarian

.1,

Not used 63 60
Little help- 60 58
Some help 105. `82
Important resource 31 32
NR.'.1.:

,.--"

3 1
-.. .

How.useful technician .

Not used 114
Little help 67
Some help 59
Important resource 18
NR , 4

IOW useful on-line data
Not used
Little help
;Some help'
IMportant resource
NR 4

How useful computer
Current Awareness
Service (FSU)

Not used
Little help
Some help
Important resource
NR

! ..,

2071L, 141
20". '34

17 48
14 36
4 4

to NA

Academic Sample .

Pre-test Post -test'
N = 70. N = 50

NA .NA
It If

I, II

f,

II t e

NA

60 43
5 4

2 1

1.

2 1

51 36
5 . 5

9 6

3 2

2 1

NA NA
"

il . II

II ,I

*56 43
2 1

6 3

4 2

2 i

61
2

1

3

3

\ °

45
1

2

2



Response Categoxy:

A. .1..

ow usentrothe'r
urces

195

Industrial Sample), 7 Academic Sample
Pre-test Post-test; Pre-test Post-test.
N m 2.62 N := 233 ! N = 70 N = 50

Not used b. .58 42
le help 2 1

help 3 4

Important resource 10 4

NR 189 182

13

1'
1

55

Utility - local
Availability

EAsential 85 75
i 49

Very important 119', . -106 19
Some importance 47 46 '.1 2

Not important 10 4. 1 --
N& 1 2 --

Utility - up -to-
dateness

Essential 98
Very important 1,31

Some importance 29
Not important 3 3

NR

88
114

1

Utility - response time-
citation

Essential 39 29' 15 12
Very important 137 121' 38. 26
Some importance 75 70 t 14 11
Not important 9 12 2 1
NR '

St,.
2

,Utility - response time-7
full document

Essential 25 17 14 12
Very. important 119 ( 108 36 23
Some importance 102 94 j 16 12
Not important 13 13 4 3

NR 3 1

Very important
Some imprtance

.

102 96
19

1importance

Utility -: accuracy/
authority

Essential 137 116

Not important 2 2 -

NR __) . 2 4

-

42

.16 )

14

47 32'

20 15
2 2

Ut ity .: comprehensive/
completk,
Essentfal 83 63
Very important 136 128
Some importAnCe" 38 36
Not important 2 -_2.--------

NR
--____3.__--- 1

,- 2 13

44
.24

2

16
2

32 23
32 22
5 4



Response Category

Utility- direct use
Essential 30
Very important 88
Some importance 117
Not important- _26
NR 1

196

Industrial SaMple Academic Sample
Pre-teat Post-teat Pretest Post-test
N.= 262

Utility - other
Esaential 2
Very important. 1

Some importance 3

Not important 19
NR' 237

First Choice to keep up
new developments.
Own collection 10'
Search indexes- A
Standard abstracts 28
In-hoUse abstracts. ' 5S
Sc\annintprimary
source 88
Browsing Monsanto
Library 11 .,,.,_

Citation 3 '":'

Mon$anto colleCtion 2

criend outside : 3

Immediate supervisor '2

Another, supervisor 1

Librarian 1.0
Technician
On -line data bale, ".11

.,,:.Other 3
N/A ,5
NR 9 %

Own collection
Search indexes.
Abstract contents
Scan primary source
Browsing FSU Library
Citation
Faculty member:
FSU student
Friend outside
Non-student assistant
'Librarian
On-lineldata base
Current awareness
service,
Other
N/A
NR

N =

18
,'66
119
28

2.33\ 11

32
17
4

\ .

50.

15
20
.11

4
,2 \r-

3

1 1

1 1

12 I 1

217, 65 47

3

16 1
39 28

4.

2J¢

=
1

3

1

1

1'

3

3 3



Response ,Category

First choice to -find
'What.is in literature
Own collection 5

Search indexes . 41
Standard abstracts .64

In-houlse abstracts
Scan primary sources 37

Browsing Monsanto
Library 7

_Citation 1

Monsanto colleague
Friend. outside 1.

Immediate supervisor 1

1--Another supervisor
Librarian 28
Technician --
On -line data base 33

Other 3

N/A 8.

NR 11

197

Industrial Simple
Post-test
N = 233

Pre-test.
N =26'2

-First choice to find
what is in literature.
Own collection

4 Academic, Sample
Pre-test'POst-test
N = N = 50

Search indexes 15

Abstract contents 33

Scan primarysources 19

Browsing FSU Library
Citations
Faculty-member
FSU student
Friend outside
Non-student asst.
Librarian
0.11ine data base 6

Cui-rent Awareness
service 1

Oth r 1

NR 3
________

lir

10
.24°,

5

1

1

First choice to brush up
Own collection 40
Search indexes .. 27,
Standard abstracts 30

In-house abstracts 8

Scan primary sources 49
Browsing MonSanto
Library
Cftation
Monsanto colleague
Friend outside
tmmediate supervisor

(Continued)

53
2

6

2!5

2



ReSponse.Categety

Another superviSor

TechniCian
On. -line data basb
.N/A

8Ner

First choice to,b.ruSh
,up on tc)piC

Own collection
Search indexes
Abstract .contents
Scan primary sources
groWsins FSU Library
Citationi
Faculty Member
FSU student
Friend-oUtside
Non-Student assistant
Librarian.
On -line data base'
Current Awareness
Service
Other
NR-

',Academic Sample
Pirs,e-test' Pgst=test rTe-,test Pdat-t.egt
N = :2'62 N =t 233 N = 70 -N = 50er , r

a13

Fitst choice to look ,.up
specific facts:fo'r PtOject -

..Own collection' 49
Search lindeXes 17
Standard. Abstract 19
In-house abstract . 24
Scan primary sources 13.,
BtoWsing Monsanto'
Library

',

13
Citation 3

MonsintO:Colleague , 31
Friend outside '2.
.Immediate superyisOr 15
Another supervisor 4

Librarian. ' ____,28

Technician ..-...-

On-line data base 15
Other 6
N/A 7'
NR :16,

J7 9

' 4.

:112

7

4

3'

16
'7

4

3

5

3

O



Responee.Cateiny

199

. ydustK1 Sample
Pretest POtte6t,....Pietes;t Post-test
N = 262 N = :70 ' N = 50

First choice to loot up
specific facts for
project

Own collection
Search indexes'
Abstract contents
Scan primary sources'
Browsing FSU Library
Citations
Faculty member
FSU student
Friend outside
Non-student assistant
Librarian
On-line data base
CurrentAwarenesg
Service
Other
NR

-First choice for descrip-
tions of. procedures
Own collection 37
Search.indexos 13
Standard abstract 20
In-house abstract 25
Scan primary sources 9

Browsing Monsanto
Library 17
eitation 2

'Monsanto colleague 36
Friend outside 2

Immediate supervisor 19
_ Another supervisor 6

Librarian 21
Technician 2

On-line data base 14
Other 7

'N/A 16
NR 16

First choice ftr Descrip-
tions nf procedures
Own collection
gearch. indexes.
Abstract. contents
Scan primary sources.;
Browsing FSU Library
Citations

:Fitulty member
FSU student

(Continued)

8 6

5 3

20 14
19 14.

2 1

4 3

1

3 3

1

5 11 9

2 . 1

16 10
18 13
2 2

7

4 3

217
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Response Category_ Industrial Sample Academic. Sample
, Pre-test. .Rost-test Pre -test -Post-test
N = 262 N = 233 N = 70 N = 50

Fiiend.outside
Non-student assistant -_ .M.

. Librarian --
On -line data base ,, 2
Current Awareness
Service y 1
Other 2

:.N,/A
c 1 - -

NR .4 ,..1

First Choice to prepare for
meeting. in' company

Own collection 158' NA NA
Search indexes i3

.

u u

-Standrpd abstract -',. 2 . u,- u

In-house abstract : 12 u u

Scan primary source 5 t tt N

Browsing Monsanto
Library '8 u

Citation -_ u

Monsanto colleague 6 u )1

Friend outside, 1 u

Immediate supervisil 14 t

u u

Another supervisor - -- u tt

Librarian 10 .tt u

Technician
On -line _data base 3

I,

u

II

tt

Other 3 I, I,

.N./A 23
,

-..--
w

NR 14 u u

First choice for

Internal report
Own collection 172 NA NA
Search indexes 6 u u

Standard abstract 5 u - - u

In-house abstract 12 u

Scan primary sources 6 . u

Browsing Monsanto
Library 4 u

Citation
Monsanto colleague

1.

2
.

7i-4,rZ-: i\
tt

,,

Friend outside
Immediate supervisor
Anothei supervisor
Librarian

1

6

10

,, e
,t=4H-7

if

I,

,,
u,

11

If

Technician 1 u,,

On-line data base 4 -

u u

Other 3 "
u

N/A 14 u

NR 15 II



201

Response Category Industrtal Sample Academic Sample
Pre-test Post -test Pre-test Post: -test

70 1,1 7$0

4. 0

-'First choice to
prepare for teaching
Own Collection
Search indexes
Abstract contents
Scan primary sources.'
Browsing FSU. Library
Citation
Faculty member
FSU student
Friend outside
Non-student-assistant
Librarian
On-line data base
Ciirrent Awareness
Service
Other
N/A
NR

First choice to prepare
grant proposals (FSU)

Own collection
Search indexes
Abstract contents
Scan primary sources--

- Browsing FSU Library
Citations
Faculty member
FSU student
Friend outside

N

NA

ff

tt

It

NA

tt

= 262' N

NA
II

II ",

tt

tt

ff

tt

tt

rt

NA

tt

t

tt

tt

= 233 N

,27

1

2

6

3

2

1

2

17
4

.12

5

9

9

1

1

Non-student assistant
Librarian
On -line data base
Current-Awareness
SerVice
Other
N/A
NR

tt
tt
II

First choice to pre-
paxe external paper
Own collection 74

-Search inctexes 11
Standard abstract 19

In-house abstract 1

Scan _primary .sources 16

Browsing Monsanto
Library 7

Citation
(continued)

3

ff
If

If

tt
tt
tt

219

4

1

20
--

5

5

2

2

1

.1
--
f3

8

3

5.

8

1

_ -

4

1

22 --
6 20



Response Catvory

Monsanto coll=agUe

202

Industrial Sample Academic Sample
Pre-test Post-test Pre Pos,e=".1estN = 262 N = 233 N = 70 by= 50

Friend outside
Immediate supervisor
Another supervisor
Librarian
Technician
On-line data base 15
Other 2'
N/A- 80
NR 17

12}

First choice to pre-
pare external paper
Own Collection
Search indexes
Abstract contents
Scan primary sources
Browsing FSU Library
Citations
Faculty member
FSU student
Friend outside
Non-studenrassistant
Librarian
On-line data base
Cur-relit Awareness
Service

N/A c.'d

NR

-First choice to p.re-
pare patent 'application
.Own collection 99
Search indexes 6
Standard abstracts 15
In-house abstract 7
Scan primary sources 6
Brows -ing Monsanto'
Library r! 2
Citation 2
Monsanto colleague 5
Friend outside
Immediate supervisor 5
Another supervisor
Librarian 30
Technician --
On -line data base 13
Other 1
N/A 55
NR .16

14
5

15
16-

9

3

11
13

2

2
1

t
1

--

1 1

2

1
.4 6

6 9



Response Category

First choice to pre-
pare patent application
OWncollection-
Search indexes
Abstract contents
Scan primary sources
Browsing FSU Library'
Citation
Faculty member
FSU student
Friend outside.
Non-student assistant
Librarian
On-line data base
Current Awareness
Service
N/A
NR

203

Industrial Sample Acadeglic Sample
PrerLtest _Po s t

N = 262 N = 233 N:= 70 N-.= 50

r4

4

,First choice toprepare
literature review t

Own collection 9

Search indexes 27
Standarelabstract 44
In -house abstract tO
Scan primary sources 12
Browsing Monsanto
library 9

Citation 2

Monsanto colleague
.Friend outside --
Immediate supervisor --
Another supervisor
Librarian 37
Technician
On-line data base 45
Other 1
N/A 51
NR 15

First choice to prepake
literature review
Own collection
Search indexes
Abstract contents.
Scan primary sources
Browsing FSU Library
Citation
Faculty member
FSU

(continue )

1111..

111. .

a

2 2

1 1

46
11 43

5 2

8 6

23. 19
3 2

2

t 1 1



Reaponse Category-

Fr iendlau_t side

. ,

Industrial 'Sample
Pre -test Post-test
N = 262 N .233

2

Academic Sample
rer.test Post -test.
N'= 70K N= 50 .

Non-student assistant
Librarian,
Online database
Current Awareness
Service
Other
N/A

-First chOice of all
_sources_

Own collection
Search indexes
Standard abstract
In-house abstract
Scan .primary. sources
Browning Monsanto
Library
Citation
Monsanto colleague
Friend outside
Immediate supervisor
Another supervisor
Librarian
Technician
On-line data
Other.
NR

base

First choice of all
sources
Own .collection
Search indexes
Abstract contents
Scan primary sources
Browsing FSU Libraty
Citations
Faculty member
FSU student
Friend outside
Non-student assistant
Librarian
On-line data base
Current Awareness
Service
Other
NW

.116
12
25
14
22

5

1

4

1

4

21

30

7

222.

Olm

7 6

2

10
8

1

.1.0,

13

7 6

6 3

16
19 13

4

5 4

1

1
1
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Resource Category

.,

Librarian
Technician
On-line data base
Other
NR

Third choice of all
sources
Own collection.
Searsch indexes
Abstract contents
Scan primary sources,
Browsing FSU Libriry.
Citations
Faculty member'
FSU .student
Friend outside
Non-student assistant
Librarian
On-line data base
Current Awareness
Service
Other

205

IndustrialSample Academic Sample
APre-test .'.Post-test Pre-test Post-test

* N =:70 N = 50
24
1 1-
14
4

12

NR

Last choice or least de-
sirable sources

Own collection_
Search indexes

9

17
Standard abstract 22.
In-hOuse abstract 10
Scan prithary sources 22.
Browsing Monsanto
library 21
Citation 4

Monsanto colleague 14.
Friend outside
Immediate supervisor
Another supervisor 8
Librarian 17
Technician 40
On-line data base 15
Other 2

NR 27

14 '9

11 8

10 8

.13 10
7 3

2 2

7 4

2 2

1 1

3 3

Least desirable sources
Own collection _-
Search indexes
Abstract contents
Scan primary source

(Continued)

229

a



Response Zategery

Second choice 'of all
sources
.Olin collections.
Search indexes
Standard abstract
In-house abstract
Browsing library
Scan primary sources

Citation.,
.Friend outside
Immediatl supervisor'
Another supervisor'
Librarian
-Technician
On-line data base.
Other
NR
Monsanto colleague

Second choice of all
ources- /'

266

Industrial, Sample Academic Sample.
Pre- test. Post -test .Pre -test Post-test
N 262 \N = 233 N = 70 N

27
24

34
29.

19
40
5

17
1

24
7

Own collection , 10 8
Search indexes

9 134

Abstract contents 16 12
Scan primary sources
Browsing FSU Library

18 13
t-_

Citations
3 2

Faculty member
1 1FSU student

Friend outside yr

Not- student assistant __
Librarian -_ --
On -line data base 8 , 4
Current Awareness
Servicp

1
Other

--NR
2 2

Third choice of all
sources
Own collection 22
Seatch indexes 21
Standard, abstract 24
In-house abstract 41.
Scan primary sources 30
Browsing Monsanto
library 22
Citation 7

Monsanto colleague 20.
Friend outside 3

Immediate supervisor 14
Another supervisor' 3

(continued)
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Response.Catesory

co

207

Industrial Sample Academic Sample
Pre -test Post =test Pre -test Pro -test
N = 262 ' II = 253. = 70. N = 50.

Brawsin1h4-.W4ibrant,.
.

Citation
.

....,.., ---1 .. -,
Faculty member .

t. 1 1
_FSLI student

...-

1
"5 3

_Friend,outsicle . 4_ 4

Nonstudent issistan 31 23
Librarian . 12 8

.On-iine'data bs. a 1 1

Current Awarelitiessg .,.1/4

Service "i;e, --...,,,_ 3 1
-1Other JoR --

.,0
NR:' 8 6

3

.."P

Informal discusslan
-0.

Substantially re :14 13 8
Someitihat more 480 r 24 20
About right',. f61 .32 22
Samewhat. less :44 : ..3 I' --
Substantially ..1:ess°57 ,,,,--

NR

Access to publi*
information
Substantially, nore
Somewhat more
About right
Somewhat lesi
Substantially less
NR

O

7?

41 30 22
111 21
107 X11 7

; , 4

Access to in7h8nse reports
_

Sulistantially more
Sothewhat more:-
About right
Somewhat lep3

, SubstantialW,less

23
74
159

3

6 6

.14 11
37 25
2

5
NR 3 fi

AdVantageous to do'
awnintormationtsearch

Strongly agree 51 35 39
Agree somewhat 171

. 131 26
.Disagree somewhat. 27 .57 4

Strongly disagree 6 3

NR ' r...

(6 7.

Present information a,

locating means adequate.
Strongly agree 17 49 4

Agree iinewgat 147 L38 38
Disagree'sorieWhat 79 34 .21i

Strongly disagree 14 5 2

N11 5 7 --

18
27
2

1 1

2

245-

8



Response Category

Librarian Useful
Strongly agree
Agree .somewhat.
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree
NR '

2'08

Industrial Sample Academic Sample
Pre-test Post-test Pre -test Post -test
N = .262' N N = 70* N = 50

15-0 19 2-2
114 75 38 : .1.8.
12 3 . 12

. 7
1 1

. 1 2
t 7 4 .... -1

Forefront of knowledge
Strongly agree
Agree somewhat

'Disagree somewhat'-
Strongly disagree :

.34
114'
.80
24

31
31
5

.NR 70' 10 3 P

Present sources
adequaee.

Strongly agree .53 14
Agiee somewhat . 157 40
Disagree somewhat ' 41 14
Strongly disagree 7 2
NR 4

.Present sources
time - consuming -

Strongly -agree 10 6.
Agree somewhat 75 cr., 29
Disagree somewhat : 140
Strongly disagree 24 '3NR 13

, 4

Present sources
up-to-date
Strongly agree 40. 10
Agree somewhat 172 43
Disagree somewhat. 29 15
Strongly disagree 9 1NR 12 1

Used nn line
Yes 31 17 .' 10No 228 53 40:.NR 3 'N -- --

If no, familiar
Yes 83 .27 17No 153 27 23NR 26 16

On-line an improved
. method

Yes 104 41 . 27No 14 1 1Don't know 141' 27 210 Ng 3 1 1

224



Response Category

utility-o1
on -line searching
(open ended) '

. Don't know (need
more information,
wait to,see,/need
to use) 14.

Would like to try; it 1

Positive expecta-
tions/upeful 114
Negative expecta-
tions/not useful-
Good service but
not useful for my
work
Good service, don't
know if useful eor
my work
Useful with reser=
vat ions
All other' comments
NR

209

%

Iudustria0ample Academic ..Sample
°Pre-test Pt -test Pre-test Post-test

= 262 N * 233 N = 70 Ni= 50,

Monsanto Facility (MfC)
Pensacola
Blacksburg, South
Carolina
Decatur, Alabama
Durham, North
Carolina (Research
Triangle, Triangle
Park, MTPDC, MTPDCI,
dtd.)
.Greenwood, South
Carolina
Sand MountOn,
Alabama
Other 1

NR 2

10- e

26
5

76

34
44

c

2z7

4

4

27

1

1

21
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1

Pos t-test Post-test.
14TC FSU

Online ade ua --..titerature Coverage
Subjects inclu ed:
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor,
Very pobr
NR

Specific titles:.
Very .good
Good
Fair
Poor
Very poor
N

,Up-t -dateness
V ry good
Good
Fair.
Poor
Very poor
NR

45 28
1051 14.
30 2

3 1

4

46. 5

48 25
108 17
26 3

2,

2 .

of literature:.

47'. 5

.54 .'24
102 17
28 4

1

1

47 5

Retrospective searching:
Very'good 13
Good .68

Fair 63
Poor , .34
Very. poor 9

NR . 46

Online adequacy'- interaction with
system

Service hours:'
Very good 68
Good . , 100
Fair 19.'

Poor .1

Very p00%1 1 /

NR.

Performance d ches by

50

specialists: .P%
,:lt,r.ri

Very good 91
Good 76
Fair 14

Poo-r --
Very poor 1

NR ,. 51

1

14
21

5

4

5

32
8

4 .

6
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Post-test Post-test
MTC FSU

Informatiod provided'about
system:

Very good 63
Good 87
Fair 31
Poor '2
Very, poor 1

49

27
'12

3

2.

/6 ,

Subjeci access(keywords',
7/ ,descriptions):
.1

-Very good 26 12
Good 108 le.
Fair' 40 12
Poor 4 1
Very poor ' 2

NR f 53 6

Other access points'
:::Vdrylgood
'!GoOd
Fair,
Poor
Very poor
NR

18 16.
101 19 :

50 6

r 2
1

60

'Ease of use:
Very good 42 24
Good 9.4 12
Fair 40 6
Poor 3

Very poor 1
NR 53

Online adequacy - Search results
Time to :obtain results online:

Very good 72 39
.Good 79. -.3
Fair 24. 1
Poor

. Very poor. 2 _ -
NR '56

Tinfe to ahiain results offline.:
Very good 37 18
Good 90 19
Fair 41
Poor 4
Very poor 2

NR 59' 10



'Postz.test..Post-tetit
MTC FSU

Completeness of search results':
,Very good
'Good
Fair
Foot
Very poor
NR

Exclusion o
citatio s:

Very ood
Good
Fair
'Poor
Very p or
NR

nom-reievant-

23
104
47

1
4.

54-. ,7

90 1

58 ' 18
95 18
14 5

54 -7

Full.-teXt availability
perSOnal collecti.oi .

fiery

Good,

Poor
Very
NR

poor:

Full- .text'.availab'ility -in
library;
Very;sood
Good
Fair
Poor
Very poor

Full-test availability by
inter-library loan:

Very gOod.
Good
Fair
Poor
Very poor
NR

r-
Utility of online. bibliographic'
services'

To keep up-with new developments :
.Best method. a,.11.1able
Very usefjul.
Somewhat useful..
Not useful
NR.

14

57..

18
8

58

1

18
14
8.

1

10 6

92 'c-18

b. 62 15

2

2
55

52
79

2

2

63 13

25
110
64 °

10
24

7

24
15
1

3
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To find what is reported on
a-topic:
Best method available
Very useful
Somewhat useful
Not useful
NR

Post -test
,MTC

51
113

43
3'

23

Post -test
- FSU

16
26
4

1

3

To brush up on a topic:
Best<ineehed/available 28 10
Very' useful 110 22
Somewhat useful 60 14
Not.useful 11 1

NR 24 3
To look for specific facts:

. Best method available 26 10
Very useful 101 16
-SOmewhat useful 73 18

:1. Not useful 11 2
NR- 22 4

To find descriptions of pro-
cedures:
Best method available 20 5
Very useful 71 17
Somewhat useful 98 21
Not useful .18
NR 26 4

To prepare for meeting in
company:
Best method available 6 NA

,Very useful 38
Somewhat useful 121
Not useful 45
NR . 23

T9 prepare for teaching:
.Best method available MA
Very useful 4
Somewhat useful 19
Not useful 17
NR 10

to prepare internal report:
Best method available
Very useful
Somewhat useful
Not useful
NR

7

58
123
21'
24

.%3t

NA
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To prepare grant proposal;
Best method available
Very useful'
Somewhat useful
Not useful
NR

Post-testi Post-test
MTG. FSU

NA 4

1-24

13
3

'6

To prepare external paper:
Best method available

' Very useful
Someyhat useful
Not useful
NR

To prepare patent application:
Best method available
Very useful
Somewhat useful'
Not useful
NR

To prepare literature review:
Best available
Very useful
Somewhat useful
Not useful
NR

Finding citations easy without
online:

,Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Disagree somewhat

' Strongl, disagree
'NR

Finding citations easy with
onkine:
Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagr'ee
NR

Prefer to delegate literature
searches:'
Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree
NR

21
110
58

23

20
106
70
14
23

67
112
25
5

24

6

67
109_
25
26

54
125
23
4

27

38
90
75
25
5

4

4
28
12
2,

4

1
tO

.12
10
17

18
_23

4

5

3

14
27
6'

3

21
22
4

3

1
12
21
15

1
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Post-test Post -test.
MTC FSU

Online searches allow more
reading-time;
Strongly agree 67 16
Agree somewhat 122 26

Disagree somewhat 28 5

Strongly disagree 3 1'

NR
/

13 2

Online searches allow less
time for searching literature:
Strongly agree 74 21
Agree somewhat 93 14
.Disagree somewhat 36 9

Strongly diiagree .17 5

NR 13 1
it

Online reNtAnce gives misses
citation:
Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree'
NR

Delegate formulation of
online search'strategies:
Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree
NR

Should manually double-check
online results:
Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree
NR.

Online searches increase
productiyity:.

36
121
56.

13
21.

12
2'

2

38 2

99 15
cz, ,64 19

18 12
14. , 2

8 3'

81 13
94 23
27 8

23 3

Strongly agree 43. 15'
Agree somewhat , 141 27
Disagree somewhat 27 .6

Strongly disagree 4 1

NR 18 1

Ala

B

1

t

/IP
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Online searches too time
consuming: .

Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Disagree somewhat
Strbngly disagree
NR .

Too many useless foreign
articles:

Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree
Nit

.

Prefer to do own online
searching:

Strongly agree
Airee somewhat
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree
NR

Post-test Post-test
MTC FSU

-- --
17 5

120 20
75 24
21 1

- ,

13
78 16'-

79
37 14

2

10 2

"42 11
104 21
58 .14
19

Company funds.should pay for
online:

Strongly agree' 90
Agree somewhat 8.7

Disagree somewhat 25
Strongly disagree 13
NR 18

Own cost-center should pay:
Strongly agree
Agree somewhat

);
Disagree omewhat
Strongly isagree
NR

106
79
23
9

.16

Department funds" should pay:
Strongly Stgree 12
Agree somewhat 16
Disagree somewhat 16
Sttongly disagree 3

NR 3

Grant/contract funds to pay:,
Strongly agree _._ 12
Agree somewhat -1 21
Disagree somewhat 10
Strongly disagree . -- 2

NR
1...

5
.

(. 4e :al
.
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Willing to pay out of pocket:
Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree
NR

Post-test Post-test
MTC FSU

- _
12
11
24
3

How many papers, repb"rts
prepared:

0

1

2-3
4-5
6-10
11-20
NR .

105
25
51
28
6

3

15

8

7

17
7

7

2

2
How many grant/contract
proposafs:

0 192 27
1 5 8
2-3 * 11 10
4-5 1 2
6 + 3 --
NR 21 3

Preparation of non - published
reports:

0 71 29-
1 24 9
2-3 47 3
4-5 24 2
6-10 26 2
11 + 10 1
NR 4

Course vpreparaLion:
0 33
1 10
2-3

5
NR

2-

Number of papers, reports
requiring literature search:

0 98 6
1 27 8
2-3 39 19
4-5 12 4
6-10 1 7
NR 56 6

,t; 235
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Number of papers, 4-eports that
used online searches;

0

1

2-3
4-5
6-10
NR

Number of grant/contract
proposals requiring '

literature searches:
0

2-3*
4-5
NR

px. of proposals that
-online searches:

2-3
4-5
NR

o.

p

,

Post-test ,Post -test
MTC . FSU

).39 12
19 8.

14 19
1 4

1

60. 6

130 21
9 7

3 7

-- 2

, 91 13

136 27
6

1 2

91
1

14

Number of technicAl reports
requiring literature searches:

0 92 26
1 30 8

2-3 43 2

4-5 14 1

6-10 7 2

11 + 1

NR 47 10

Number of technical reports
using online searches

0 121 32
1 38
2-3 19' 1

4 -5 2 1

6 -10 1

NR 53 10

Number of other activities
requiring literature searches:

0 20 6

1 17 5

2-3 22 5

4-5 4 3

6-10 5 1`'
11 + 2

NR 165 28

211
44;.414 C.
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4 Pol&-test Post-test
MTC- FSU

Number of other:activities
,

using online searches:
0 30.
1, 18
2-3 . 18
4-5 5
6-10 '1
NR 1.61

Number of course preparations
using online searches:

0 - __. '33
1 ....... 1
2-3 .1
NR 15,

Comments -- Advantages of Online
;

Utility 44, i6'
Completeness exhaustiveness 19 .

4
Good for keeping current 9 ?5
Convenience 9 sz 7 '

Broad coverage of sources 9 1
Increases productivity 4 3

',Very useful -.works well 25 17
Rapid response time 35. 8
Very up-to-date 4 ', '. 3.

Comments -- Disadvantages of Online

Difficult to choose key words 12
Key words miss some references

. 7 3
Key words ,get many irrelevant

references ' 17
Coverage not broad enough 10
Can't search formulas 2
Time delay between publi-

cation and entry 3 1

5

1

4
1
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Dear Colleague,

This ii to introduce you to an FSU Study with the participation of the
F5U. Chemistry Department, supported by the National Science Foundation, which.
is.intended to assess the effect of on-line computer. searched. bibliographic
data baseston the information style of chemists. Portione.of Chemical Abstracts
and other indexes such as the Smithsonian Science Information Exchange (SSIE)
and the American Geological Institute (GEOREF) canrnow be searched at computer.
terminals by author, subject, and other access points. Within a matter of
minutes, citations of potentially relevant documents are printed at the terminal.

We are interested in learning whether the availability of such a search
service in the Chemistry Building will assist you in selecting information for

aodur professional tasks. Plans are to install a computer, terminal in mid -Nay.
oWe will provide free computer searches, at first performed by information
specialists and then eanductedon a self-service basis.

We need to learn about the way you seek scientific information befote
introducing the computer terminal and at the concluktion of the study, which
will last at least until the end of 1976. We would like to obtain the needed
information with the aid of the attached queationnaire and short interviews.
Whether or not you now plan to use the computer search service, please fill
out the attached questionnaire and return it by April 21st in the enclosed
envelope to Gery Jahoda, Room 35 Strozier Library.

We are looking forwgrd to working with you and appreciate your help in
filling out the questionnaire. Please call Gery Jahoda (4-2242) or Al Bayer
0-2833) if you have any questions about the study or the questionnaire.

Sincerely,

Al Bayer
Institute of Social Research

Gery Jahoda
School of Library Science

238
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HOMY OF THE INFORHATION.STYLE OF FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY CHEMISTS

14 Your name:
1,4

t
.,.i2. Your sex: Hale Female t

,
0'

,
3. What is the highest level of.formNal education yoi have attained?

(Circle appropriate letter). i'41 -

'4 i
A. BA, BS

. 4 ?

B. MA, MS ' (2)

C. Doctorate without dissertation

D. Ph.D.

E. Other doctorate

F. Other (please specify:

4. Wt is,the major field of highest degree youat6ow'hold?

5. Year in which highest presently held degree sins obtained: 19

6.. Calendar year from whic0 you have been contin it sly in association with
FEU (including leaves of absence): 19

, Which best describes your present position atTS,(please circle one):

A. Full Professor

B. Associate Professor

C. Assistant Professor

D. Instructor/Lecturer

E. Postdoctoral Fellow

F. Doctoral Candidate or Doctoral Student

G. Research Associate

H. Other (please specify:
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8. Based on an average week, how many hours, on the average, do you actually
spent in each of the following activities related to your position at FSU,
including time spent-.0ter regular working hours, if applicable? (Circleone number for.each listed activity).

A. Administration

B. Locating informatio4

C. Reading professional
literature

D. Laboratory relearch,
data analysis and
computer processing

R. Writing or preparing
research reports or
professional, papers

F. Institutional or'.
departmental meetings

G.- Informal discussions with
colleagues

H. Teaching (inclAing preparation,
lecturing and testing/grading)

I. Advising end counseling students
(including individual student's
committees)

J. Attending class as a student
and related studying activities

R. Other (please specify:

1 2 3. 4.

1 :. 2 3 4

3 4

1 2- 3 4

3 4

2 3 4

4

2 3

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

5 6

5 6

5 6

5 6

5 6

5 6

6

5 6

5 6

.

... a
.

.0 .c

.tt 03
eg Oa
I I

14 . ors
Cil cm

4
.0
CV
eV
I

cs,
e4

$

k0
ers
en

7 8 9 10

7 8 9 10

7 8 9 10

7 8 9 10

8 9 10

7 8 9 10

7 °8 9 10 .

7 8 9 10

7 8 9 10

7 8 9 10

7 8 9 10
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9. A. Mark all types of work Oat you have engaged in for 'a year or more
since earning your highest degree (do not include part -time.work
.while in graduate school).

B. Mark the One type of primary work you were engaged-in immediately
prior.to coming to Florida-State University?

a. Teaching or administration in an
elementary or secondary school.

iae, teaching in a college or
"diversity.

c. Full-time research in a college or
university.

d., Teaching and research in a college
or university.

e. Research and'development in business
or industry.

f. Research and development in a
spvernmental asency.

g.. Executive or admi rative
position outside eauiation.

h. Other professional position
(please specify:

1. Student.

j Other (please specify:

2'4

A. -: B
All types -..-,Primary work
of worte Wore coming

...,.:: %.(che a to
thaf apply) ., .(cheCk'One)

ml=

O



10.. Indicate how frequently you used
sources of information during t
appropriate response for each 1

40 'the sources on th list of
Ayear. Please circle the

aburce.

. Your own collaFtionig information,
i.e., your:perlional-files.'

B.

C.

Your own search through injexes to
the literature, e.g., Cheacal Titles.

ing of abstract bulletins

s serViees, e.g.,
urgent Contents.

Your.own,
or table
Chimlcal A

ca

.D. Your own scanning of primary journals
. or other primary sources.

E. Your own browsing in the FSU Strozier
Library.

F. Your selection of a publication from
1N a citation in another publication.

G. From a faculty member at FSU.

-H. From a student at FSU.'

I. From a colleague or friend outside
of FSU.

J. From a non-student technician/laboratoiy
assistant.

K. From .aniFST1 Strozi4 librarian.

L. From an on-line searched bibliographic
data base.

N S

S

O Fr R

F

ro F R.

O F

M. From a commercially computer searched
current awareness service, e.g.,
machine searched current awareness.

S

S

F

O F

0

S 0

N S

. Other (please specify:
0

R

R

R
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11. .Indicate how useful each of the sources on the list below was.for meeting

the requirement of the project(s) in Which yOU were engaged durinf.the

Oast year. Please circle appropriate response for each listed source...

w14
u
a. III 04 . 0

A. Your own collection of.information,
i.e., your personal files.

B. Your own search through indexes to
the literature, e.g.', Chemical Titles.

C. Youi own scanning of abstract bulletins
or table of contents services, e.g.,
Chemical Abstracts, Current Contents.

D. Your own scanning of primary journals
or other primary sources.

Your own browsing in the FSU Strozier

Library.

F. Your selection of a publication from a
citation in another publication.

.

1 in

w P. 144 1

0 .4 0
1":64.1 .0 0 .410 0. 4)

- .0 4) cd .0
'V V W

r44,

4) 4)
CO ri* W 6.

.-1 = 03

1 .2 3

1

2

. From .a faculty member at FSU. I 2 3 4

H. From a student at FSU. 1 2

4

4

w
I. From a colleague or friend outside of FSU. 1 2

J.. From a non-student technician/laboratory
assistant.

K. From an FSU Strozier librarian.

L. From an on-line searched bibliographic
data base.

M. From a commercially computer searched
current awareness service, e.g., I.S:I.

machine searched current awareness.

N. Other (please specify:

2 3 4

2 3

2 3

2 3 4

2 3 4
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12. valuate the utility* information sources in term of your information
needs and-preferences. (Indicate the importance you assign to each of
the listed factors)..

Q

A. Local availability.

. Up-to-dateness.

Response time in obtaining
citation /abstract.

Rettponse time in obtaining full
copy of original doduMent.

'-I
m

. r1
4.1
C-

:. Iv
ta

%CI
la

E .

E.

4J .
0
C11

1J,

0"a
0

.1-1 .,
.1.4
e>
V

V

41,000
4.1

,

"..!:, o
0

1.4
-

co

. fl0
U)

'S

4.1

00

p.
o

.'0.
0

I-I

ir0Z

N

E. Accuracy/Authoritativeness

S N

E : 1. ,

v

F. Comprehensiveness/Completeness E V S

' G. Direct useability without
librarian assistance. E - V

H. Other (please specify: V
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,

.

.

-13. ror these activities listed below in which you occasionally engaged, if
only one information source could be used, whichlvould you choose?
(Indicate by:placing the letter standing for_the__information_source_,
listed in 'question 11. Report an /I/A4f the activity is not applicable
to your work in the past year)..

=

a. To keep up, h new developments on a topic

b. To find .out what Is reported in the literature on a topic

c. To brush's-up on a ,fopic

d. To look for specific facts related to on-going project

e. To look_ for descriptions of procedures related to an- on-going
project 4

. To prepare for teaching

g. To prepare grant proposals orgrant reports

h. To prepare a paper for external presentation or publication

4o prepare a patent application

To prepare a review ofthe literature

#14. A. If _you were limited to the use of only some information sources on the
list. of question 11, which ones would you choose ?' Mark answer by
placing the letter standing for the information source 'that would be
ydur first. choice, your .second choice, and yotir third choice.,

0

First choice:

Second choice:

Third choice: fr

B. Of all the information sources on the list in question 11, which one
would you choose last?

Least desirable:

4r>
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15. Evaluate the following possible changes in

to their potential for improving "your work
evabation of whether more or leas wftld b
circling the appropriate lertet-

Your work setting with respect
ba scientist. /ndicate your
eneficial for each item by

A. Informal discussion with colleagues

B. Access ro published informari°n

C. Access to FSU scientific re0earch

reports

I
or

O
E
4J

O

A B

A

A B

ca

C

co
co
w

4J
, G3

3

O

'D E

t

E

16. Indicate your attitude concerniog each of the fc.11ovimg statements b.,
Circling one of the following categories; Smrongly agree (SA), Are
somewhat(AS), Disagree somewhat UDS

and Strongly disagree (SD)..

A. It is :advantageous for 'a scientist to

perform .his/her own information search.
.

B. 'My present means of locating scientific

information are adequate.

C. A CheMistry Department_librar ian or

information specialist would serve a

useful function.

D. Research done here is at the forefront

of knowledge in my field.

E. Source materials (published or unpublished
literature) and reference boo" available
to me are

SA AS DS SD

SA AS DS SD

4
SA AS DS SD

SA AS DS SD

a)

b)

c)

generally adequate for
my needs

too time-consiminefo loca te

kept up to date

SA

SA

SA

AS .

AS

AS

DS

DS

DS

tSD

SL).,

SD.

t

al
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*17. An on-aine searched bibliographic service allows scientists toquickly
search the literature pertaining to a particular information need. By
typing in index Ceps on a computer terminal, a researcher can obtain__

,a list of potentially relevant docuient citations within a matter of
minutes.4

A. Have you ever used an on-line search system? Yes- No

B. If not, are you familiar with the functions of such a system?

Yes No

C. Would an on-line searched bibliographic service significantly improve
your current method of doing an information search,Y5.

Yes No Don't know

D. Please comment on the potential utility of-an on-line search system
for your work and for the Florida StatUniyersity Chemistry Department
needs in,general.

18. Year of your birth: 19

19. What istoday's date on which you
it>

/ /
mo. day year

completed this questionnaire

20. If you have any comments about this questionnaire,' or if you wish to
clarify any of your preceding responses, please do so below.

ss
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SURVEY'OF THE INFORMATION STYLE OF MONSANTO SCIENTIFIC
AND TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

ti

On-line searched bibliographic services are_now_available_to-a
portion of the science and technology literature. The individual
researcher who has access to such service may_now/State his search
requests as keywords, and/or author names, and/or other access points
that are keyed in at a computer terminal. Results of such search
requests, citations of potentially relevant docUments, are printed out
at the computer terminal in .a matter of minutes when the number of
potentially releVant documents is about twenty or less. Longer biblio-
graphies are mailed promptly by System Development.Corporation, the.
supplier of this service. The rapid turn-around time makes reformulation
of searches possible when initial search results are unsatisfactory.
This service, and a list of-available on-line searched bibliographic data,
will be made available to you.

The potential benefits of such services of faster and more
convenient searches are apparent, but a more basic question remains to
be answered: what is'the effect of on-line searched bibliographi,c
services on your inforMation style- -the way you seek and use information?
This is basically the question that we will attempt to answer in the
National Science Foundation -sponsored'study at Florida State University
and Monsanto.

. The project willbe conducted in three phasqs:

1. Collection of background information; present work roles, and
information style prior to the introduction of on-line searched
bibliographic systems, to be determined with the aid of this,
questionnaire.

2. Provision of_ on -line Searched bibliographic, services and analysis
of -the extent and types of use of this service.

3. Assessment of information style after sustained availability of
on-line bibliographic search service, again with the aid of
questionnaires and interviews.

The immediate benefits for participation in the study are ee
literature searches. We hope to gain a better understanding of the effect
of-the use of on -line .bibliographic searched services, such that the ____.)

Producers of bibliographic data bases as well as the managers of information
Services may provide.improved inforAetion services to you..

6

We have a considerable amount of computer time to provide information
service to` You' in the course of the study and, have at the same time attempted'
to keep your project connected efforts to a minimum. We hope that you will
agree to participate in this study and will be able to provide the infor-.
mation requested below You will not be individually identified in any
reports which result from.this study, and your responses will be held in
confidence... Your indiVidual coda number is requested only in order that we
may later followup for your assessment of the bibliographic service after
you have had the opportunity to familiarize yourself with it and employ it
as may be appropriate in `your work.
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1. Your Monsanto survey code number:

2. Your sex: Male Female

3. What is the highest Jevel of formal education_you have attained?
(Circle appropriate letter.)

A. Less than college

B. .BA, BS (field of degree

C. MA, MS (field of degree

D. Doctorate Oithout dissertation (field of degree

E. Ph.D. (field of degree

F. Other doctorate (field of degree

G. Other (specify

L. Year in which highest degree obtained: 19

5. Calendar year from which you have had continuous service (including
leaves of absence) in a professional position at Monsanto: 19

6. What is your primary job designation in'your present position at
Monsanto? (Circle appropriate letter.)

S.

A. Bench chemist

B. Group leader

C. Manager

D. Scientist

E. Other (please spetify:

Describe the primary responsibilities and work in which ph are
langaged.

219
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8. Based on an average week, how many hours-, on the average, do y01.1
actually spend in each of the following activities related to )r°111.
posktion at Monsanto, including time spent after regular workillf,
hourk, if applicable? (Ci:rcle one number for each listed_actill-'3?'

A. Administration

. . CO
Cl) COk /44
7.44 .0

01 CM0 -.I CO ,--10 gi I I

OZ in

1 2 3 14 6 7 8

B. Work in a laboratory 1 2 3 k 5, 6 7 8

C. Writing or preparing \ ..

research reports
14. 2 3 14 5 6 -c-7 ---8,

.4, ,
J

D. Writing or preparing
,i,$'. ,,-

professional papers
14 5 6 7.;""8i'9

E. Locating information ,1 ',.2 3 ,,,14 - 5 7 t 8 9
: , E"..030611.

,!r /
1,Department or project ' , A - .j,- t.

d '1" -141
* ) . k,

meetings -, 11 ' \3' 15 , 6.
.

' t.., .,r-H. Informal .discussions with
.

?' ''

colleagues :2t 3
- ,

I. Other (specify:

9 10

F. Reading proressional
literatur

G.

`161"

0 ;
n

5 6 7 .4,
,4 #

9 Since Joining 'Monsanto how tnany; times h your official Job tii9.e
changed? 4 r

' i '...'
. s 410. Please list 'all official. job ti-tles,. dates x and, e lcrjr-srs you hale -,,,V

in the past five years :' (..W." stlino current first.
- 4/1'1f:', rs,

F. . . ' , i . ' . ., j
,.,4 ,,..,Dates

-got

h.

Monsanto
"%

°
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Marli alltyp9asOf work that you have engaged in for a year or more
since earning your highest degree (do not include part-time work
-while in graduate school).

B. Mark the one type of primary work you were engaged in immediately
prior'to taking a job at Monsanto.

a. Teaching or administration in ah
elementary or secondary school.

b. Full-time teaching in a college or
university.

'c. Full-time research in a college
'or vers i ty .

e
- .t,s

and research insa college
university.

-Research and de4elopment in
.,tbusiness or industry.

Research and development in a'A
Igorrnmental-agency.

Executive or administration
position outside education.

h. '.,Oth'r professional position
;(sP

).

Other (specify:

{::tip

A
All types
of work

(check'all
that apply)

B
Primary work

before joining
Monsanto

(check one)



12. Inditate how frequently you used each of the sources on the list of
sources of information during'the.last year. (If in the event your
job doei not require the use of any'of these. information sources over
the past ydar, check all Ns.)

A. Your own collection of information,
i.e., your persoW files.

B. Your own search through standard
generally available indexes to the
literature, e.g., Chemical Titles. N S 0

tn0
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W
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El Ei0 .r-I
'CI 4-)rl
W al
to
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MI 0
W
to r4
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,-4
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0
0 r4
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0 4.)
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W
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tr.0 W
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1.1
W rI

4-I 4.)

MI CO
W I
tO VD

to

,, E
,-.1 -1
0

.1-1 W-
4., Si0 0 IZ
O Ei
74 I

$4
MI 0
W
tn ON

.... ...., .....-

N S OFR

Your awn scanning, standard
generally available abstract bulletins
e.g., Chemical Abstracts.

D. Your own scanning of in-house pre-
pared Monsanto abstracts, e.g.,
Monsanto Content Previews.

N 0

NSOFR
E. Your own scanning of primary

journals or other primary sources. N S

F. Your awn-browsing in the Monsanto ti

G. Your selection of a Publication from
a citation in another publication. 4 N S 0

H. From a colleague on the same job
level at Monsanto.

I. From a colleague or friend outside
of Monsanto.

J. From your immediate superiiisOr.

. From another supervisor at Monsanto.

L. From a librarian, information
specialist, or another Monsanto
employee assigned to provide infor-
mation.

M. From a technician.

N. FroM an on-line n dA.Abliographic
data base.

0. Other (Please specifyt

N S

N S

0

0

F

0 F R

F R

N S 0

N 0

N /0 F R

1/4
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13. Indicate how. useful each Of-th'e sources on dae list

meeting.the requirement of the 'project(s) in which y
during the 'past year. :(In-the event your'job did n
use of any of the information sources, chedk-All 1

below was for
ou were engaged
require the

A. Your own collection of information,
i.e., your personal files.

B. Your own search through standard
generally available indexes to the
literature, e.g., Chemical Titles.

C. Your awn scanning of standard
fgenerally available abstract bulletins

Chemical Abstracts.

D. Your own scanning of in-house pre-
pared Monsanto abstracts, e.g.,
Monsanto Content Previews.

E. Your,own scanning of primary
journals or other primary-sources.

F. Your own browsing in the Monsanto
library.

G. Your selection of a publication from
a citation in another publication.

4

H. FroM a colleague on the same job
level at Monsanto.

I. From a colleague or friend outside
of Monsanto.

I

J. From your immediate supervisor.

K. From another supervisor at Monsanto.

L. From a librarian, information
specialist, or another Monsanto
employee assigned to provide
information:

M. From a technician.
;

N. From an on-line 'Oearehet
dek'base.

A (Alanan 'ananiPur

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(Y)

(Pt

P24 +2 Cfl
rd r-I 0.)

g +'cjk
;4 W'd a) 0 0

W 0 PNIM 0MO EMS.'Hkfa

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2
s....

3 14

2 3 14

2-

2

3

3

14

14

2 3 14

2 3 4

2 3 14

2 3 14

2 3 14

2 3 14 .

1 9
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( 14. Evaluate the utility of information sources in terms of your information
needs and preferences. (Indicate the importance you assign to each of
the listed factors,)

,°

+q
1...

P la
1... 4-)

Cd P4 C24 o
..-f a a
= 1-1
(L)

en a 4-)w a) o
rA co zo

A. 'Local availability. .E V S N

B. Up-to-dateness. E V . S N

C. 'Response tine in of taininr
citation/abstract. E N

D. -Response tiro. in-obtaining full.

copy of original. document. E V N

E V
E. Accuracy/Authoritativeness

F. Comprehensiveness/Completeness E V

O. Direct useability-wdthoUt
librarian assistance. , E V S

H. Other (please specify:
N114m,..%

254

S
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15. For these acAvities listedtelow in which you occasionally engaged,
if only one information source could be used, which would you choose?
(Indicate-by-placing-the letter standing for-the information source,
listed in question 12 and 13. Report an N/A if the activity is not
applicable to your work in the past'year.)

a. To keep up with new developments on a topic

b. To find out what is reported in the literature on a topic

c. To brush up on a topic

d. To look for specific facts related to on-going project

e. To look for.descriptions of.procedures related to an on-going

project

f. To prepare for a meeting within the,Company

g. To prepare an internal report .

h. To prepare a paper for external presentation or publication

i. To prepare a patent application

.1 To prepare a review of the literature

1 . If you were limited to the use of only three information sources of the
list in questions 12 and 13, which ones -would,you choose? Mark ansl.ir
by placing the letter standing for/the information source that would
be your first choice, your second choice ',-Ybur third choice, and your
last choice. .

First choice:

Second choice:

Third choice:

Last choice:
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17. 'Evaluate the following possible changes in your work-setting with
respect to their potential for improving your work as a scientist.
Indicate your evaluation of whether more or less would be beneficial
for each it.

A
0 I

7-, 4.) I tn r,I $4 co

-rgcd Ei
..-t ,-1. ..,,,,. 4.) 44 +) 2r-f ". 4-1 4-.) ir.1...411. . 0 OS S-1 cd

1cd I 4 4 g
1 4.)

to . (I)
3
(L)

4-) 3 4.)0 O mta4 1.4 0 o 0 ,0 En
e,.... st 0 0 0 0 0 0-(1) 0 (I) Q CD p) r-I

A. Supervision A B .0

B. Informal discussion with colleagues A B C D ,E

/
C. Technical assistance A 'B -E

D. Secretarial assistance A B C D E.

E. Laboratory facilities
. A B C D, E

F. Autcnomy in Iry work .

A B C D E

G. Access to published information A B C D E

H. Access to in-house Monsanto reports A B C D E

I. Structured time A

J. Formal recognition for innovation
or discovery A

K. Involvement in prOfessional community A. B

L. Role in organizational decisionmaking A

P. .2#1 q
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Indicate your attitude concerning. each of the following statements
by circling one ofthe following categories; Stronglydagree (SA),
Agree somewhat (AS),.Disagree somewhat (DS), and Strongly disagree MY-

A

A. It is advantageous for a scientivit to perform
his/her own information search.

-

B. Present means of locating information in
this organization are adequate.

C. The company, librarian or information
specialist serves a' useful function.

D. Itsearch done here is at the forefront of
knowledge in my field.

E. The administration of this organization
facilitates quality research.

F. If I could retrace my steps, I, would
choose another area of speCialization.

G. If I could retrace my steps, I would
choose a different kind of work setting.

H. ProfeasiOnalscientistain research roles
have too small a part. in-organilatioaal
decision-making.

I. Not enoughlopportunity- is given scientists.
in thia'crganizationfor'individual
initiat ye in research.

,J. Lack of financial resources is the major
restraint on quality research in' this
organizatiOn.

K. Source materials (published or unpublished
literature) and reference books- available
in this organization are:

SA AS DS SD

SA AS DS SD

SA AS DS SD

SA. AS DS SD

SA AS DS SD

>SA". AS DS SD

SA AS DS SD

SA AS -° DS SD

SA AS DS SD.

SA AS DS SD

a) generally adequate for my needs SA AS DS SD

b) too time-consuming to locate SA AS ps_ SD

c) kept up to date SA AS DS SD

'2 5 7
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19. An onnline searched bibliographic service allows scientists to.quickly
) search the literature'pertaining"to a particular information need.

By typing in index terms on a c.0179111.1ter terminal, a researcher can.
Obtain a list of potentially relevant document citations within a
matter of minutes.

A. .Have you ever used an on-line search system?
I

Yes No'

B. If not, are you familiar with the ctions of such a system?

Yes No

.

C. Would an on-line searched bibliographic service significantly
improve your current method of doing an infOrmation'search?

Yes. No Don't know

D. Please comment on the potential utility of an on -line, search
System for your work and for.7,onsanto needs in 7eneral.

0.%

±-47-17iW7

20. Year of your birth: 19

21. What.iAoday's date on which you completed this questionnaire

0

mo. day year

22. At which Monsanto facility do you work?

Pensacola

Other company.location

(Please specify:

23. If you have any comments about this questionnaire, or if you wish to
clarify any of your pmceding responses, please do so below.
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r
April 26, 1977

Dear Colleague:

Since May 1976. you have been offered the opportunity to participate
in a study of on-line search services. This study is sponsored by the

. Notional Science.foundation with the participation of the Florida State
University Chemistry Department and Monsanto Textiles Company.

'We are now interested in learning whether the availability. of the
on -line search service' assisted you in selecting information for your
professional tasks. The attached questionnaire is the'post survey in-
strument for'this stage of the study. During the period of collecting
responses to, this survey, we are suspending on -line search services.
Subsequent to this.actiVity, we would plan to 'again introduce the ser-
vice and to,conduct selected. interviews, contingent on NSF renewal of
the project for anotherzyear of funding.

Whether or not you used the search service, please fill out the
attached questionnaire and return it by May 10, 1977 to 0-Line Search
Project, Chemistry. Research Building,.Room 105. The questionnaire is.
,coded only for follow-up purposes. All replies willbe,treated confi-
dentially; Frank, candid responses mIll be appreciated so that the
results of this study may assist in improving technical information
service.

.

We enjoy the opportunity to provide you with assistance when needed,
and appreciate_your cooperation in completing the questionnaire.

Please call Gery Jahoda.(4-2242) or Al Bayer (4-6416) if you. have
any questions about the study or the questionnaire.

SinCerely,

Al Bayer
.

' Sociology

Gery JahodaJahoda
Library Science
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SURVEY OF THE INFORMATIONSTYLE OF FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY 'CHEMISTS

1. Your F.S.U. User number:
1

on the average, do you actuallyBased on an average week, how,many hours'
es related to your position at F.S.U.,s. sped in each of the following activities

including time spent after regular working hours, if applicable? (Circle
one number for each listed activity). -

AVERAGE 11ME PER WEEK

)

A. Administration

B. Locating information

C. Reading,Orpfessional
literature

D. Laboratory research,
data analysis'and
computer processing

E. Writing or preparing
research reports or
professional papers

F. In ional or
ntal meetinsga

G. Informal discussions
colleagues

H.. Teaching (including preparation,
lecturing and testing/grading)

I. Advising and counseling students
(including individual student's
committees)

J. Attending class as a stude4
and related studying activities

K. Other (please specify)

0)
Po.Z

1

0)
t4

..C'

-4.

r i

2

. 2

CO

1.1
X
oo

I
In

3.

3

41,

1 2 3
.1

1 2 3

1 2 3

3

2 3

1 -2

1 2"

1 2

1

260

3

H
0

O

4 5 6 '"*/ 8 9 10

4 5 6 7 8 9" 10

4 5 6 7. 8 9. ld

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4 5 6. 7 8 9 10

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 A 10
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3. Indicate how frequently you used each of the sources on the list of
sources of information during the last year. PleaSe circle the
appropriate response for each listed source.

SOURCES

A. Your own collectiqn of information,
i.e., your personal files.

B. Your'own search through indexes to
the literature, e.g., Chemical Titles. N

C. Your own scanning of abstract bulletins
or table ofcontents services, e.g.,
Chemical Abstracts, Current Contents.

0). Your own scanning of primary journals
or other primary sources.

Your own browsing in the FSU Strozier
Library. N

F. Your selection of a publication from
a citation in another publication. N

G. From a faculty member at FSU. N

H. From a student at FSU. N

I. From a colleague or friet14,(outside of FSU. N
.

.,

J. From a non-student,technician/laboratory
astilstant. N

L

From, gsu Strozier libratian. N

. Pr e-en-line search services avail-
AbWin the Chemistry .Research, Building. N

0.%
W
W

1-4 o
8-4
Cd 1

0

44
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8-4 1

4.J

0
.41

P., 4.1rI
0 0 ..... 0 ... tU tU

0 "4 .1-1 01 W Cd 0 14
0 1 0 CU r1 0
ri t'si 0 .4-1 W .4-1 0
W 0 .1.J N'4 0 140 14 .0

44 'CO
k 000 0 1 Pc, 1 Pci cr%

03 1-4 0 el 4,1 .0 0
CO ...., CO ...." cr) .....0 CO S../

ZD

S 0

S 0

0

F

F

F

R

R

S 0

S 0 F R

S '0 F R

S 0

S 0

S 0 F

S 0 R

S 0

, o.M. From4q;.'7,4t:
s vn-linesearch' serviceother than that

availbli in *,be Chemistry IyOsearch Bldg. N S 0 F
4,1,-

N. 'Fria commercially coMputer, ,sesrched
..

.

%PS*. .

.

current awareness serviCej -er, g., I.S.I.
,yachine search cur rent awSrenesS. N S 0 F R

J 7'

.clther.(pleise specify) .N S 0 F R.

4
261
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4. 'Indicate how useful each of the sources on the list below was for meeting
the requirement of the project(s) in which you were engaged during the
pfst year. Please circle the appropriate response for each listed source.

4 V ....1
U

v-1 C%1
/4

,.........

oSOURCES 1 1 m
w
0) c.-

0 w 44 0. c1-1 I
03 0 1 o
o w a 40 w
40 o o w w o

.
.. '0 LI

'21 II
o

70 0 .1.i O. 1444 0 4-1 CO 0 0 oA. Your own collection of information, co i CO /..4 cl-t

i.e., your personal files. 1 2 3 4

B. Your own search through indexes to
the literature, e.g., Chemical Titles. 1 2 3 4

C. Youi own scanning of abstract bulletins
. or table of Opntents services, e.g.,

Chemical Abstracts, Current Contents. 1 2 3 4

D. Your own sclapingof primary journals
or other primary source 1 2 3 4

E. YourAown browsing in the FSU Strozier
Library. 1 2 3 4

F. Your selection of a publication from a
citation in another publication.

G. From a faculty member at FSU.

H. From a student at FSU.

1

3

3

1 2 3 4

I. From a colleague or friend ouliside of FSU. 1 2 3

J. From a non-student technician/laboratory
assistant. 1 2 3 4

)
K. From an FSU Strozier librarian. 1 2 3 4

L. From anon -line searched bibliographic'
,

data base. 1 2 3 4

M. From a commercially computer searched
current awareness service, e.g., I.S.I.
machine searched current awareness. 1 2 3 4

N. Other (please specify) 1 2 3 4

26 9
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5. Evaluate the utility of information sources in terms ofjour information,
needs and preference4.. (Indicate the importance you assign to each of
the listed factors).

00

0

A. Local availability.
, a V

B. Up-to-dateness. E V

C. Response time in obtaining
citation abstract. V

D. Response time in obtaining full'
copy of original document. E V

E. Accuracy/Authoritativeness E

Comprehdnsiveness/Completeness E V

G. Direct usability without
librarian assistance. E V

H. Other (please specify) E V

14
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. I . .

t '''

. I I.'. I tit,f,i

4
'I ...%:i. .y' ..6. Evaluate the on-line search service aVailable in therChetilstry'Aese0

....,14... -;,.

. ,.-

i
B iding in terms of your informationfleedsvhather, or lot youlitse:.-77 ':'.:

._

the-listed. tors).

t s service. (Indicate your opinion conceininkthe adequar5,414r!'.-%
41, ,

A. Coverage of the literature
(journals, patents, reports,'an
other source material indexed in
the bibliographic data base)

. 4: .

'01

1. Subjecks included VG

2. Specific journal titles, patents,
reports, and other publications
included VG

3. Up-to-dateness of literature
included VG

24. Adequacy for retrospective
searching (going back far
enough in time) VG G F P

B. Interaction with system

1. Search service hours in
Chemistry Research Building

VG
.-

2. Performance of searches by
information specialists VG '. G

3.' Information provided about the
on-line search system

4. Subject access, i.e.., keywords,
subject headings, descriptors

VG

VG G° ,P

5. Other access points, e.g., author,
work location, language, year VG

6. Ease of use VG
4100

C. Search results

1: Lapsed time*or obtaining
search results on=line VG F

2. LapAd time for obtaining
search results off-line VG

G F

O. Completeness of search results VG

264

P.

VP

tr?

Vp

Vp
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. Exclusion of non-relevant
citations VG

5. Availability of full text of
relevant citations inpersonal
collections of journals, reprints,

. "etc. ,VG

6., Availability of full text of
relevant citations in'Strozier
Library VG F P

VP

7. Availability of full text of
'relevant citations via inter-
library loan VG G F P VP

7. For those activities listed below indicate your opinion of the utility of
on-line searches. Please answer even if you have not used on-line services.
(ease circle the most appropriate response for each activity).

cn

i" a*
r, .-4

Z1 a\
U (a I

,,,,,,, 'M I p
0 0 riO X/ -4

W -,4. m
4.)
O

144
w
W

1'

.0 44
4..) r-i 0

Utility of on-line E 0 a .0 co

3 0
bibliographic services: 1.3 M

01 w
>, w

w g
4.3

w om > cn Z
a. To keep up with new

developments on a topic

b. To find ottd what is reported in

the literature on a topic

c. To brush up on a topic

. To look'for specific facts
related to on-going project

e.. To'look for descriptions of
procedures related to an
on-going project

f. To.prepare for teaching

g. To prepare grant proposals
or grant reports

h. To prepare a paper for external
presentation or publication

i. To prepare a patent application/dis-
closure

To prepare a review of the literature

B V

B

B

V S

S

S

S

S-

S

B V

V

N

N

N

"k

N

S
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Indicate your attitude concerning each of the following statements by
circling one of the following categories: Strongly agree (SA), Agree
somewhat (AS), Disagree somewhat (DS), and Strongly disagree (SD).

A. My present means of locating scientific
informa on are adequate. SA --AS DS SD

B. ArChemis ry Department librarian or
'info ion specialist would serve a.
usefu fUnction.

C. It is advantageous for a scientist to
perform his/her own information search. SA' AS

D. Finding citations,without4sing an on-line
search' service is easy compared to lo-.
cating the full text of the document.

SA AS

E. Finding citations by using an on-line
search service is easy compared to
locating thi full text of the document.

I prefer to delegate 14erature
searches to Oneone.else.

. On-line searches'allow o e to spend
more time reading the'lliterature.

H.

J.

On-line searches allow one to
less time in searching the literature.

spend

If one relies op only on-line searches,
important citations would be missed.

I prefer to delegate formulation of
search strategies for on-line searches
to someone else.

K. The results of an on-Itne search should
be double checked manually against the
corresponding printed indexes,

L. On-line searches enable one to increase
Scholarly productivity,

M, On-line searches are too time consuming.

N. On-line searches retrieve too many
useless art/cl in foreign languages.

. I prefer to do my own 'on-line searching
including "hands-on" use of the compu-
ter terminal myself. 10

SA AS

DS SD

DS: SD

SA AS DS SD

SA AS DS SD

SA AS 'DS SD

SA AS DS SD

SA AS DS SD

SA AS DS SD

SA AS DS SD

' SA AS DS SD

SA AS DS SD

SA AS DS SD.

SA AS DS SD
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P. A search on CHEMCON (CA Condensates,
on-line) costs $1.65 per minute; the
average search takes 10-15 minutes
or approximately $20.00.

1. Chemistry Department funds should be

made available fo -line searches. SA AS DS SD

2. I would be willing to ask for funds
in a grant dr contract proposal
cover on-line search services

1,s9.,

SA

3. I would be willing to pay out of
pocket for on-line searches. I SA

,,` '.Indicate how many of each of

fgriled in the last 12 months
.

. .

11, tildicate the number of these
formed in the last'12 months

AS DS SD

AS :DS SD

the following activities you have per-
(if none, mark zero).

for which literature searches were per-
(if none, mark zero).

III. Indicate how many of each of these were searched via 4n -line search-

-ing in the last 12 months (if none, mark zero).

a
A. Preparation of manuscripts,

papers, or reports for
meetings or publication '

(include dissertation, if
applicable)

B. Preparation of grant or
contract proposals ,

C. Prepdfation of new courses
or modification of old
courses

D. Preparation of other tech-
nical papers or repores not
for publication

E. Other activities requiring
literature searches (Please
specify)

I

how
many?

hOw)many of I
required-. .iter-

ature searches?

III
how many
of II used
on-line
searc es?

.>'

,?67
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10. Please comment on the advantages of on-line search services foi4our
work and for the Florida State University Chemistry Department needs
in general.

1

<51

4

11. Pleige comment on the disadvantages of on-line search services.fpr
Your work and for the Florida State University Chemistry DepiirTMeyt
needs in general.

12. What is today's date on which you completed this questionnaire?

/ /

mo. day year
O

13. If you have any comments about this questionnaire, Or if you wish to
clarify anv of your preceding responses, please do so below.
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SURVEY. OF THE INFORMATION STYLE
OF MONSANTO SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

1. Your Monsanto survey code number:

w.

2. Based on an average week, how many hours, on the average, do you
actually spend in each of the following activities related to your
position at Monsanto, including time spent after regular working
hours, if applicable? (Circle one number for each listed activity.)

Activities Average Time'Per Week

4!)

A. Administration

B. Work in a laboratory

C. Writing or preparing
research reports

D.: Writing or preparing
,professional papers

E; Locating information

F. Reading professional
literature

G. Department or project
meetings

Informal discussions with
colleagues

0Z

co
14'

I

05
14

trt

01
-I14

0,1

I+-
o.

1 2. 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2

4

a

. Other (Please specify) ,.

5

5

5

5

5

1

1 2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

49

. o)
co 14

A
14 0

Cs1 5-I
011 0
05 01
,P1 01

6 7 8 9 10

6 7 8 9 10

II

6 7 8 9 10

6 7 9 10

6 7 8 10

6 8 9 ,10,

6 7 8 9 10

6, 7 8 9 10

6 7 8 9 10

QV

e
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Indicate how frequetily,you used each of the' sources on the list of
sources of inforMation.during the last year. (If in the event your .

job did not require the use of any of these information sources over
.the past year, circle all N's.)

W
....

I r-I DI.-I 0 N Pk 0
e'S CIS rl ONE'^ 03 0 I 1-I I r-I %.1
W 0 pa cu .1.1so r1 .... W 00 r1 0) 0) 0 0) r1 Cl

1-1 g
Cr W .IJ P.0 4.) WS 00 gSources me., c.),-, p,-, 001

m oi-14-1 4./ I4
P'0 0 vi

I
n '0 CO '0 0

W W W W
0) .I IA cf) a) 0 CO CT

%"'" %." ''''''
, .

A. Your own collection of information,'
i.e., your personal files. N S 0 F

B. Your own search through standard,
generally available indexes to the
literature, e.g., Che 'al Titles.

C. Your own scanning of s ndard,
generally available abstract bulletins
e.g., Ohemical'Abstracts.

D. Your own scanning of in-house pro-
pared Monsanto abstracts, e.g.,
Monsanto Content Previews. .

E4, Your own scanning of primary
journals' or other primary sources.

F. Your own browsing in the Monsanto
'library.

N

G. Your seleCtion of a publication from
a citation in another publication.

H. From a colleague on the same job
level at Monsanto.

I. From a colleague or friend outside
of Monsanto:

. /

J. From your immediate supervisor.

K. Fro another supervisor at Monsanto.

L. From a librarian, information .

specialist, or another Monsanto
employee assigned to OroAde infor-
Mation.

H.. From a technician.

N

N

N SOFR
S 0 F R

S. 0 F R

S

0 F

F. R

S 0 F R

F R

S 0 F

S 0 R

6

N S. 0 F' R

N S 0 F R
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c4
.

o ,

...

0)
N.

to, P4

.14 I 1-4 4144

0300 CO 4.1
4.-4 14

E .1 00
14

w0 co cs o
cu o 03
03 0 CO 0%

N.
,,,.... ..... ...... ......

From the NSF-sponsored (free)

°

, :.

3. Continued.
''',,

I

1:3
41/

0
i..1

m
>
03

Cl)

I

CO
. 4I3a a0

00 .14
v-4
11) C4
m

. ;4
.c, o
cu

'10 1--1

to+
1°4r-I 0
0 I
0
CO 3
RI 03

b' 4
o t..

cs in
cu o

03 Col

,.0,..,;.

on-line services available at
Monsanto. N S 0 F

0. From on-line search services other
than what is available through the
NSF-sponsored studyli.e., charged
to your cost center).

P. Other (Please specify)

O

I

,F R

, 27
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4. Indicate how useful each of the sgurces on the list below was for
meeting the requirement of the projects) in.Which you were engaged
during the past year. .7,(Iff the event your job did not require the
use of any of the'information:sources, circle.all 1Js.)

rl
.

eN,

14 I44 P 4'4
o 0 14.4

0. 4,, to

%-#4-8Sources
.0 w M

1-1 14 0 ellni W 0 '0
W 1-1 W 03 0

vq. al o W
p 1-1 co 11.10
2 3

43

A. Your own collection of information,
.i.e., your personal files:

Your owe search through standard,
generally available indexes to the
1114prature, e.g.,"Chemical Titles.

C., Your o
general
e.g., Ch

ing of standard,
lable abstract bulletins

al Abstracts.

. Your own scanning ofin-house pre-
pared Monsanto abstracts, e.g.,-
Monsanto Content Previews.

E.. Your own scanning 'of primary
journals or other primary sources. 1 2 3

2 4

2 3 4

3 4

F. Your own browsing
library.

in the Monsanto

G. Your selection of a publ#ation from
a. citation in another pnplication.

H. From a colleague on the-same job
level at Monsanto.

I. From a colleague or friend outside
of Monsanto. 1 3 4

;
1. 2 3

1

2

3 - 4 .ti

J. Fr your immediate 'aupervisor.

K. From another supervisor at Monsanto.

:L. Frot a librarian, information
specialist, or another Monsanto emp
assigted to provide information.:

TroM.-anonline searched bibliographi
data.baae::

2 3 4

4

Other (Please specify)

1

1

3

.4
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5. Evaluate .the utility of
needs and preferences.
the. his tee, factors.)

Local availability.,
s.

Up-to-datenesa.

O

information sources th "ierms of your infRrmation
(Indicate the impOrtance you'assign to each of

0

1.1

S
- U,

.6+0 0
0u.
0
0.
0

1-1

0
.6+
$.4r 0
a.

,

1-1

0
.130
Cr1

.6+

a
u.
$.4

0

-115.
t71'
1-)

- Z0

C. ..Responsitime in obtaining

,citation/abstract .

. T. .

.Response time in obtaining full
Copy of original document.

D.

Accuracy/Authoritativeness

F. Comprehensiveness /Completeness
!.,

E

E.

r. '

G: Dire% *usability without
'libtarianassistance.

H Other (please specify)

V

V

V

S

Os
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6_,___Evaluatethe-liSF---sponsored--on-line-searchl4exvice;(eXcludi, seac,hescharged to another budget) available at Moniraitto__in terms of Siour itifor-
mation needs whether or not you have used service (rndlizate' your'opinion concerning the adequacy of , eactmof she .listed-E-actora) i

256

A. ,Coverage of the literature
e(journalt4 patents, reports, arid"

other source:Imaterial indexed in,'
the btbliagraphid database)

/. Subjects included

Ck

Specific journal titles Patent's,
reports, and other publications:
included a.
Up-to-dat'ineselpf literature
inlwue

-:%.

VG

4. Adequary for regroseective
.k,r.peatchin (goin Back far -

enough n :time)
,

B. Interaction th s stem

Search ervtce
Monsanto .

. 4. .Perf cirmance searckes .by
inforMation specialists

1,

VG'.,

4cs

3. --InformatiOncpreiviae4, abOut the
on-Line.; search sySteM

.Subjece,acCese; ,, keywords,
subject headings, descriptors

access points, e.g., author,
work location, language.; year

- 6. Ease' of use

C. Search results
t

.1. Lapsed time for obtaining
search results on-line

g

2. Lapsed time for iobtaining
search results offs -line.

2 +

P

VG

P

VG . 4cr F. . P

VG F

VG-

VG

VG

VG

F

0

4VP
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*0-

3. Completeness learch-",results VC G
,

4. Exclusion of nOn-felevant
citations

\

5 . Avillability of full text oi,
t

relevant citationa in persona,1,:t.,,
sw

collections-of journals, reprints:
etc.

6. Availability of full text of
relevant'citatious at thisas
Monianto facility.

7. Availability of full text of
relevaht citations via inter-,
library loain .VG

,VG F P

F

VP

VP

P :;,.[VE

7. For those activities listed b ow indicate your opinion4f-che utilitk,of
on-line searches Please ans en if.youhaVg not:used 014-4ine_aervICes..

4.

i. Utility of on-line
bibliographic services:

a. To keep up with new
desTlopments on a topic

b. AR find. out what is reported'in
4- the literature.on a topic

c. To brush-uVon of topic .

d. TO lObk'fOr specific 'facts.
related_tO on-gofpg project

e. To look)for<lescriptions of
procedures. related tosn
on-going projects 17.

. To prepare-for a meeting
Within the company k

. -

g. To prepare an_internal rep rt

To prepare a paper for external
:presentation or publication

Tb.Prepaie a patent application/disi.
closure

,

To prepare a- review°.(4 the 41

' 'literature* iG

v.

o.

t 1

CO,

03. 0 X 1-43'0
4.1 ri Wtw

6 (6
y CU' 0 CO

B V

B V -S

B

V

N

N

N

N.

N j, .
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8. Indicate your attitude concerning_each_of_rhe following-statements- y
circling-one-of the- folloOing categories: Strongly agree (SA), Agree.
somewhat (AS),_Disagree somewhat (DS), an trongly disagree (SD).

A. My present means of locating information
in this organization:are adequate. 'SA

B. A company librarian or information
specialist serves-a useful funttion

. .

C. It-is advantage for a scientist to
perform his/her4iwn Information search.

. Finding citations without using anon-
line search service is easy compared to
locating the full text of the' document.

*
E. -Finding citations by using an on-line

4 search service is easy compdied to
locating the text of the document.

F.' I prefer to delegate literature
iearches,to someone else: SA AS DS SD

G. On-line searches,allone to spend
re 'time reading the literature. SA All. DS. J SD

SA AS ,DS SD

AS DS SD

SA AS DS SD-

,SA AS DS SD

SA AS DS SD

SA AS DS SD

On-line marches allow` one to spend'
lese.tipein searching the literature.

If one relies on sears % ,

731sporiant citations would be missed:

J. I prefer to delegate formulation stcl:

search strategieSiror on-line searches.
to someone

0
K. -.4.The results ors n-line seal should

):;-4, double chee a man10.1y against the
cofresponding4rinte4i#dexes.

OiZiine:searches enable qne to
.

scholarly productivity.

. On-line searches are too time

searches
articlep

N. On-line
useless

increase

SA AS DS .SD

SA AS
4'.

%,SA AS

SA AS

codsuming. AS
e

retrieve too many
ittloareign Linguages.. SA

I prefer, to do my' own.on ine. searching
inclUding,"hands-oe,use of4the compigir
tertinal'Oyself( r

fwl.

AS

DS SD

DS SD

DS SD

AS DS , 'SD

;:

o

.,;
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(

. A search on CHEMCON. (CA Condensates

se

on-line) costs $1Wper mintee:gthe
Average search tat* ;10 -15 minutes
or approximately *DO,

1. COmp-Any funAsrqbould be bUdgeted7
'tnthe:Iib4;rtCor on-line
searches.

.

. cost center should be willing
to p4y:Coi searches.

SA AS DS

1

SA AS DS

9'. ate*:how?mqy vf7e4eh of the: following tivities you have per-
d in j 1 (if honejmaik zero) ..

J. re searches were per
12 if iione.,;*ark ro).

k',..0eW7i,:ere. searched via on-line

f hone, mark zero).

/-

. Ant :in
.° ;?..i

how many of
crequired liter-
ature searches?

search- a

III
',Sox many
of II used ett
on-line
searches? "

277

4,



10. Plealie.jeomin4nt on the advant4L0
Work and°,' for Monsapt.neede

.
On-line search services foriour-

raj..

Please Comment on the disadvantages of on-line search services for
your work ar,, for Monsanto needs in general.

4

12. What is today 'Olate on which you completed' thiSNtieStionnaire?
z4 .

MO:
/

day year

If you have
,,clarify any

Sx

any comments about this questionnaire, or if you w!sh to
of your preced'in$ responses, please do, so 5-low.

Please return this to: 1-Paul W. Gann, Libraryi Sys tems
.Monrano Textiles Company.

Box 12830
scacola,4florida 32575

.
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261 :.-.., User

.. ,FSIL search #- .

.
.

, .

.

. .

.INFORMATION SPECIALIST'S RECORD OF ON-LINE USE
4-7 :' ..

PRES.EARCA

Search request received:
[ ]in writing" [. ]in person. [' ) by
[.]by other than final user

2. Relationship to previous
[ "new search
I ]coltinuation/update of previous
[ lmodific. on of previous search

searches:

# r3: Initial sea equeat:
[ ]synonyals supplied by user
[ 'logic-Supplied by user'

constrainks.sypplied by user:
[ 'English language only
[ 'author (personal)
[ ]types'of publications (specify:

phone

,h.

search, 6.

)

I imaximum of.citationsswanted (specffy:

Prepaing reports or for-meeting or publi-' 4r
cation:
.4 'internal meeting [.]intern :l fepont

[ ]patent appl cation
publication 'aper for. xternal

disseminat on
[ ]other (specify:

4c
Sources mployed y user r searching this
tppicjrior to seeking this ine search:

al self-search of printe. ilexes
]self-seaiih of on-line system a.es (SDC

adcfofiche, etc.)
]self search in researcher's,. jou als,

,

reprints & other personal collections
-W4-1discuss with colleague

f:Jother (spedify: ' )

7. Agotliiq n time (pre-termAkl) in min:

stion 17.

)a

]tiippe period to search .-(sp

[ 'other restrictions

O$T-SEARCH

search .;

ACHEMCON. E17.Q71 [ 'COMPENDEX
(spdci . ,

-

...::-Number Oi'tearch statementsn.'

. . ,..
IdAeinique citations printed on-line:

Primary applications
[ ]teaching /
[ 'other Jspecify:

A User's types of approaches
thiAsearch:

l'12PE§ 0 APPROAC
]cuilkne awa eness

[ la few references on
topic

; 'specific facts or

PURPOSE OF US:
KedPing current on
[. 'developments in owt aFf,eas.of. competence

]developments'in related areas

and purposep0.0.e.

'exhaustiveNri,
]browsing '

J2. 0-
procedures°

Developing competemce by:
[ lbrushing*p (relwirning)
[ ]learning new speeialty4'..

td.on-goinOproject:
[ ltrieorY; f .

.:j IproCeddtes,,a0parlos or methodoAogy

. ; .7 °

co'

CitaiionArinied off-line:

Connect tithe in minutes:;,

time with user (pOst-4earch)

during entire search:
-

-telephone [. 'in. person'

teraction .t e place during the
]no 1.1yes

14. -UseiSl orese

[]no

15.:Did ug
sear

16.

t
es,[ ]

Did t-. nical roblems delay the on-line,
search. )no yes, was it:
[ llOg-on problem [ ]TYMSHARE
[ 'other (specify:

ptb

7. What funds are for this search?
I" ]User's own-(grant

]Major'proiassoPs grant.:
[ 0160artmentai funds

Jofher (specify:
4.

. I,



Searched by.
Date searched

262

,JNFORWION SPECIALIST'S RECORD OF ON..-LINE USE
...

.MTC users!

MTC seacch#

PRE-SEARCH I

q'',?L,; Search request received:
O in writing pin person Oby, hone

,by other than final user

.2. Relationship to previous searches:
=new search
=continuation/update of previous search
[modification of previous search.

o.

3. Initial search request:
Ejsynonyms supplied by user
[_]logic supplied by user

co ints supplied by user:
C:]Eng sh language only
Elauth (persorial)
] types of publications (specify:

c.)

Mmaxitum Il of.citaticins4hante .(specify.(:

'[] time period to search (specify:

4.w.

Preparing- reports-or for meeting- or -publiCa
Elinternal meeting ',Elintraal report

Agjpatent application
Ii[npublication_oropaver for external

dissemination
4 () sv

[]other !(specify:

u.
_

SourceS_employedby-usei.for ?earching. this
topic prior to seeking this on-line search:
=manual self-search of printed indexes-i-
Oself-search of on-line system aids '(SDQ

fa micrlifiche, etc.)
Oselfsearch in researcher's journals,-

reprints and other personal c011ectio
=discuss with colleague!
[J internal company report''

[other (specify:

Oother restrictions (specify:

User's types of approaches
for this sear:.-

.-TYPES,c0F APPROACH: 4

[-']current awareness =exhaustive
Eja few references on topic
Obrowsing .Lispecific facts

or.procedUres

to purposegi

PURPOSE OF ush:

Keeping,eurrent on:
=developments in own areas olcompetence
Odevelopments in related areas

Developing competence by:
40 Llbrushing up (relearning)

Olearning dew specialty

Suppkting work related, to on-going,project;
=theory ,Ofacts
E]procedures, apparatus or methodology

4.11

:

riipsT,shAmil

Fires searihed:
E:ICHEMCONI OCHEM7071 ClcOM?ENVEX4

'411k

gther (specify:_

Number of starch ,statements:

. Number;`

Number':Ofni:o

eCitations printed

9's' .prin

10. Connillt time in minutes f.,'

11. User preseriCddring entire search:
Ejno;' yesT by Otelephqne Min person

1Z:. Did user interactigntake,plaep during' the
' &rChl

.1,
1,7 QyeS

13.'Did technical problems:.delay
search ?'

Ono; yes, was it =log-on problem;
TYMSHARE problem
other (specify:.

e
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FSU User

as USER'S REACTION TO ON =LINE' SEARCH

FSU Search No.

We .would appreciate your help in evaluating the
search results. When you have had an- opportunity to
tions--(off-line and on-line?, please answ4the quea

';..

Fold, staple.and mail.the completed quest

;
onnaire

to 0117-line Sea /ch Project, Chemistry Research uilding

ached-Computer-
view the cita=

below.

via campus mail-
(Untt 1), Rm. 10i

.1. The number. o£ citations retrieved by this search was

Of these citations approx 'teAe.jiew many_were familiar to you
prior tb this search and potentOily relevant to the search
topic?

b. Ofthese,ci:tationso approximately how many Wereoew references.
toyyou-lprsyi-dtisly'unfamiliar)-and-'potentialty'relevant to the
search toPtc? 41

c. Approximately how many other citations were familial to you
and relevant to-the search topic but not retrieved by this
search?

d. Ampximately how many citationsliperieved by this search o'

YarPlan-to investigate lUrther?

Oat is yoUr opinion on the number of citations retrieved?'

[ ] just about they.'. -[ ] too many citations
right number

:, 3. What-rls4your opinion of the

[ ].not enough
citations

currency (up-to-daten0S-s):of the search.
.

1-;Stery.Satistactory FSaWactory ] Unsatisfactory
] Highly/insatisfactOrf [ Does not Apply .

4. hat is your opinion on thRtutility of he search results for your
intended purpose*

] Very Useful' Of Some. Use [ ] DC Marginal .Utility
] Of No Use

Any comments you have regarding this search
.here (attach any additional shects if desired).

A,.

m4.belisted



Rett rauLW_GP:1,
Technical Libt,1y, MTC
Pensacola, Florida 32575

fV1TCLuser-40-

MTC 'search*.

USER'S R411CTION TO ON-LINE SEARCH

el/you'd appreciate your help in evaluating the attached compute(' search results . When
you ve had an opportunity to review the citations (off-line and on line), please answer
the questions below .

I. The number of citations retrieved by this search vvas

;a
. Approdmately how many citations were:-familar to you prior to this search

and otqntially relevant to the seartb topic ?
.

b. Approximatply how many citations. Are neWreferences. to you (previously unfamilar)
and potentially relevant to the search topic 7

c.. AdPraxirnafelY how many citations were familar to yo and relevant to the search
topic and not retrieved by this search ?

proximately how many citations retrieved by this search do you plan to
Vestigate4 further ?

2. What is your opinion on the Dumber of citations retrieved

[just about the
right nuirbef

Elmo many citations not enough citations

. V .h!,at'isyour opinion of ,wurrenc,,, u(up-to-dateness) of the search rults ? ,,

-. .-_lvery satisfactory ... Elsatisfactory NB unsatisfaAorl , bElhighly uhf...tisfactor
.... ,

.11

is Your r ,:nion cfr-i tf:::'utility of the searderegilts for your inv,pcied purpose ? .

very usef Eof some use* Elof marginal inilitY Dof no us.,

5. Any additional comments you have regarding this-search may be listed here (attach any
. addition sh(%..*A.if desired) .

G



GUIDELINES FOR' FSU'S IgPORMATION 'tPECIALIST'S-,
RECORD OF ON -LINE USE

the following discussion and.deffhitiojTAy be helpful in complet-

ing the Information Specialist's Record of On-Line. Ute form. It is

suggested that the user information, search numberi."Searched b*,"

"Date searched," and "Pre-Search" section be compleied prior to the

on -line search and that the "Post-Search" section be completed immediate7

ly following the terminal search, while the print-out is sti 1 avail-

:-Each...separ4e-search topic requires an Information Specialist's

form and a Ustes'Reaction form. If you are not :'sure it is a separate.

search topic, ask the user.

, -

.`. - -
,/_;,;!il:;Pre=Search Questions

.1, ."Search request 'received": check all that apply. The phrase

Writingp refers to formal correspondence, as well as,a few keywords

, ,
jotted down- ofi.;.*grap.paper. The phrase "other than final user" refers to

'reques2 receigled a'ihird party, :John Jones requesta,A searth

be giwn to an ;,byTtilI-Smith; Bill Smith will coniplete the-Use ri
r' , .. ,..

? ; .k.4140
--'1...-1,VRO4cti0*tb On-Liaepearch form. ff:the request.is'received-in wrigng,

?'.:/..1642-
.

.:....

iattach tothe_baCk of the Information :Specialist,'-s> form. :-...

) ,

2. '','Relationship searches": -Check one category only.
.-.--i-o---.

;'2!.,

A "new-seaich".khould be counted f:pr each new topic that is not k
-...`.. A;:-. . _,

"modification" or "cciiiiinuaaan" of'any previdUsly conducted search It
ft

> ..etif'
_ .

,
"

is 6Onceivable- that more tbaCOne?search will be'received and conducted
. ' r

...._
..

,
_, ,

4

.at one'tettinalirsiou for more than one -user!. If you ,areliot certain
. ,

. .,

. ,t.,...,

,_
.

'..;t:,, .. .

...

k 'the user. 1
"t''.that itis al"new search ar the user prese

''' ,
....; '.'..

,

Eiamitlew,, rof a "continua gupdateof previous search -are:

.the-search is peyformed on a--difkrent data-bases4-e..z. the search

--
.

.

....^

.

2

.....-_-___ ic was initially searched on CHEMCON, the user then returns and requests



rya

266

that the same topic be searched on SSIE or, a_seardh Is done-on-CHEMCON-,

,the user then return. and reg 4rs-the-same--- search -;be --"downdated" o

CHEM7071; (b) a sear h is performed on CHEICON',andrionrh.jatet_ the-4'tiser.7
41:'returns and 'requests that the same search -'be, .10pOse last 04 --'' eks--

eii, '745*:. , - , S .4v ....,,$,,
on.CHEMCON, i.e.,:SDI service (selective disseminatta

.
of iniormation).

.

.=a , . . ..)-/...4.

A "modification:.of previous search"' when a .new. search strategY. ,

is adopted additional 4eYWOr4S5ie &mplOyed., or Oihet2,4eVices are used
./.

to change the , MApproadthe:topid.which-was previously searched.

you cross data bases during, the:same terminal' session, count as one search4

(use one. Information Specialist'S form and one User's Reaction fotm)

a unless alkilferent topic is searched. When, crossing data bases, a Ceitain

amount of vocabulary change Is necessary; however, count as s,!.*KftinUatiOn

of previous search" unless based upon previous print-outs and/or User

inieraction",)tftsear Anhs
S a "modification."

-
soTimprciVea_ot:changed that it must be counted-- --

3. 4"Initial search request": check all that apply', An "initial

...-:,

search request" refers to the.. search it is presented Ito the A
, . *--.

.:.,

s.. information specialist by the user befot otiation takes place.
.

The-i wOrd "synonym" S
ihouldbe iiiiis Vroadest sense, e4 NME,;* ,

"°
.4.0, . ,.-or'-nuclear magnetic resonance; transitionMetaiorgsnomet

9llic oroz

manganese would be considered synonyms** I4 should be emphasized that

this
,
-box is to be checked ouly.iithe synonymS are supplied by the user,

9ipp if they

the tiger

are suggested by the Informat*on specialist or elicited4rom

during the negotiation process.

The Phrase "logic supplied by user" should he ..ebeiked if the user

,

. provides the appropriate Boolean operatOr*Cot:Ogeit.40i1 ent, , the
o. t,

user has tome ktlowledge of how a search st tedand'provides-A;
9

, .

. ,
.

.-

'VI;

-r
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the logicaor:_li*king_key_concepta-or keywordST,v."-,-

The phrase "constraints supplied by user" refers to those items.

` suggestedlor inclusion, exclusion, or consideration by the user, not

those items supplied by, the informationspec)ilist or elicited frolp the

.

user during the negotiation or. searching process. Examples of Co raints
f

are: citations in the English language only (and not foreign);, personal.
r

authors (Smith, F. Harry)i./Eypes of publicatiOns to beAncluded Or x4.,,

cluded (patents, journals, books, technical reports, conference proceeding's,

diSsertatiOns); maximum number of citations (the 20-,most recent; no more
#-,!*

. than 100) ; time period (last update code; last two Years only1S,iaimg:

examples of "other restrictions" are: CA section numbers; sponsoring

agency; article title; journal name; review articleg; and other language

restrictions (English and French).

*".. %
4.' "Primary applications": check all that apply. "Teaching" in-

.

Cludes searching forCitiations p) prepare a leCture. "Regearch"alsO
ea

includes dissertationloirk. An example of "other" would be course related.- :.

e
.

4 4-.il .

applications Under Hat er" in question 5, cmecan ftirther specify. If
.-:

he course related applitatiOng are for papers. or seminars, classes,.. .: -
,,..:...-.._,,

.x./0,...1.

Wdirec individual study;

"User's types of-approaChes and purposes'for this search":

check all that not necessary tdAcheck one box in .each
-21;17.1:277-

..

the: rbroade cate 7of Approaches"s4or?urpdpe of` Use."
_ .

,-
k-441,tir rent 1.nwOr. ,

.--

A good example of this type,of,approach
6

is an update, e.1;,,the, -search statement -- ALL HYDROGEN/I AND ALt BO

AND
.

,2410{UP) --`to be executeclion CHEMCON. Since,, the informatign spe:-

of

e of approach- is the same !as SDI.(selec-.

tive.disseminationfOtint=ation).

cialisl initiatill.permanent SDLI'eqUests, consider the e as received h,
p 6

, *i
c

,



"by other thanifinal_user!!_(questAon-1). 'Fo `wa 1 request-be-sure
. .

to includetime period'Constraint (questi.on''1C 41e .h Information

The.User should teaCtto each SDI update.

An."exhaustive" seax4h,implies a comprehensive, retrospectiVeaPproach

to a topic. In some cases the user requests,only "a:few referenceSon11-
/

topic"; however, in many cases, the user's type of approach
, _

through all relvant infOrmation existing 'on a topic.(ekhaustly^

he receives only a few references .off a topic insteaL. Check

next to the phiase or wo most closely corresponding 0'.010A01

approach, not the word or phrase which corresponds to what OkAp.r.zrg4e*velo

"Browsing" takes. placeWhehthe user attemptS,to see

can do or what there is on a.given subject in the data bal.

system

a manner

thatis not as systematic as "exhaustive" or a.'lfew references onopic";
.

for example, "lanthanides" as a broad subject which is further nariaWed

on -line to "cerium." A user. looking for citations to docuMents .perfaining"

,-,07_equipment set-up or maintenance would be using the "specific fadts or

ures.. type of apOtelich.

.A search. dealing with only cee topic Di4 be considered as !!Keeping

current on: developments..'.." even though such a seareh.is-notr "

.4(

aigatenessoh arrStiI'vtype basis. An examplegpf "deVelopments4n owr

41g.

areas of competence" might be the topic nucleaemagnetic resonance (NMR).t

(4

current ,

and nitrogen -- 15;,wherefs,.an "example of "developments' in relete&areas"

might. be be the topic electron paramagnetic' resonance :UM or ESR) and
P. ..

. 4..4;4- .- .
nitrogen 15.' It'17.9*,Are5in!doubt. as to,Awn".or "related' areaof'

. .. .. _ ,

0

competence,. atalv'the user.

,
In some cases4 user might "brush ue on an earlier

.

as4Uch
4 the:tOpic,srarlitics, or learn a "new specialty' such is.the'

lea of competene...

)

NM,
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biOcheinical topic active transport neededby an inorganic chemist.

This is apt to occur, when a new prOject is started. Any to 'c related
4

to '"supporting work related to,on-going projects" might be "theory"

(diflOsion)% "facts" (boiling point of water), or "procedures, apparatus

or methodology" (Van de Graaff accelerator). The category "patent appli-

cation" should be interpreted broadly to include patent disclosures as

-well. Examples of "other" include testing the system, grant propos\Ls,

dissertations, technical reports, pr papers for seminars, course require-

ments, or directed individual study.

6. "Sources employed 1user for searching this topic prior to

seeking this on-line search": check all that apply. An example of "other"
0

;-would be the use of print-out results.from previous:''Searches, to
%. 3,o 4

obtain different or additional keywords or to devise a new search strategy.

7. "Negotiation time": -an estimated time. Include time spent

with SDC microfiche, vocabulary aids, and working out strategy whether or

not user'is present. Do not include time spent learning the data base

characteristics.

Post-Search Questions

8.
40

"Files searched": check all that apply, more than one,

data base may be indicated.' Examples. of "other" include SSIE and NTIS:

9. "Number of search statements": the last SDC search statement

with goslings. If you'restack fased all search statements, changed

daea bases, or in some other manner affected the SDC total number of

search statements, please add the individual search statements together

so that a total figure is given.

10. "Number of uhlque citations printed on-line": a hand count.'

"Unique" means dbt to count duplicate citations, if 5 citations are

287
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printed by title only and then
_these_samef_5-are-printed-=along-with--k-others-

in a final listing of citations, count only 9 on-line citations, not 13.

/Citations printed on-line in abbreviat ed form (such as article title' or
i

"PRT TRIAL") do not*have to be counted. Count only those containing

sufficient information
/

to.locatethe document.
. ,.4

O e"
Unless. the user will be antagonized, the practice should eto repeat

on-line citattions in any off-line printouts. Two example#s are as follows:
. ,

1) :Jones; working with the information specialist, view- three 'sep-

arate. "PRT TRIAL" ommands or a total of 6 records i narrowing '.

his search.search. Ten citations are then printed on-line =ing the

1-
tailored print command "PRT 10, TI, AU, CP, SO, KW"; 100 citations

(including the 10 printed oh-line) are then printed off-line. The

ntmber of unique citations printed-on-line (questiot 10) is ,thus
)...

10; the number of citations printed off-line is 100 (question 11);

1, User's
an the total number of citations retrieved (quest

7Re ction farm) is also 100 (not1I0 or 116):,

Fisher-,.working with the information specialist, view's 20 titles

on-line and selects 5 to be printed using the "PR " command;

he wants the other 15 c tiona to be printed off aine but insists

that the 5 he already has not be repeated. Fill in 5 on-line

citations for question 10, 15 Pff-line citations for question 11,

and a total of 20 citations retrieved on the Us is Re'ction form,

question 1 (not 40 or 45).

,.11. "Number of citations printed offfline":' the cumber of postings

printed using the command "PRT'OFFLINE..." In many cas s, theoff-line

and on-line citations will contain duplicate document 'tations. These

/duplicates should be subtracted-before completing question 1 on the User's

Reaction form (see the example under 10 above). The. SD' .flat Charge .per

9
T,

288
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citation' encourages the use of "PRT FULL OFFLINE INDENTED" rather than

the compact form where category names are abbreviated, Since this print

command provides full, information for the end-tiSer, and also helps the

information specialist by providing keywords for improving the' search, it

should be used whenever possible.

12. "Connect time in'minutes": 'the number of minutes given when

the command "TIME INTERVAL" or "TIME RESET" is used. If you forget to
.

.

record this information during\,the initial search, the time given on the

monthly SDC invoice may be used.

13. "Staff time with user": an estimated time. This time
,

may include general discussion of print;-oul .citations, the length of time

it will take off-line print-outs to arrive, explanation of CP, etc. Do

not include time spent in general conversation, completing,the Information

Specialises form, or explAiningthe User's-Reaction form.

14. "User present during entieaseardi": ,check one category only..

The user must be with the iabrmation specialist;either in person or by ,

telephone during the complete search from start to finish. If the user is

present at the beginning of tile search and leaves while citations are

begin printed, do hot count the user a "present duAng the entire search."

If a search is performed on CHEMCON with the user present and Later the

search is performed on CHEM7071 without'the user being present, do not

count the user as present.
(

t

/15. "Dd user interaction take p e during the seirch?": check one
,

cat'egory only. If at any time during the search user imteracti ekes

.

.

place for modification or confirmation purposes, check "yes". An example .

of,:i modification would be when the user sees or is told there are 1000

postings on his topic and he requests only those for the Tastyear. An

example of (confirmation- would besi? the user sees the citation results of.
4:

4 28b
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a "PRT TRIAL" andlagrees'these'are what he wants. If a user is'presefit_Amt_
4

v

e.

only "sits" and does-not interact for confirmation or modification purposes,

.then check 1;no".

16 "Did technical.' problems delay the online'search?": check all

t apply. Technical. problems can be any mechanical malfUnction-affect-

ing or delaying the search. If you are not sure whatcaused the trouble,

check "other" and specify the difficulty. Do not include problems relat-

ing to search strategy. Examples of technical problems are: log-on

problem TYMSHARE, log-on problem SDC, disconnect TYMSHARE, disconnect'SDC,

telephone problems including line noise-, terminal malfunction,window change,
.t

"garbage" received,' and host down (all ports busy, ORBIT.not active,'or

'other associated messages). TYMSHARE should be used in a broad sense and

inclucje problems associated with TELENET as Well.

User's'Reaction to On-Line Search Form

1. "The number of citations)retrieved by this search was

the infOrmationl-pecialist should fill in the appropriate information for

this question Only the total number of unique citations, should be given:
I .

...
.

.

.
.

that is, if 10 citations.on "mermiry"'were printed on-line an&thelSame
I " ,

4.

10 are included in` 100 citations on toxicology" printed! off -line, then. the
-

- C
.total number of .citations printed is 100. If citatiOns are printed, both

...,

on-line g0,...Otf-line, or only off-line, the User's Reaction form
2 -

until the off-line citations arrive, then attach and forward to the user

who., will complete questions la, lb, lc, ld; 2, 3, 4 and 5. When the'com-

pleted User's Reaction form is returned, attach it to the appropriate

Information Specialist's .Record of On-Line Use form for filing purposes.

It.is conceivable that no citations will be found. The user should still

be asked to react to thesio.nno hits"./.

Revised October 18, 1976
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'GUIDELINES FOR MTC'S INFORMATION SPECIALIST'S.
RECORD OF ON-LINE USE.

'The following discussion and definitions may be helpful in complet-
.

ing the Information Specialist's Record of On-Line Use form. It is

suggested that the user informition, search number, "Searched by,"

:"Daie searched," and "Pre-Search" section.be completed prior to the

40
ion-line search and that the."Post-Search" section be completed immediate -'

;' ly following the terminal search, while the print-out is still avaitl-

able. Each 'separate search topic requires an Information Specialist's.

.form and aVser's Reaction form.

.

search topic, ask the user.

Pre-Search Questions

If you arebot sure it is a separate

l. "Search request received ": check all that apply. The phrase

"in' writing" refers to formal correspondence,"as well. as a few'keywords.

jotted down on scrap papet; The phrase "other than final user" refers to

requests received by a third party, John JoneS (group leader) re-

quests a search to he given to and used by Bill. Smith .(bench chemist);

.
Bill Smith will complete the User's Reaction Co On-Line Search form.

2. "Relationship to previous searches": check oneplategory only.
l.

A "new search" should be counted for each n 'topic that is not a

"modification" or "continuation" ofany eviously conduCted.search.

is conceivable that more than. one search, will be received and conducted

at one terminal session:kor more than one user. If you ars not certain

that.it is a "new search" for the user present, ask the user.

Examples of a "continuation/update of previous search" are:

(a) the search is performed on a different_ data base,, the search

-

topic was initially searched on CHEMCON, the user then returns and requests

491
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thlt he same
topidLbe_searched_on-SSIE-i-oria-search'iS-dOne on GHEMCON,

"fthe u er then returns and xequests the same search be "downdated" on
CHER7 71; (b) a search is performed

on CHEMCON, and a, month later the user
retu s and requests that

thesame search be done for the last foui'Weeks
on CiEMCON, i.e., SDI

service:(selective dissemination of information).4
A "modification of previous 'search" Occurs when a new search strategy

dopted, additional keywords' are e*ploye'd,' or other devices-are used
hange the approach to ttie topic which was -previously searched. If
Cross data bases during the Sameterminal

session, count as one search
(u e one

InformationSpecialist's form and one User's Reaction form)'
less a different topic is searched. -When crossing data'bases, a certain
ount of vocabulary change is necessary; however, count as a "continuation

f previous search" unless based upon previous print-outs and/or user
interactio9, the search is so improved or changedthat it musebe counted .

as a "modification."

3. '"Initial seauh request": check all that apply. An "initial,

search request" refers to the search request as it is presented tocthe

information specialist by the user before any negotiation takes place.
The word "synonym" should be used in its broadest sense,.2.4., NMR

,or nuclear magnetic
resonance; transition metal, organometallic, or

manganese Would be co9sidered synonyms. It should be emphasized that
lfs

this box is to-be checked only if the synonyms are supplied by the user,
not if they are suggestaNky the information specialist or elicited from
Ehe user during the negotiation process.

The phrase "logic supplied by user" should be checked if the user
provides the_appropriate Boolean operators or their equivalent; i.e., the

(.1user has some knowledge of how a search strategy is formulated and.proyides

29
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the logic for linking key concepts or keygords.

. The phrase "constraints supplied by user" refers to those items
t ,

suggested for inclusion, exclusion, or consideration by the user, not

those items;supplied by the information specialist or elicited from the

user during the negotiation-or searching process. Examples of constraints
. -

are citiOns in the English language only (and not foreign); personal
. .

'authors Math, F. Harry); hypes of publications to be included or

excluded '(patents, journals, books, technical reports, conference

proceedings, dissertations); maximum number of citations (the 20 most

re'cent; no more than 100);:time*period (last update code; last two years

only). Some examples of "other restrictions" are: CA section numbers;

sponsoring agency; article title; journal LITLT-i:eview articles; and other

language restrictions (English and French).

4. "User's ypes of approaches and.purposes for this search": check,

all that apply; it is' not necessary to check one box in each of the broader

categories "Typesiof Approaches" or "Purpose of Use."

A "current awareness" type of approach is the same as SDI (selective'

dissedination of informatiOn). A good example of this type of approach

is an update, the search statement HYDROGEN# AND ALL BOND:

AND 7615(UP) -- to be executed on CHEMCON. Since the information spe-

sialist initiates permanent SDI requests, consider these as received

"by other than final user" (question 1). For each SDI'request be sure

to include time period, constraint (question 3) on each Information Spe-

cialist's form. The user should react to each SDI update.

An "exhaustive" search implies a comprehensive, rettospective approach

to a topic. In some cases the user requests only "a few references on [a]

topic"; however, in many cases, the user's type of approach is to check

through all relevant information existing on a topic (exhaustive) but he

2.93,

I.
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recei only a few references on a topic instead. Check the box next to

)

the phraseo word most closely corresponding'to the user's approach, not

the word-or phi whidlicorresponds to what the user received.

"Browsing" takes place then the user attempts to see what the syStem
.

can dO or what there is on a given subject in the database in a manner.

that is not as systematic as "exhausitive" or a "few re4exencee on topic";

for example, "lanthanides" as a broad subject which.is further narrowed

on-line to "cerium." A user,looking for gitations to documents pertaining,

to equipment set-up or mainte ance WoUld be using the "specific facts or

procedures "type of approach.

A search dealing with only one topic may be considered as "Keeping-

current on: developments...."
even thoUgh such a search is not "current.

'awareness" on an SDI type basis. An example of "deelOpments in own areas

,of competence" might be the topic nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and ;-
4

nitrogen - 15; whereas an example of "developMents in relatI areas" might
Ibe the topic election

paramagnetic resonance (EPR o ESR) and nitrogen - 15.

If- you area in doubt as to "own" or "related" area of ompetence, ask the
.

user. ..<'

In some cases.a user might "brush up" on as earlier area of competetiCe

such as the topiestatistics,
oelearn a "new specialty" such as the bio-

ch7ical topic active transport needed by an inorganic chemist. This is
f'apt to occur when a new project is started. Any topic related to "support-v.

ing work"related to on-pink projects' might be "theory" (diffusion);

"facts" (boiling point of water), or "proceduies,apparatus or methodology"

(Van de Graaff accelerator). The category "patent application" should be

interpreted broadly to include patent disclosuresas well. Examples of

"other" include testing-the system, grant ptoposals, dissertations, tech-

nical reports, or papers for seminars, course requirements, or directed
e
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individual study.

5. "Sources employed by user for searching this topic prior to
g *

seeking this'on-line search": check al that apply. :An eKample of "other"

would be:the use of print'-out resulttofrom previous searches, e.g..., to

obtain different or additional keywords or to devise a new search strategy.

'ost- Search Questions

6. "Files searched": check all that apply, e.g...., more than one data

base may'be indicated. Examples of "other" include SSIE and NTIS.

7. "Number °research statements": the last SDC search statement

with postings. If you restacked, erased all search statements, changed

data bases, or in some other manner affected the SDC total,number'of.

search statements, please add the individual search statements together

so that a total figure is given.

8. "Number of unique citations printed on-line": a hand count.

"Unique" means not to count duplicate citations, if 5 citations are

printed by title only and then these same ,5 are printed along with 4 others

in a final listing of citations, count only 9 on-line citations; not 13.

Citations printed on-line in abbreviated form (such as article title or

"PRT TRIAL") do not have to be counted. Count only those containing

sufficient information to locate the document.,

Unless the user will be antagonized, the practice should be to repeat

on-line citations in any off-line printouts. Two examples are as follows:

1) Jones, working with the information specialist, views three

separate "PRT TRIAL" commands or a total of 6 records in narrowing

his search. Ten citations are then printed on-line using the

tailored print command "PRT 10 TI, AU,CP, SO,,KW"; 100 citationstr

(including the 10 printed on-line) are then printed off-line.

295
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The number of unique citations printed on-line (quescion 8) is

thus 104 the number of citations printed off -line is 100

(question 9); and the total number of .stations retrieved (question.

1, User's Reaction form) is'also 100 (not 110 or 116).

Fisher., working with the imormation s dcialist, viewe 20 titles

on-line and seleckls 5 trl.le printed usiii the "PRT-'cOMMand; he

wants the other 15 citations to be printed off-line,but insists

that the 5. he already has not be repeated. Fill. in 5 on-line

1 0

citations for question 8, 15 off-line citations ,for question
.

and a total of 20 citations retrieved-on the User's Reaction form,'

question 1.(not 40 or 45).

9. '','Number of citations printed off - lisle ": the number of Postings

printed using the 'command "PRT OFFLINE..." In many cases, the off-line2

and on-line citations will contain duplicate document citations. These

duplicates shOuld'be subtracted before completing question 1 on the. User's

'Reactiod form (see the example under 8 above)". The SDC flat charge per

citation encourages khe use dfli"PaT FULL OFFLINE INDENTED" rather than the

compact form where category,names are abbreviated.. Since this print

command providesfull information for the end-user, and also helPs the

information specialist by providing keyWords for imprbving the search,

it should be used whenever:possible.

10. "Connect time in' minutes": the number of minutes given when the

command "TIME INTERVAL" or "TIME RESET" is used, If you forget to record

this information during the initial search', the time gyen on the monthly
0 ,

SDC rinvoice may be used.
Ai....

-

D.. "User present duriAg entire sr :chn: check one category only.

The user must be with the informatio: 'cialist either in person or by

telephone during the cone.searc Lrom start to finish. If the user

*;

o
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is present at the-beginning of the search and leaves while citations

are being printed, do not count the user as "present during the entire

oseatch." 'If a search is performed on CHEMCON with the user present and

later the search is performed on CHEM7071 without the user. being present,

do not count the user as present.

12. "Did user interaction talcke place dur3,Jg the search?": check one

category only. If at any time'during the search user interaction takes

_'place for modification or confirmation purposes, check "yes".' An example

of a modification would be when the user sees or is told there are 1000

postings on his topic and he requests only those for the past year. An

exadple of confirmation would-be 1Y'if the user sees the citatign.results of

a "FRT TRIAL" and agrees these are what he wants. If a user is preSent

but only "sits "and does not interact for confirmation or modification

-purpoSes, theh check "no".

13. "Did technical problems de) ay the. ondine'search?": check all

that'apply: Technical problems can be any mechanical malfunction af-

C2

fecting or delaying the search. If you are not'sure what caused the

trouble, check "other" and specify the difficulty. Do not include problems-

relating .to search strategy.' Examples of technical problems are: log-on

..problem TYMSHARE,log-on problem SDC, disconnect TYMSHARE, disconnect SDC,

telephone problems including.line noise, terminal malfunction, window change,

"garbage':, received,' and host down (all ports busy, ORBIT not active, or

other associated messages). TYMSHARE should be used in a broad Sense and

include problems associated with TELENET as well.

User's Reaction to On-Line Search Form

1. "The number of citations retrieved by this. search was
.

J

the information specialist should fill in the appropriate information

297.
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for this kuestion. Only the total.number'of7unique citations -should -be---

given; that is, if 10 .citations on."mercUry" were printed on-line and the

same 10 are included in 100.citations on "toxicology" printed off-line,

then the total number of citations printed is 100.1 !If citations are prilited
. .

. .
..

.

bdth on-line and:off-line",*Only.off-line, save the User's. Reaction form

until the off-line citations arrive, then attach and forward to the user

who *111 complete questions la, lb, lc, ld, 2,. 3, 4 and 5. When the com-

pleted Usees Reaction form is returned, attach it,to the 'appropriate

IhformatiOn1Specialist's Record of On-Line Use form for filing purposes.
.

It is conceivatle that no citations will be found. The user should still

be. asked to react to these "no'hits ".

0cl

Revised.October 18, 1976
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USER DEMOGRAPHIC DATAI

Appendix

1

During profecA:phases-II and III, demographic data on new users to
.

the serviCe;were'"obtained by interviewing each user during his or her*

first visit. The,interview questions were intended to provide primary

'information for later analyAis and the respones were noted on a

card file.

The interview questions consisted of the following:

Name

,\Status

Sex

)ulty, research associate, graduate, etc.)

Highest educational level (BA, MA, etc.)

Year in which highest degree was obtained

Major field of highest degree

Lenh ofilitime at FSU

Present,positionat FSU

Name of major professor (for gradu students)

If ever previously used an onli e search system

U.

4- -

2,99

r

ft
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,Oh 7-LINe Search Project,

Monthly' Searches
By Type-of User

FSU Chemists,

TYPE OF USER

.

. ,

,-;

-

$.0

NUMBER .OF

1VNIQUE USERS

.

NUMBER OF
SEARCHES

'New.

User
Previous

Users
Total

Unique
UseSs

Searches
for

Jew Users

Searches
-r

for
Previous
.Users

Total
Searches
for All
Users

Faculty Members
)

Research Assoc./
Post Dodteral
Fellows

- 7

.
.

6
Doctoral Students

Total All
Sample Users

,

/ .

Non-Sample Users
.

,

,

.

Total 411 User

1/4

Total Number of.Working Days

Average Number AtAll Unique Users /Working, Day

Average Number of All Searches/Working Day

r

3 o
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SEARCHING CHEMICAL LITERATURE BY COMPUTER

.1\
How You Can Get More From Your Computer-aided Search

\._)

Whatever subject you want to find through the computer search adtivice, you
can get more information, and get it faster if you can describe the terms
yoU want and how they are linked together. Here's how to dothis.

TERMS

If possible before you come to the Search Service Office, write out the names
of the compounds,chemicals, reactions, processes, author names or other subjects
you are looking for. This will makeit easier to explain yoUr search to the
information' specialist. Be sure to include any other words that have the same
meaning as the specific one Till want, plus any abbrwiiatiorie;or chemical
symbols (but not formulas).

. ,
*

For example, a search for iron compounds should include-the terms "Iron"' a4
"Fe" and possibly "FerroUs."' The more terms you the wider the scope/of
the search. To help you, the information specialist has lists of terms that
are Used forrindexing, and can also check for possible misspelled index terms
that might have been used:.

SEARCH LOGIC

Try to put together the terms in the logical way you,want them combIned.-For
example, if you wane all the references on "reactions involving Odium and
chlorine," ask yourself if yoU want reactions involving sodium along with
chlorine, or reactions with Odium and, in addition but separately, reactions
with chlorine.

The logic used by the computer~' system is called Boolean logic. This uses the
logical connectors AND, OR ancLAND NOT., They are illustrated by the following:

A AND B A OR B

(The shaded portion(shows which citations

A AND NOT B

will be retrieved by the computer.)

The connector AND says that both terms A and B must be used to index the citation
before it will print out. AND is the restrictive or limiting connector. In the
example above, the search would be written as: REACTION AND SODIUM AND CHLORINE.
All three terns must be in the citation for it'to print out. This search gives
all citations that involve both chemicals.

If you wanted each chemical separately,, two search statements would be used:
REACTION AND SODIUM; REACTION AND CALORINE.

The OR connector gives the broadest scope and picks up any citation that
includes Term .A or Term B. For example, REACTION ANDSODIUM OR REACTION AND
CHLORINE will pick up all citations that have either chemical.
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In some searches, there will be overlapping terms, with only one aspect
that distinguishes the citations you want frqm those yo don't. In these
cases, the logic can be Term A AND NOT Term B. If-thft. = were two possible
reactions with the tw chemicals, you could specify Rea tion (type 1) AND
Sodium AND NOT React e 2).

LIMING SEARCHES

If you anticipate.that your search will find many citati
limit the number by restricting yoilisearch'in one of se
Search only from a certain year to the present, "si
may want 1p find only review articles. Or you may want.
in the English language. Just tell the information. speci

ant.

SEARCRING

You can also search for citations by specific aiiithors. I
can write down the exact spelling of the author's first n
last name, and iny.cate any difWent ways you have, seen t
For example, James,A. Smith may be cited as: SMITH J. SMI

. -

OTHER DATABASES.:'

'.In addition to 'chemical databases we can also search ones
fields including biology(And bio emistry), engineering (

iengineering) and geology.

, you may want to
ral wayd. You may
ce 1975." Or you
ly those references,
list whit limits

is helpful if you
(or' initials) and

at author cited.
JAMES

4
A SMITH J.A.

hat coves related
d chemical

repared by the Online Search Service Research Project,

ber 1977

3114)

Chemistry Bldg. Rm. 105.

,
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,t

/1 din sdcfsu33
YOU ARE ON LINE L99

HELLO FROM SDC/ORB1T. (11/28/777,, e:le A.M. PACIFIC TIME)
YOU ARE NOW CONNECTED TO THE ORBIT, DATABASE.

ENTER SECURITY CODE:
t4.

FROG:"
ARE YOU A NEW USER? IF YES ENTER Y. -IF NO ENTER N OR A COMMAND...'

. USER:
'file chemcon'

PROG:
ELAPSED TIME ON ORBIT; 0.01 HRS.
YOU ARE NOW CONNECTED TO THE CHEMCON DATABASE.
ACS COPYRIGHT. o

PROG:

SS 1 /C?
USER: .

anthtne and all dehvdrogenaset or all xanthinedehvdroenaset Or x'dh

kOG:
SS 1 PSTG (103)

r
SS 2 /C?
USER:
1 and not all .fisher J (au)

PROG:
SS 2'PSTG (93)

SS 3 /C?
USER:
2 and liver or 2 and all hepat:

PROG:
PSTG'(35)

'24."4" SS 4 /C?
USER:
'3 and not. rat

PROG:
SS 4 PSTG (31)

SS t; /C7
USD::
4 and from 75 pyro 77 3 o 3



PROG:
.

I SS 5 eSTG ( 15 )

SS 4C?
, USEFq

1-; full'

PROG:
Y.

AN CA0a715113876E A
TI OXIDATION-REDUCTION POTENT ALS OF TURKEY LIVER XANTHINE

DEHYDROGENASE AND THE ORIGI S OF OXIDASE AND DEHYDROGENASE
BEHAVIOR fN MOLYBDENUM-CONTAINING HYDROMASES

AU - BARBER, MICHAEL J..; BRAY, ROBERT C.; CAMMACK, RICHARD; COUGHLA1

1

MICHAEL P.
'OS - SCH.MOL. SCI.s UNIV.- SUSSEX, BRIGHTON
LO - ENGL.
SO' - BIOCHEM. J. 163 2 279,-89
JC. - BIJOAK,
PY - 77
DT - J
LA - ENG
CC - CA007013
IT - XANTHINE DEHYDROGENASE LIVER\REDOX POTENTrAL

SS6 /C?
USER:

PROG:
DONE'? (Y/N)

USER:.

PROG:
TERMINAL.. SESSION FINISHED 11/21/77/
ELAPSED TIME ON CHEMCON: 0.11 HRS.
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME: 0.11 HRS.

18:24 A.M.

PLEASE HANG" UP YOUR TELEPHON ',GOOD -BYE !

(PACIFIC TIME)
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ScboOl of Library Science r The Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32306.

fr,
7

MEMORAN,DUM

.

TO: Participants in On- ine Search Project./x
4L)144FROM: Gery /aho.a and Al Bayer

SUBJECT: On-Line Searches

.4

Beginning Friday, May'28, 1976 we will be.offering free on-line search
services to you in.Chemistry Research Building Room 105.° 'MA cia Myers and
Sharon Selman will do searches'for you during the folloWirig, curs for the
remainder of quarter III:

Mppdays thrUi Fridays 9:00a.m. - 1:00p.m.
Monday and Thursday evenings 6:00p.m. - 9:00p.m.
Tuesday anc Wednesday afternoons 1:00p.m. - 3:00p.m.

Based upon userneeds, new, mutually agreeable, hours can be arranged
for the summer. To have searches made either,stop by Room 105 or give
Marcia or Sharon a call at 644-5033.

Although some may'not be appropriate to your information needs, the
following System Development Corporation data bases will be available to you:

CHEMCON
,:Condensates,
from 1972 t
records;
to CHEMC

.g-

,nd CHEM7071. Topics covered are thoSe found in Chemical,Abstracts
prepared by C mical Abstracts Service., CHEMCON includes materials
Apte; CHEM7071. overs 1970"td 1971. CHEMCON has over 1.3 million
v71 has.over,580,000 records. ,About' 12,000 records are added

leekly..

CAIN. Cataloging and Indexing data base, prepared by National Agricultural
Library. Covers world -wide journal and monographic literature in agiiculture
and related subject fields, including general agricultural and rural sociolOgy;
economics; consumer protection and human nutrition; animal science; veterinary
medicine; forestry and plant-related areas; chemistry; natural resources, ento-:.
mology; and agricultural engineering. Includes materials from 197 Ito date --
over 692,000 items. About 12,000 records added monthly.

CIS INDEX. Prepa;etby Congressional Information Service. Covers U.S.
Congress publications: hearings; committee prints; House and Senate Reports,
Documents, and special(publicationsf..Senate Executive Report's anc0Documents.
Subject coverage is multi-disciplinary arid-topical. Includes materials from

to date--over 50,000 items. Abont 900 records added monthly.

305
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COMPENDEX. Prepareciby Engineering Index. Corresponds to Engineering
Index Monthly. Covers civil-environmental-geofogical engineering;:mining-
metalspetroleum-fuel engineering; mechaniCal-automotive-nuclear-agrOspace

o engineering; electrical-electronics-control engineering; chemical agricul ural-
food engineering; and industrial engineering, management,'Mathematics, p sids,
and instruments. Includes material frOm 1970 to date-over 425,000 items.
'About 6,000 records added monthly.-

ERIC. Preparedby the National Institute of Education. Covers, report
and periodical literature in many education and education-related areas:
educational management; higher education; information resources; science;.
mathematics and environmental, education; teacher.'' education; tests, measure-
ment, and evaluation, and others. IncludesMaterial from 1166 to date - -dyer.
220,000 items. About 2,500 records added monthly.

-GEORE.F. Geological References file, prepared by the American Geological
Institute. Covers geoscienAs literature froth 3,000Ournals, plus conferences
and major'symposia andmonograpbk, in suctVareas as engineering-bnvironment
geology, geochemistrycomorpholOgy, hydrogeology, igneous and metamorphic'
petrology, mineralogy, o4anography, paleobotany, sedimentary petrology, soils,
atrat4caphy, and structural-geology. Includes materials from 1967 to date--
ovet).263,000 items. About 3,040 records added monthly.

'LIBCON/E and LIBCON/F and LIBCON /S. Prepared by Information Dynamics
Corporation. Covers all ubject .areas in monographic Jiterature and audio-
visual materials, and includes MARC recdrds from the,l4brary of Congress as

. well as many more LC-cataloged/items: Three different data bases are
available. LIBCON/E, Tor English language mv* erials; LIBCON(F, for noit=English:
`language materials; and LIBCON/S, forcnrrentimaterials, Includes materials
from 4.965 to date, but many publications pre7date the 20th Century-7over
1-mtlii'dn records. About 7,000 records added weekly.

\

INFORM.. Prepared by ABI, a division of Dataliourier; Inc- Covers
business management'periodical literature from ove 300 journals, in'the .

areas of finance, management, economics, statistics, business law, and
marketing. Journals such as Duns ReviewHarvard Business-Review, and '

Nations' Business are abstracted. Includes materials from 1971--over
32,000 items. About 1,200 records,added monthly.

.7\ _
.

NTIS. Prepared by National Technical In ormation Service (NTIS) of. the
U.S. Department of CoMmerce. Is a broad and ross-disciplinary file'codlaining.
citations and' abstracts of government- sponsored R&D reports and other government
analyses prepared by Federal, agencies or their contractors and grantees.
Corresponds to the Weekly Government Abstracts and the semi- monthly Government.
Reports Announcements. Includes materials from 1970--over 314,000 items. About
2,300 records added biweekly.

.74

30q
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PIE NEWS. Prepared by-Central Abstracting Indexing Service of the
.

.

American Petroleum Institute. 'Covers fiVe.major publications in tHe petroleum
and energy fields:. Tiatts Oilgram News Service, Middle East Economics Survey,
Petroleum Intelligency Weekly, Petroleum Economist, and Oil Daily. Includes
materials from 1975 to date--over 23,000 items. About 500 records added weekly.

POLLUTION. Prepared by Pollution Abstracts, a *division'of Data Courier, Inc,
and correbponds in doverage to the printe&TOLLUTION ABSTRACTS publication.
Covers foreign and domestic reports, journals,contrAts and patents, symposia,
and government, documents in the areas of pollution control and research:. water,
marine, land, and(thermal pollution; pesticides; sewage and waste treatments; .

and ea1 developments. Includes.materials from 1970 to date--over 37,700 items.
About 11,000 records added bimonthly.

SSIE., Prepared t,r the Smithsonian Science Information Exchange. Covers
on-going and recently ompleted research in the life, phy c 1 and social
science.--both basic and applied research projects.- Res c in progress is
included from over 1,300 funding organizations, such as ral, state, and
local government; non-profit associations; colleges and ersities; non-
affiliated investigators; and some foreign organizations and private iadustry.
Included materials from Fiscal Year 1074 to date--over 130,000 items. About
9,000 research projects and continuations added monthly.

We plan to start service with a teleprinter (T33)', pending arrival cathe
faster (30 characters/second) non-impact NCR pr4.nter. You are invited tOlgtop.
by Room 105, whether or not you want a search conducted.,

It
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TO.

-January 20, 1976
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Computerized Searching Technical Literature - FREE

The Technical Library - Pensacola has completed arrangements which,'for
1976, gives you free on-line searching of the SDC computerized data bases.
This means that a large segment of the world's technical literature is
literally at your finger tips.

Here is a unique opport4ity-for you to:

1. Back-up or. strengthen your project' work with literature
searches designed to your specific requirements.

2. Evalt;ate the usefulness of these data bases and the
computeriZed approach to searching technical literature.

The scfentifie-and patent literature.data bases available include:

Chemical Abstracts
Engineering Index:

Government sponsored R&D from National Technical Information
Service

Pollution and Environment, based on Pollution Abstracts
Derwent -.World Patent Abstracts

*There are 10 or more non-scientifiC data bases
marketing information which are also availaU.4...A

luding ones covering

C-

Th''e reason'for the free use of thes l. computerized files *s that we are
participating in a National Science'5oundationsponsored study. This
study, which is direCted by the Florida State University -'School of
Libraiy Science, is designed to obtain an understanding of the effect of
the availability of on-lide search bibliographic data bases (OLBD) on its
intended users information style. The experience gained during.the study
and the results of the study well be valuable to all of us.

In order to participate, you will to complete the attached questionnaire'
(for bacicground information) and r4turn it tome for forwarding to my FSU
contact. The precise search subjects, resulting hits and names of partici-
pating indivi duals are confidential to Monsanto. Your name tis coded for
this purpose (see Monsanto survey 'code number on the 1st. page of question-
naire). I will act as the MTC co-ordinator for the study.

A

*Complete list attached. 3o8
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Th ber:ofaearches covered by this Study is limited by available
p ogram mo ,-but'should be sufficient to handle the bulk of our needs.
C is beyond this will be handled as regular library search requests and
ch rged to your cost.center. You are requested to participate in the
pro am and, hopefully, will'makemultiple or reasonablY'extensive use of
this mpUterized approach to literature searching during this year.

.(Please se the search request form, copy attached, when requesting a search).

If you do not care to participate in the- NSF study, I would appreciate your
completing the form and adding,a notation "not interested in NSF study".
You can always change your mind at a later date. Note: Most searches cost
.$15-50 depending upon the complexity of the search and the number of citations
printed. You can avoid this cost for 1976 by participating in the study.

Call me at ext. 7500 (Pensacola) if there are questions.

Paul W. inn
Technical Library - Pensacola

PWG:cb

P.S. Do not concern yourself with the mechanics of the search.
Messrs Gann and Reynard will handle this Aalthough we
encourage your presence during the on-lidrsearch. If
you are so inclined, you can learn these mechanics in
relatively short order and handle the searches yours lf.

"kt,
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DATA

.

DATA BASE
NAME SUBJECT MATTER AND SOURCE

ENTRY-
YEAR

COVERAGE
FROM]

......-
*AP1LIT' Petroleum literature, from \JAN 1964

*APIPAT

American Petroleum InStitute
.

Petroleum patents, from

,

JAN 1964
American Petroleum Institute . \

*ASI Government statistical ,publications; based
on Amerian Statistics Index

JAN\ '1974

CAIN Agriculture and related-areas,
from National Agricultural Library

JAN 1970

CHEMCON Chemistry, from Chtmital
Abstracts Service

JAN 1972',

.6 'a
CHEM7071 Chemistry, from Chemical

, JAN 1910 \.

Abstracts Service

*CIS Publications of the U.S. Congress, basedi.
on the Congressional Information Service.

JAN 1970

COMPENDEX

Index \ ,

Engineering, from

.

JAN 1970
Engineering Index

ERIC Education, from National
_

JAN 1966
Institute of Education

*GEO-REF Geosciences, from American' JAN 1967
Geological Institute *;:,

... .

*IDC/LIBCON Library of Congress cataloging,
froM Information Dynamics ,Corp.

. JAN 1966

INFORM Business Management, from ',....AUG 1971
ABI Inc. .

i'
-,.._

\
.*MATRIX CommuiaatIOncology, and MAY 1973

Urban4lanning,from ORBA Information Ltd.
1,4-

NTIS Government-sponsored R&D reports, from JAN 1970
National Technical Information, Service

*P/E NEWS Business news in petroleum and energy,
from American Petroleum Inttitute

.

JAN 1975

*POLLUTION Pollution and environment, based on JAN 1970

*SCISEARCHID

Pollution Abstracts
.,

Life sciences, from Institute for APR 1972
Scientific Information

*SEARCH Chemical marketing information, from JUL 1972
International Business Data, Inc.

*SSIE Research in progress, from Smithsonian
Science Information Exchange

FISCAL YR
1974

'4111*Avaflabie excluaivelp through SDC Search Service.

Footnotes:

Dates represent years in which materials
/1 were entered into the files by the data

base suppliers. Actual publication-year

AS SO:
coverage is reguently broader.

- WS stogie*" w«ae Alkszeett eXONxr
310

NO: OF
CI

TNnu
TATIONS

1874

169,000'

86;000

20,000

_605,000

988,000

600,000

55.000

358,000

192.000

239.000

837.000

23,000

15.000

265,000

35,000

546.000

45,000

110.000
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CWWERIZED LITERATURE SEARCH
I
Date

0

Subject

Search No. Charge File

Description:

,Terrns:

r'9
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MEMORANDUM

DATE: October 10, 1977

TO: Chemist partment Faculty and Uradu Students
'

FROM: Al Ba r, Dept. of 'Socio logy, and,Gery hod chool of Library Science

RE: Resumption/Of On-Line Search Service

0

We are pleased to announce. that the computer search service' of
chemistry-related data bates will again-be available in the Chemistry
'Department during, the coming academic year. The search Service will
reopen on Wednesday, October 12.

This service allows you to rapidly search Chemical Abstracts and
similar indexes to locate citations on topics you are interested in
for your teaching, research or studies. The benefits are many. You
can:

* save many hours of manual searching through indexes
* have bibliographies produced that are tailored to your needs'
* interact with the computer system to refine your inquiry
* discover what-work has been previously done, on a topic, or

locate topics ._about whiCh little has been written
* keep aware of the latest writings in your field.,

The information specialists during the coming year will be Jan
Fennell,' Bonnie Jackson and Bill Needham. Service hours will be:

Monday - 9:30 - 3:00
Tuesday - 9:30 - 3:00
Wednesday - 9:30 - 3:00
Thursday - 9:30 - 12:30
Friday - 9:30 - 3:00

Those of you already familiar with this service are aware that 40.

.thiis part of a,National Science Foundation-sponsored grant to study
how' and with what effect on-line search services are used. The service-
this year will also be supported in part by the Chemistry Department
through charges to research grants. An advisory committee of department
faculty has been established to assist the planning and evaluation
of the search service. Thecommittee w so consider:the feasibility
of offering on-line 'search services thro the Chemistry Department
when NSF funds expire.

New data bases have become available during the summerand improved
system design should make ).our searches more effective. Over 50 data
bases are available but the ones of most interest to you are described
in the attachment to this, memo.:

F6r those of you who are hot'faMiliar with the service, on-line
bibliographic searching is. one of the rapidly expanding methods of
doing literature searching. The procedure is simple. Come to Room
105,Chemistry Research Building (next to the elevators) with your re-
quest. At information specialist will discuss your request with you

3 1 2
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to clarify your terms; suggest synonyms, and find-nays of-rotating-AI-I

the material you want. You, are encouraged to remain while the search

is being made so that you can,interact with the responses from the data
base to make. the results more precise. If you do not wish to remain,

you may leave your request with the specialist and the results will be

placed in your mailbox..

The typiCal search takes about 15 minutes. You may obtain the

citations immediately if they are not too numerous. If there are many

citations (more than about 20), it is less costly if we can request
that they be printed off-line and mailed to us. This usually takes

only 3 to 5 dayS. There is no limit to the number of citations that

may be printed off-line.

Because this service is part of an experimental study, you will
be given-a short-reaction form and asked to comment on 'the usefulness
of the service. Your feedback will help us'provide better service and
will give us data:for our research.

We look forward to seeing you and providing this service to help
you in your research and studies.

jiB/GJ/J4

313
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SELECTED DATA BASES AVAILABLE
FOR ON-LINE SEARCHING

CHEMCON and CHEM7071: These are the two basic data bases which cover
literature found in Chemical Abstracts. Coverage is from
12,000 journals, patents from 26 countries, new books, con-
ference proceedings, and government research reports. :The
data bases contain the citations only, not the.abstracts.
CHEMCON in udes over 1.5 million citations from 1972 to the 0

aliiikpresent s current within about two weeks. About 12,000-
new records are added to the file every two weeks. CHEM7071
has about 600,000 records and covers the years 1970 and 1971,
with a few entries that.date back to 1969. (Unfortunately,
there are no files yet that go back to earlier years.)

t /

BIOSIS PREVIEWS:. This data base is the authoritative secondary source
for the entire life sciences, with citations from about 8,000
journals. The total number of entries is about one million,
from 1972 to date.

COMPENDEX: This is an eAineering-oriented data bas .repared by
Engineering Index and corresponding to En rin Index
Monthly. Topics include all aspects of e gineering: chemi-.
cal, civil, environmental, geological, me ls, petroleum,
nuclear, electrical and others. Entries-are from 1970 to
date, with a total file of over half a million citations. .,

GEOREF: This is the file of geology and earth sciences, and covers .

literature from 3,000 journals, plus conference proceedings,
monographs, and major symposia. Topics include geology,
geochemistry, mineralogy, paleobotany, soils, and, oceanography.
Coverage is from 1967 to date, with about 3,000 records added
monthly.

4

SSIE: These data, prepared by the Smithsonian Science Information Ex-
change, covers on-going and recently completed research in
the life, physical and social sciences, both basic and
applied. Research in progresk is included from over 1,300
funding agencies: colleges ailitunfersities, government,
non-profit'associations, and others. The file has material
from mid-1974 and about 9.000 research projects and contin-
uations are added monthly.

, .

GRANTS: This file is a complete source of references to more'than
1,500 grant programs offered by Federal, state and local
governments, commercial organizations, and associations and
private foundations. It covers88 disciplines, including
the sciences.
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ANALYSIS OF USAGE GRAPHS

4
A study of the pattern of searches at the

suggest predictability of usage except for the

At both FSU and Monsanto, and at FSU for phaso

-months of service show the following pattern:

two test sites does not

early, stages of service.

I and II, the ,early

*le An "initial interest surge," with a very high number of searches

in the first month, caused in part by curiosity of potential

users.

** A marked"d7kine in use in the following one or two months,

presumably as curiosity is satisfied and immediate search

needs are fulfilled.

** An increase in search requests but to a much lower level

than in the first month or two.

Beyond the initial three to four months of service,..the usage'

pattern is influenced by faCtors inherent in each test,site, such as

academic calendar (quarter breaks), examination periods, vacation

times, start-up or completion of major projects, etc.

A close look at usage was made with a chart of five-day weighted

average of number of searches per day for the entire projedt-period.

Relating number of searches to various critical events notably, the

introduction of new equipment and special efforts at publicitf the

service -- showed no positive relationshjip between these events and

Increased usage.

d
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FSU ONLINE SEARCHES AVERAGE UNIQUE USER PER DAY
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ONLINE SEA44-IES mo144N4)
based on returned feedback forms; includes sample and non-sample

A

p
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1977876
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